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The 1st completely virtual edition of the Smart Systems Integration Conference & Exhibition, 

short SSI, took place from April 27 to 29, 2021. More than 120 participants from all over 

Germany, Europe and the world took part in the online event. Highly interesting keynotes, a 

total of 53 speakers spread over five tracks and nine sessions as well as a poster session with a 

total of ten contributions and organized topic tables for discussions were among the highlights 

of the three-day event. In addition, the Thomas Gessner Award was presented for the second 

time during the event. 

Starting with the conference 2021, the topics are arranged into five tracks covering technology 

readiness levels from 1 to 9. Key enablers and key technologies are addressed, as well as smart 

systems solutions for mobility, energy, industry, agri-food, biomedical applications, and healthy 

living. The former EPoSS sessions are included in the track on strategy and business creation.

Already the four keynotes by Lucilla Sioli, Director for Artificial Intelligence and Digital Industry, 

European Commission (Electronic and Photonic Smart Systems: Contributing to a European 

green, digital and sovereign future), Jean-François Delepau, CEO Lynred (LYNRED‘s leadership 

at the dawn of infrared imaging applications), Remi Bastien, Renault Group (Power Electronics 

– An opportunity for Europe‘s industry and a valuable field of cooperation between Automotive

& Electronics) and Elisa Vianello, CEA-Leti (The role of resistive memories to enable frugal AI

devices) showed the scope of this year‘s SSI. In summary 53 speakers – some live, some in

recorded presentations – provided ample input and reasons for personal exchange.

The conference chairs  Prof. Thomas Otto (Fraunhofer ENAS), Dr. Stefan Finkbeiner (Bosch

Sensortec and EPoSS) and Dr. Emmanuel Sabonnadiere (CEA-Leti) as well as the organizers

Fraunhofer ENAS, EPoSS and Silicon Saxony would like to thank all participants for their

interest and all sponsors for their important support during these difficult conference times.

We are already looking forward to Smart Systems Integration 2022, which will hopefully take

place under more „normal“ conditions and will probably be held from April 26-28, 2022 in

Grenoble/France.

Prof. Thomas Otto  

Conference Chair  

PREFACE

Conference Chairs

▪ Prof. Thomas Otto, Fraunhofer Institute for Electronic Nano Systems ENAS, Germany

▪ Dr. Stefan Finkbeiner, Bosch Sensortec GmbH, Germany

▪ Dr. Emmanuel Sabonnadiere, CEA-Leti, France

Core Team

The conference is prepared by the new core team, which includes high-level experts from industry as well 

as from basic and applied research organisations:

▪ Dr. Klas Brinkfeldt, RISE, Sweden

▪ Dr. Sywert Brongersma, imec, Belgium

▪ Wolfgang Dettmann, Infineon Technologies AG, Germany

▪ Dr. Thomas Dietrich, IVAM Microtechnology Network, Germany
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Thomas Otto, Fraunhofer ENAS Stefan Finkbeiner, Bosch Sensortec GmbH/ EPoSS Chairman Emmanuel Sabonnadiere, CEA-Leti
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© Robert Bosch GmbH© RISE IVF © Fraunhofer ENAS

Thomas Geßner Award

Dr.-Ing. Ulrike Nabholz

Robert Bosch GmbH

for her PhD thesis „Physical Modelling and Identification of Nonlinear Effects in Microelectro-

mechanical Systems“

Best Paper Award

Bruno Fain

University Grenoble Alpes, CEA-Leti

for his presentation „Beamforming with AlN-based bimorph piezoelectric micromachined 

ultrasonic transducers“

in session 7, track I: Key Enablers for Smart Systems of Next Generation

Best Poster Award

Claudia Bruno

STMicroelectronics 

for her poster presentation (track IV) on „Embedded artificial intelligence approach for gas re-

cognition in smart agriculture application using low cost MOX gas sensors“

AWARDS
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Track I – Key Enablers for Smart Systems of Next Generation 

New discoveries & inventions of functional principles for Smart Systems and artificial 

intelligence at the edge & in the cloud:

▪ Novel concepts for smart sensing, actuation, energy supply, data processing, storage, AI

and communication

▪ Design & design verification methods for Smart Systems

▪ Material innovations, new fabrication tools & processes

▪ Advanced micro / nano and smart power technologies

▪ Heterogeneous integration for Smart Systems with AI

▪ Methodologies and concepts for reliability, safety, and security to be inherently built into

components and systems

Track II – Key Technologies for Smart Systems 

Hardware and software building blocks of Smart Systems, their design, fabrication, and test 

methods at device, wafer, component, module, and system levels:

▪ System Integration: 2.5/3D integration, interconnect technologies & packaging for the

electronics and all associated sensors/actuators etc.

▪ Embedded intelligence and cognition at the device level

▪ Fabrication of micro/nano systems & smart power systems

▪ Smart low-cost approaches including roll-to-roll technologies and printed functionalities

▪ High volume components at Euro cents for billions of infection or immunity tests

Track III – Application Domains: Mobility, Energy, Industry

AI-based smart sensor systems and networks, control units and drives incl. aspects such as 

power electronics, packaging and further system integration as well as communication systems 

for the fields of (auto)mobility, energy, and automation like:

▪ E-mobility (land, air and sea) and its infrastructure

▪ Highly automated and connected vehicles

▪ Secure, reliable, decentralized, multi-modal energy systems with a high level of renewable sources

▪ Highly automated distribution grids coupling the energy sector with mobility, industry &

domestic use

▪ Ultra-flexible, high-performing, energy and resource efficient, and collaborative production

facilities

▪ Digital twins supporting from design to customer service

Track IV – Application Domains: Food, Biomedical, Healthy Living

Disruptive innovation of Smart Systems in terms of accuracy, autonomy, automation, cost, 

size, etc. for applications like

▪ Digitising agriculture for sustainable production

▪ Food safety, security, and monitoring from field to fork

▪ Inexpensive real-time disease detection, e.g. COVID-19

▪ Connected life - Enabling the work-life balance

▪ Combined wearable / implants systems

▪ Enabling healthy lifestyles to prevent disease and to promote autonomous living

Track V – Strategy and Business Creation

Instruments of support addressing aspects of strategy and business creation:

▪ Global market dynamics and the stability of value chains

▪ The competitive advantages of European ecosystems

▪ Political framework and support programmes

▪ From research to business: start-up and SME support

▪ Global co-operation and Joint venture strategies

▪ Opportunities and challenges of networking at European and regional level

▪ Standardisation

▪ Highlights from digital innovation hubs in action

TRACKS
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Session 8
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for Smart Systems  
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Issues

Session 9

Track III: Application 
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and Social 

Part 2 – Innovation by Smart 

System Integration

12:00 pm – 12:30 pm 

Topic Tables

12:30 pm – 01:15 pm

Topic Tables

11:45 am – 12:15 pm 

Topic Tables

12:15 pm – 12:30 pm 

Final Statement by Conference Chairs, Announcement next SSI, Best Poster Award 

12:30 pm – 03:00 pm 

Networking

01:15 pm – 03:00 pm

Networking

12:30 pm – 03:00 pm 

Networking and End of Conference
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Session Introduction 

Paddy French, TU Delft

End-to-End Automation Frameworks for Mapping Neural Networks onto Embedded 

Devices and Early Performance Predictions: A Survey

Yannick Braatz, Michael J. Klaiber (Robert Bosch Corporation Research)
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Thomas Hammer, Siemens AG
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Sandro G. Koch, Uwe Voelz, Nicolas Lange, Soeren Koeble (Fraunhofer IPMS), Frank 

Schubert, Christian Richter (Fraunhofer IKTS), Prajith Kumar Poongodan, Frank Vanselow 

(Fraunhofer EMFT), Christoph Urbahn (Fraunhofer IFF)
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Antoine Laurin, Vincent Heiries (CEA-LETI), Maxime Montaru (CEA-LITEN)

Highly Integrated and Multi-Featured Smart Sensor
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Michael Scholles (Fraunhofer IPMS)
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P R O G R A M P R O G R A M
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Abstract—Recently automated frameworks have been 

proposed, mapping neural networks from a high-level 

description onto embedded devices, most of them in an end-to-

end manner. This paper aims to give an overview of their main 

characteristics and achievements. A special focus is lying on 

internal predictions during design space exploration (DSE) 

regarding hardware targets (performance, area or power 

consumption), enabling fast exploration of the individually 

defined search spaces, especially in early design stages. 

Additionally, recent research results that are not part of such 

frameworks, but present novel estimation techniques are also 

covered by this work. 

Keywords— DNNs, end-to-end frameworks, performance 

estimations, design-space-exploration, overview 

I. INTRODUCTION

Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) have become the 
dominating subfield of artificial intelligence over the last 
several years. Machine Learning (ML) frameworks, like 
TensorFlow [10], facilitate the design of more powerful neural 
networks on high abstraction level, enabling new architectures 
and network topologies. FPGAs and even ASICs turned out to 
be promising backend devices for accelerating DNN 
inference, providing good throughput and latency, while 
addressing the challenges of limited hardware resources by 
several optimization techniques. However, handcrafting these 
designs turned out to be a very time consuming task, since 
DNN models and their workloads change permanently, even 
with the upcoming field of High-Level Synthesis (HLS). To 
bridge this gap in productivity, numerous frameworks have 
been introduced, automatically generating optimized 
hardware implementations for FPGA-boards [3-5] and ASICs 
[3], starting from a high-level network description. Published 
results show, that these frameworks are able to outperform 
state-of-the-art accelerators in terms of performance, latency 
and energy efficiency, and even GPU- and TPU-based 
solutions [3]. This paper starts with presenting a brief 
overview of a small selection of recently proposed framework 
solutions and provides insight into their methodologies. Each 
of these frameworks defines an individual design space, 
depending on its methodology and optimization techniques. 
The backbone of most of their automated design space 
explorations (DSE) are specialized prediction tools or 
analytical models, estimating how parameter choices will 
affect the overall performance, energy consumption or area of 
later hardware systems in early design stages. Proposed results 
show that these predictions can achieve reliable accuracies, 
compared to real hardware implementations [3,5], leading to 
an efficient selection of optimal design candidates. Having 
access to this information early in the design cycle is essential 

for achieving good designs and underlines the importance of 
early predictions. Some publications present novel 
methodologies for more reliable estimations. Incorporating 
Deep Learning Compiler like TVM [2] for hardware 
implementation optimizations at the software level, along with 
simulation of the provided outputs [1], or modifications on the 
traditional roofline model [6] for quantization aware 
predictions have achieved promising results. The main focus 
of this work is on such estimation techniques. As they often 
occur inside of automated DNN mapping frameworks, it 
seems reasonable to cover this topic in the proposed context. 
These frameworks, in this work, tend to work as an entry point 
into novel estimation techniques and the methodologies used 
there can be leveraged for comparison. The following section 
provides insight into some framework solutions and their 
methodologies, while section three compares them regarding 
prediction accuracies. Section four is summarizing some 
novel predictions concepts, before section five provides a 
conclusion and some future perspectives. 

II. FRAMEWORK OVERVIEW

A. Framework Selection

Since the authors in [9] already gave an extensive survey

about automated frameworks mapping Convolutional Neural 

Networks (CNNs) onto FPGAs, published between 2016 and 

2017, these will not be covered here. As mentioned before, 

the focus of this paper is not explicitly on CNN mapping 

frameworks, but more on their internal prediction mechanics. 

To understand these methods in the context of individual 

framework approaches their methodologies will be 

introduced next. This survey covers DNNBuilder [4], 

HybridDNN [5] and AutoDNNchip [3], which may seem to 

be a tiny collection, but has been selected for two reasons. 

First, they have been published in the last two years and so 

provide a state-of-the-art view on this topic. Second, 

commonly used estimation techniques are represented by 

them, while covering other frameworks with similar 

prediction methods would cause an undesired amount of 

redundancy. 

B. Framework Methodologies

A typical end-to-end flow is describing a software driven
automated sequence of processing steps without humans in the 
loop, running from a high-level input DNN specification to the 
output product that executes DNN inference on a specified 
hardware backend.  While some end-to-end frameworks start 
from a pre-trained DNN description, applying straight-
forward optimization and hardware-oriented implementation 
[5,8] DNNBuilder does also provide support for co-
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optimization between the DNN algorithm and the accelerator 
architecture. Training the DNN is part of DNNBuilders 
toolflow, as adjustments on the neural network (NN) structure 
might be necessary for optimized hardware deployment, and 
therefore employs CPU and GPU into the methodology. The 
starting point is an untrained high-level CNN description, 
targeted to be accelerated on edge- and cloud FPGAs for real-
life DNN applications. The tool analyzes the DNN and trained 
weights in a parsing step in order to achieve information about 
its topology and layer properties. Each main layer type 
(convolution, pooling or fully-connected) is mapped onto pre-
built components at register-transfer level (RTL) that can be 
used for direct FPGA implementation. A tunable processing 
element (PE), is part of most of these RTL templates, and 
captures loop-nest structures, and so convolution 
computations, inside layers. Multiple kernels and channels are 
computable in parallel with such PEs at the granularity of each 
layer, while corresponding buffer sizes have to be adjusted to 
the provided degree of parallelism. The main accelerator 
architecture is designed in a streaming fashion, meaning that 
all major layers, each mapped to a RTL IP, are implemented 
at separate pipeline stages (minor layers (e.g., ReLU) are 
fused to them) while the layers PE engines are configured 
individually. This structure enables additional parallelism 
between layers. Selecting the degree of internal parallelism 
and finding good balance between all pipeline stages is the 
main optimization strategy of DNNBuilder and defines the 
internal search space. Additionally, to save on-chip memory 
and lower layers allocated memory bandwidth, each layer 
buffer only caches columns of input features, instead of the 
whole map, to perform computations on, while weights for a 
convolution computation are streamed inside the design. An 
automated DSE engine, covered in more detail in the next 
section, configures the layer IP by applying an appropriate 
amount of parallelism to each and controls the memory 
bandwidth allocation of them, by adjusting the number of 
cached columns, to satisfy these parallelism restrictions. After 
configuration the whole RTL design can be transformed into 
FPGA deployable code. HybridDNN also addresses cloud-
FPGAs, and embedded FPGAs for accelerator 
implementations, starting from a pre-trained DNN model from 
popular machine learning frameworks and a specification of 
the target FPGA backend. “Hybrid” in its name relates to the 
support of two different convolution schemes, regular and 
Winograd-based convolutions, inside the HybridDNN 
accelerator architecture. For flexible support, main compute 
element of the accelerators architecture is a unified PE engine 
that can handle both convolution schemes and so be used 
inside each convolutional layer. Which one is used is defined 
from a software perspective. This PE offers similar potential 
for parallel computation, like in DNNBuilders approach. As 
the PE in DNNBuilder was configured for each layer 
individually, due to the streaming nature of DNNBuilders 
accelerator architecture, HybridDNN reuses the same PE 
scheme over all layers, as what [9] refers to as single 
computation engine architecture. The framework provides 
two dataflow schemes for buffering convolution data inside 
each layer, for internal storage and reuse of either input 
features (input-stationary, IS) or weights (weight-stationary, 
WS). The choice of dataflow does also contribute to the 
software part of potential design choices. Different from 
DNNBuilder, HybridDNN leverages high-level synthesis for 
hardware design instead of already implementable RTL IP, 
benefitting from HLSs automated optimization inside the 
synthesis process and the reduced effort in hardware mapping. 

DSE results are used to configure HLS templates into 
synthesizable C-level descriptions, leading to RTL 
implementations for the FPGA backend, while the in DSE 
optimized mapping strategies are translated into accelerator 
instructions by an internal DNN compiler. A host CPU 
executes them in order to control DNN acceleration on the 
FPGA, along with control of dataflow and pipelining schemes. 
While the both aforementioned approaches target FPGA-
boards only, AutoDNNchip supports FPGA and ASIC 
backends, based on a deep learning framework pre-trained 
DNN description (TensorFlow or Pytorch) for the inference 
phase. Users have to feed the maximum achievable hardware 
latency, power and resources and the choice of target backend 
platform into the tool. Comparable to DNNBuilder a pre-build 
RTL library defines a base for later design decisions, while the 
layout of these components differ greatly from their approach. 
The authors of AutoDNNchip divide the optimization process 
into levels of abstraction, from an architectural, IP and 
mapping point of view. While previous approaches focus only 
on improvements of these separated from each other, 
hardware templates in AutoDNNchip are designed to include 
all of them simultaneously. The tool provides an extendable 
selection of architectural templates, each corresponding to a 
state-of-the-art accelerator architecture, for different domains. 
Every architecture is designed as a directed graph, leveraging 
object-orientation to provide each graph object with abilities 
of all three abstractions for efficient co-optimization in later 
DSE process. Tunable IP templates for compute-engines, 
datapath control and memory instances form nodes of the 
graph representation, while edges define the direction of 
dataflows between these IP elements, providing it in a 
streaming fashion, comparable to DNNBuilders accelerator. 
Fine-tuning of these graph elements along with the decision 
for an appropriate graph layout under the constraints of user-
defined inputs regarding hardware budget and targets form the 
space of definable parameters, explored by a DSE engine 
automatically. Providing optimized abilities to all graph 
components and defining their internal state machines lead to 
an accelerator architecture that can be directly mapped to the 
pre-defined target platform, involving HLS or electronic 
design automation (EDA) tools, depending on the backend 
platform (FPGA or ASIC). 

C. Design Space Exploration and Estimation Techniques

As mentioned above a crucial component inside each DSE
process are early estimations for the impact of design 
decisions on the final hardware implementation. Using 
analytical models, in order to describe system behavior by 
simple equations is a commonly used scheme, which is also 
part of the three mentioned frameworks. Design parameters 
are variables inside these equations and different choices lead 
to different results that can be captured with small effort [12]. 
The roofline model [11] is widely used to combine 
methodology depended analytical models with limitations 
regarding achievable performance and memory bandwidth of 
the target device and is also used by DNNBuilders DSE 
engine.  This engine internally defines two factors for each 
pipeline layer to quantify parallelism in either input feature 
maps or weight kernels that can be processed in parallel and 
so directly determine the number of resources to be allocated. 
These two factors are numbers that need to be configured in 
DSE, in order to describe parallel execution of PEs in each 
layer, along with corresponding buffer memory. Analytical 
equations describe theoretical guidelines about how these 
factors affect the system latency and throughput, as they 
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directly influence the resource demands. Plotting these 
estimated values into the roofline graph is used to evaluate 
memory or computation boundaries of the current design and 
apply different resource allocation strategies to locate the 
design close to an optimal design point. Automated resource 
allocation, based on the combination of these analytical 
equations with the roofline graph, is done algorithmically. 
HybridDNN does as well provide latency predictions 
leveraging an analytical model but introducing some 
dependencies for data in different pipeline stages and 
considering their influence inside the equations, compared to 
DNNBuilder assuming optimal resource balancing. The 
model does define some limitations for resources that can be 
utilized in each layer, like the utilization of digital signal 
processors (DSPs) or block random access memories 
(BRAMs), the main on-chip memory resource, in a similar 
manner like DNNBuilder. Hardware parallelization factors, 
along with the provided data bit-width and BRAM bandwidth, 
are used as variables to be adjusted for the compute engine in 
order to determine both, DSP and BRAM resource limitations. 
The same factors apply for calculation of estimated latency in 
standard or Winograd convolutions, combining them with 
layer information extracted in the first steps of the tool (e.g., 
the size of feature maps or kernels) and analog for the BRAM 
access, adding the BRAM bandwidth to the equation. As the 
authors mention that there is always some data dependency 
between different pipeline stages they decline this as a penalty 
latency and extend the previous equations with it to receive 
more reliable estimations. While for DNNBuilder the roofline 
plot was giving insight into model limitations HybridDNN 
defines these limits only by the available resources. These 
equations guide the automated DSE, tuning the hardware 
variables in the restrictions of achievable platform resources 
to define best utilizations for DSPs and BRAMs for each layer 
before applying exploration of software parameters, namely 
the choice of convolution mode or if data should be stored in 
a weight-stationary or input-stationary manner. 
AutoDNNchip does combine an analytical model with a 
simulation-based estimation technique, while results of the 
first influences the quality of the second. Other than 
DNNBuilder and Hybrid DNN, AutoDNNchip does estimate 
energy consumption along with latency. This is done by 
describing every IP on the accelerator graph by simple 
equations, combining the defined number of internal states 
and parallel executable PEs as variables with measured or 
RTL simulated values for the latency or energy of this isolated 
IP, along with some correction terms. Summing up all IP 
elements on the graph provides a coarse estimation about 
systems overall latency and energy requirements. As these 
models are very fast, as the authors claim to evaluate 4.6 
million design points to be evaluated within 0.8h, an efficient 
pruning of critical architectures can be done. Estimating 
values for individual IPs leaves some space for optimizations, 
like overlapped computation and dataflow (pipelining) 
between these elements. Iteratively inserting pipelines 
between different IPs on the architectural graph and 
simulating this dynamic behavior at run-time provides more 
reliable estimations, that would be hard to capture by static 
equations. Since this takes far longer, this step is combined 
with the analytical model to reduce simulation  time by having 
a smaller design space. 

III. COMPARISON

As the main focus of this work is on predictions this is 
meant to be the evaluation metric for the frameworks 

comparison. An overview about the published achieved 
estimation accuracy results is presented in table 1, along with 
the hardware platform and the neural network they have been 
measured on. Note that the values for Eyeriss and ShiDianNao 
ASICs reflect the maximum error, while for other 
AutoDNNchip (AD) results the average error is shown. As the 
authors in HybridDNN (HD) do only name the values, without 
further explanation, they are assumed to be average errors. 
Unfortunately the DNNBuilder paper does not provide any 
values for their estimation accuracy. 

TABLE I. PREDCITION ACCURACIES IN COMPARISON 

Frame-
work 

Device Network Lat. 
acc.(%) 

Energ. 
acc.(%) 

AD Ultra96 SkyNet 3.73 5.20 

AD Jetson TX SkyNet 4.85 5.40 

AD TPU SkyNet 6.57 6.05 

AD Eyeriss AlexNet 4.12 5.15 

AD ShiDianNao AlexNet - 9.59 

HD NAS VGG-16 4.27 - 

HD Pynq-Z1 VGG-16 4.03 - 

Based on the methodology better results would have been 
expected for AutoDNNchip. But, as table 1 shows, both 
approaches achieve similar accuracies. This might be due to 
the fact that the base scheme in both cases is an analytical 
model. As the authors of AutoDNNchip mention, this 
prediction does already prune out most of the design choices 
and so influences main part of the prediction, while the 
simulation only applies further fine-tuning and does also 
contribute to an optimization of the remaining designs. As the 
minimal error achieved by AutoDNNchip is at <1% for energy 
and latency this proves the power of this approach on one 
hand, being able to predict different metrics on different 
platforms with high accuracy, the boosted performance of 
generated designs, that outperform state-of-the-art 
accelerators, on the other hand. As DNNBuilder does not 
provide any accuracy metrics their results are not covered 
here, but looking at the underlying analytical model, similar 
to the ones of AutoDNNchip and HybridDNN, comparable 
results are expected. As the generated accelerators, partly 
profiting from this model, do achieve improved performance 
and power consumptions compared to other DNN 
accelerators, according to paper results, this assumption might 
be appropriate, but can´t be quantitative validated here.  

IV. NOVEL ESTIMATION TECHNIQUES

     As the AutoDNNchip approach shows, combining models 

can lead to promising results. The authors in [7] combine 

heuristic analytical equations with a Gaussian Process in 

order to make statistical predictions on hardware latency for 

FPGAs. Gaussian process is based on Bayesian models and 

describes a statistical model, centered around a mean function 

that determines some basic knowledge about the system as 

average behavior, that can be trained for future predictions. 

The approach focusses on convolutions and the authors use 

an analytical description, similar to the ones seen inside the 

frameworks, defining optimal latency estimations, assuming 
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that convolutions are pipelined. These equations serve as the 

mean function to a Gaussian model and define reliable 

boundaries for later predictions. The Gaussian model is 

trained by using data collected from real hardware 

implementations of CNNs in order to learn irregular pattern 

and be able to predict latencies beyond the scope of simple 

data analysis. Even if this method does achieve much better 

predictions (>30% better) compared to standard statistical 

models its computational complexity increases significantly 

with the amount of computation kernels and so has its 

limitations by now. Refining the classical roofline model, the 

authors in [6] claim that the commonly used metrics do not 

serve well for novel network structures, as most of them use 

quantization for optimization, which is not covered by the 

original roofline plot. These do often use the number of MAC 

operations in terms of floating-point operations (FLOPS) or 

just operations (OPS) as a metric to measure performance, 

which does not take bit-widths into account, and so does not 

directly match with required resources. The authors propose 

a framework, applied to ASIC architectures, based on 

defining the number of bit operations (BOPS) to perform a 

computation, that can be inferred by high-level features, like 

kernel sizes, in order to plot several designs of different bit-

widths in activations or weights into the same graph and 

evaluate them together. In some experiments they also point 

out a direct linear correlation between the BOPS metric and 

area and power requirements of accelerators computation and 

memory elements, allowing estimations of hardware 

resources if knowing about its BOPS. They introduce a 

BOPS-based roofline model in order to make more accurate 

predictions, compared to approaches using FLOPS or OPS 

metrics, based on the bit-width of each component plotted 

inside the graph, achieving prediction accuracy close to a 

proposed state-of-the-art accelerator. The growing field of 

deep learning compilers does also provide some opportunities 

to make accurate predictions in early design cycles. The 

authors in [1] leverage the deep learning compiler TVM [2] 

in order to apply hardware optimizations from a software-

level. Starting from a high-level network description the 

compiler stack can generate optimized mappings and 

schedules for a target hardware backend. Comparable to the 

AutoDNNchip approach they use a simulation-based 

methodology to evaluate the mapping scheme on the 

hardware. This is done by incorporating virtual prototypes of 

the hardware device into the simulation process and use the 

CNN schedule from TVM as a workload that is executed onto 

this prototype. Simulation results provide precise insights 

into each executed operation and allow adjustments inside the 

network description or constraints to TVM. Having this 

information way before hardware implementation can boost 

the entire design process. While the authors achieved good 

estimation accuracies, less than 9% error compared to real 

hardware implementation this method has for the moment 

only been validated on limited hardware devices and supports 

some of the common CNN layers. As the TVM compiler 

becomes more supportive, there is a lot of potential for 

framework extensions with even better values, thus leading 

to optimized implementations that can be expected in the 

future. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Several techniques for early performance estimations in 
mapping DNNs onto hardware devices have been reviewed, 
first in the scope of end-to-end mapping frameworks and 
afterwards by introducing novel techniques that could be 
promising improvements to the currently used ones. As these 
novel concepts provide alternative usage for already applied 
prediction methods, like the Gaussian Process, that involves 
analytical models, which are part of several framework 
approaches, there is great potential for adapting those methods 
in existing framework systems. Other concepts, like the TVM-
based simulation, are connected to the growing subfield of 
deep learning compilers and so, will likely improve with it, 
while the accuracy prediction results of simulation-based 
AutoDNNchip already show great results, with errors less 
than 1%, underlining what might be possible with the TVM-
based solution. As the roofline model is one very common 
analytical concept, also part of several end-to-end-
frameworks, the BOPS-metric, introduced in the framework 
of [6], can, especially with quantization-awareness in a lot of 
novel DNNs, be well adapted by frameworks that need to 
handle different bit-widths inside their methodology and rely 
on hardware predictions. As the authors pointed out the linear 
correlation between hardware metrics, like power and area, to 
BOPS many existing frameworks could likely benefit from it. 
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Abstract—In the era of smart factories, to embrace IoT devices 
attached to physical assets, we need to guarantee control and 
complete confidence in how the data they share are used. This 
work introduces hardware mechanisms to ensure security in 
terms of secure key and signature storage through RFID/NFC 
secure modules and an IoT infrastructure communicating over 
LoRaWAN in conjunction with Hyperledger Fabric for 
traceability and immutability.  A practical implementation is 
presented and evaluated with an average throughput of more 
than 70 transactions/sec for 16 peers. 

Keywords—LoRaWAN, IIoT blockchain, Hyperledger Fabric, 
RFID/NFC secure elements 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The proliferation of smart and connected networks of 
manufacturing things (e.g., materials, sensors, equipment, 
people, products, and supply chain) has raised the need for 
advanced methods to ensure trusted data integration, sharing 
and communication in Industrial IoT (IIoT) environments 
[1][2][9]. Despite profound advantages of cloud technology 
for IIoT ecosystems, the centralized nature of cloud services 
lacks transparency and trust, and smart factories embracing 
IoT devices and communications do not have control and 
complete confidence in how the data they share will be used. 
With IIoT driving unprecedented disruption in manufacturing, 
security becomes a first-order constraint in designing IoT 
infrastructures and devices. Today, IoT resource constrained 
devices may be equipped with hardware security elements to 
provide hardware support for cryptographic operations and 
tamper-proof memory for the secure storage of 
cryptographically sensitive data and code (e.g., authentication 
IDs and cryptographic keys). Integrated IoT devices with 
cyber-physical systems (CPS) in industrial equipment need to 
have a unique identity and guarantee untampered data over 
secure communications for immutable and auditable services. 

To enhance tamper-proof data exchange among IIoT 
devices and cloud services, in this work we present a 
Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT)-based framework, 
which integrates HyperLedger Fabric with IIoT devices, 
connected over a LoRaWAN-based secure infrastructure. 
Considering the vastly varying devices involved in IIoT era, 
to achieve absolute decentralization using blockchain can be 
cumbersome. IIoT devices have resource constraints in power 
and computation, and can hardly accommodate for a DLT 
instance or engage in validating new blocks to reach 
consensus for the blockchain[3][10]. To address such 
challenges, we propose the application of smart contracts to 
leverage the immutability of the blockchain for generation of 
real-time access control lists that regulate and describe access 
policies to device resources. The key advantage of employing 
Hyperledger Fabric is that it offloads most communication 
and processing cost from the lightweight IoT to Hyperledger 
peers. 

The structure of this paper is organized as follows. Section 
II discusses background concepts and related work. Section III 

introduces authentication methods for IIoT. Section IV 
presents the LoRaWAN IoT infrastructure combined with 
Hyperledger Fabric and section V delivers measurement 
results. Finally, section VI concludes this work and suggests 
future research directions. 

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Blockchain technology has introduced a new paradigm to 
facilitate message exchange in a decentralized way while 
promising to increase the efficiency of existing infrastructures 
[4][5] and scalable IoT management[12]. Essentially, it is a 
distributed ledger maintained by several network nodes which 
are mutual distrust while they can reach an agreement based 
on a consensus protocol, e.g., proof-of-work and proof-of-
stake. The advantages of blockchain mainly involve 
traceability and correctness. Blockchain is a transparent data 
architecture so that each node can trace and verify the 
correctness of the data. In addition, the stored data are hard to 
tamper since they are organized as the special structures (e.g., 
hash chain), which ensures immutability and irreversibility. A 
participating IoT device with a unique digital identity 
performs a globally resolved transaction with each new 
verified transaction block linked with the previous recorded in 
the DLT. Maintaining the keys on the device can present an 
unacceptable security risk of key leakage unless the device 
utilizes a secure element, e.g., a trusted platform module 
(TPM), or embrace a proxy solution to act as a guardian for 
the keys.  

In an IoT environment to avoid spoofing attacks and 
adversaries that masquerade as a sensor node, several 
authentication protocols have been proposed mostly based on 
lightweight mutual authentication methods [8][14], or 
ensuring that critical device firmware runs inside a Trusted 
Execution Environment (TEE)[15], which is a virtually secure 
area inside a main processor TEEs. In this scope, the ARM 
TrustZone provides architectural support to isolate security-
critical services by protecting data and code inside trusted 
enclaves. Despite such hardware and protocol mechanisms, 
IoT networks security issues keep increasing, comprised by, 
end device attacks, network protocol, communication 
channel, denial-of-service and software attacks. Henceforth, 
combining IoT technology with blockchain offers immense 
benefits for establishing a trustworthy information sharing 
service that ensures data is immutable and tractable, thus 
providing answers to issues such as IoT data authenticity, 
reliability, scalability, and privacy[11]. 

Recently, in the context of IoT, practical implementations 
have been reported, which combine Hyperledger Fabric and 
ARM Trustzone in order to ensure secure execution of smart 
contracts[6]. Contrary to this direction towards running the 
Fabric private chaincode (FPC) in lightweight devices, we 
settle on the security model endorsed by LoRaWAN, which is 
further extended to securely store device and application IDs 
inside RFID/NFC. The RFID/NFC is capable to interact with 
a mobile phone app to configure the logistics codes. Key 
management mechanism of LoRaWAN environments with 
the support of blockchain technology has recently been 
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proposed[13]. However, the DLT is employed only for 
LoRaWAN keys, while we further propose and evaluate two 
use-cases which exploit actual sensor data. 

Additionally, blockchain and smart contracts have also 
been proposed for a firmware update scheme for autonomous 
vehicles to ensure the authenticity and integrity of software 
updates[7], though the end-nodes utilize IEEE 802.11 wireless 
communications. Further, our proposed blockchain solution 
endorses event-based notification to enable OEM firmware 
updates to automatically advertise to connected vehicles. 

III. MULTI-TRUST AUTHENTICATION

To guarantee a trustworthy infrastructure, an IoT device 
needs to have a unique digital identity authenticating itself to 
the service it is part to. This IoT device may transmit a 
multitude of different sensor data (e.g. humidity, temperature, 
vibration, sound, image), which may provide different types 
of services. Additionally, different access levels commonly 
may be required for the software running on a IoT device, for 
instance, to communicate the generated sensor data streams, 
or to enable re-programming of sensor parameters. Further, as 
the developers update the firmware frequently to fix bugs, to 
update protocols or application features, new releases of full 
firmware or partial segments need to be securely installed 
during the lifetime of a device. 

To protect against internal threats (e.g., software executing 
on the microcontroller itself) and external attacks (e.g., attacks 
triggered by external tools such as debuggers or probes, trying 
to access the device), modern IoT devices integrate hardware 
protection methods such as firewalls and isolated memory 
compartments for keys, device identifiers and certificates. 
Most microcontrollers embed unique IDs programmed by 
their silicon vendors for binding to a specific device, which 
can be used in conjunction with cryptographic protocols. For 
example, the NXP i.MX RT1064 includes such a 64-bit ID 
and STM32L5 series use a 96-bit ID. However, in software-
based security mechanisms the keys are stored in the non-
volatile memory (NVM) of the devices, which can be prone to 
attacks. A possible hardware countermeasure solution for 
identification and authentication in IoT, is hardware security 
module (HSM), or secure element 1  that is suggested to 
enhance security through secure certificate storage and key 
management services. 

To achieve mutual security handshake and trust between 
two devices via a secure on-demand wireless connection, 
RFID/NFC technology is traditionally used. Near-field 
communication (NFC) tags such as the STM25 provide extra 
advantage such as tamper detection as well as strong cloning-
prevention, data-protection, and user-privacy features[16]. By 
using a unique electronic ID-tagging and anti-tampering 
mechanism, NFC tags can be used in IIoT applications that 
require authenticity and traceability of products/data while 
enabling secure device configuration, firmware update, 
cryptographic keys setup and access. By using a UID of the 
RFID/NFC tag with a digital signature, we ensure information 
traceability by writing all stages of circulation process to 
blockchain. This two-way authentication method gives to end 
user a convenient way to access and view IIoT related data, so 
counterfeiting can be detected immediately. Blockchain 
technology can guarantee data tampering protection, but it 
cannot guarantee authenticity and reliability of data source. 
Thus, as shown in the process in Fig.1, the combination of 
RFID/NFC with Digital Signature capabilities and the 
blockchain technology enable uploading of true data to the 

1 STSAFE-A110 secure element is a tamper-resistant secure element 
(Hardware Common Criteria EAL5+ certified) used to host X509 certificates 

ledger, guarantees for data tamper resistance, along with data 
authenticity and reliability of the data source. Essentially, 
methods and use-cases we employed to authenticate industrial 
IoT devices (and subsequently get sensor data or transmit data 
e.g., for reaction or FOTA updating) include (i) Over-the-air
(OTA) firmware authentication via RFID/NFC, (ii) remote
(through cloud-based dashboard) firmware verification and
authentication.

IV. LORAWAN AND HYPERLEDGER FABRIC FOR IIOT
IoT devices can boost the productivity of an industrial

process by providing feedback through sensor monitoring 
(e.g. predictive maintenance) or by adopting actuators for 
control and automation improvements. In this context, we 
implement an industrial LoRaWAN monitoring infrastructure 
which makes it feasible for monitoring services and 
applications to interact with industrial IoT End Node devices. 
In this implementation, we integrate the Hyperledger Fabric 
blockchain technology; by exploiting its capabilities for 
immutable records and decentralization we ensure data 
integrity and avoid single point of failure when accessing 
those records in a distributed cloud environment. 
Additionally, Hyperledger Fabric is a private network which 
is a desired feature for industries where data must be available 
only for predefined trusted entities. 
A. IIoT End Nodes
Data are acquired from connected sensors and transmitted to 
STM32 MCU through the wired interface, then processed and 
organized into standard LORA packets. A data stamp is 
extracted through hash calculation and signed using ST25 & 
STM32. Then, the STM32 uploads the signed data stamp (and 
a data time-stamp if needed) to the blockchain through using 
the LoRaWAN infrastructure and a bridging-proxy service, 
called Isthmos hereafter.  At the same time Isthmos uploads 
the assembled original data to the centralized server. Thus, 
when used in tracking applications, these IIoT nodes enable 
the correct processing of product constraints such as 
temperature, humidity etc., during the shipment process. Last 
but not least, it also prevents theft and falsification.  
B. The Networks of the Equation

The LoRaWAN network is one part of the equation where
IoT devices connect to a gateway in order to forward (uplink) 
data to a LoRaWAN server or receive (downlink) data from 
the latter. The other part of the equation is the Hyperledger 
Fabric network that is used for recording data from the IoT 
devices, which are consumed (read) by services e.g., for 
monitoring purposes. The LoRaWAN server is the point that 
allows interaction with services and applications that are not 
part of the LoRaWAN network. This server does not integrate 
any built-in solution to allow direct interaction with the 

and keys and perform verifications that are used for firmware image 
authentication during Secure Boot and Secure Firmware Update procedures. 

Fig. 1. Cloud-based authority verification of  the IoT device identities and 
cryptographic credentials that are stored in the internal RFID/NFC 
ST25 module with TRUST25 and TPM of the IoT device. 
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Hyperledger Fabric network, thus, we introduce Isthmos (as 
shown in Fig. 2), a service that acts as a bridge to make 
communication between the two networks achievable. 

C. Isthmos
Isthmos is a multi-functional application developed in

NodeJS for bridging the LoRaWAN and Hyperledger Fabric 
networks as well as allowing other services to extract records 
of the blockchain ledger for monitoring/control purposes. A 
main component of Isthmos is the integration of a Fabric client 
which uses the Fabric SDK to access the entities of the Fabric 
network. The Fabric SDK allows the following operations: (i) 
register/enroll with a Fabric built-in certificate authority (CA) 
for acquiring cryptographic material to secure further 
communications; (ii) invoke a peer’s chaincode (smart 
contract) in order to either write a new record to the ledger or 
query one; (iii) connect with a peer to register for events of 
committed transactions (records) or chaincode events. 
Another aspect of Isthmos is the integration of an MQTT 
client which subscribes to an MQTT broker of the LoRaWAN 
server for receiving published uplink messages derived from 
IoT devices. These uplink messages contain data that must be 
processed by Isthmos which in certain cases calls the Fabric 
client to write those data to the ledger. 
Finally, Isthmos is equipped with a native HTTP server which 
listens to requests from monitoring services. Processing such 
requests is a matter of calling the Fabric client to acquire data 
from the ledger that must be provided as a response to an 
HTTP request. We have chosen to utilize the Prometheus 
monitoring system which is configured to request (HTTP) 
data from Isthmos at fixed time intervals. Further, we utilize 
the Grafana tool which, among others, has native 
compatibility (plugin) for collecting and visualizing data from 
Prometheus services. 
D. Hyperledger Fabric

The Hyperledger Fabric allows the creation of highly
flexible and modular blockchain networks regarding the 
members that are part of the network, the policies that dictate 
access rights to specific members, the level of security and 
authentication, the database to use as well as the number of 
channels that isolate information in different ledgers. The 
implemented Fabric network is structured as a consortium 
where different organizations take part in it (see Fig. 3). 
Separating the network in organizations simulates real cases 
where each organization has to satisfy its own interests 
regarding the way to interact with the ledger. Additionally, 
administrators of the blockchain network may apply different 
access policies per organization. In the context of flexibility, 
we have chosen to create uniform organizations, that is, each 
organization includes one orderer node, one CA and an equal 
number of peers per organization. The orderers of the network 

use the Raft consensus method to collaborate and agree for the 
transaction ordering.

E. Use cases
As described above, a combination of the LoRaWAN and

the Fabric network is used to access and manage IoT devices 
of an industrial environment. Another, challenging aspect to 
consider when setting up a network of IoT devices is the 
required maintenance that must take place, that is, provide the 
means to update a device’s firmware to essentially make a 
device immune to security threats and less prone to errors and 
malfunctions that may arise. As a result, we consider two use 
cases to study: (i) store IoT device data (e.g. sensor values) at 
the ledger to create a history of data records that are used for 
monitoring, and (ii) record update information metadata at the 
ledger that can be used to manage the firmware update 
procedure of IoT devices of the LoRaWAN network. 

In the first use case, a number of IoT devices forward 
sensor data or device information data, namely the current 
configuration and status of the device. Those data are 
packaged in an uplink message, transmitted to a LoRaWAN 
gateway and then forwarded to a LoRaWAN server for 
processing. Since the IoT device data need to be consumed for 
monitoring, they are published by the LoRaWAN server and 
received by Isthmos, which in turn calls its Fabric client to 
create a transaction for immutably storing those data to the 
ledger of the peers. At the same time, an external Prometheus 
service access the native HTTP service of Isthmos to request 
the last record of data or a batch of records of data of a single 
or multiple IoT devices. For every request that Isthmos 
receives from Prometheus, it makes a call to its Fabric client 
to query the ledger for acquiring the demanded records. Once 
those data are handed to Prometheus, they are also made 
available to Grafana for visualization. 

In the second use case, the combination of the Fabric 
network and Isthmos is used to manage an update procedure 
and deliver a new firmware to a group/family of IoT devices. 
Managing a firmware update is a matter of combining two 
different types of information. One is from the perspective of 
the OEM that must provide the available version of firmware 
for a family of IoT devices and the other is from the 
perspective of the IoT device that must signify its currently 
installed firmware version. We use metadata files preferably 
in JSON format to constrain all the information required for a 
firmware update. An OEM may include in its metadata the 
family of devices that the firmware refers to, the version of the 
firmware, hashes for integrity checks and size information. 
The metadata of an IoT device may include its ID, the installed 
version of firmware, hashes and size information. 

The update procedure starts on Isthmos which registers for 
transaction events from the Fabric network. At a second step, 
an OEM writes a record of firmware metadata at the ledger to 
inform about a new available firmware image. Isthmos 
receives an event and queries the ledger to acquire and 
examine the OEM firmware metadata. Since it acts on behalf 
of a hardware restricted IoT device it fetches a firmware image 
from a repository server and makes integrity and version 
checks based on the OEM firmware metadata. It then uses its 
MQTT client to publish the firmware image in chunks at the 
LoRaWAN server which in turn stacks the chunks of the 

Fig. 2. A simplified architecture of the network infrastructure. 

Fig.3 Entities of an organization in a Hyperledger Fabric consortium. 
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image in a queue so that they can be transmitted as downlinks 
to the IoT device. Once the latter receives and installs the new 
firmware, it is responsible to send an uplink message to signify 
the successful installation. On being notified, Isthmos makes 
an IoT device metadata record at the ledger, which is 
necessary for keeping track of the installed firmware version, 
as well as providing an anti-rollback protection mechanism. 
F. Channels

In Hyperledger Fabric a channel is a private “subnet” of
communication between two or more specific network 
members, for the purpose of conducting private and 
confidential transactions. Administrative entities of the Fabric 
network may create multiple channels and restrict access for 
specific members in each of them. Another advantage of 
adopting multiple channels is that each channel has its own 
ledger which is isolated from other channels. This is practical 
for separating different types of records to different ledgers 
which introduces better management and may allow access to 
only an interested group of members (e.g. department of an 
industry). Additionally, transactions inside a channel are 
validated sequentially which may introduce bottleneck 
conditions when processing multiple transactions, while 
transactions of one channel are validated in parallel with 
transactions of other channels. Thus, by fragmenting the 
transactions taking place in multiple channels, increases the 
overall transaction throughput. 

V. EVALUATION RESULTS
In order to evaluate the transaction rate, we created and 

tested different Fabric network configurations based on the 
number of organizations, peers and channels. The tested 
combinations were for networks of 1, 2, 4 and 8 organizations 
where in every case each organization is equipped with two 
peers. These combinations were repeated for 1, 2, 3 and 4 
channels, which leads to a total of 16 different tested network 
configurations. To test each network, we introduced a 
benchmark client application, specifically developed for our 
needs, which connects to a peer and starts invoking 2000 
transactions sequentially for each available channel. In every 
test there was one benchmark client for each peer. All tests 
were performed in a single host machine equipped with an 
Intel Xeon E3-1246 3.50GHz processor and 16 GB of 1600 
MHz DDR3 memory. 

Fig. 4. shows the transaction rate achieved when scaling 
the number of peers in a network and when scaling the number 
of channels. Transactions in a channel, are processed 
sequentially, thus, when the number of transactions outreach 
a certain threshold the validation process becomes a 
performance bottleneck even with low CPU usage. This 
behavior can be seen for all networks of a single channel, 
where the network introduces a transaction rate degradation 
beyond eight peers.  When introducing multiple channels, the 
validation process for each channel is executed in parallel with 
other channels, and thus, fragmenting the transactions in 
multiple channels increases the transaction rate. This is clearly 
observed in networks of two peers where the transaction rate 
for 1 channel is 33 transactions per second (TPS) and 

gradually reaches a maximum value of 68 TPS for 4 channels. 
Increasing the number of channels though, causes a bottleneck 
after a certain threshold. In the cases of 4, 8 and 16 peers it is 
obvious that there is no gain by increasing the number of 
channels to more than 3. The bottleneck in this case is mainly 
due to the CPU utilization since the Fabric network occupies 
all the available processors for the parallel execution. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we presented a cooperative scheme of enhancing 
IIoT device authentication via hardware-based secure 
modules, together with a decentralized authentication and 
integrity assurance framework for IIoT devices using a private 
Hyperledger Fabric. A practical framework of integrating IIoT 
sensors over LoRaWAN with blockchain has been developed. 
We showed how increasing the number of peers, while 
fragmenting the network in multiple channels, can affect the 
transaction rate. In the future, we intend to extend the 
Hyperledger Fabric implementation to smart contracts in the 
validation of multi-protocol sensor data and of more dynamic 
approach of policy control. 
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Abstract— Prognostics and Health Management (PHM) 

introduces in-situ monitoring of health parameters to the 

reliability of electronics. In this paper we adopt a data-driven 

PHM approach to predict delamination in QFN components. 

The signal of on-chip stress sensors reacts to thermal and 

mechanical loads and alters under degradation processes. We 

track the sensor signal in an accelerated life test, which 

combines thermal cycling and four-point bending. The obtained 

run-to-failure data-sets reveal correlation to delamination and 

furthermore solder joint fatigue. 

Keywords— Reliability, Remaining Useful Life (RUL), 

Prognostics and Health Management (PHM), data driven, QFN  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Miniaturization overcomes the conflict between the 
required increase in complexity and the reduction in space 
available for the growing number of electronics systems like 
engine, steering, breaking, and other control units as well as 
powerful vehicle computers for monitoring the surrounding 
environment and deducing driving decisions in real-time. 
Switching from TQFP to QFN packages is one common way 
for minimizing the footprint of packages on PCBs. However, 
it also increases the internal loads so that degradation 
processes are accelerated and lifetime is diminished. 

To ensure reliability and freedom from maintenance, the 
expected lifetime of a component must be larger than the 
desired lifetime of the system. From a historical perspective, 
MIL-HDBK-217 established reliability testing in the 1960’s 
as an engineering discipline. This first generation of reliability 
did not consider application requirements and was superseded 
in the 1990’s by physics of failure (PoF) models [1]. Design 
for Reliability (DfR) and PoF form the second generation of 
reliability. PoF anticipates service condition, but only allows 
to estimate the lifetime for a full population of components. 
PHM as enabler of predictive maintenance for the individual 
component in the field represents the core part in the latest of 
the three generations described by Gromala et al. [2]. Figure 1 
shows three examples for characteristic populations. The 
green probability density function represents a maintenance-
free candidate. The trends described in the first paragraph shift 
the curves in future applications like autonomous driving to 
the left and summon the third generation of reliability.  

The orange curve represents a case where reliability 
cannot be ensured over the entire lifetime. Electronic 
components following the red distribution need an adequate 

maintenance concept, since the component will definitely fail 
one or multiple times during the lifetime. The second 
generation of reliability is not capable to evaluate the exact 
lifetime of an individual sample. 

Fig. 1. Probability density graphs for individual compnents with respect to 

desired system life. 

The motivation for this work is to overcome the limits of DfR 

and to develop an approach that can determine the time of 

failure by in-situ monitoring as it is proposed in the third 

generation of reliability. We choose to follow a data-driven 

Prognostics and Health Mangement (PHM) methodology [3] 

visualized in Figure 2. The methodology is tailored to address 

specific and promiment failure modes in electronic packages: 

Delamination and solder joint fatigue. There is no non-

destructive, simple and accurate in-situ monitoring approach 

available to detect cracks and delamination in electronic 

packages [4]. Our data-driven approach provides great 

potential for an indirect detection of this failure mode. 

II. PHM METHODOLOGY

PHM allows the assessment of reliability for a system under 

its actual operating conditions [3]. The in-situ assessment is 

achieved by on-the-fly performing operational core 

processes, which are in [5] defined as Sense, Acquire, 

Analyze and Advise. In this work we follow the scheme 

proposed in Figure 2 and adapt it to predict the remaining 

useful life of a QFN component, considering the failure mode 

delamination. In the following sections we describe the 

implementation of each functional block. 
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Fig. 2. PHM functional reference model [iEEE] on the left and our 

implementation on the right 

A. Sensors to detect delamination

Delamination in electronic packages typically occurs in the 

forms of dielift, top diepad delamination or side die pad 

delamination. The main driver for this failure mode is a 

mismatch in the coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE). [6] 

Scanning acoustic microscopy (SAM) is an established non-

destructive testing method to detect delamination in 

electronic devices [7]. SAM has the two limitations of being 

ex-situ and not applicable on buried surfaces like. Thermal 

transducers [4] and stress transducer [8] are promising and 

competing in-situ methods with the capability to overcome 

the problem of buried surfaces.   

An advantage of the stress-chip approach is, that local 

delaminations change the stress response on the entire chip 

surface, thus not the entire surface must be covered by cells 

[9] [10].

The use of piezo-resistive sensors for on-chip stress

calculation was introduced by [11] and has been adopted by

[12], which created their own silicon test chip, containing a

dense array of stress sensors. The QFN depicted in Figure 3

holds 2 arrays with 10x6 cells each, resulting in 120 stress

pixels across the silicon surface. The quality of this sensing

approach has been studied by [13] [8].

Fig. 3. Stress sensitive silicon chip inside a QFN package. Each of the two 

sensors is addressed by 4 wire bonds. Stress calculations inside a cell are 

based on the piezo-resistive effect [13]. 

B. Data Acquistion and Experiment

Prisacaru [13] developed a portable micro-controller based 

Acquisition Unit (AU) for the sensor, which allows remote 

testing, e.g. in a car. We use this setup to acquire data from a 

four point-bending experiment inside a temperature chamber. 

The combination of four-point-bending cycles with 

synchronous bending cycles shall represent the multi-

modality of load situations in rough environments. The 

temperature profile is ranging from -40 °C to 125 °C. Figure 

5 contrasts the temperature profile with the 4-point-bending 

strain measured via DMS on the PCB. Figure 4 shows the 

correlation of a stress cell measurement with the resulting 

stress and temperature load. 

Fig. 4. Four-point-bending setup mounted in a temperature chamber. The 
PCB contains 8 packages on front and 8 on bottom side with symmetical 

layout. A strain and  a temperature sensor are placed in the center. 

Our QFN sample packages have 2 sensors, which are wire-

connected to one AU per package. The main component of 

the AU is an Arduino Yun Mini micro-controller with 

integrated WiFi. The raw data are sent wirelessly to the 

MQTT Server hosted by the Central PHM Unit. A Python 

script stores each incoming data point to a SQLite table. 

Fig. 5. Synchronous temperature and bending cycle. Temperature (blue) 

and strain (green) are measured at the center of the PCB. The orange curve 

represents the resulting stress difference in a randomly selected stress cell in 

one of the packages.  
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Fig. 6. Acquisition of Stress Sensor data by a Central PHM Unit. Each 
package is wired to its own Acquistion Unit (AU). All AU are connected to 

a WiFi Access Point, that delivers acquired signals to the Central PHM Unit. 

C. Feature Engineering

Each line in the SQLite table corresponds to a data point,
which has in total 36 different piezo-resistive raw features. 
Based on these features physical features can be derived: In-
plane stress difference, shear stress and temperature [11]. 
Deep feature synthesis [14], autofeat [15], tsfresh [16] 

and further state of the art feature extraction and selection 
methodologies are applicable to increase prediction quality of 
sub-sequent models. 

D. Anomaly Detection

Our experiment consists of 936 identical temperature and 
bending cycles. We observe that the feature of the derived 
temperature remains constant over the number of cycles, 
while the stress-difference reveals clear trends at equivalent 
points. This is a strong indicator that the stress is more suitable 
to track degradation of/in the component than the temperature 
signal. Failure analysis, in form of SAM and microsections, 
performed after the experiment reveals that packages with 
strong jumps in the stress-difference dataset suffered 
delamination and failed during the experiment. This final 
failure is defined by a loss of the sensor signal, which is caused 
by solder joint failure of the connecting pins in the inner-row. 

Fig. 7. Stress-difference signal for one particular cell. 

E. Estimation of Delamination

A drawback of our conducted procedure is that SAM was
only performed after the experiment. The experimental 
procedure of [9] has scheduled breaks in the experiment to 
perform SAM snapshots. Prisacaru’s work creates the link 

between jumps in the stress-difference signal and 
delamination. We thus claim delamination starts with the 
jumps seen in the stress signals (comp. Figure 7). Stress 
difference forms a characteristic pattern with respect to 
thermal and mechanical load changes on the silicon surface. 
Delamination alters the stress propagation between materials, 
which effects the formation of the stress pattern. The 
correlation between the profile of the delamination and the 
resulting stress pattern is the key predict on-going 
degradation. Although the loading condition did not change 
between cycles 2, 500 and 936, the stress difference pattern 
changed. Figure 8 overlays the stress difference pattern for 
these cycles with the location of the final delamination pattern. 
We use convolutional neural networks in future works to find 
a translation matrix between delamination and stress-
difference pattern. The task can be solved by simulation based 
data and validated with experimental results. 

Fig. 8. 2D distribution of stress-difference signal across silicon die surface 

for combined thermal and bending cycling at cycles 2, 500 and 936. The 

images are overlayed with delamination (white areas) detected by SAM 
between silicon die and die attach after the experiment. The right image 

visualizes the delamination (red) between molding compound lead frame.  

F. Remaining Useful Life Prediction

To predict Remaining Useful Life, a suitable end-of-life 

criterion must be defined. A well suited criterion is the first 

failure observed in solder joints.  In our experiment samples 

do not have a daisy-chain to track the failure of the outer 

solder joints, which usually fail first.  [17] [18]. Thus, for the 

existing dataset we propose either of the two options: The 

jump when delamination occurs (comp. Fig. 7) or the 

electrical failure of the first of the 8 connected pins. However 

it is to mention, that at the point in time when one of these 8 

pins fails, the complete outer pin row has probably failed 

much earlier. We provide an example plot for the prediction 

of remaining useful life in Figure 9. 

Fig. 9. Example for a Remaining Useful Life (RUL) prediction 

G. Delamination Threshold

As soon as the correlation between delamination and stress
pattern (comp. section E.), and a daisy chain is implemented, 
the experimental procedure can be used to correlate solder 
joint fatigue and delamination. In case delamination happens 
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before solder joint fatigue, it can be used as a suitable indicator 
for the critical degradation of the component. 

Based on the sensor readings, the corresponding pattern of 
delamination at a given time is estimated and the percentage 
of delaminated surface area calculated. A threshold in 
percentage of the delaminated surface area is used to 
determine the degree of solder joint failure. Our dataset shows 
a strong negative correlation between this threshold and the 
lifetime of the component in the experiment. 

Fig. 10. Delamination pattern and percentage of dielift for three samples. 

The end-of-life in the test is inversely correlated with the percentage of 

delamination after experiment. Lifetime Package 1 > Package 2 > Packge 3. 

III. CONCLUSIONS

We successfully implemented the PHM approach and 
generated a run-to-failure dataset with corresponding failure 
analysis. The on-chip stress sensor yields high potential for an 
in-situ monitoring of the health of the examined QFN 
packages. The obtained sensor data can be used to draw 
conclusions about the state of delamination indirectly and in-
situ.   Drawbacks in the performed experiment are the missing 
daisy-chain to monitor solder joint degradation and 
unavailable SAM images before and during the experiment. 
Future experiments shall contain SAM before, after and at 
several steps during the experiment to improve estimation of 
delamination in Chapter II section E) and validate simulation 
results. Simulation provides an efficient method to generate 
artificial delamination patterns and to analyze their effect on 
the stress signal. This also allows interpolation between SAM 
steps of the experiment and may finally allow to replicate the 
entire delamination process. 

The existing dataset reveals a correlation between solder 
joint fatigue in the inner row and percentage of delamination 
after the experiment. For practical application this is only 
useful if delamination can be linked with the first failure 
occurring in the outer row of solder joints. Thus, future 
experimental procedures need a daisy-chain to create the full 
link between signal, delamination and solder joint fatigue. 
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Abstract—The magneto-impedance of NiFe / Al / NiFe lines 

intended to form a protection against physical attacks was 

studied. Their behavior when exposed to the magnetic field 

generated by a DC current flowing through them, as well as 

their sensitivity to tiny modifications of their geometry are 

reported. Their integration inside the packaging of a system is 

presented as an opportunity to protect multiple vulnerable dies 

collectively to make a secure system. 
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I. INTRODUCTION

In our growingly connected world, data are transiting 
everywhere, at any time. Some of these data are highly 
sensitive – in banking or Defense sectors for example – 
whereas others are irrelevant, but all of them have a potential 
value [1]. Cyber-attacks intended to damage physical integrity 
or topple a government remain anecdotal; however, those 
aimed at monetizing a return to normality after a denial of 
service [2] are more and more common, whether they are 
targeted against companies or individuals. Cybersecurity is 
thus becoming a major concern in our digital world, and it 
must be taken into account at all levels from the design of the 
components to their production; not only at system level but 
also within the network; during their operating as well as after 
their lifecycle [3]. Embedded systems are subject to a wide 
spectrum of threats based on software or hardware attacks 
with possible combinations of both. The means and resources 
used to perform malicious actions are variable depending on 
the adversary – single amateur hacker, competing company, 
governmental entity – and may reach a high level of 
sophistication. Even if they are encrypted, confidential data 
are not 100% safe since the encryption key itself can be 
retrieved by physical means. With an access to the electronic 
components, an attacker can use side channel or fault injection 
[4], [5] methods to spy or modify the behavior of a circuit and 
gain access to the confidential data, either directly or through 
the secret key necessary to decrypt them. Military or 
aerospace applications require components designed to 
withstand state-of-the-art attacks by including 
countermeasures. These protections can be embedded inside 
the chips (light sensors, anti-probing shields [6], etc) but the 
evolution of packaging over the last decade suggests a 
potential in terms of security. Since it brings robustness and 
connectivity to a bare die to make it a strong and connectable 
element, so it can be seen as an opportunity to provide a 
protection against physical attacks as well. The technological 

processes carried out during the packaging operations can be 
capitalized to implement structures that make the die(s) 
capable of mitigating adversarial attacks [7]. 

II. SIP PACKAGING USING A BGA CASE

 The assembly of multiple dies inside a single package to 
obtain a Multi-Chip Module (MCM) or System-in-Package 
(SiP) offers several advantages in terms of cost and 
performances [8]. An additional benefit comes from the 
possibility to secure all the dies collectively by using the 
packaging as a security element. Plastic Ball Grid Array 
(PBGA) packages consist of a polymer substrate with metal 
traces on top. One or more dies can be assembled by flip-chip 
or wire-bonding, then encapsulated using a molding 
compound made of epoxy with glass fillers. Solder balls 
located on the underside of the substrate are connected to the 
upper traces through via holes (Fig. 1a). The balls, in addition 
to the traces onto the substrate – and potentially inside the 
laminate – constitute a first protection against attacks such as 
probing or laser fault injection since several metal barriers 
obstruct the access to the circuit(s), especially if the inner 
metal traces are designed in such a way to make a dense mesh. 
Therefore, this type of package intrinsically protects the chips 
against attacks perpetrated on the underside. However, the 
opposite (upper) side of the package remains susceptible to 
these kinds of attacks, which is a vulnerability for the dies, 
whatever their orientation (face down for flip-chip or face up 
for wire-bonding). Hackers equipped with a Focused Ion 
Beam (FIB) can dig a blind cavity from the backside of a chip 
in order to illuminate specific areas on front side with an 
infrared laser for example (Fig. 1b).  

Fig. 1. Schematic cross-sectional view of a BGA package with multiple dies 

(a) before and (b) after wet + FIB preparation prior to an attack.
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It is thus of major interest to consider protecting the upper 
side of the component as well [9], [10]. For that, we propose 
to embed an active serpentine inside the package just as we 
did in the past on the backside of a chip [11] but with an 
improved technology that makes it much more effective. This 
technology consists in using Giant Magneto-Impedance 
(GMI) for intrusion detection. 

III. COUNTERMEASURE BASED ON GMI

A. Principle

GMI is the magnetic phenomenon responsible for the huge
impedance modification of a material or structure submitted 
to an external magnetic field [12]. It is commonly used to 
measure low currents or magnetic fields thanks to its high 
sensitivity [13]. We propose to use it as a countermeasure to 
mitigate and detect attacks – such as EM fault injection – as 
well as preparations prior to attacks – such as circuit edit. 
Indeed, our structure is a mesh patterned in a stack made of 
materials that exhibit a GMI effect, which confers a twofold 
protection based on a structural mitigation plus a functional 
detection. The attacks are mitigated by the structure itself 
since no probe or IR laser can pass through it. Moreover, they 
are detected since the attacker who needs to modify the mesh 
to provide an access to the chips underneath will induce a 
change in the impedance that will be interpreted by the circuit 
and trigger a procedure to protect the secret data. The same is 
expected with EM attacks: the mesh acts as a Faraday cage 
that protects the chips and at the same time the magnetic field 
is detected through the GMI response. 

B. Integration of embedded GMI structures

Embedding such a structure within a package imposes
some constraints in terms of integration: the materials and 
processes must be compatible with the packaging flow and the 
dimensions must not penalize the component. Conversely, 
these constraints must not impose concessions in terms of 
performance i.e. in terms of security in our case. This is the 
central question concerning GMI: does this effect still occur 
in structures miniaturized to meet the requirements of 
dense/small patterns and low profile stacks? Another point is 
how to generate the magnetic field that induces the GMI 
effect? In order to answer these questions, we made a test 
vehicle with some structures dedicated to the theoretical study 
of GMI at micro/nano-scale and others dedicated to the 
targeted application of intrusion detection. 

C. Performances on test vehicle

1) Materials, designs and method

Our GMI stack is composed of a conductor sandwiched 

between two layers of magnetic material with a high 

permeability, typically soft ferromagnetic ones. We selected 

NiFe (80/20) for its ease of integration associated to its good 

magnetic properties, and we combined it with aluminum. 

Several configurations of NiFe and Al thicknesses were 

realized in order to investigate their impact on the GMI 

response but only the 100/200/100nm configuration is 

reported here. The stack was deposited on 200mm Si/SiO2 

wafers by reactive sputtering under a linear magnetic field so 

that the NiFe magnetization M was perpendicular to the notch 

direction. The mask used to pattern the structures included 

lines in the same direction as the deposition field (horizontal 

lines) as well as lines perpendicular to this direction (vertical 

lines). Different widths from 2 to 80µm were designed in 

each orientation and with various lengths and shapes. In this 

paper we focus on two types of structures: a 6µm wide single 

straight line and 6µm wide coupled lines with current dividers 

patterns (Fig. 2). GSGSG probes were used to feed the lines 

and measure the impedance using a Vector Network Analyzer 

under conditions described in details in [14]. 

2) Results

a) Single straight line

In this experiment, the single horizontal line was fed with a 

DC current in order to generate a static magnetic field and 

induce the GMI effect into the line itself. This original 

method of self-biasing is interesting in terms of integration 

since the line does not require an external device to generate 

the field necessary to exploit the GMI effect. An additional 

AC current was applied to the line in order to measure its 

complex impedance as a function of the frequency f: 

Z = R + jX 

Where the imaginary part X is supposed to be purely 
inductive at low frequencies and can be expressed as: 

X = L 

= 2f 

The real part R is the resistance, of which variations with the 
DC current are not significant in our frequency range and 
cannot be exploited. The Fig. 3a shows the variations of the 
horizontal line’s inductance L versus frequency for several 
DC current values. The different curves have a similar shape 
but the inductance decreases by increasing the DC current 
(i.e. the magnetic field), which confirms a magneto-
impedance effect. The Magneto-Inductance Ratio (MIR), for 
any current I, can be expressed as follows: 

𝑀𝐼𝑅 =  
∆𝐿

𝐿𝑚𝑖𝑛
=  

𝐿(𝐼)−𝐿(𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥)

𝐿(𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥)
(4)

It is quite constant between 1MHz and 1GHz but reaches a 

local maximum of 63% at a frequency of 60MHz. At this 

frequency, we plotted the inductance as a function of the DC 

current varying from -70 to 70mA. This current hysteresis 

Fig. 2. Design of the structures used in the study: (a) straight line (6µm x 

2.5mm), (b) 2 coupled 6µm lines with current dividers, (c) same design with 

the simulation of a FIB modification prior to digging a 30x30µm² cavity. 
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loop is called “GMI cycle” on Fig. 3b. We observe a 

significant decrease of the inductance for DC currents higher 

than 40mA, which is quite a high value for an embedded 

device. 
For comparison, we tested in the same conditions a line 

with the same geometry but oriented in the perpendicular 
(vertical) direction. We observe the same behavior with a 

maximum L/L ratio at 60MHz (Fig. 4a) but here the value 
reaches 207% and the DC current (or magnetic field) 
necessary for a significant decrease of the inductance is much 

lower (only 5mA for the DC current (Fig. 4b). Moreover, the 
sensitivity on this pattern reaches 0.77nH/mA whereas it was 
only 0.17nH/mA on the horizontal line. This means that the 
magneto-impedance effect is boosted when the line is 
perpendicular to the deposition field. 

b) Coupled lines with current dividers

In this section we report the measurements performed on a 

pair of lines with interdigital patterns in the form of current 

dividers (Fig. 2b). One of the lines (called sensor line) carried 

an AC+DC current just as in the previous section, whereas 

the other one (called bias line) was used to generate an 

external magnetic field by means of a DC current only. The 

following tests consisted in comparing the results between a 

non-attacked configuration (Fig. 2b) and the simulation of an 

attacked one (Fig. 2c). For the latter case, we used a line that 

was modified on the mask in the manner of an attacker 

equipped with a FIB who reroutes a small portion of the line 

to free up an area suitable for digging a cavity without 

interrupting the electrical conduction. In our case, one of the 

branches of one single current divider was shorten to free up 

a 30x30µm² area. This modification represents only 0.3% of 

the metal surface of the complete line and must be considered 

as the “perfect attack” insofar as it minimizes the impact on 

the line (minimum length, same material and history, no 

contact resistance) compared to a FIB attack that consists in 

cutting a line then restoring the continuity by depositing a 

tungsten patch. The following measurements aimed at 

evaluating the impact of such a small modification when the 

attacked line is used either as a sensor line or as a bias line. 

Fig. 3. Study of an horizontal single straight line of 6µm. (a) Inductance 

vs. frequency for different DC currents. (b) GMI cycle at 60MHz. 

Fig. 4. Study of a vertical single straight line of 6µm. (a) Inductance vs. 

frequency for different DC currents. (b) GMI cycle at 60MHz. 

Fig. 5. Effect of an attack on the sensor line. (a) Inductance vs. frequency. 

(b) GMI cycle at 60MHz.
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The Fig. 5a shows the inductance of the sensor line in blue in 

the cases it was non-attacked (solid line) or attacked (dashed 

line). This inductance decrease between the two cases was 

around 10% over a wide range of frequency (from 10MHz to 

1GHz) which is significant regarding the minor modification 

of the line. It even reached a maximum value of 18% at 

60MHz, which is suitable for a reliable detection. The Fig. 5b 

shows the influence of the DC current in the sensor line at 

this frequency. We notice that the current necessary for a 

significant inductance variation is about 20mA in both 

configurations, non-attacked (solid line) and attacked (dashed 

line). This value is intermediate between those measured on 

either horizontal or vertical straight lines (respectively 40mA 

on Fig. 3b and 5mA on Fig. 4b). This is due to the presence 

of many vertical portions (corresponding to the current 

dividers) even if the line is globally horizontal. 
Finally, the same measurements were performed with the 

upper line (in red) used as the sensor line (fed with AC+DC 
current) and the lower line as a bias line (with DC current 
only) in the two configurations: non-attacked or attacked. The 
decrease of the inductance due to the attack is still observable 

on Fig. 6a but the L/L ratio is lower than previously, around 
6.5% at 60MHz. Therefore, the sensitivity of the structure for 
detecting an intrusion is lower when the attack is perpetrated 
on a line used as a bias line only. Nevertheless, this value 
should be compared to the 0.3% modification of the metal 
surface corresponding to the attack. 

IV. CONCLUSION

We studied the magneto-impedance effect on structures with 

low profile and small patterns compatible with an integration 

into a package such as BGA. Some inductive variations up to 

200% were observed on 6µm straight lines, which legitimates 

to speak about GMI even at those dimensions. Some patterns 

designed to mimic an attack as small as 0.3% in surface 

exhibited an inductance variation up to 6% when used as a 

bias line and 18% when used as a sensor line. This confirms 

the interest in using an AC+DC current to i) generate a 

magnetic field and ii) measure the impedance on the same 

line. By doing so, all the lines of a mesh can play both roles 

and cumulate their effects for a maximum sensitivity to 

attacks. Such a structure, once embedded in the package of a 

SiP made of multiple non-secured dies, makes it a secure 

system that may be suitable for critical applications. 
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Abstract— Mobile devices like smartphones, smartwatches, 
hearables and others rely more and more on MEMS sensors as 
user interface and as a link to the physical world. Powerful 
algorithms can detect meaningful features and classify sensor 
data, like counting steps from motion sensors, classifying 
different sport activities, detecting gestures for device control or 
dead reckoning for pedestrian navigation. In order to achieve 
ultra-low power consumption in execution of high performance 
algorithms, while staying flexible in programming, we 
developed over the last years specialized architectures for smart 
sensor systems, focusing on close hardware/software co-design. 

Keywords—AI, self-learning, architecture, digital signal 
processing, edge computing, low-power, wearables 

I. FROM RAW DATA MEMS TO SELF-LEARNING

SENSORS 

Over the last years, the performance of the sensor 
hardware improved continuously in KPIs such as offset, gain 
error and noise [1]. In parallel to that, a big progress has been 
achieved in digital signal processing. Early products only 
provided raw data output or triggered interrupts. However, the 
real user benefit occurs when sensor data can be related to 
events in the real world. For example if your mobile device 
detects that you are first driving in a car and later you are 
walking, the transition event between both activities can be 
used to store the location where you parked your car to find it 
back later. To make this happen, sensor applications have to 
run always on in the background.  

Sensor data processing algorithms have improved to more 
robust pattern recognition with respect to the population of 
users and a large variety of situations. Even better accuracies 
in classification can be achieved when the devices are learning 
and adapting to the user [2]. This means that the computation 
power needed for these algorithms increases drastically, see 
Fig. 1. 

II. THE CHALLENGE OF LOW POWER

In general, mobile devices like smartphones, 
smartwatches or hearables have a complex system 
architecture with an application processor (CPU) and many 
peripheral ICs. Among these ICs usually a host 
microcontroller (µC) is connected to several sensors. 

The challenge on system level is how to run the sensor 
algorithms efficiently on mobile devices. Running the 
algorithms on the device main CPU would often be possible 
regarding the required computation power, but is not an option 
for the power consumption, which would drain the battery in 
a few hours or less. Batteries are extremely small in watches 
and ear buds, so power consumption needs to be ultra low in 
always-on applications, typically in the order of 100 µW or 
lower.  

The opposite approach for the compute architecture would 
be to realize algorithms in hardware, like finite state machines 
(FSM) with significantly less power consumption. However, 
these hard-wired chips are very inflexible; they do not allow 
customization to different, yet unknown applications and use-
cases, or improvements by updates of the algorithms over 
lifetime of the product. Flexibility for algorithms is needed. 

Based on thorough analysis of the requirements for sensor 
signal processing, we designed our own digital signal 
processors (DSP) that are 6x to 20x more power efficient for 
sensor data processing than general purpose microcontrollers. 

Different layers of the signal processing chain are realized 
in different architectures, like hard-wired FSMs or digital 
signal processors (DSP). 

III. SIGNAL PATH ARCHITECTURE

The work is not done by just replacing a general-purpose 
processor core with a DSP: The integration of the DSP into 
the digital hardware and the partitioning of the tasks and the 
algorithms between hardware and software is a crucial point, 
too. To get the whole benefits of the DSP regarding 
computational performance and low power consumption a 
close integration to the signal path, the user interface and the 
power modes is needed.  

If algorithms for advanced features (like counting steps or 
detecting motion gestures) run on that DSP accessing directly 
the sensor data with the possibility of influencing the internal 
data rate and other configurations of the sensor signal path, the 
whole system can improve with regards to power 
consumption, latency and communication effort.  

We could show that running the same algorithm on the 
DSP of our sensor consumes 10 times less power than running 
on a second µC die optimized for sensing algorithms in a 
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System-in-Package (SiP) and 100 times less than running on 
a dedicated general-purpose µC, see Fig. 2.   

The whole system, where the sensor is a part of, can profit 
in terms of power consumption, if an event-based approach is 
chosen. On the one hand, the DSP can control the power states 
and signal path configuration of the own sensor and then 
detect events (like the rotation of a smartphone or the tap on 
an ear bud). On the other hand, it can influence the power state 
of the whole system using interrupts. In such a scenario, the 
host µC and other peripherals and sensors can go into a low 
power mode until they are woken up by an event detected by 
the sensor. In this case all essential always-on-features are 
covered by the sensor itself, providing the event detection and 
therefore reducing the overall system power consumption, 
even if the sensor itself consumes little more power.  

A key performance indicator in these tiny embedded 
systems is the power consumption on system level. To avoid 
power hungry transmission of data from sensors to a CPU, in 
other words from many leaves through branches and trunk to 
the root, a decentralized processing option is beneficial 
because only the demanded information has to be transmitted 
from a sensor to the next processing unit, e.g. for the UI or 
network communication, instead of all raw data. The key 
factor for system power consumption reduction is the 
reduction of the sample output data rate (ODR). E.g. instead 
of transmitting acceleration at 50 Hz ODR, only step events 
are transmitted. Another example is data fusion, instead of 
transmitting accelerometer, gyroscope and magnetometer data 
at 100 Hz ODR or more, it is often sufficient to transfer 
orientation vectors at 25 Hz. Therefore the smart sensor 
calibrates and fuses the different signals to offer the device 

orientation in world coordinates to the host for its high level 
applications like augmented or virtual reality (AR/VR). 

A low latency can be enabler for some special use cases 
like free fall detection. This can be achieved by running such 
an algorithm on the DSP. The sensor can detect such an event 
on its own and trigger the host via interrupt lines. The 
detection algorithm running on the host µC would need a lot 
of more time-consuming levels of hierarchy in the system 
design. 

Such algorithms often need also a higher data rate to work 
properly and robust. This would lead to more communication 
on the bus if the algorithm runs on the host µC. If the DSP is 
well integrated, it is preferred to configure the sensor signal 
path to deliver a higher data rate internally, while offering a 
lower data rate to the host interface, where usually less data is 
preferred to run the algorithms for the high level use cases. 
Offering a FIFO memory to the host, the frequency of the 
communication events can be reduced, and the load of the host 
can more easily be balanced. Even the amount of data on the 
bus can be reduced for some applications, if the host only 
reads the sensor data in case of an event, using the FIFO 
memory to read data from the past to classify the event, e.g. 
which gestures did occur. Such an event-based system design 
offers more degrees of freedom to the host application on how 
to schedule its own tasks. The host µC does not need to spend 
so much time in configuring the sensor and processing raw 
sensor data at a high frequency. 

IV. SMART SENSOR SYSTEM-IN-PACKAGE INTEGRATION

While the aforementioned signal path architecture
provides a high level of efficiency for many use cases, there 
are algorithms which require more processing power and 
memory than technically and economically suitable for a 
sensor integration. Examples for these algorithms are 
pedestrian navigation and others described in the chapters 
below. In this case, there is an advantage of splitting up the 
signal chain into two dies, one that uses a silicon technology 
optimized for high level of analog performance required for 
the sensor frontend, and a second die optimized for efficient 
digital signal processing at ultra-low power, preferably 
deploying small CMOS technology nodes. 

Designing such a coprocessor allows advanced 
optimization for the specific purpose, e.g. by providing 
dedicated peripherals for efficient DMA-based FIFO 
management for host communication and a hardware time 
base management for sensor timestamps, and by reducing the 
peripherals to only those required for the application. This 

Fig. 1. Levels of signal processing of sensor data with rising complexity 
of algorithms. 

Fig. 2. Power consumption for different architectures at the example of the application step counter algorithm  
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provides significant advantages in terms of die size and power 
consumption compared to off-the-shelf microcontrollers. 

It is further possible to combine the benefits of both 
compute architectures (in the sensor and in the coprocessor) 
by partitioning the algorithm to both processors and utilizing 
the specific strength of each, see Fig. 3. E.g. the DSP in the 
sensor can be configured to detect movements or a dedicated 
gesture while keeping the coprocessor in suspend mode and 
only wake it up when needed. This provides a great 
improvement in the overall power consumption. 

A System-in-Package (SiP) integration of the sensor with 
this coprocessor allows reducing the hardware form factor, 
which is very beneficial for size-constraint applications like 
earbuds and smartwatches. At the same time, a pre-integrated 
and verified system solution including sensor hardware, signal 
processor and tailored algorithms provides the customer 
benefit of an easier system integration, especially for non-
sensor-centric applications like e.g. hearables. 

By providing a software development kit (SDK) for the 
Smart Sensor SiP, we enable our customers to extend the 
solution with customer-owned algorithms, in addition to pre-
integrated algorithms. The flexibility of this solution allows 
the deployment to numerous application areas, including 
lifestyle, fitness, IoT, industrial and others. 

V. PEDESTRIAN NAVIGATION

One of the most important pieces of context information is 
the user’s own position. This can be a position relative to an 
assumed starting point (e.g. a parked car), an absolute position 
(e.g. in WGS84 coordinates) or a logical position (e.g. a 
building or a room a person is in). While the position during a 
car drive can normally be derived from GNSS (global 
navigation satellite system), always-on GNSS power 
consumption is too high for wearable applications when 
walking or running, and localization indoors has to rely on 
other positioning technologies. 

Dead reckoning is the process of estimating an object's 
position by tracking its movements relative to a known 
starting point. Accelerometers and gyroscopes in smartphones 
or smart watches enable pedestrian dead reckoning at a lower 
power consumption than GNSS or other absolute localization 
technologies.  

Pedestrian dead reckoning requires a second (absolute) 
localization technology in order to get an absolute start 
position and to compensate for accumulated sensor errors. 
Currently most of the devices use GNSS as localization 
technology. In future WiFi, beacons, 5G and other localization 

technologies will be utilized to provide seamless outdoor and 
indoor pedestrian tracking.  

Fig. 4 shows the data fusion architecture for pedestrian 
navigation. As an example for the second localization 
technology GNSS is shown. The sensor fusion and PDR are 
always on algorithms and run on the smart sensor with ultra 
low power consumption at higher data rates (e.g. 100 or 
200 Hz for sensor data fusion). The data transmitted to the 
application processor can be at much lower data rates. The 
pedestrian position is updated with each step and fused with 
GNSS data, typically sampled at 1 Hz.  Using dead reckoning 
based on smart sensors, the GNSS and application processor 
can be duty cycled to much lower frequencies, in order to 
significantly reduce the overall system power consumption. 
PDR can fill the gaps in-between the GNSS positions. 

Since GNSS is only one example for the second 
localization technology, a loosely coupled approach for PDR-
GNSS fusion is used. This allows easy integration of other 
localization technologies instead of GNSS or in combination 
with GNSS. As a drawback, the loosely coupled approach 
does not provide the mathematically optimal estimation of the 
pedestrian position. However, for many consumer electronics 
applications the loosely coupled approach provides sufficient 
position accuracy. Smaller integration effort and faster time to 
market outweigh the theoretical limits in position accuracy.  

VI. LEARNING ON THE EDGE

Personalization of a device for addressing the wide variety 
of demographics of end-users and enabling use of the device 
for more purposes than the one originally programmed into 
the device are needed to offer a fully engaging and active use 
of the device. Therefore, machine learning (ML) is highly 
desired on the edge. However, for the classification of sensor 
data, state of the art CNNs (convolutional neural networks) as 
they are widely used e.g. for image recognition, are not the 
best choice. They typically need thousands of samples for 
training and they are power hungry.  

Our solution is an advanced software platform that offers 
automatic tracking for pre-programmed activities and 
additionally learning and personalizing the activity tracking 
functions in real-time, directly from the user, all within the 
sensor itself [3]. This patented technology can run 
continuously inside the smart sensor at low power and 
recognize activities as soon as the motion pattern matches the 
fingerprint of a detector, as shown in Fig. 5. 

Due to the always-on monitoring inside the sensor, it 
enables automatic tracking, learning and personalization of 
the sensor functionality directly on the edge in <30 seconds of 
typical user interactions. From a design perspective, 
separation of base software for learning on the edge and the 
patterns representing each individual activity enables adding 
new classes for classification even without the original 

Fig. 4. Smart Sensor data fusion with GNSS for pedestrian navigation 
to achieve ultra low overall system power consumption 

Fig. 3. Architecture of a Smart Sensor System-in-Package 
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training dataset of existing classes. This way when new 
activities are added or shared between users, only the 
individual patterns need to be added without changing the 
software. On a different dimension, to keep the always-on 
current consumption low, the learning (personalization) and 
automatic switching and tracking functions are separated so 
that overall CPU current can be maintained under about 70 µA 
for inference, while being able to recognize 25 … 50 different 
activities simultaneously. While conventional AI metho-
dologies are pre-trained to use a fixed set of inputs, this new 
technology can be expanded to use more inputs and generate 
corresponding patterns when additional physical sensors (such 
as barometric pressure, magnetometer, etc.) or  virtual sensors 
(such as quaternions) are available. This flexibility enables the 
software to learn, personalize and track activities at a faster 
pace and with increased robustness for classification among 
those activities, which may be similar in the primary inputs 
(such as acceleration and rotation rates). In order to simplify 
offline training process, the software automatically identifies 
relevant data from a larger dataset and extracts the pattern out 
of multiple data files. (as shown in Fig. 6). From an actual 
deployment perspective, to simplify debugging, iterations and 
parametrization, the software is also designed keeping in mind 
an online-configurator, which also visualizes the learnt pattern 
from the data, and enables change in parameters and to see 
updates to performance in real-time, as shown in Fig. 7.  

CONCLUSION 

The right system architecture with optimized 
hardware/software co-design and smart partitioning of 
functions across the different levels of signal processing is key 
for MEMS sensors to enter consumer electronics devices. 
Self-learning algorithms for sensor data can only be applied 
within the low power consumption limits of mobile devices 
with careful design and partitioning of the multi-level signal 
processing hardware and the specific knowledge of sensor 
data applied to the algorithms. 
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Abstract—The Joint International Master in Smart Systems 

Integrated Solutions (SSIs) will graduate candidates for the 

ever-growing industry of Smart Systems, ubiquitous in all 

sectors of society including healthcare, transport, environment 

protection, energy and security. SSIs is given jointly by three 

universities in three European countries: Aalto University 

(Helsinki, Finland), University of South-Eastern Norway (USN), 

and Budapest University of Technology and Economics (BME) 

(Hungary), utilizing the complementary expertise and 

laboratory facilities of the three partners to create a unique 

programme with a more holistic approach than a single 

university could give. The programme collaborates closely with 

industry, and has EPoSS as Associated Partner, assuring its 

relevance. SSIs builds on the Joint International Master in 

Smart Systems Integration (SSI), which has been running since 

2013 with Heriot-Watt University (Edinburgh, Scotland) co-

ordinating a consortium with USN and BME. 

SSIs students benefit from the combined expertise of the 

consortium, as well as from the extended socio-cultural 

knowledge obtained by living in three different European 

countries that represent distinctively different aspects of the 

diverse Europe. The students in the programme show excellent 

performance, and the employability of graduates has proven to 

be very high.  

Keywords—Joint master degree; Industry-education 

collaboration; Smart Systems; Microtechnology; Erasmus 

Mundus 

I. INTRODUCTION

The Joint International Master in Smart Systems 
Integrated Solutions (SSIs) is an MSc degree covering 
tomorrow’s technologies in Smart Systems such as intelligent 
biomedical devices, cyber physical systems (CPS), Internet of 
Things (IoT), ubiquitous sensors and actuators. The focus is 
microsystem integration design, manufacturability, reliability 
and interaction with the environment (mechanical, electrical, 
optical, biological, chemical, acoustical). The subject is truly 

cross-disciplinary within engineering, and a single university 
would typically only be able to cover parts of the relevant 
topics for such a degree. SSIs is given jointly by three 
institutions: Aalto University (Helsinki, Finland), University 
of South-Eastern Norway (USN), and Budapest University of 
Technology and Economics (BME) (Hungary), each 
providing one full taught semester. The SSIs programme uses 
the complementary expertise and laboratory facilities of the 
three institutions to provide a unique programme that truly 
offers a system-level approach to Smart Systems Integration. 
Each institution contributes with its special expertise, giving 
the graduates from SSIs a much better basis for their 
professional career than any of the institutions could provide 
individually. SSIs has obtained Erasmus Mundus [1] status in 
the European system, which is a strong quality label known to 
attract many good applicants. The consortium aims at 
providing the graduates with a Joint Degree Certificate [2] 
issued jointly by the three institutions. The programme admits 
its first students in 2021, and is a revision of the Joint MSc in 
Smart Systems Integration (SSI and SSI+) given by Heriot-
Watt University (HWU) (Edinburgh, Scotland) together with 
USN and BME since 2013. HWU is an Associated Partner in 
SSIs, providing guest lectures and master projects. 

 The programme addresses the pressing industrial needs 
for qualified graduates in the field. Smart systems, integrated 
from microsystems and microelectronics, combine data 
processing with multi-modal sensing, actuation and 
communication. Current research in SSI is global and 
dynamic, responding to these urgent needs. There are however 
far not enough young graduates to sustain this exponential 
industrial growth [3-5]. The Joint International Master in SSIs 
aims at filling this gap. The study programme covers all 
aspects of the SSI process, in particular both design and 
fabrication issues are central parts of the study programme. 

The aim and objectives of SSIs are: 

• To assert Europe as a focus point for higher
education and research in the field of Smart Systems 
Integrated Solutions by delivering a cutting edge, 
comprehensive, master level formation of excellence, that is 
aligned to the complex educational, economic and societal 
needs of research and industry in the field. The 

The Joint International Master in Smart Systems 
Integration is co-funded by the Erasmus+ programme of the 
European Union (Contract No. 2013-0236). The views 
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implementation of “learning by doing” promotes the students 
to adopt a holistic approach to the challenges presented.  

• To attract the best students to the European Higher
Education Area (EHEA) and to produce excellent, mature and 
industry-ready Master level graduates. The graduate will have 
detailed knowledge and skills to deal with complex integrated 
smart systems, and with employable skills such as team 
working, innovation, entrepreneurship, and international and 
cultural awareness. 

• To create a community of graduates who will
become the future leading research engineers of Smart 
Systems companies worldwide, disseminating the educational 
legacy obtained from the SSIs programme to their companies 
and institutions. 

• To strengthen the position of the Consortium
partners as leading academic institutions in the field of Smart 
Systems Integrated Solutions and in internationalisation 
through research, teaching and cultural exchanges with a 
network of international and industrial partners. 

II. INDUSTRIAL RELEVANCE

SSIs has strong industry involvement and EPoSS is 
Associate Partner of the programme, ensuring liaison with the 
Smart Systems industry at European level. Relevant industry 
clusters and research centres in the partner countries are also 
associated partners: Norwegian Centre of Expertise – Micro 
and Nano Technologies; Innomine Digital Innovation Hub 
(Hungary); and VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland. 
Furthermore, 14 European companies and 3 universities (from 
Scotland, Taiwan and Russia) are Associate Partners. Roles 
for Associate Partners include: Participation in SSIs’ 
Industrial Advisory Board, hosting students for 1-2 months 
Industrial Internship and for 4-months master project, giving 
company visits, guest lectures and industry-relevant case 
studies. USN, the co-ordinator of SSIs, is a member of EPoSS 
as well as being a central actor in the NCE-MNT.  

Prior to launching the first programme of SSI in 2012 a 
thorough industry survey was performed by EPoSS. One of 
the co-authors, Prof. Marc Desmulliez, was also involved in 
the preparation of the EPoSS SRA (Strategic Research 
Agenda) [6] and the later enhanced version of the SRA [7]. 
This document demonstrated clearly the need for a 
programme such as SSI, and details were used as inputs for 
the design of the programme structure and for the courses 
selected for the programme. A similar survey was performed 
in collaboration with EPoSS in 2016, with replies from 26 
industrial companies in Germany, UK, Hungary, Norway, 
Sweden, France, Netherlands and Spain. Again, the survey 
demonstrates a clear need for the SSI programme, and details 
were then used as input to the revision of the course 
programme. When asked to grade the importance of topics and 
sub-disciplines of Smart Systems Integration, the highest 
scores are for “Sensors and Actuators”, “System integration” 
and “Measuring microsystems”. Each of these topics 
corresponds to specific courses given as part of the 
programme, as well as being integrated topics in other courses. 
“System Integration” is indeed at the core of the programme, 
and most of the courses contribute to System Integration 
understanding. High score is also given for “Assembly and 
Packaging” and “Modelling microsystems”, also being central 
parts of the curriculum. The topic “Micro/ Nano biological 
systems” obtained top priority for a certain number of 
companies, but the lowest average priority in the complete 

industry survey. “Micro/ Nano Biological Systems” is an 
elective course in the SSIs programme, assuring that a part of 
the graduates learn this important topic, while realizing that it 
need not be taught for the full class.  

III. ACADEMIC CONTENT

A. Structure of SSIs

The structure of the master degree follows a defined
mobility scheme, where the whole class moves together in the 
first three semesters. The first semester takes place at Aalto. 
The second semester is at USN, which is also the Co-
ordinating Institution. The third semester is at BME. The 
master project (thesis) is carried out in the fourth semester, 
where the students select their project at one of the three 
institutions, and the students are split in three groups each with 
a similar number of students. The master thesis may well be 
carried out at an external partner (either industrial or academic 
organization), but always associated with one of the three 
partner institutions. This ensures involvement from the 
consortium in external projects, as well as being an excellent 
way to enhance or initiate collaboration between the 
University and the external partner (industrial or academic). 
The internal master projects are always part of ongoing 
research projects, hence exposing the students to cutting-edge 
research. 

In 2020 and 2021, COVID-19 has imposed particular 
challenges to the mobility structure of the Joint Master. This 
has been solved satisfactorily by quarantine at transfer 
between the countries and a combination of digital and on-
campus teaching according to the changing restrictions in the 
respective host countries.   

B. Course Programme

The MSc programme is developed jointly, with courses
given at each institution set together in order to optimize the 
learning outcomes, and to best utilize the complementary 
expertise and laboratory facilities of the three institutions.  

The mobility scheme is chosen to allow each institution to 
contribute its special expertise in the most appropriate 
timeframe for the study progress: In the first semester at Aalto, 
the fundamentals of smart systems are taught: the rationale for 
Smart Systems, the working principles, functionality, 
reliability, sustainability, Materials and Microsystem 
Integration, and applications of sensors and actuators. The 
course in “Design and Analysis of MEMS” is taught in close 
interaction with industry, with guest lecturers from several 
industrial partners, like Murata Finland on Inertial MEMS, 
VTT and Vaisala on optical MEMS and Okmetic on advanced 
SOI and cavity-SOI substrates. The students specialize in the 
second semester at USN, choosing Smart Biomedical Systems 
or CPS. This implies choosing courses either in Micro- and 
Nano-Biological Systems or in Multiphysics Modelling. For 
both tracks, the mass-production platform of silicon 
processing for microsystems is taught, as well as measurement 
and characterization techniques. This is supplemented with 
laboratory work where the students manufacture and 
characterize a microsystem. BME teaches design for system 
integration in the third semester, covering microelectronics 
and its integration with microsystems, sensors and actuators. 
The main focus is on their world renowned speciality in design 
and integration to create complete smart systems with 
integrated sensing, actuating and signal processing 
functionalities. 
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Throughout the three taught semesters, the students will 
carry out the “SSI Design Lab”, being a group project where 
the student groups shall develop a smart system for a given 
application, as if it were a business case. This will be 
supported by the coursework they have in the different 
semesters: In the first semester, the students will look at the 
sensor principle, the initial design, early prototyping and the 
business model. In the second semester, they will propose 
manufacturing platforms for volume manufacturing, perform 
Multiphysics modelling and modify their design accordingly. 
In the third semester, they will implement the functional 
integration with microelectronics and signal processing, and 
finalize their business plan. At various instances during the 
study track, the student groups will receive coaching from 
experts in industry and academia, both on business, innovation 
and technical aspects of their project. Particularly the Winter 
School (2nd semester) and Summer School (start of 3rd 
semester) will be important check-points.  

Figure 1 presents the SSIs Education Model, 
demonstrating the integrated learning approach across the 
study programme and across the three partner institutions. 

This described course programme of SSIs (starting 2021) 
largely builds upon the experiences of the successful SSI / 
SSI+ programmes (since 2013). Important revisions for the 
new programme include the “SSI Design Lab” as an 
integrated project across the three institutions and across the 
three taught semesters; an increased focus on societal 
challenges through new courses as “Sustainable Electronics” 
and “Design for Reliability”; the course “Design and Analysis 
of MEMS” with heavy involvement of industry; and the 
course “Multiphysics modelling” now targeting a larger range 
of device fabrication platforms than MEMS only.   

C. Transferrable skills

Apart from the sheer academic syllabus, the development
of transferrable skills are encouraged during the study 
programme: Such as the ability to work in a team, the ability 
to work independent in a research-oriented setting, 
communication and presentation skills and innovative 
thinking. Also courses in local language and the culture of the 

three host countries are included in the curricula, to better 
prepare the graduates for working in an international 
environment. The three partners represent three different 
European countries (Finland, Norway and Hungary), 
representing the cultural, historical, socio-economic and 
linguistic diversity of Europe. The students in the programme 
spend at least one semester in each of the partner countries, 
and are thus intimately exposed to this diversity.  

The ability to work in a team is a core transferrable skill, 
crucial for a graduate to enter an industrial position. The 
students are trained in teamwork throughout the study 
programme, particularly in the “SSI Design Lab”, where 
group work will be carried out throughout the three taught 
semesters, as detailed above.  

In semester 1, the “Translational Engineering Forum” 
course will detail the innovation process for a new product, 
both in technical and mercantile terms. Topics in 
Entrepreneurship will cover the fundamental aspects in 
business startup: Intellectual Property, Writing up of a 
Business Plan, the eco-system of investments from Angel 
Investors and VC, understanding Technology Readiness 
levels, How to create a start-up company. These topics are 
initiated by Prof. Marc Desmulliez, who is winner of the £45K 
Converge Challenge award, the most prestigious prize in 
Entrepreneurship in Scotland [8]. At the Summer School 
(before semester 3), the students get a one-day challenge to 
create a startup company, elaborate details and sell it to 
"investors", as a realistic approach to train their 
entrepreneurship abilities and encourage them to initiate 
startups.  

The skill of scientific writing will be taught for project 
deliveries already in semester 1. In semester 2, students write 
laboratory reports in the format of scientific publications, and 
they are further trained in scientific writing in their project 
reports in the third semester, getting a firm basis for writing 
skills to be applied when writing their master thesis in the 
fourth semester. In addition to their written master thesis, the 
students shall also present the master project orally, thus 
expanding their presentation skills. 

Fig. 1. SSIs Education model 
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Whereas the teaching language for the programme is 
English, it also contains courses in national language and 
culture, introducing the students to Finnish, Norwegian and 
Hungarian language while studying in the respective countries. 
These courses also have a culture and society component. This 
helps the students to better understand the country they are 
staying in, and how each country contributes to shaping the 
diverse Europe, since the three countries indeed represent 
different parts of the complex history of Europe. In Finland, the 
students get knowledge of Finnish working life and the history 
between eastern and western Europe. In Norway, the students 
are introduced to the socio-economic “Nordic Model”, crucial in 
explaining the high living standard and societal participation in 
the Nordic countries. In Hungary the students learn about the 
specialities of the Central European countries, and how the large 
variations in political systems over the centuries impact 
societies. These courses allow the students to better understand 
the socio-economic differences between these three different 
countries of Europe. Furthermore, the students are exposed to 
the local culture of the three host countries as part of the study 
programme: In Finland they will be exposed to the sauna 
tradition. In Norway an on-campus skiing session is arranged, as 
well as a sailing trip on the Oslo Fjord. In Hungary, the students 
are introduced to traditional dance and music, as well as 
Hungarian cuisine and visits to the Buda Castle and the 
exceptionally multicultural capital, Budapest. 

IV. STUDENTS/ GRADUATES

The students of the preceding SSI/ SSI+ programmes have 
been truly international. Typically, 15 nationalities have been 
represented in each class, covering a wide range of world 
cultures. This, and the joint mobility the first three semesters, 
nurtures a strong class feeling and allows an excellent learning 
environment. The students call themselves “the SSI family”.  

The number of applications for admittance has been very 
high every year, allowing the Consortium to select students of 
excellent quality. SSI/ SSI+ students perform significantly better 
than the regular master students at the respective institutions, 
which we interpret as a consequence of the fierce competition to 
be admitted, together with the excellent learning environment 
provided by the strong personal relations between students. EU 
provides generous scholarships, so the applicants compete on 
qualifications, not on their ability to self-fund studies in Europe. 

The employability of the graduates has been very high, 
demonstrating the societal need for those graduates. Regular 
surveys have been performed, showing an employment rate 
> 90%, with positions in >12 European countries, several in Asia
and occasional in the Americas. Both small, innovative start-up
companies and large multi-national companies have employed
SSI graduates, and some graduates has taken the step to start
their own company. Around 50% of the graduates pursue PhD
studies, demonstrating the high academic quality of the
graduates. We expect that these Ph.D. graduates will achieve
leading positions in the Smart Systems industry worldwide.

V. CO-ORDINATION OF JOINT DEGREE

To establish a Joint Degree, a high level of interaction 
between the three institutions has been necessary. A joint 
Academic Board oversees all aspects of the Joint Master, and the 

selection of students to be admitted is done in face-to-face 
meetings with academic members from all three institutions.  

A yearly Summer School is organized in Hungary before the 
start of Semester 3, with academic and administrative staff from 
all three partner universities present. Besides academic 
presentations for the students, this is also an occasion for 
Consortium and Academic Board Meetings, important for the 
co-ordination of the Joint Master. No less important is the 
Summer School as an informal meeting-place between the 
academic and administrative staff of the three partner 
universities, which has allowed the development of a mutual 
understanding and trust within the consortium. The importance 
of such relations cannot be underestimated when explaining the 
success of the Joint Master. Newly graduated students present 
their master projects, and also some graduates from previous 
cohorts are present. 

From 2022 we will also have a Winter School, in Norway. 

VI. CONCLUSION: SYNERGY OBTAINED

The Joint International Master in Smart Systems Integrated 
Solutions combines complementary expertise and laboratory 
facilities from the three partner universities to create a unique 
master degree with a holistic, system-level approach to Smart 
Systems. As a result, the graduates obtain a wider knowledge 
than any of the individual universities would be able to provide. 
The success of the programme is evident from the large number 
of applicants, the excellent academic results the students obtain, 
and the high employability of graduates. 

Since the Joint Master requires the students to spend at least 
one semester in Finland, Norway and Hungary, the graduates 
obtain a cross-cultural experience giving a far better insight in 
the variety of European societies than a single-university degree 
would give. This is extremely important for the graduates to 
work in an international working environment. Furthermore, the 
students’ exposure to three different university systems and 
learning environments will benefit them in their careers, to easier 
access new knowledge and easier adapt to changes in their 
working environment. 
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Abstract—A new technology platform is presented that utilized 
capacitive micromachined ultrasonic transducers (CMUT) for the 
on-chip integration of proximity and tactile sensing. This platform 
integrated in robotic grippers enables tactile and reactive grasping. 
A single channel proximity system is demonstrated to distinguish 
objects and reveal high spatial resolution to distances of 10 mm. 

Keywords—tactile, proximity, ultrasound, CMUT, robotics 

I. INTRODUCTION

Robot systems are indispensable for the automation of
processes in industrial, service-oriented, and medical fields 
and increasingly take over complex tasks during collaborative 
work with humans [1]. The gripping and depositing of objects 
is essential in a variety of industrial applications (e.g. machine 
loading, pick-and-place, packaging) as well as in service and 
assistance robotics (e.g. laboratory, agriculture, hospital). 

Standardized gripper solutions are already in use in clearly 
structured processes. However, objects with a high variability 
or unknown properties and/or environments that are strongly 
unstructured (e.g. in mobile robotics) are challenging. [2–4]. 
Optical sensor systems that are often used in these cases 
quickly reach their limits due to influences of ambient light 
and problems with reliable detection of very dark/bright, shiny 
or transparent objects [5, 6]. Missing information on the object 
position and stability in the gripper can impede the accurate 
depositing, thus increasing cycle time and failure rate [7, 8]. 
Such complex applications require miniaturized sensor 
systems integrated in the gripper and providing multimodal, 
real time information for proximity and tactile modality. 

Relevant environmental data is nowadays gathered from 
individual systems for supervision (e.g. camera-based), 
proximity systems (e.g. ultrasound, optical) and tactile sensors 
(e.g. capacitive, piezo-resistive) [9, 10]. In particular, 
ultrasound is known as a powerful method for proximity 
detection in robotics [11–13]. These sensor systems, however, 
fail to meet the requirements of next generation robots. 

Microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) are a 
promising sensor approach to overcome the hurdles. These 
miniaturized systems benefit from reliable fabrication 
processes in CMOS technologies enabling the low-cost 
production of sensors in high volumes. In the past years, 
various MEMS approaches for proximity sensors (CMUT 
[14], PMUT [15]; capacitive structure [16]) and tactile devices 
[17, 18] were proposed. Commercial products are offered only 
by TDK (PMUT-based). However, current sensors do not 
combine tactile and proximity sensing in one solution. 

In this paper, we present a unique system approach that 
allows the on-chip integration of MEMS proximity und tactile 
sensors. Results of the proximity sensor are presented that 
demonstrate this sensor platform. 

II. CONCEPT

The sensor platform proposed here is based on a MEMS
structure comprising a rigid electrode and a flexible plate/ 
electrode with a cavity in-between. 

This structure can act as capacitive micromachined 
ultrasonic transducer (CMUT) [19], which is applicable as 
proximity sensor. Ultrasound waves are transmitted by 
electrostatic excitation of the plate. In reverse, an incoming 
ultrasound wave deflects the plate, which results in 
capacitance change in the bias structure. 

The same basic structure is usable as tactile sensor, thanks 
to the fact that the flexible plate can also be deflected by quasi-
static pressure fields applied in direct contact with an object, 
whereat the deflection is a measure for the surface pressure. In 
order to protect the MEMS structure against harmful 
mechanical impact, the surface is coated with a polymer layer. 

Since both, proximity and tactile, structures are based on 
the same technology, these structures can be easily integrated 
on one substrate for an integrated sensor platform solution 
(Fig. 1). Fraunhofer IPMS developed a CMOS-compatible 
technology platform that allows the fabrication of the 
multimodal proximity and tactile sensors on one-chip. This work was supported by the Fraunhofer Internal Programs under 

Grant No. MAVO 836940. 
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Fig. 1. Multimodal technology and sensor platform for tactile and 
proximity sensing based on CMUTs 

III. METHODS AND MATERIAL

A. Technology & sensor devices
Fraunhofer IPMS designed and manufactured separate

proximity and tactile devices based on its sacrificial layer 
technology for CMUTs, which is described elsewhere [20]. A 
schematic cross section of a typical individual sensor cell is 
depicted in (Fig. 2a). A single channel sensor chip (1.4 mm x 
1.6 mm) comprises an array (1 mm diameter) of identical and 
electrically connected sensor cells (Fig. 2b). 

The proximity sensor chips were mounted on TO-18-
packages by chip bonding and wire bonding with GlobTop 
protecting the wires (Fig. 2c). Sensors are equipped with metal 
housing and electrical interconnects for system tests (Fig. 2d). 

Fig. 2. CMUT technology and sensors. (a) Schematic of the unit cell. (b) 
Chip layout for a single channel sensor (1.4 x 1.6 mm²; CMUT aperture 
1 mm). (c) Proximity sensors on TO-18. (d) Proximity sensor in housing 
and with interconnects. 

B. Simulation
A numerical simulation platform for air-coupled

ultrasound based on the Elastodynamic Finite Integration 
Technique (EFIT, [21]) of Fraunhofer IKTS was developed 
and used to calculate the sound fields of the manufactured 
CMUT configurations and to investigate the interaction of the 
sound field with approaching objects. 

C. Characterization
Characterization of the sensor devices on wafer level was

performed by the means of capacitance-voltage tests and 
electrical impedance sweeps using a Keysight E4990A-120 
analyzer in order to determine the operational voltage, the 
quasi-static capacitance and the resonance frequency. 

Fig. 3. Excitation pattern of the proximity sensor units 

The excitation pattern of the proximity sensor is presented 
in Fig. 3, with the bias voltage Udc, the amplitude ∆Uac, the 
periodic time T, the duty cycle D and the number of cycles N. 
Two difference pulse sequences are applied in this study (A: 
Udc = 25 V; ∆Uac = -25 V; B: Udc = 30 V; ∆Uac = -30 V), 
whereat Τ = 0.62 µs, D = 50%, N = 10 remain constant. 

Sound field measurements to determine the transmission 
behavior of the proximity sensors were performed using a 
Xarion ETA450 optical microphone, which transmits analog 
voltage signals to a computer unit as a function of the applied 
sound pressure. Recording of sectional planes perpendicular 
to the sound propagation is done in a positioning stage. 

D. Electronics
Acquiring analog signals and processing data in realtime

is done based an ultrasonic phased array instrument “PCUS 
pro Array II”. This device can handle up to 128 native 
channels and is connected by USB 3.0 to the host PC. 

E. Data processing for proximity measurement
The ultrasound echo signals from the proximity sensor are

processed in order to calculate the distance to the object. An 
energy picker algorithm from the field of acoustic emission 
testing is applied by Fraunhofer IKTS, which is based on the 
detection of the first crossing of a concurrent, dynamic 
threshold. For the energy evaluation, two sliding RMS values 
of the echo signal are formed, a short-time RMS and a long 
time RMS. If not noted otherwise, no time-dependent 
amplification (TGC: time-gain-correction) compensating the 
signal damping during wave propagation, is applied. 

IV. RESULTS

A. Electronic platform
A discrete analog front end (AFE) was developed for the

PCUS system to evaluate the CMUTs, optimize the excitation 
and also gain the requirements for the target development of 
an integrated ASIC (see Fig. 4). The discrete AFE is based on 
a commercial 8-channel transmitter chip in combination with 
transimpedance amplifiers to boost the CMUT receiver 
signals. The integrated AFE ASIC will include this all this into 
one single chip to reduce component count and space. 

An ASIC with eight channels was designed by the 
Fraunhofer EMFT with the aim to interface a 2D CMUT 
proximity sensor array in a 0.18 µm HV SOI CMOS process. 
The ASIC has a fully integrated eight channel transmit circuit 
which can produce high voltage (HV) pulses up to 60 V. The 
receive path has eight resistive feedback transimpedance 
amplifiers with four programmable gain settings. Two HV 
level pulsing scheme are used to eliminate the need for an 
external low pass HV biasing for the CMUTs. Integrated HV 
linear regulators provide the required HV biasing on chip.  

Note that in this study, only the discrete AFE is applied. 
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Fig. 4. Electronic system for multi-channel CMUT proximity sensors. 

B. Proximity Sensor
CMUT devices with different designs were fabricated in

order to identify devices that reveal operational voltages Uop 
< 50 V (about 80 % of the pull-in voltage) and resonance 
frequencies fres in the range 1 to 2 MHz. These properties yield 
a reasonable resolution (170 µm < λ < 340 µm) and damping 
for near-distance detection in air. Fig. 5 shows the wafer test 
results. As expected, the pull-in voltage and the resonance 
frequency decrease with increasing plate diameter due to the 
lower plate stiffness. CMUTs cells with 60 – 70 µm fulfill the 
acceptance criteria. This study is focused on CMUTs with 70 
µm diameter (Uop = 30 V; fres = 1.6 MHz). 

Fig. 5. Electrical wafer test results of proximity sensors of pull-in voltage 
and resonance frequency (average on wafer). 

Fig. 6 shows the directional characteristic of the radiated 
pressure wave field of a proximity sensor calculated with 
EFIT in a linear color scale from blue (zero amplitude) to red 
(maximum amplitude). Here the sensor was excited with pulse 
sequence A. In addition to the relatively narrow main lobe, 
three side lobes are also visible in the image. Their existence 
is also confirmed by the experimental sound field 
measurement based on the optical microphone.  

Fig. 6. Transmit characteristics of a single channel proximity sensor. (a) 
simulation and (b) measurement. The main lobe and three side lobes are 
clearly visible. Note that in the time-domain simulation wave propagation 
was stopped after a travel distance of about 23 mm in the z-direction. 
Nearfield at about 1.2 mm. 

Fig. 7 shows the axial course of the pressure sound field in 
the center of the main lobe along the propagation direction z. 

The simulated near field maximum (at 1.2 mm) is clearly 
visible and agrees very well with the theoretical near field 
value of the CMUT aperture (1.17 mm). Behind the near field, 
the pressure characteristic increasingly changes to a 1/r decay, 
as is typical for spherical waves. From the experiment, the 
near-field length cannot be reliably determined due to 
interfering reflections within the optical microphone. For 
distances between 7 and 17 mm the experimental data is in a 
good agreement with the simulation. 

Fig. 7. Transmit characteristic of a single channel proximity sensor - axial 
distribution. Simulated sound field (blue line) and measurement (red dots). 

For distance measurements of the proximity sensors to a 
reflective object, the PCUS electronic system was applied. 
The detectable minimum distance of the proximity sensors to 
a reflecting object was determined with only a single pulse 
(burst) to reduce the number of interfering multiple echoes 
from a planar reflector. Fig. 8 show that the ultrasound echo 
can be clearly differentiated from the transmission pulse down 
to 1 mm distance. For lower distance detection, the repetitive 
echos can be used. 

Fig. 8. Proximity detection – measurement of minimum distance to a 
plane reflector. Distance sensor to reflector: (a) 1.0 mm, (b) 0.6 mm 

Fig. 9. Amplitude loss in pulse-echo operation of the proximity sensor after 
reflection from a planar reflector (light green) and from a sphere with 5 mm 
diameter (blue). The experimental values (dots and squares) are in good 
agreement to the simulated data (solid lines).  

The detectable maximum distance of the proximity 
sensors to an object and the influence of the reflector geometry 
for the discriminability of different objects was investigated 
for two extreme cases of geometry: a planar and a spherical 
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reflector (see Fig. 9). The proximity sensor was excited with 
pulse sequence B. The simulation model including the 
damping in air matches the experimental data very well. The 
amplitude losses follow the expected 1/r and 1/r² law in the far 
field for the planar reflector and the sphere, respectively. The 
difference between the backwall echo and the sphere echo is 
–9.3 dB (distance d = 7 mm) and –20 dB (d = 20 mm). The
objects can be detected up to 20 mm distance.

Further investigations on the distinguishability of different 
object geometries depending on the distance to the proximity 
sensor were carried out using the EFIT simulation platform. 
The aim was to determine which radius a spherical reflector 
must have at a certain distance from the proximity sensor in 
order to produce nearly the same echo amplitude than a flat 
extended reflector (difference < 1 dB). For this purpose, the 
echo curves for spheres with radii between 2 and 160 mm were 
calculated for three different distances of d = 5, 10 and 20 mm 
(see Fig. 10). The echo of a plane reflector at the same distance 
served as a reference (0 dB). As one can see, the critical radius 
increases with increasing distances: from 62 mm at d = 5 mm, 
138 mm at d = 10 mm to about 300 mm at d = 20 mm. As a 
rough rule of thumb the critical radius is doubled if the 
distance is also doubled. 

Fig. 10. Echo curves for spherical reflectors at different distances from the 
CMUT array (black: d = 5 mm, blue: d = 10 mm, red: d = 20 mm). The 
echo of a plane reflector at the same distance served as reference (0 dB) in 
each case. The -1dB threshold is indicated by the red dotted horizontal line. 

The dynamic approach of a reflector to the proximity 
sensor was investigated on a movable test bench with the 
proximity sensor driven with pulse sequence B. The algorithm 
for distance determination described above was applied. Fig. 
11 shows echo signals from a planar reflector. A reliable 
detection with a constant gain was possible between 6 mm and 
23 mm. Using TGC, the signal could still be detected at a 
distance of almost 40 mm (not shown). This demonstrates the 
robustness of the algorithm used for highly noisy signals. 

Fig. 11. Dynamic approach of an object towards the proximity sensor. Echo 
signals recorded at (a) 15.15 mm, (b) 10.24 mm, and (c) 5.02 mm 

A single channel proximity sensor was finally assembled 
in a 3D-printed housing and attached to an adaptive 3-finger 

gripper by the company Robotiq (see Fig. 12). Measurements 
of the reflection from a planar surface were successfully 
recorded with the sensor driven with pulse sequence B. This 
setup allows the detection of objects up to 10 mm distance 
with a high spatial resolution and repeatability. A dynamic 
distance measurement was challenging, due to the narrow 
directivity pattern of the sensor. A multi-channel sensor array 
and/or a broader sound field would be more tolerant to tilt and 
rapid movement in the future. 

Fig. 12. A proximity sensor is integrated in 3D printed housing that is 
attached to an adaptive 3-finger gripper by Robotiq. The correlation between 
the distances measured by the proximity sensor and the position increments 
by the robot gripper is almost linear. 

V. CONCLUSION

A novel technology and sensor platform for the on-chip 
integration of tactile and proximity sensing modality based 
on CMUTs was developed. The proximity sensor part was 
characterized and integrated in a robotic gripper 
demonstrating the usability of these sensor systems. 
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Abstract—This paper proposes an online method to estimate 
the State-of-Charge (SoC) and State-of-Health (SoH) of a Li-ion 
battery for the More Electrical Aircraft (MEA) application. 
Based on an extended characterization of Li-ion cells, precise 
electrical and ageing models are established and used in the state 
estimation method. The SoC algorithm is based on a Sigma-
Point Kalman Filter (SPKF) that handles the non-linearity of 
the electrical model. The results show stable SoC and SoH 
estimation precisions, respectively less than 1% and 2% for 
most of the temperature and ageing conditions. The algorithm 
is built to meet the requirements of the MEA in terms of 
robustness, reliability, precision, hardware integration and low 
maintenance.  

Keywords— Battery Management System, Lithium-Ion Cell, 
Modelling, More Electrical Aircraft, State of Charge, State of 
Health, Sigma Point Kalman Filter. 

I. INTRODUCTION

The research and industry sector of electro-mobility has 
known a considerable growth in the last few decades. Facing 
complex challenges such as reducing CO2  emissions, noise 
pollution and maintenance cost, as well as increasing 
reliability, aircraft industries are focusing on the development 
of More Electrical Aircrafts (MEA) [1]. In an MEA, electric 
actuators replace hydraulic and pneumatic systems, which 
raises the power of the electricity generation and distribution 
onboard. In that context, the widely used Li-ion battery 
technology is one of the best candidate to address the 
challenge of energy storage and distribution, since it has high 
energy and power densities. The successful integration of this 
technology for highly demanding aeronautical applications 
regarding safety requires optimized solutions on the entire 
technical chain: from the selection of the Li-ion cells and their 
modelling, to the power electronics, the packaging and the 
Battery Management System (BMS). Apart for ensuring the 
battery stays in its safe operating area, the BMS monitors its 
status by providing two main indicators: the State-of-Charge 
(SoC) and the State-of-Health (SoH). The SoC indicates the 
present level of charge of the battery relatively to its capacity 
and the SoH indicates the present condition of the battery 
relatively to its initial condition. 

Battery states estimation is a wide field of research. 
Among the different existing estimation and modelling 
methods, Kalman filters based on Electrical Equivalent 
Circuit (EEC) models are known [2,3] to bring a good 
compromise between high precision estimation and moderate 
algorithm complexity. It represents a relevant choice for the 

MEA application considering its specificities and 
requirements: robustness, reliability, low computational 
burden and low maintenance. 

In this work, the battery of the MEA is designed to be 
regularly solicited to power ON and OFF onboard electric 
equipment and to start the Auxiliary Power Unit of the aircraft. 
Yet, it can also operate in emergency situations, like providing 
energy to the anti-lock braking system in landing, or taking 
over the ram air turbine at low speed in case of power 
generation failure. Since these emergency profiles are much 
more demanding in terms of energy and power, the battery is 
relatively oversized regarding its recurrent usage. In 
opposition to an Electric Vehicle application for example, the 
battery is sparsely and mildly used with only a few 
percentages of Depth of Discharge (DoD) on a typical profile. 
That implies a poor observability of the system and makes the 
task of online SoH estimation especially challenging.  

To overcome this problem, an intensive pre-
characterization work of the cells is realized in the laboratory 
to build complete and precise models. That includes: 

 A two-RC EEC with full dependencies of the
impedance parameters regarding temperature, SoC
level and current intensity.

 A complete Open Circuit Voltage (OCV) model that
takes into account the hysteresis phenomenon and the
SoH.

 An ageing model for resistance increase and capacity
loss evaluation with calendar and cyclic degradations.

This paper intends to present a state estimation method 
that is precise, robust and consistent, with the goal of having 
a relevant BMS software solution all along the life of the 
battery. The detailed modelling work presented in section II 
of this paper provides the precision of the method. The choice 
of a Sigma Point Kalman Filter (SPKF) presented in section 
III brings the robustness. The consistency is assured by the 
SoH estimation method presented in section IV, which 
follows capacity and resistance evolution during the usage of 
the battery. Finally, section V displays state estimation results 
that prove the relevance of the method: SoC and SoH 
estimation error stay respectively under 1% and 2% in most of 
the temperature and ageing conditions.  

It should be noted that while the method detailed in this 
paper can be applied to any Li-ion cell, this work has been 
realized on two chemistries: one Nickel Manganese Cobalt 
(NMC) cell and one Nickel Cobalt Aluminum (NCA) cell. 
Both have an 18650 format and graphite anodes.  This work was supported by the European Union under the framework 

of the Clean Sky 2 program / GAM 945539 - NENUFAR project (with 
partners Thales, Arkema, TTTech and University of Erlangen). 
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II. INTRODUCTION

A. Impedance model

EEC modeling invokes knowledge of common electronic
elements to define a circuit whose voltage response to a 
current input reproduces the behavior of a Li-ion cell. The 
circuit is composed of an ideal voltage source representing the 
OCV in series with a resistance R0 that represents the 
instantaneous voltage drop when a current is applied to the 
cell. It is then common to add in series some parallel RC sub 
circuits to model the delayed voltage response [3]. The 
number n of these RC sub circuits and their time responses τ 
are a tuning parameter of the model. Increasing n will 
theoretically improve the precision of the voltage estimation 
at the cost of a heavier computational burden for the 
algorithm. The value of 𝜏 must be chosen to be representative 
of the diffusion and charge-transfer processes. We chose in 
this study to work with 𝑛 = 2 RC sub circuits with fixed time 
constants τ1 = R1C1 = 10s and τ2 = R2C2 = 100s, as shown on 
figure 1.  

The impedance parameters of the EEC are not consistent 
regarding temperature, SoC, current intensity and can evolve 
during the ageing of the cell [4]. In order to precisely quantify 
and integrate these three dependencies, an extended test 
procedure has been realized based on Hybrid Pulse Power 
Characterization (HPPC) method. Constant current pulses are 
applied to the cell under controlled conditions and the 
resulting voltage response is then analyzed to identify 
impedance parameter cartographies. This HPPC method is 
made on fresh cells, i.e. at Beginning of Life (BoL), and 
repeated in a shortened version during Check-Ups (CU) of 
aged cells in the ageing protocol described in subsection C.  

B. Open Circuit Voltage Model

When a Li-ion cell is not solicited, the OCV measured at
its terminal can be directly linked to the SoC. However, the 
relation between OCV and SoC is not simply proportional: it 
presents a hysteresis effect, evolves with the ageing of the cell 
and is not linear [5,6]. A precise and complete model for the 
OCV is crucial for the accuracy of the SoC estimation 
algorithm, since it is the fundamental characteristic of the 
observation model of the SPKF. A small error in the order of 
only 10mV can lead to a bias of around 1% of SoC. 

A combined method of low-current (C/10) and 
incremental points is used to identify the OCV model. It is 
reproduced at each CU of the ageing protocol. The complete 
model is composed of: 

 A reference value of OCV depending only on SoC
and resulting in the average between charge and
discharge curves at BoL.

 An ageing correction term depending on SoH and
SoC and resulting in the average between charge and
discharge curves on aged cells.

 A hysteresis correction term depending on SoH and
SoC, resulting from the difference between charge
and discharge curves at BoL and on aged cells. To

avoid a delicate characterization of the minor loops, 
the transition between OCV in charge mode and OCV 
in discharge mode is reduced to a linear transition 
over an empirically defined ΔSoCtransition  range, as 
represented in figure 2. 

 The computation of the OCV value in the algorithm, at 
time step k, can be resumed to the following equation, where 
𝐻  is the maximum value of the hysteresis at given SoC and 
SoH:  

OCV[k] = OCVref[k] + ∆aged[k]
 + ∆hyst[k]

.   (1)

The term Δ  is defined recursively and bounded such as: 

∆hyst[k]
 =  ∆hyst[k-1]

 + 
SoC[k]-SoC[k-1]

∆SoCtransition
×𝐻   ∈ -

2
 ; 

2
. 

C. Ageing Model

With time and usage, Li-ion cell progressively loose some
of their capacity [7]. We define the calendar degradation [8] 
as the loss of capacity due to the action of time during rest or 
storage, whose magnitude is mainly related to high 
temperatures and high SoC. We define the cyclic degradation 
as the loss of capacity that takes place when the cell is 
operated, whose magnitude is mainly related to low 
temperature, extreme SoC and high currents. We define 
Qloss(t) the total amount of capacity in Ampere hours that has
been lost since BoL, and dQloss the amount of charge lost 
between t and t + dt: 
Qloss(t) = CBoL - C(t),    (3)
Qloss(t+dt) = Qloss(t) + dQloss.
The ageing model, or capacity loss model, is a semi-empirical 
model such as: 

dQloss = 
∂Qloss

∂t cal
∙dt + 

∂Qloss

∂Qth cyc
∙dQth (4) 

Where Qth is the charge going through the cell and:
∂Qloss

∂t cal
=Jref,cal∙Jcal,T(T)∙Jcal,SoC(SoC)∙fdeg(Qloss), (5) 

∂Qloss

∂Qth cyc
=Jref,cyc∙Jcyc,I(I)∙Jcyc,T(T)∙Jcyc,SOC(SOC)∙fdeg(Qloss).

Each kinetic factor J represents the dependency of a 
degradation mechanism towards temperature, SoC or current 
intensity, while fdeg(Qloss) is the semi-empirical degradation

function law. The shape of this degradation function is the 
one of an inverse polynomial function, which is deduced by 
considering Solid-Electrolyte Interphase (SEI) growth 
limitation by ionic mobility of Li+ ions in the SEI layer (more 
details in [9]). The determination of the coefficients of the 

Figure 2. Schematic OCV(SoC) relation including hysteresis. 

Figure 1. Two-RC Equivalent Electric Circuit of a Li-ion cell. 
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degradation function, as well as other parameters of this 
ageing model, is realized by fitting the results of an 
accelerated ageing protocol. For this protocol, twenty-four 
cells (12 for NMC, 12 for NCA, 6 for calendar contribution, 
6 for cyclic contribution) are put in different conditions of 
temperature, SoC level and current intensity. Periodic check-
ups are made to track the capacity, the OCV and the 
impedance.  

III. SOC ESTIMATION

A. The Sigma-Point Kalman Filter

Kalman filters provide an efficient computational
recursive approach to estimate the state of a process. In the 
formalism presented in 1960 by R.E. Kalman, it is the best 
possible linear estimator in the minimum mean-square-error 
sense. To counterbalance non-linearities of the model, the 
Extensive Kalman Filter (EKF) makes a local linearization 
using first order Taylor expansion. The Sigma-Point Kalman 
Filter (SPKF) uses instead a deterministic sampling 
approach: a minimal set of sigma points are carefully chosen 
so that they capture the true prior mean and covariance of the 
Gaussian random variable that determines the state 
distribution. When propagated through the true nonlinear 
system, they capture the posterior mean and covariance 
accurately to the third order, without the need for a 
differentiation process like the EKF. In case of a strong 
linearity, the SPKF will make a better approximation of the 
covariance than the EKF and will lead to a more precise 
estimation with comparable computational complexity [10].  

The discrete-time dynamic system of Kalman filtering 
with nonlinear state function F and observation function H is 
as follows, where x ∈ ℝn×1 is the state vector, y ∈ ℝm×1  the 
observation vector and u the command term: 
xk = F(xk-1 ; uk-1 ; wk-1),    (6) 
yk = H(xk ; uk ; vk).
w and v, respectively the state and observation noises, are 
considered white, Gaussian and centered with covariance 
matrices Q and R. We define xk

-  = xk|k-1  the a priori state 
estimate at time step k given knowledge of the prior process 
and xk

+ = xk|k  the a posteriori state estimate given
measurement yk . The a priori and a posteriori covariance
error matrices are: 
Px,k

- = E[(xk - xk
- )∙(xk - xk

- )T], (7) 
Px,k = Px,k

+ = E[(xk - xk
+)∙(xk - xk

+)T].
The Unscented Transform [11] is used to determine the 

statistics of a random variable that undergoes a nonlinear 
transformation. The sigma points are computed by forming a 

matrix X of 2n + 1 sigma vectors Xi that are weighted by αi
(m)

and αi
(c), respectively the mean and covariance weights. The

steps of the SPKF are summarized in figure 3. 

B. State-of-Charge estimation

The SoC is defined by the discrete Coulombic integration
equation, where Ts is the sampling time and C the capacity: 

SoCk = SoCk-1 + 
Ts∙Ik-1

3600∙Ck-1
. (8) 

From the EEC model presented in section II, we can derive 
the discrete recursive following equations: 

U1,k = U1,k-1∙ 1 - 
Ts

R1C1
 + 

Ts

C1
∙Ik-1, (9) 

U2,k = U2, k-1∙ 1 - 
Ts

R2C2
 + 

Ts

C2
∙Ik-1, (10) 

Ucell,k = OCV(SoCk) + R0∙Ik + U1,k + U2,k. (11) 
The SPKF for SoC estimation is set up by combining (8), 

(9) and (10) into the three-dimensional state equation, and
(11) into the scalar observation equation. The current I is
considered as the command term, and the SoC is contained in
the first value of state vector x. The non-linearity lies in the
observation function through the OCV(SoC) relation. That
forms a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) where SoC, U1 and
U2 are unobservable states but whose behavior affects Ucell,
an observable process.

IV. SOH ESTIMATION

Along their life, Li-ion cells tend to lose some of their 
ability to supply energy (capacity decrease) and to supply 
power (resistance increase). When the values of C, R0, R1 and 
R2 change, the equations of the SPFK are directly impacted 
and the SoC estimator can become biased and inaccurate. To 
keep a robust estimation during the entire battery’s life, it is 
crucial to follow these changes in the model. 

A. Capacity fade

We define the State-of-Health as the ratio of the capacity
at time t to the capacity at BoL, under the same conditions of 
temperature (25°c) and discharge rate (C/2): 

SoH(t) = 100∙
C(t)

CBoL
(12) 

As explained in the introduction, the specificity of the 
usage of the battery as defined in this work leads to a very 
poor observability of the system: a typical use case of the 
battery pack will only lead to around 10% of DoD at low 
rates. Typical experimental method for online SoH 
estimation, for example Incremental Capacity Analysis, are 
thus irrelevant [12]. Yet, the precise ageing model 
characterized and described in section II allows to make a 

1. Time Update (prediction)
a) Sigma points and weights computation

X = {X0; X1; …; X2n} ∈ ℝn×(2n+1)

α(c) = αi
(c)  ∈ ℝ(2n+1)×1

α(m) = αi
(m)  ∈ ℝ(2n+1)×1

b) Propagation through F: state prediction
X = F(X; uk-1)    →    xk

-  = X∙α(m) 
c) Covariance error prediction

Px,k
- = X - xk

- ∙diag α(c) ∙ X - xk
- T

 + Q∙QT

d) Propagation through H: observation prediction
Y = H(X; uk)    →    yk = Y∙α(m) 

2. Measurement Update (correction)
a) Kalman gain computation

Py = Y - yk ∙diag α(c) ∙ Y - yk

T
 + RRT

Pxy = X - xk
- ∙diag α(c) ∙ Y - yk

T

K= Pxy Py⁄

b) State update
xk

+ = xk
-  + K∙ yk - yk

c) Covariance error update

Px,k = Px,k
-  - K∙Py∙KT

Figure 3. Equations of the Sigma Point Kalman Filter. 
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real-time prediction of the capacity loss by continuously 
recording time, temperature, SoC and C-rate. At each time 
step, an elementary capacity loss dQloss  is evaluated and
cumulated to update the value of capacity, until a direct 
measure can be realized during the maintenance of the 
aircraft. Figure 4 displays an example of SoH estimation error 
for cells that were continuously cycled on a typical MEA 
profile over a 9 months period and at different temperatures. 

B. Resistance increase

The poor observability of the system regarding resistance
identification is overcome by the interaction between the 
BMS and the power electronics. During the charge protocol, 
100s current pulses are applied to the battery by the DC/DC 
converter. The voltage response is analyzed to evaluate the 
resistances R0, R1 and R2. The repetition of this identification 
process allows us to build a Health Indicator (HI) that follows 
the resistance increase and simply corrects the resistance 
value in the algorithm. In this way, the richness of the 
impedance model at BoL is preserved. 

V. SOC ESTIMATION RESULTS

Figure 5 shows SoC estimation error, in the Mean 
Average Error (MAE) sense, for both NMC and NCA cells 
on different temperature and ageing conditions. To obtain this 
data, the SoC and SoH algorithm were coupled to simulate 
real-time processing. The SoC is evaluated on a succession of 
charge / discharge / break profiles at 1C / 0.5C rate. The 
reference was obtained with a Coulomb counting method 
from the lab test bench. 

We can see that the SoC precision estimation stays under 
1% for all temperature and ageing conditions, which confirms 
the precision and robustness of the developed method. The 
NMC cell at 0°c is an exception though, presenting a SoC 
estimation error of 1.8 − 2.6%. For this cell, an unintended 
difference in the experimental protocol resulted in an 
evaluation on a more dynamic current profile. 

CONCLUSION 

This paper presented an online state estimation method of 
a Li-ion battery for the More Electrical Aircraft application. 
Electrical and semi-empirical ageing models were 
established with a complete pre-characterization of the cells, 
and used for the State-of-Charge and State-of-Health 
estimation algorithms. The study shows precise and stable 
results regardless the progressive degradation of the battery, 
which proves the relevance of the developed method for the 
More Electrical Aircraft application.  

It should be noted that within the framework of the 
NENUFAR project, a complete study and realization of the 
battery pack and BMS is carried out, but the work presented 
here is limited to algorithmic diagnostic system at cell level. 
The matter of generalization of the method at the battery pack 
level and hardware integration is still a work in progress and 
will be the subject of a future publication.  
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Abstract—in this study, a novel design for a liquid cooler is 

presented to control the temperature in high-performance 

processors. Experiments are performed to show the superior 

performance of the 3D metal printed cooler compared to 

existing fan heat sinks. A computational fluid dynamics model 

is additionally developed and validated in this study by 

experiments. The model is aimed at providing a low cost and fast 

platform to optimize the presented cooler design in future in 

order to reach the lowest chip temperature with as low pressure 

drop as possible.  

Keywords — heat sink, high-performance processor, 

computational fluid dynamics 

I. INTRODUCTION

High-Performance processors are deemed essential to meet 

the requirements of real-world self-driving automobiles 

where complex tasks such as vision processing, object 

recognition and interaction with intelligent traffic systems 

need to be performed in real-time [1, 2]. Such processors are 

estimated to dissipate up to 300W of heat, as with Pegasus 

platform of Nvidia [3], which should be extracted efficiently 

in a harsh ambient where maximum temperature can reach 

up to 80°C. Moreover, since self-driving automobiles 

are considered to operate continuously (as opposed to 

normal ones) for over 15 years [1, 2], such processors 

need to be highly durable. Hence and regarding the 

relationship between processor temperature and its lifetime, 

it is essential to keep the processor temperature as low as 

possible. Numerous cooling designs have been 

investigated in the literature to maximize the heat 

extraction from a chip [4, 5], however, most of the 

designs are such that they are either not producible in 

practice [4] or are not compact enough to be placed in an 

electronic package without encumbering other components 

[5]. In this study the performance of a compact and 3D 

printable liquid-based cooler to control the 

temperature of a high-performance processor is 

experimentally investigated. A CFD (Computational Fluid 

Dynamics) model is additionally developed and validated to 

be used in the future for the purpose of cooler design 

optimization. Combination of a valid CFD model and 

advanced optimization algorithms together with 3D printing 

capabilities could lead to a cooling solution which lowers a 

chip temperature with as less coolant pressure drop as 

possible. 

II. METHODS

A. Cooler component design

A cooling component was designed to be glued directly on 

top of the high-performance processor via a thin layer of 

thermal interface material (Fig 1). The cooler is composed of 

five regions: inlet, distribution zone, cooling zone, collecting 

zone, and outlet. The inlet and outlet are perpendicular to the 

cooling plane due to external layout constrains and 

encumbrance thus allowing other electronic components to 

be placed around. The cooler covers the whole top surface of 

the chip at its cooling zone where it contains four rows of 

hydrofoil-shaped fins with their cross-sectional geometry 

according to NACA0020. The spacing between the fins is 

defined such that as much fins as possible are placed in a row 

without compromising the printability of the cooler using 

available printers at Materialise. The rows are arranged in a 

staggered layout to increase the heat transfer capability and 

to reduce the formation of stagnation zones and recirculation. 

The cooling zone height decreases linearly so the fluid 

average velocity increases as it approaches the collecting 

zone. This would compensate for the increasing temperature 

of the cooling liquid and the reduction of velocity occurring 

at the first rows of pin fins. 

Fig. 1. Top: The cooler component geometry, bottom: a cross-section 

through the cooler with a) Inlet, b) distribution zone, c) cooling zone, d) 

collection zone, and e) oulet. 
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B. 3D printing

The cooler CAD model was converted to STL (Standard 

Tessellation language) format and repaired to heal topologic 

defects, e.g. holes and spurs, using available functionalities 

in Magics software code (Materialise NV, Leuven, Belgium). 

Supports were generated where needed and the model was 

sliced in Magics, i.e. divided in horizontal cross-sectional 

images which when stacked represent the original 3D 

geometry. The sliced model was imported in Build Processor 

software code (Materialise NV, Leuven, Belgium) where the 

toolpath is generated and sent to an Eosint M280 SLM printer 

(EOS GmbH, Krailling, Germany) for printing. The printer 

uses a laser beam to melt aluminium (AlSi10Mg) powder 

particles which was chosen due to its favorable thermal 

properties, zero water absorption, and resistance to corrosion. 

In the end, the printed cooler was post processed whereby the 

support structures and unmelted trapped powder were 

removed, and the build underwent a heat treatment (Fig 2). 

C. Experimental testing

A thermal test vehicle (NANOTEST GmbH, Berlin, 

Germany) was used to mimic an actual processor [6]. The 

vehicle contains a 9.8× 9.8× 0.675mm3 test chip which 

generates homogenous heat using multiple controllable 

resistive heaters at the top surface and is integrated with a 

temperature sensor. The chip is soldered to a 25×20×1.6mm3 

substrate using FC (flip chip) technology with Cu-Pillar and 

SnAg bumps. The printed cooler was placed on top of the test 

chip using a thermal joint compound. 

A hydraulic circuit was used to flow the coolant through the 

cooler component. The circuit was composed of a reservoir, 

a pump, pipes and filters with different filtering capability to 

avoid particles released from the cooling device (i.e. metal 

powder) damage other components. A flow meter within the 

circuit allowed measurement of the volumetric flow rate. A 

liquid-liquid heat exchanger was used to cool the coolant 

back to the set-point. Distilled water was used as the coolant 

during the test with temperature set at 20°C and a volumetric 

flow rate of 2.55L/min. Ambient temperature was kept at 22 

± 1°C. A differential digital pressure gauge was used to 

measure the pressure drop across the cooler with an accuracy 

of ± 0.5% FS (Full scale) in the range between 0.2 and 5 bar. 

A power of 50W was fed to the chip. In order to measure the 

chip temperature, a sensing direct current was provided based 

on the datasheet (1mA). The temperature was then calculated 

via processing the current and voltage values and considering 

the sensor resistance value of 3.3 ± 0.1kΩ and sensitivity of 

8Ω/K. 

Fig. 2. The cooler component printed in aluminium. 

The same experiment was repeated for fan heat sinks with 

linear (FHL) and elliptical (FHE) fins (CTS, Chicago, US) in 

order to compare the performance of the developed cooler 

against existing air coolers. In this case, the power was 

increased until a chip temperature of 90°C was observed. 

D. CFD Simulation

The thermal test vehicle geometry was modeled in the CAD 

software, Siemens NX, and exported to the CFD software, 

Cradle/ScFlow. Conjugate heat transfer simulations with 

turbulence flow setting (SST K-ω model) were performed to 

calculate for pressure drop through the cooler and distribution 

of temperature in the chip. The turbulence length scale and 

intensity were calculated and initialized. Sixteen layers of 

prism layers were used to capture the boundary layer near the 

walls in the fluid domain. The y+ was extracted on the 

surfaces and was kept in line with the requirements of the 

turbulence model.  The rest of the model was meshed using 

polyhedral elements. Sensitivity study was performed to 

make sure that the simulation results was not sensitive to 

further refinement of the mesh. 

E. Material properties and boundary conditions for the

CFD model

Thermal conductivity of printed aluminium was measured 

experimentally using LaTIMA in-plane thermal material 

analyzer at Berliner Nanotest und Design GmbH (Berlin, 

Germany). Obtained value from the test (~100W/m.K) was 

assigned to the cooling component in the CFD model. 

Thermal conductivity of the paste was assumed as 

0.73W/m.K according to the datasheet provided by the 

manufacturer. Thermal conductivity of the silicon chip was 

chosen as 120W/m.K. Rule of mixture was used to calculate 

the solder layers’ thermal conductivity. A thermal 

conductivity of Kz = 0.25W/m.K was assigned to the 

substrate. This parameter is, however, less important in this 

study as the main heat exchange flows directly from the chip 

to the cooler. The density, viscosity, and thermal conductivity 

of cooling water was considered as dependent on 

temperature. 

Boundary conditions, i.e. inlet liquid temperature, heat 

generation at the chip, and ambient temperature were applied 

to the model according to the experiment. 

III. RESULTS

In case of the printed cooler, the temperature sensor measured 

a value of 81.9℃ for a chip power of 50W. CFD simulation, 

however, predicted a temperature of 89.6℃ at the same 

location and for the same conditions (Fig 3). With regards to 

pressure drop, while a value of 106mbar (±20mbar) was 

measured, CFD simulation calculated a value of 25.1mbar 

(Fig 4) which is significantly below the measured value. 

The experimental measurements indicated that FHL, FHE, 

and the printed cooler extract 22.3W, 30W, and 55.4W power 

from the chip, respectively, when the chip temperature 

reaches 90℃. 

IV. DISCUSSION

A liquid cooler with a novel design was developed in this 

study to keep the temperature of high-performance 

processors in a proper range. Our experiments indicated that 

at a flow rate of 2.55L/min, the developed cooler outperforms 
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FHL and FHE fans. Pressure drop through the cooler was 106 

mbar which is much lower than the maximum pressure that 

existing automobile water pumps can supply. 

Despite superior performance of the cooler compared to FHL 

and FHE, the improvement is still not outstanding for a liquid 

cooling concept. The explanation for this is the low thermal 

conductivity of the paste used to glue the cooler to the chip. 

Recent research has shown that adding graphene oxide and 

A1N particles to an epoxy-based glue may increase thermal 

conductivity to 2.77W/m.K [5]. In a separate simulation, it 

was observed that increasing the thermal conductivity of the 

thermal interface material from 0.73W/m.K to 2.77W/m.K 

reduces the chip temperature to 46.6℃. We are therefore 

considering utilizing epoxy glues filled with graphene oxide 

and A1N particles to enhance the performance of our liquid-

based cooler in which the cooling medium is not in direct 

contact with the chip. 

A CFD model was developed and validated against 

experiments to provide a means for further optimization of 

the cooler design. Assuming a chip dissipating 50W heat and 

an 80µm thick paste between the cooler and the chip in the 

model, a temperature of 89.6℃ was predicted which is 8.7℃ 

more than the measured temperature in the chip. Reducing 

the paste thickness to 40µm led to a chip temperature of 

62.7℃. This indicates sensitivity of the predicted chip 

temperature to the paste thickness. Accurate modeling of the 

paste thickness is therefore essential to achieve a valid CFD 

model. 

A discrepancy between measured and predicted pressure drop 

was observed which is due to the geometric deviation of the 

printed cooler from the corresponding CAD model used in 

the CFD simulation. Such deviations can appear in 3D metal 

printing and are due to several factors including released 

thermoelastic stresses when the printed component is cut 

from the printer platform, received energy during printing etc. 

In order to assess the effect of geometric imperfections on the 

accuracy of the CFD model, the printed cooler was scanned 

using an industrial micro-CT (Nikon XT H 225 ST, Nikon 

Metrology Inc., Brighton, US). Obtained CT images with 

25µm3 voxel size were denoised and segmented in Mimics 

(Materialise NV, Leuven, Belgium) and converted to a 

patched CAD model in 3-matic software code (Materialise 

NV, Leuven, Belgium). CFD simulation over the CAD model 

with real geometry indicated a pressure drop of 125 mbar for 

2.55L/min (Fig 5) flow rate which was close to the measured 

pressure drop of 106 ± 20mbar. 

Fig. 3. CFD model’s prediction of temperature pattern at the front (left) and 

back (right) side of the chip. 

Fig. 4. CFD model’s prediction of pressure pattern at fluid domain of the 

cooler CAD model. 

Accounting for actual geometry of the cooler in the CFD 

model is therefore necessary for accurate prediction of 

pressure drop. However, this would require printing and CT 

scanning of the component which makes the process very 

time consuming and expensive especially when hundreds of 

different designs need to be evaluated to find the optimum 

one. Research is being done on predicting the post-printing 

geometry of a component using finite element modeling to 

use it in the CFD simulations. 

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, a novel liquid cooler was presented, and its 

higher performance was shown experimentally in 

comparison with existing fan heat sinks. Moreover, a CFD 

model was developed to replace the expensive and time-

consuming experiments. The results for this 3D printed 

cooling block are very promising, however, in order to further 

increase the efficiency, optimization of the thermal interface 

layer (TIM) layer between the cooling block and the chip is 

required, as well as a well-controlled printing solution to 

avoide pressure losses in the tiny channels. This research is 

being continued to improve the accuracy of the developed 

CFD model to assist with achieving an optimum design for 

cooling high-performance processors in the context of 

autonomous driving. 

Fig. 5. Predicted distribution of pressure in the fluid domain of the printed 

cooler. The fluid domain was extracted from CT images of the actual printed 

cooler. 
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Fig 1: Laboratory setup for condensate measurement using an interdigital 

structure on PCB. 
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Abstract — We introduce the development of an electrical 

and an optical ammonia sensor. The electrical sensor enables a 

continuous monitoring of ammonia by electrical impedance 

measurement of condensate gases. The optical sensor is based 

on the principle of non-dispersive ultra violet spectroscopy 

(NDUV) and should enable the measurement of the ammonia 

content in the exhaust tract. 

Keywords—ammonia, condensate, impedance, NDUV 

I. INTRODUCTION

Ammonia is one of the most widely produced chemicals 
and the basic ingredient for the production of all other 
nitrogen compounds. It is caustic and hazardous in its 
concentrated form. In this paper we introduce two 
measurement principles to detect the ammonia concentration 
in completely different environments: The ammonia content 
in Diesel engine exhaust system and in a biogas plant. 

With the increasing efforts to protect the environment 
and improve air quality, limits of allowed emissions have 
been defined. In the case of the diesel engine, the aim is to 
reduce the high proportion of NOx in the exhaust gas. This is 
achieved by injecting AdBlue into the exhaust gas tract. 
Until now, AdBlue injection has been electronically 
controlled according to engine speed, power output and 
combustion temperature. Studies by the Paul Scherrer 
Institute (PSI) have shown that too much ammonia in the 
system limits the functional efficiency of the catalyst [1]. 
Depending on the temperature and operating condition of the 
engine, different ammonia concentrations are optimal. 
Constant monitoring and adjustment of the ammonia content 
in the exhaust tract would therefore be beneficial. Current 
ammonia sensors operate on the basis of metal oxide sensors. 
These sensors exhibit many cross-sensitivities to other gases 
present in the exhaust tract [2]. Therefore we introduce the 
ammonia determination via nondispersive ultra violet 
(NDUV) spectroscopy in this paper. 

In order to optimize the processes in a biogas plant it is 
necessary to determine continuously the control parameters 
during the fermentation process. Due to the interference of 
bacteria activity, the ammonia content is one of the important 
factors. However, ammonia cannot easily be determined by 
standard procedures, especially if additional gaseous 
components are present as it is the reality in biogas plants. 
Therefore several measurement principles are used 
depending on the application [3, 4]. Commercial available 
sensors often work only under non-condensation conditions 
and show a considerable cross sensitivity [5, 6]. To 

overcome the cross sensitivity often a sampling process is 
necessary [7, 8]. Therefore, the aim was the development of 
a system for the continuous monitoring of ammonia in the 
biogas which can be placed in the gas room above the 
digester. In this system the measurement of ammonia bases 
on the formation of a condensate and its electrical 
measurement.  

II. MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLE

A. Impedance

The monitoring of the ammonia bases on the generation
of a condensate of the biogas and its impedance 
measurement using an interdigital structure with a galvanic 
coupling. The condensate is generated from the biogas by 
cooling down the surface below the dew point. When 
ammonia is present the formation of ions takes place and the 
impedance of the condensate decreases. 

For the laboratory measurements a system was prepared 
which consists of a silicon sensor including an interdigital 
structure and a temperature diode (Fig 1). The width of the 
electrodes was 25 µm, while the distance between them was 
33 µm. The sensor chip was mounted on a thermoelectric 
element which is embedded in a PCB. Using a PID controller 
a constant condensate temperature is adjusted. A heat 
spreader was used to remove the heat from the backside of 
the thermoelectric element. 

The measurement system was fixed above a vessel which 
was filled with the liquids and sealed so that no gaseous 
components could escape from this room. The stray field was 
directed to the bottom side so that the condensate could drop 
down into the liquid sample again and an equilibrium state 
could be achieved. The condensate was formed by cooling 
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Fig 2: Spectral behavior of the components of the NDUV sensor. 

Fig 3: Absorption cross sections of the gases present in the exhaust tract 

with data from [9-18]. The inset shows the addressed wavelength range 

around 220 nm. 
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Fig 4: Spectra of impedance magnitude (a) and phase shift (b) at different 

contents of ammonia in aqueous non-buffered solution. As reference the 

characteristics of deionized water (DIW) is shown. 

the stray field to 15 °C while the liquid was standing at room 
temperature. When the equilibrium state is achieved the 
condensate covered the complete measurement surface and 
the magnitude of the impedance and the phase shift achieved 
constant values. 

B. NDUV

This sensor concept is based on absorption measurement
in the UV wavelength range. In contrast to the infrared 
spectral range, there are no interfering influences from water. 
The absorption cross section of ammonia in the UV range is 
shown in Fig 2 (red line, right ordinate). The data were taken 
from the spectral atlas of the Max Planck Institute Mainz [9]. 
In Fig 2 illumination is done with an UV-LED (dashed blue 
line). Unfortunately such a led is not yet available on the 
market, substitute will be a gas discharge lamp from 
Hamamatsu. A narrow bandpass filter (Filter_T) ensures that 
only light in the range of the absorption line of the ammonia 
falls on the detector. Light outside this spectral range does 
not reach the detector and thus does not contribute to the 
measurement signal. By detecting the reflected light from the 
bandpass filter all cross correlations from temperature and 
other gasses can be corrected. 

The cross correlations from other gases in the UV 
spectral range is shown in Fig 3. In the spectral region 
around 220 nm the influence of benzene and some different 
NOx is nearly constant. Therefore, the influence of these 
gases can be corrected with the detection of the reflected 
light. 

III. RESULTS

A. Impedance

Several artificial slurries were prepared to evaluate the
measurement system. The electrical behavior of the 
condensates has been observed. The magnitude of the 
impedance and the maximum of phase shift has been used to 
correlate with the content of the dissolved volatile material. 
The repeatability of the measurement of the condensates has 
been determined by several subsequent measurements. In the 
presence of a condensate the relative standard deviation of 
the magnitude of impedance @20 kHz was found better than 
5,9 %. That one of the phase shift was better than 2,8 %. In 
case of a dry surface no maximum of phase shift has been 
observed which is in accordance with the behavior of a pure 
capacity (RC circuit). In this case the relative standard 
deviation of the magnitude of impedance @20 kHz was 
found to be 0,56 %. 

The change of the content of ammonia in the slurry 
results in a change of the composition of the condensate. The 
spectra of magnitude and phase shift of the impedance are 
shown in Fig 4. The influence of pH value, aqueous mixtures 
and discussion of cross sensitivity can be found elsewhere 
[19]. 
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Fig 5: Simulated sensor signal at different ammonia concentrations 

(0…100 ppm). 

Fig 7: Geometry used in the simulation. The black arrows indicate the 

light path. LR designs the reflection, LT the transmission path. 

Fig 6: Measured transmission spectra of the UV band pass filter. 

B. NDUV

The NDUV setup is at an early stage. All single
components were characterized. For example, the 
transmission behavior of the band pass filter is shown in Fig 
5. Transmission below 1 % between 225 nm and 400 nm is
reached. Above 400 nm transmission is smaller than 6 %.
Beyond 600 nm transmission is not reduced. Therefore a
second filter at the illumination entrance is needed by using
gas discharge lamps for illumination or a visible blind
detector.

The simulation of the system was done with the 
simulation tool ASAP [20]. The optical simulation with a 
multi-wavelength source and the band pass filter (Fig 5) is 
shown in Fig 6. At the illumination entrance (left side) a lens 
is used to collimate the UV-light beam. The light beam 
travels through the absorption path, splits at the band pass 
filter and hits the detector. 

Only light which is influenced by the ammonia content 
reaches the detector at the right hand side. The reflected light 
can be used as reference to eliminate cross correlations and 
temperature influences. The simulated sensor signal 
calculated as Stransmitted/Sreflected is shown in Fig 7. The signal 
change is relatively small, caused by the tiny ammonia 
absorption. Therefore the measurement will be done with 
lock-in technique. 

IV. SUMMARY

We introduced two different measurement principles to 
monitor the ammonia concentration continuously. An 
impedance based sensor for the monitoring of ammonia 
content in the gas room above the digester of a biogas plant 
and an optical sensor for the determination of the ammonia 
content of diesel engine exhaust.  

The impedance measurement of the condensate of 
artificial slurries could be performed successfully. Stable and 

reliable values were obtained after equilibration. Using 
aqueous ammonia it could be shown that the magnitude of 
the impedance and the maximum of phase shift correlate 
with the content of the dissolved volatile material. This setup 
allows detecting especially low ammonia contents very 
sensitively. 

The NDUV setup is still in the concept phase. First 
simulation results show the principal operation. The next step 
is to bring all components together and realize a first 
ammonia absorption measurement. 
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Abstract— Environmental energy harvesting to power 

Internet of Things (IoT) systems can be achieved through 

thermoelectric microgenerators (µTEGs) potentially 

eliminating the need for batteries or extending their operational 

life. µTEGs are good candidates due to their scalability and their 

adaptability to different thermal gradients and energy densities. 

However, the commonly used thermoelectric materials with 

good thermoelectric properties (e.g. Bi2Te3) are not compatible 

with down-sizing the generators to the microscale by using 

MEMS technology. Conversely, materials traditionally used in 

microelectronics (e.g. Si) have poor thermoelectric performance 

limiting the efficiency of thermal- to- electrical conversion due 

to their high thermal conductivity. The key to deal with these 

issues lies on silicon micromachining and nanostructuring 

yielding to a significant thermal conductivity reduction of the 

functional silicon material (nanostructuring) and the improved 

thermal management of the silicon-based device 

(micromachining). After having worked with the architectural 

development of the unitary µ-thermocouple, this work reports 

on an improved compact design of series connected silicon-

based µ-thermocouples to enhance the generated power. Each 

thermocouple features a planar architecture with a suspended 

microplatform surrounded by a bulk Si rim. Bottom-up silicon 

nanowires are integrated as the thermoelectric active material 

which captures a fraction of the internally available 

temperature difference turning the heat flow into electricity and 

hence into useful power. A thin film layer of W closes the 

thermoelectric circuit in a uni-leg configuration. In order to 

multiply the output, the improved design consists of 10 µ-

thermocouples arranged in series in an area of 50 mm2. For the 

purpose of this work, each thermocouple can be measured 

individually. They harvest about 3 nW when the heat source 

available is at 125ºC. These values are low as expected for 

microdevices into which a heat exchanger is not integrated, the 

resulting bad thermal contact to the ambient avoiding an 

effective cooling by natural convection. In any case, the 

generated power is increased when connecting electrically the 

different µ-thermocouples in series reaching power densities of 

60 nW/cm2. The fabricated all-silicon based microgenerator 

provides a promising energy harvester for advanced IoT 

systems operating in low-grade waste heat environments.  

Keywords—Thermoelectric microgenerator, Si nanowires, 

energy harvesting, Internet of Things, Si technology 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Internet of Things (IoT) systems are making a 

difference in technological evolution embodying devices 

where information is acquired from their surroundings and 

communicated with high connectivity while having a 

complete or partial energy autonomy. Powering such devices 

can be challenging since batteries, which are commonly used 

to provide autonomy scenarios, have finite charge and their 

replacement can easily become an environmental and 

logistical burden. A more sustainable and convenient 

solution, when a heat source is available, is the use of 

thermoelectric generators for replacing or extending the 

operational life of batteries. Downsizing these devices to 

adjust their interaction with small scale objects or phenomena 

is convenient and cost-effective. 

II. ALL SI-BASED THERMOELECTRIC MICROGENERATOR 

ARCHITECTURE 

Harvesting of environmental thermal energy by 

means of thermoelectric generators, which convert heat into 

electricity, is based on the performance of the thermal to 
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electrical conversion of the thermoelectric materials. The 

most common are chalcogenide based materials (e.g. Bi2Te3) 

with high thermoelectric efficiencies, however these are not 

compatible with miniaturization techniques, and they are in 

addition scarce and toxic. Silicon offers an  alternative to 

these materials since its technology excels in miniaturization, 

scalability and integration capabilities, and it is an abundant 

and environmentally sound material.  

However, bulk Si performs poorly as thermoelectric 

material due to its high thermal conductivity. This 

disadvantage can be surpassed by Si nanostructuring, which 

brings a significant thermal conductivity reduction by 

dimensionally constraining the mean free path of heat 

carriers. Carving and shaping the Si wafers (micromachining) 

into useful structures also comes in handy for the appropriate 

thermal design of the devices, steering the heat flow across 

their functional parts. Hence, the use of Si technology to 

fabricate thermoelectric microgenerators (µTEGs) is an 

avenue worth exploiting. 

In our approach, top-down technologies are used on Si as 

structural material to fabricate micro-thermocouples where a 

lateral temperature difference (ΔT) can be established. Each 

thermocouple features a transversal architecture, rather than 

the traditional π-shape vertical one of standard TEGs. The 

bottom sketch of Fig. 1 illustrates such micromachined lateral 

thermocouple device, featuring a suspended microplatform 

(cold part) surrounded by a bulk Si rim (hot part). Bottom-up 

p-type silicon nanowires (NWs) connect these two structures

on one side of the platform. Instead of a second

semiconductor leg of opposed polarity, a thin film of

tungsten, W, on top of a self-standing silicon nitride is used

on the other side, closing the thermoelectric circuit. This

configuration, known as uni-leg, is less performant because

metals have poorer Seebeck coefficients than

semiconductors, but it is easier to fabricate since only one

type of Si NWs needs to be technologically integrated. These

devices are expected to work by letting them rest on a hot

surface, thus heating the silicon bulk from below, and 

exchanging heat with the environment on the top side, 

preferentially cooling the suspended platform. The lateral 

internal ΔT that may develop will produce a heat flow 

through the thermoelectric material that will translate, thanks 

to the Seebeck effect, into electrical magnitudes V and I, and 

hence into useful power (V·I). The magnitude of the internal 

ΔT is instrumental for having a large thermoelectric output.  

The fraction of the externally available temperature 

difference that will be transferred internally to the 

thermoelectric material depends on the thermal design of the 

device (geometric dimensions and thermal properties of the 

different involved materials), and on how the thermal 

resistances of the thermoelectric materials compare to the 

device thermal coupling resistance with the heat source (hot 

surface) and the heat sink (environment). 

A. Fabrication

Silicon on Insulator (SOI) wafers are chosen as starting

material to ease the micromachining process providing a 

more controlled etch stop for the Deep-Reactive Ion Etching 

(DRIE) processes needed and for providing platforms with 

homogeneous thickness across the wafer. Our SOI wafers are 

composed of 15 μm of device Si layer, 1.5 μm buried oxide 

layer and 500 μm of bulk Si layer. A (110) surface orientation 

is selected on the Si device layer so that the future vertical 

walls of the microplatform, where the Si NWs will be grown 

later, can be aligned with <111> planes. NWs grow 

preferentially perpendicular to these  <111> planes. 

 The fabrication starts with the deposition of a 300 nm 

thick silicon nitride (Si3N4) layer by Low-Pressure Chemical 

Vapor Deposition (LPCVD) (see Fig. 1). The Si3N4 layer is 

then patterned with a photolithography and dry etch process, 

acting both as an insulating layer between the metal structures 

and the Si device layer and as the future membrane that will 

offer a mechanical support for the W leg. Next, boron ions 

(B) are implanted on the wafer with an implantation dose and

Fig. 1. Schematic of the sequence of processes for the fabrication of an all-Si micro-thermocouple, where a SOI die is turned into a suspended 

platform with Si nanowires as thermoelectric material. 
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energy of 5·1015 at/cm2 and 50 KeV, respectively. Then, a 

double layer of Ti (30 nm) and W (200 nm) is sputtered and 

patterned by a lift-off process followed by a rapid thermal 

annealing under nitrogen at a temperature of 700 ºC for 30 s 

to achieve an ohmic contact. Finally, a 1 µm thick silicon 

oxide (SiO2) layer is deposited as passivation and patterned 

to expose two different silicon areas: the three sides of the 

platform (aligned with <111> vertical planes) and a set of 

long perpendicular holes in the fourth side of the platform that 

will house the nitride membrane supporting the W leg. A 

front side DRIE is performed to etch the top 15 μm silicon 

device layer of the SOI wafer using the buried oxide as an 

etch stop. In the active side of the platform, this process 

defines a 15 μm wide gap to be later on bridged by the Si 

NWs. Next, a 3.5 μm thick SiO2 layer is deposited and 

patterned on the backside of the wafer to be used as an etching 

mask during the long DRIE that will remove the bulk Si under 

the platform until the buried oxide is reached. The last step 

involves the final suspension of the microplatform from the 

surrounding silicon rim by removing the Si below the nitride 

membrane through a wet etch with a solution composed of 

KOH with a 50% concentration and isopropyl alcohol in a 

volume ratio of 9:1 at a temperature of 70 ºC. The lateral 

removal of the Si underneath the membrane area requires 

carefully designed etch windows, where the position of the 

fast and slow etch planes in the (110) wafer are considered. 

The nitride membrane can thus be liberated fast while the 

lateral <111> platform walls remain unaffected due to the 

anisotropic nature of the KOH etch. The typical footprint of 

the fabricated thermocouples is in the range of 1 mm2. 

 Si NWs are then grown in the vertically <111> walls of 

the microplatform. First, a dense population of gold 

nanoparticles is assembled and deposited selectively on the 

exposed silicon surfaces by means of a solution-based 

method known as galvanic displacement. Then the growth of 

the NWs themselves takes place in a CVD chamber with Si 

and B gas precursors at 625 °C and low pressure by means of 

the vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) mechanism that is catalytically 

mediated by the gold nanoparticles. Through this process, a 

dense array of Si NWs is obtained bridging physically the 

microplatform and the bulk Si area enabling the flow of heat 

and electric current. 

B. Improved packing density design

Our earlier generations of Si-based micro-thermocouples

have gone through several design improvements optimizing 

its thermal and electrical performance by introducing changes 

leading to increasing the attainable internal ΔT and 

decreasing the internal electrical resistance respectively [1, 

2]. Unlike the design shown in Fig. 1, those devices featured 

Si NWs in the three sides of the platform, had an active area 

of 2 mm2 and offered power densities of 15-130 nW/cm2 at 

intermediate hotplate temperatures (50-150 ºC). The 

integration of a heat exchanger on the micro-thermocouple 

reduces significantly the thermal resistance to the ambient. 

Thanks to the enlarged exchange area of the cold part the 

available internal ΔT increases and consequently the 

generated power. Power densities of 10-100 μW/cm2 at 

similar heat source temperatures have been obtained for a 

single micro-thermocouple [3]. These promising power 

density results need to be translated into useful absolute 

power levels by integrating and connecting several micro-

thermocouples in a chip, hence truly composing a µTEG. The 

design was thus modified to the one of Fig. 1 to enable a 

higher integration density with compact and efficient 

interconnections of several micro-thermocouples. With this 

condensed arrangement up to ten elongated micro-

thermocouples (each with an approximate size of 5 x 0.6 

mm2) can fit in a 50 mm2 chip in a series configuration, as 

shown in Fig. 2. Each of the elongated structures corresponds 

to the parallel assembly of five units of the described micro-

thermocouples. The electrical connection in series scales up 

the voltage (likewise, a parallel connection increases current) 

leading to a higher harvested power. Each single micro-

thermocouple in the design can also be measured 

individually. 

III. RESULTS

Harvesting measurements were performed by 

placing the µTEG on a Linkam HMS 350V hot stage at 

different temperatures (50 to 125 ºC) in a natural convection 

environment mimicking the performance in a real application 

scenario. The captured fraction of the available ΔT by the Si 

NWs induce a Seebeck voltage and I-V curves are obtained 

for the calculation of the generated power. These 

measurements were done for an increasing number of series 

connected micro-thermocouples.  

The maximum generated power at each hot plate 

temperature is shown in Fig. 3. As expected, the generated 

power increases linearly with the number of connected 

thermocouples and faster than linearly with the hot plate 

temperature (it should increase quadratically with the internal 

ΔT).  

In average, a single thermocouple can harvest about 3 nW 

when the heat source is at 125 ºC and, overall, the power 

increases up to 33 nW when all ten micro-thermocouples are 

connected, reaching power densities of 60 nW/cm2. Those 

power densities are low but not unexpected for microdevices 

without an integrated heat exchanger. Given that very small 

Fig. 2. Layout of the fabricated device featuring 10 long 

micro-thermocouples in serial connection (that can be 

independently tested).   
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bare surfaces hardly exchange heat with the environment, the 

cold platform is only marginally less hot than the surrounding 

Si rim. The obtained power densities are anyway of the same 

order of magnitude than the obtained for the previous designs 

at similar temperatures, but in this case they have been 

remarkably validated for physical implementations in the cm2 

rather than in the mm2. Having a similar power density 

starting point, the same jump to 10-100 μW/cm2 is expected 

once a heat exchanger could be integrated as well, making 

absolute powers of tens μW possible for the all-Si 

architecture presented. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS

An architecture and fabrication route for all-Si 

micro-thermocouples has been presented. Their fabrication is 

based on silicon micromachining at device level and silicon 

nanostructuring at material level, leading to a functional 

planar architecture. Single micro-thermocouples with an 

effective area of 2 mm2 were fabricated in the past producing 

power densities of several tens of nW/cm2. Their design has 

been modified for maximum packing density featuring a 

collection of 50 sub-mm2 micro-thermocouples in a small 

footprint (0.5 cm2) thermoelectric microgenerator. Without 

the presence of a heat exchanger, the fabricated device 

reaches power densities of 60 nW/cm2 when all micro-

thermocouples are connected in series. A proper way to 

assemble a heat exchanger contacting the suspended regions 

of the µTEG is currently being devised to enhance the power 

output. According to our previous work, if such integration is 

successful devices in the cm2 size will be able to produce an 

absolute power oftens of μW for real, thus providing a 

promising miniaturized all-Si thermal harvester for advanced 

IoT systems operating in low-grade waste heat environments. 
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Abstract— This paper reports on design, technology and 
mechanical characterization in air of a piezoelectric aluminum 
nitride (AlN) based micromachined ultrasonic transducer 
(PMUT) with six radial symmetric arrays. The PMUT consists 
of 4018 single membranes with a resonance frequency of 
3.4 MHz, a quasi-static deflection of 272 pm/V and a resonant 
deflection of up to 71.3 nm/V. The small standard deviation of 
the resonance frequency over the chip is 47 kHz.  

Keywords—piezoelectric micromachined ultrasonic 
transducer, PMUT, aluminum nitride, AlN 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Ultrasonic devices with high working frequency have a 
high resolution. These devices allow precise imaging 
applications such as fingerprint sensors or medical imaging of 
tissues. A radial sensor array enables future beam steering 
applications. Focusable ultrasonic devices would allow high 
acoustic energy on a small area with high resolution. 
Consequently, a very good signal to noise ratio and a high 
resolution can be achieved. Furthermore, acoustic 
manipulation could be realized, e.g. heating of tissue for 
medical treatment or single micro and nano particle transport 
and activation.  

Piezoelectric micromachined ultrasonic transducers 
(PMUTs) can be designed to be very small with very high 
working frequencies. Therefore, PMUTs have advantages 
compared to bulk technology ultrasonic transducers.  

In comparison to capacitive micromachined ultrasonic 
transducers (CMUTs), PMUTs have multiple advantages. For 
example, contamination and moistures have less influence on 
the PMUTs performance. The PMUTs pulse-echo imaging 
can penetrate human tissues, e.g. the epidermis, 
effectively [1]. Additionally, the CMUTs performance is non-
linear due to the working principle [1].   

PMUTs can be fabricated with different transducer 
materials. Common materials are AlN or lead zirconate 
titanate (PZT) [2-7]. PZT has large piezoelectric coefficients 
and a high dielectric permittivity. This makes PZT an 

excellent actuator material. In contrast, AlN has moderate 
piezoelectric coefficients and low dielectric permittivity. 
Therefore, AlN has high performances as sensor material. If a 
transducer is used as actuator and sensor, AlN or Sc-doped 
AlN are powerful materials [2]. Furthermore, AlN is lead free, 
easy and homogeneous to fabricate, the piezoelectric 
coefficient is insensitive to high temperature and the 
technology can be designed CMOS compatible [1, 8]. 

A typical PMUT design contains multiple membranes 
arranged in arrays. The basic system parameter of these 
membranes are the resonance frequency, quasi-static and 
resonant amplitude. By comparing this parameter for different 
membranes in an array, a conclusion on the homogeneity of 
the technology can be made. 

II. DESIGN & SIMULATION

The PMUT membranes are simulated with a layer stack of 
a silicon or silicon oxide based substrate, a 100 nm platinum 
bottom electrode, 600 nm piezoelectric aluminum nitride and 
500 nm aluminum as top electrode. Both metal electrodes with 
the isolator in between are further described as MIM stack. In 
the simulation, the substrate material and thicknesses are 
varied to investigate the influences on the resonant frequency, 
actuator deflection and sensor sensitivity.  

The simulation of a single membrane performance is done 
with ANSYS. Two different layer stacks with different 
substrates were considered. On the one hand, the MIM is 
simulated on top of a 1 µm SiO2 and 100 nm Si3N4 substrate. 
On the other hand, models using a SOI wafer with 1 µm to 
5 µm device thicknesses tSi below the isolation materials are 
simulated. If a membrane is deflected, the strain is not 
unidirectional within the piezoelectric material and switches 
from tensile to compressive stress with radial symmetry. 
Within the piezoelectric transducer the mechanical strain and 
the electric field are coupled. Therefore, the electrode can be 
designed on top of the area with compressive or tensile 
stress [2]. In the ANSYS model, both electrodes are designed 
to analyze the best option for a layout. In Fig. 1 the simulation 
model is shown. 
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Fig. 1: ANSYS model of a single membrane with inner and outer electrode 
(green), piezoelectric layer (blue), bottom electrode (red) and silicon 

substrate (cyan). 

The radius of the membrane and the static deflection of the 
actuator have an inverse proportional relation to each other 
(see Fig. 2). The smaller the radius, the smaller the sensor 
signal of a membrane. The higher the thickness of the silicon 
substrate, the higher the resonance frequency of the device 
(see Fig. 4). The target frequency of the PMUT should be 
> 3 MHz. Therefore, a radius of 50 µm is chosen. The
simulation of a design with inner and outer electrode ring
shows a nonradial symmetric behavior of the inner electrode
during actuation (see Fig. 3). This is a result of the nonradial
symmetric design of the inner electrode, due to the electric
path leading from the substrate to this electrode.
Consequently, the design was changed to an approach with
outer electrode only. The resulting resonance frequency for a
membrane without simulation of intrinsic stresses of the
different layers is ideally 3.68 MHz (tSi = 1 µm) or 1.88 MHz
(tSi = 0 µm). The expected tolerances β of the radius due to
lithography and DRIE etching effects is expected β ≤ 6 µm.
The resulting resonance frequency is extrapolated from the
simulation results and increases due to the technology
tolerance to 4.7 MHz (tSi = 1 µm) or 2.4 MHz
(tSi = 0 µm). Within this range of stiffness, the static
deflection ξ of a membrane actuator is approximated to
170 pm/V < ξ < 380 pm/V. The large aspect ratio of the DRIE
holes and the resulting overetching in the process lead to
higher technology tolerances in the final substrate height.
Therefore, the resonance frequency will be expected at
3.3 MHz ± 1.4 MHz (0 ≤ tSi ≤ 1 µm, 44 µm ≤ r ≤ 50 µm) with
a static deflection of 275 pm/V ± 105 pm/V and a resonance
peak height of approximately 76 nm/V (see Tab. 1).

The sensitivity of each membrane is calculated within a 
range of 1.2 to 2.3 pC/MPa (0 ≤ tSi ≤ 1 µm, r = 50 µm), see 
Fig. 4. For a resonant working mode with a quality factor of 
200 and a parallel arrangement of 588 to 801 membranes per 
ring a sensitivity of approx. 0.1 pC/Pa to 0.4 pC/Pa per ring is 
calculated. All 4018 membranes in parallel will have a 
maximum sensitivity of 1.8 pC/Pa.  

The PMUTs are fabricated with a reticle size of 
10.5 x 10.5 mm². A full wafer DRIE process releases the 
membranes. Due to the large gap at the backside of the wafer, 
high amplitudes and quality factors are to be expected in 
comparison to surface based sacrificed layer technologies. 

The PMUT chip design consists of 4018 membranes 
divided into six ring shaped arrays with 588 to 801 membranes 
per ring and a membrane diameter of 100 µm. Between each 
ring a shield layer is designed to avoid electrical cross talk. 
Every ring has its specific unit cell with a radial symmetry (see 
Fig. 6). Thus, the unit cells of the single rings can be arranged 
radially to each other. This design approach is fundamentally 
different to the classical linear arrangement [1]. For a ring 
design, this approach has the advantage, that a high uniform 
radial symmetry of the transducer elements is achieved. 
Furthermore, radial symmetric paths connect the membranes 
of each ring with each other. This allows a fast redesign for 
different ring and membrane sizes. Within a 10 mm chip 
diameter 41.8 % of the area is covered with piezoelectric 
membranes and 58.2 % is substrate. The fill factor is 41.8 %.  

III. TECHNOLOGY 

The substrate for the PMUTs are 150 mm SOI wafers with 
690 nm device layer and 675 µm handle layer thickness, 
respectively. Both layers are separated by 2 µm buried oxide 
(BOX). Before patterning the wafers, the required layers are 
deposited. Thermal oxidation to realize one micrometer of 
thermal oxide thins the device layer to 230 nm. The full 
PMUT layer stack before the first patterning is: Handle-Si / 
2 µm BOX / 230 nm Si / 1000 nm SiO2 / 100 nm Si3N4 / 
20 nm Ti / 100 nm Pt / 600 nm AlN. The AlN is deposited with 
a DC magnetron process [9]. In the following steps, the AlN 
is structured by a dry etching process to open the contact 
surfaces to the platinum, which serves as the bottom electrode. 
After removing the hard mask, 500 nm aluminum is sputtered 
and wet-chemically patterned. This aluminum serves three 
functions. On the one hand, it serves as the top electrode. On 
the other hand, it provides bond pads on the Pt contact areas. 

Fig. 3: Absolut value of the static deflection of the membrane for V = 1 V 
at the inner electrode (left) and outer electrode (right). 
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Fig. 2: Resonance frequency and actuator deflection in relation to the 
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Furthermore, Al acts also as a shield layer for electric cross 
talk reduction. The structuring of the backside is done by 
DRIE processes via a photo resist mask. The wafers are first 
etched on an SPTS Omega i2L DSi Rapier. At the end of this 
sub-step, the BOX is already exposed at the wafer edge, 
whereas approx. 130 µm handle Si is still left in the wafer 
center. Subsequently, the wafers are further etched on an STS 
Multiplex ICP, as this system enables higher homogeneity. To 
ensure PMUT functionality as well as the necessary 
homogeneity on both wafer and chip level, strong overetching 
is required. Due to the BOX acting as an etch stop, overetching 
allows the compensation of different loading effects e.g. on 
wafer level as well as on chip level and below. These loading 
effects would otherwise disturb the homogeneity of the dry 
etch and the functionality as well as the yield. The progressive 
improvement of the etching result, e.g. in the form of the 
exposure of the complete etching ground, can be observed 
using the prepared FIB cross sections, see Fig 5. To fabricate 
the chips, a blade dicing process is used. The final chip is 
shown in Fig. 6. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Laser-Doppler-Vibrometry is used to characterize the 
PMUTs in terms of their resonant and quasi-static 
performance in air. The out-of-plane deflections are measured 
at the membrane center by a Polytech MSA-100 3D with A-
CTR-110 axis controller for frequencies up to 25 MHz. A 
chirp signal with 1 V voltage amplitude is applied to actuate 
the microsystem.  

A pre-characterization is carried out after the first etching 
iteration to evaluate the backside etching results. Whereas no 
resonance peak is measured with the membranes of the inner 
ring, a median resonance frequency of ≈ 5 MHz is measured 
with the membranes of the outer ring. Taking into account the 
FEM results, the measured frequency values indicate an 
incomplete backside etching. After improving the etching 
result by overetching, the median resonance frequency of the 
PMUT array is 3.365 MHz. The resonance frequency varies 
over the chip with a standard deviation σ of 47 kHz or 1.38 % 
in relation to the median resonance frequency. Fig. 7 depicts a 
motion scan image of the quasi-static deflection of membranes 
(left) and the frequency response function of an exemplary 
membrane (right).  

A median resonant amplitude of 41.8 nm/V with a median 
bandwidth of 19.5 kHz is achieved. The median quasi-static 
amplitude is 272 pm/V (measured at 10 kHz) matching the 
FEM results with 275 ± 105 pm/V. The standard deviation of 
the quasi-static deflection is 3.3 pm/V, respectively 1.2 % in 
relation to the median frequency. A maximum resonant 
amplitude of 71.3 nm/V is achieved at 3.494 MHz with a 3 dB 
bandwidth of 20.5 kHz and a quality factor of 170. The 
standard deviation for the resonance frequency is 22 % and 
coincides with the large standard deviation value of the quality 
factor with 24 %. The effect of this deviation over the chip 
needs to be investigated in further research.  

V. CONCLUSION

AlN based micromachined ultrasonic transducers with six 
radial symmetric arrays are successfully fabricated in 150 mm 
SOI technology. The DRIE etching result is improved 
iteratively by overetching and controlled by FIB cuts and 
LDV scans in air. In Tab. 1 the simulation results and 
measurement values of the membranes are summarized and 
compared with a state of the art PMUT from Jiang et al [1]. 

The membrane diameter is simulated from 88 µm to 
100 µm. By measuring the membranes resonance frequency 
with LDV, the DRIE process can be evaluated without FIB 
cuts for future process developments. The DRIE process for 

Fig. 5: Progressive improvement of the etching result by overetching. It can 
be observed that the membrane enlarges up to the targeted radius of 50 µm 

through additional Bosch cycles. 

1 mm 

Fig. 6: Photography of a diced PMUT. 

Fig. 7: Measurement results performed by Laser-Doppler-Vibrometry: 
Motion scan image of the quasi-static deflection of membranes at the outer 
ring (left) and frequency response functions of an exemplary membrane of 

the outer ring (right). 

AlN 

Si / BOX 

Al 

Ti / Pt 

Si3N4 / SiO2 
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silicon holes is optimized, so the standard deviation of the 
resonance frequency over the chip is 47 kHz or 1.38 %. This 
shows a uniform technology and performance. The simulation 
results and the measurement values are matching. The 
standard deviation of the quasi-static deflection is 1.2 %. The 
small standard deviations of resonance frequency and quasi-
static deflection prove a homogeneous fabrication and are 
necessary for the high and uniform performance of the 4018 
parallel working membranes. 

The standard deviation of the amplitude for resonant 
actuated membranes is 9.17 nm (22 %). However, the 
differences in the resonant amplitudes of the membranes are 
larger than for the quasi-static deflections. This shows a large 
influence by the varying quality factor, which will be subject 
of further investigations. Intrinsic stresses might be one of the 
factors, which need to be verified.  

A comparison with current literature results is done and 
shows high performance values for the deflection in air with 
max. 71.3 nm/V (fres = 3.4 MHz).  

In future research, the membranes will be examined with 
regard to their acoustic performance in liquid and air as 
actuator and sensor. The simulated sensitivity values of about 
0.1 pC/Pa to 0.4 pC/Pa for each ring and 1.8 pC/Pa for all rings 
of a chip in parallel need to be measured and confirmed. 
Additionally, the acoustic focus / beam steering needs to be 
proven. Nevertheless, this report shows a radial symmetric 
design, high uniformity PMUT process and membrane 
parameters as fundamental basics for a beam steering PMUT 
device. 

TABLE I. SIMULATED AND MEASURED PERFORMANCE OF A SINGLE  
MUT CHIP IN THIS WORK IN COMPARISON TO JIANG ET AL. [1]. 

Unit 
Jiang et 
al. [1] 

This work 

Sim. Meas. 

Diameter µm 70 88 - 100 ~ 95 - 100 

Number of elements 5600 4018 

Fill factor % 51.7 41.8 

Res. frequency fres 
(σ of fres) 

MHz ~ 6 – 8 3.3 ± 1.4 
3.4 ± 0.1 
(0.047) 

Static deflection ξs 
(σ of ξs) 

nm/V 

~ 0.13 0.27 ± 0.1 
0.27 ± 0.05 

(0.003) 

Res. deflection ξres 
(σ of ξres) 

- 
76 

41.8 
(9.17) 

Max. deflection ξmax ~ 50 71.3 
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Abstract— North-finders based on gyroscopes are commonly 

used because of their robustness against local Earth magnetic 

field distortion and independence of electromagnetic 

transmission. In this paper, we present an easy to use, compact, 

transportable, standalone, north-finder based on one MEMS 

gyroscope. The Maytagging algorithm allows the use of an 

inexpensive stepper motor. The integrated in-house developed 

tuning fork MEMS gyroscopes offer low enough noise and drift 

to determine north heading down to 1 degree of deviation in less 

than 10 minutes at a latitude of 50.8 degrees without additional 

signal conversion electronics. 

Keywords—MEMS, gyroscope, north-finding, Maytagging 

I. INTRODUCTION

A crucial part for positioning, pointing, and orientation is a 
reference direction. On Earth, the reference direction used by 
global coordinate system is north. North can be measured 
either with a digital magnetic compass, via satellite (e.g. GPS 
– Global Positioning System) or with inertial compasses.
While magnetic compasses are small, precise and low-cost
instruments, they rely on the weak Earth’s magnetic field,
which can be locally distorted due to surrounding magnetic
materials [1]. The disadvantage of dual-GPS north-finders is
the need for electromagnetic signal transmission and the large
distance of antennas to achieve the needed precision [2].
Hence, inertial compasses are a great alternative as they are
not affected by local magnetic fields and also need no radio
signal. The true north direction is always parallel to the
meridian, which connects the geographic poles of the earth.
These are the points where the rotational axis of the earth
intersects with its surface. As the rotational speed of earth can
be measured with a precise gyroscope [3], it can also be used
to determine true north. There are several different types of
gyroscopes: hemispherical resonator gyroscope, fiber optic
gyroscope, ring laser gyroscope, or microelectromechanical
system gyroscope (MEMS gyroscope). Besides MEMS
gyroscopes, all of them are precise enough to determine true
north down to 1 mrad (= 0.0573°) within 5 minutes of
measurement time. This requires typically a bias instability
(BI) of 0.001 °/h and an angular random walk (ARW)
coefficient of 0.005 °/√h, but comes to the disadvantage of
high cost, weight and volume [1]. MEMS gyroscopes on the
other side are very small, light, easy to integrate and cost-
effective to produce but lack the precision of their big
counterparts. Nevertheless, over the last ten years, a couple
of MEMS gyroscopes are tested in north-finding setups.
Reference [1] shows very promising results on their out-of-
plane tuning fork MEMS gyroscope. In a laboratory setup,

they reached a BI of 0.03 °/h and an ARW of 0.0019 °/√h 
with an external digital signal processor (DSP) for signal 
conversion and external charge amplifiers. Using continuous 
rotation on a laboratory rate table a heading error of 2 mrad 
was obtained after 5 min at 45° latitude. A similar study using 
a silicon MEMS quadruple mass gyroscope (QMG) with 
external electronics was performed in [4] at 33.7° latitude. 
The BI and ARW of the gyroscope were 0.22 °/h and 
0.07 °/√h, respectively. This resulted in an heading error of 
4 mrad, but after averaging 100 measurements with 10 min 
each using two-point Maytagging or 100 measurements with 
6 min each for continuous rotation. 
Low-cost sensors have also been tested for performance over 
time. Longer averaging time often yields in better accuracy. 
Reference [5] uses a commercial available sensor with a BI 
of 1.2 °/h on a rate table. The signal conversion is done in the 
sensor. The achieved result was a heading error of 2° after 8 h 
of measurement at a latitude of 61° in noncontinuous rotation 
(stop rotation during measurement). Another simple 
approach to lower the heading error is using multiple 
gyroscopes together. In [6], four inertial measurement units 
(IMUs) with ARWs from 0.12 °/√h to 0.15 °/√h and BIs in 
the range from 0.57 °/h to 6.43 °/h are used for averaging the 
signal of eight effective measurement axes. The heading error 
after 30 min of continuous rotation measurement is 0.57 °/h 
at 40° latitude. 
In addition, combinations of gyroscope and accelerometer are 
used, as they allow the implementation of a complementary 
filter [7] or Kalman filter [2] to counteract the gyroscopic 
drift. The former employing a six-axis IMU and a low-cost 
stepper motor combined with an Arduino-board for control 
and data-readout in a laboratory setup. The latter a QMG with 
integrated signal conversion, in a compact package with a 
three-phase permanent magnet synchronous motor. The 
heading error result in 1.5 °/h for the IMU-setup using 2-pt 
Maytagging at 2.9° latitude (measurement duration 
unknown) and 1 °/h or 0.66 °/h for the QMG setup using 
continuous rotation (for 3 min) or noncontinuous rotation (for 
1 h) at 40° latitude respectively. 
Other experiments modulate the rotation direction in order to 
achieve north-finding. In Reference [8] a high precision 
turntable is used to rotate the sensor clockwise and 
counterclockwise to exclude sensor bias and drifts. The 
sensor used had an ARW of 0.54 °/√h and a BI of 0.12 °/h 
leading to a heading error of 0.5° in 12 min of measurement 
(20 cycles with 10 °/s continuous rotation) at 40° latitude. 
Finally also a noncontinuous sinusoidal rotation between 
[-π, π] was proposed to be used instead of a continuous 
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rotation [9]. Tests of the setup with an 6-axis precision IMU 
(ARW < 0.04 °/√h, BI < 0.2 °/h) lead to rather big heading 
errors of 5 ° even after more than 10 min, while simulation of 
the algorithm proposed an heading error below 0.2 °. 
In comparison to most of the experiments mentioned before, 
the north-finding system presented in this work is not a 
laboratory setup. Besides the MEMS gyroscope, the north-
finder is built from low-cost consumer grade electronic 
components for example stepper motor, microcontroller, 
OLED display, Bluetooth modules. The signal conversion 
takes place in the sensor by the co-developed ASIC 
(application-specific integrated circuit), which outputs 
angular rate data via serial peripheral interface (SPI). The 
device is standalone, meaning no additional signal processing 
or readout is done via PC. It uses only one gyroscope, no extra 
signal filter. The method used is Maytagging. The device is 
compact, easy to transport and needs less than 4 W of power 
in total (Fig. 1). 

II. THE NORTH-FINDING SYSTEM

As mentioned before, north-finders measure the Earth 
rotation rate Ω�  or some projection of it in north direction Ω��
in order to determine north direction. Fig. 2 defines �  as
latitude angle and � as rotation angle of the sensitive axis of
the gyroscope in the measurement plane. The basic principle 
is, to turn the gyroscopes measurement axis in the plane 
horizontal to the Earth’s surface. The resulting signal Ω� has
a cosine form with maximum signal at �  = 0° pointing in
north direction as shown in (1). The minimum will be at 180° 
in south direction. 

Ω� � Ω�� ⋅ cos � � Ω � �� (1)
Depending on the latitude, the amplitude Ω��  of the signal
changes as the projection of Ω�  in the measurement plane is
getting smaller. 

Ω�� � Ω� ⋅ cos � (2) 
The earth rotation rate is 15.041 °/h. Hence, the gyroscope 
has to have a higher resolution and a bias instability lower 
than 15.041 °/h to measure the modulation at all. The 
performance of the north-finder is evaluated for Chemnitz, 

Germany, which is at 50.8° latitude decreasing the 
measurable amplitude to 9.5 °/h. 
The two main methods for gyro compassing are carouseling 
and Maytagging, each having advantages depending on the 
purpose. While carouseling, which is measuring during 
continuous rotation, is very robust against bias drifts and 
allows for a ‘live’ update of measurement values, with 
Maytagging the measurement is performed at a few discrete 
positions and rotation is stopped, neglecting the need for 
vibration free motors and bearings. Also calculating the phase 
from a few points is less computing load and therefore 
advantageous for the microcontroller. A stepper motor is 
suitable for Maytagging, as the defined steps help to reduce 
positioning errors. For both methods constant bias and 
amplitude is not relevant for phase/heading determination. 
Another advantage of Maytagging is that no additional forces 
like centrifugal force act on the gyroscope during the 
measurement. Overall, for a setup as presented, Maytagging 
is the better choice as it allows for inexpensive components, 
it is easier to implement, and is more precise due to less 
parasitic measurement effects.  
The north-finder consists of two parts schematically shown 
in Fig. 3. A fixed base with 12 V power supply containing the 
stepper motor and stepper motor driver, the display for status 
output, the microcontroller to control the components and 
evaluate the data, a temperature sensor, the Bluetooth master 

Fig. 1: Photograph of the north-finder. The blue part is the free rotatable 
sensor compartment 

Fig. 2: Projection of the earth rotation rate �� into measurement direction. 

Fig. 3: Schematic overview over the north-finder components. 
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module and an ON/OFF button with RESET function. The 
second part is a battery driven free rotatable sensor 
compartment on top of the stepper motor, which contains the 
gyroscope, a second microcontroller to readout the sensor 
data and directly averages the values per measurement point, 
and the Bluetooth slave module (Fig. 4).  
The measurement proceeds as follows: First an initialization 
routine is performed, establishing the Bluetooth connection, 
initializing the sensor, and checking battery level and 
temperature. Afterwards the motor is set to a random 
position, which is declared as reference position “0°”. The 
base sends a “measure”-command to the sensor part, which 
collects data for a certain time �����. The microcontroller of
the sensor part collects the data and averages it directly. Next, 
the averaged angular rate Ω��,� for this position �� is sent to
the base, where it is stored together with the measurement 
position. The motor (and hence the sensor) is turned by 90° 
and the whole procedure is repeated �  times in total. The
average value of all � values is used as bias value Ω for the
measurement. Then the phase �  of the �  measurement
points is determined using a simple least square fit employing 
a golden section minimum search implemented on the 
microcontroller. Equation (3) gives the loss function for the 
fit. 

Error �  ∑ �Ω��,� ��! "  Ω�� ⋅ cos �� " �! � Ω!#��$%
&

(3) 

We point out, that it is not necessary to fit the amplitude to 
get a more precise phase fit. Finally, after calculating the 
north direction with respect to the north-finders initial 
reference position, the sensor part is turned to point at true 
north position. 
The heading error ' �!  can be calculated from the
uncertainty of measurement values ' Ω�), which depends on
the measurement time and can be determined by the Allan-
deviation of the sensor. 

' (! � )&
�

* �!
+,-

(4) 

Equation (4) shows the correlation between the heading error, 
the number of points measured, the amplitude of the signal 
and the measurement uncertainty [10]. Increasing the number 
of measurements decreases the error, but is not very effective, 
as it scales with the square root of � . The ratio of
measurement uncertainty to signal amplitude scales linearly 
and therefore has a greater effect on the heading error. The 
bigger the amplitude, the smaller the error. The lower the 
measurement uncertainty, the smaller the error. 

For the sensor used, the Allan plot is shown in Fig. 5. The BI 
is 0.63 °/h and the ARW is 0.02 °/√h. The estimated heading 
error for the system is therefore 3.0° after less than 1 min of 
total measurement time (� = 8; ����� = 5 s, '(5 s) = 1 °/h,
Ω��  = 9.5 °/h). Following (4), the error can be reduced to 1°
by increasing the number of measurements by factor 9, which 
is still below 10 min. 
The sensors behavior can be further improved by quadrature 
compensation, which leads to better BI and ARW values. An 
example is shown in Fig. 6. With this sensor and a ����� of
60 s per point (� = 8) the heading error can be reduced to
0.7°. 

III. THE GYROSCOPE

The used MEMS gyroscope sensor system is a vibrating mass 
tuning fork gyroscope together with an analog-mixed-signal 
ASIC. Over the last years the basic gyroscope system 
described in [11] has been further developed. The micro-
mechanical element is still a vibrating mass tuning fork with 
two Coriolis masses and fully decoupled elements for drive 
and sense. We use lever mechanisms to have the anti-phase 
drive mode as the first mode and the anti-phase sense mode 
as the second mode. We have implemented several electrodes 
for the excitation and detection of the two main working 
modes as well as additional electrodes to effectively reduce 
the quadrature error of the mechanics. For the latter, we use a 
DC voltage between electrode and seismic mass that 
generates an electrostatic force which itself is modulated by 
the mechanical drive motion. This effectively reduces the 
quadrature of the gyroscope (compare Fig. 5 and Fig. 6). 

Fig. 4: Picture of the sensor compartment with gyroscope, battery (on the 
backside) and Bluetooth module. 

Fig. 5: Allan plot of the used sensor. The bias instability and angular 
random walk are 0.63 °/h and 0.02 °/√h respectively. 

Fig. 6: Allan plot of a quadrature compensated sensor. The bias instability 
and angular random walk are 0.24 °/h and 0.03 °/√h respectively. 
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The MEMS gyro has been fabricated with an in-house 
technology in a full-silicon variant of the bonding and deep 
reactive ion etching (BDRIE) technology [12],[13]. The 
height of the full-silicon stack is 650 µm. The electrical 
contacts are realized with through silicon vias as shown in 
Fig. 7. The height of the active sensor structure is 50 µm. The 
smallest capacitive gaps are 1.8 µm. The full silicon MEMS 
is directly bonded under vacuum without any getter. 
MEMS and ASIC have been co-designed to optimally work 
together as a system. The ASIC is a mixed signal integrated 
circuit fabricated in 180 nm technology. The analog readout 
chains for drive and sense are highly symmetrical with only 
a few analog components. This reduces the noise contribution 
from the analog part. A continuous time charge sensitive 
amplifier with a variable feedback capacitance is used as the 
main element to convert the varying capacitances into voltage 
signals. After the analog-to-digital conversion with a ΣΔ-
ADC the signals are handled in the digital part of the ASIC. 
The system is operated in split mode with a drive closed loop 
and a sense open loop. The frequency split between drive and 
sense mode is in the range of several 100 Hz. 
The system is assembled in a 44-pin ceramic package with a 
deep cavity (Fig. 8). The ASIC is glued directly on top of the 
MEMS to minimize wire lengths. The circuit-board inside the 
package contains the loop filter and decoupling capacitors for 
the internal reference voltages and power supply. 

IV. CONCLUSION

The performance of MEMS gyroscopes is steadily 
improving, reaching a point, where they can be used for 
north-finding and potentially replace their much more 
expensive a larger mechanical and optical counterparts. The 
paper shows, that even low-cost consumer grade electronics 
can be used to build a robust, easy to use and transportable 
north-finding system. The gyroscope sensor has to have low 
bias instability and angle random walk coefficient, which is 
achieved by co-design of ASIC and MEMS. The performance 
can be further improved by compensating the quadrature of 
the MEMS. Even as the fully integrated sensors with internal 
signal conversion cannot achieve the performance of 
expensive external electronics yet, the result is a heading 
error of less than 1° in 10 min for a latitude position of 50.8°. 
For future improvements, the gyroscope’s parameters can be 
tuned specifically for north-finding application by adjusting 
the low-pass filters and scale factor accordingly, as well as 
reducing the frequency spacing. 
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Fig. 7: Cross section of the full silicon BDRIE technology. 

Fig. 8 Photograph of the gyroscope without cover. The MEMS is placed 
in a cutout in the interposer with the ASIC directly on top of it. 
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Abstract— Novel biosensors are incorporating aspects of 
nanotechnologies, such as the use of functional nanoparticles, in 
order to increase performance. For the integration of leading 
edge sensor principles based on nanoparticles, often the precise 
arrangement of nanostructures is an essential technology. One 
approach that has been pursued with great success is the 
template based DNA origami method [1, 2]. The DNA origami can 
serve as an individual inter- und intramolecular programmable 
nano-breadboard with a binding point resolution of ~ 5 nm. Our 
novel, innovative approach uses the DNA origami template to 
integrate a biological recognition element (DNA aptamer / 
antibody) centrically in a nanoparticle array to enable an optical 
detection by surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy. For high 
sensor sensitivity despite complex probes, a sufficient signal 
accumulation is necessary, done by a selective surface 
immobilization of the biosensor platform. In this way, a high 
structure density could be realized without overlapping or 
agglomeration, which would lead to functional damage of the 
sensor. We introduce a topography supported thin-film system 
for the selective surface immobilization of the DNA origami and 
validate them by a parameter variation of a tablet DNA origami 
structure, which will be the later template of the biosensor 
platform. 

Keywords—DNA origami, nano assembling, biosensor, SERS 

I. INTRODUCTION

Nanoobjects and their properties dominate research and 
science for decades. Various top-down and bottom-up 
approaches were developed to arrange them in desired arrays 
for plasmonic coupling by energetic coupling. Nevertheless, a 
selective single-molecule deposition is still a great challenge 
– especially for heterogeneous arrangements. The template-
based DNA origami method moves into focus. A DNA
origami consists of a long, cyclic DNA strand, which is folded
into nearly any shape (2D or 3D, size between 10 and 100 nm)
by a multitude of short, preassigned oligonucleotides (staple
strands) via complementary bonds. With a resolution of about
5 nm overhangs of the staples named capture ends can be used
as individual binding points for the integration and
implementation of several nanoobjects like QDs, CNTs,
nanorods, polymers ect. by complementary bonds or
functional groups. Thus, the DNA origami can serve as an

individual inter- und intramolecular programmable nano-
breadboard. However, after realizing the nanoobject 
arrangement on the template the DNA origami often has to be 
immobilized on a surface without overlapping or 
agglomeration in order to avoid functional damage. Published 
approaches are based on bond-attractive areas (SiO2 or plasma 
treated diamond like carbon DLC) surrounded by bond-
resistant (self-assembled monolayers or DLC without plasma 
treatment) to immobilize DNA origami selectively on a 
surface.[3-5]. We want to introduce an approach of a two-layer 
system based on common materials of microtechnology, 
which are easily can be integrated and are stable in common 
process flows for wafer manufacturing. We successfully used 
a nanostructured fluorocarbon (CF) polymer layer on SiO2 to 
develop an immobilization procedure for the tablet DNA 
origami structure even for stored samples and validate them 
by a parameter variation. Successful, selective and directional 
deposition of large arrays of our biosensor platforms on 
surfaces enables a high signal yield to be achieved in the final 
system, whereby small amounts (pg / ml) of a target 
(pathogens, signal substances, …) can be determined by 
changing the Raman signal when it is connected to the 
biological recognition element (bio-RE). 

II. METHODS

A. Chip generation

The nanostructuring of the used thin-film system based on
SiO2 as bond attractive and fluorocarbon (CF) polymer as 
bond resistant layer was lithographically produced by a 
thermal dry oxidation (1200°C) of a conventional Si wafer (6 
inch diameter, p100, 675 mm thickness) to 100 nm SiO2. The 
CF polymer layer of 37 nm (± 1 nm) thickness was deposited 
by a plasma induced chemical vapor deposition with CH4 and 
C4F8 as precursor gases and a previous CH polymer deposition 
of 10 nm for a better adhesion. All layer thicknesses were 
validated by ellipsometric spectroscopy (Sentech SE850). The 
nanostructuring was realized by an electron beam exposure 
(resist OiR674-11i) of 45 chips with 32400 nanostructure 
arrays of 5 x 5 rectangles with sizes between 345 nm (± 
18 nm) x 232 nm (± 15 nm) and 271 nm (± 16 nm) x 170 nm 
(± 12 nm) followed by an oxygen plasma structuring and a wet 
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chemical resist removal with TechniStrip P1316 + 5’ ethanol 
+ 5’ DI-water. Resulting nanostructures are shown in fig. 1.

B. DNA origami, buffers and surface immobilization

Buffers: Used DNA origami were rectangular tablet DNA
origami with (40 nm x 150 nm) template, synthesized in Kurt-
Schwabe Institut Meinsberg e.V in TRIS buffer with 12 mM 
MgCl2. The working solution of tablet was provided by a 
TRIS buffer (pH 8.39 ± 0,01) with 38 mM MgCl2  with DNA 
origami concentrations between 100 and 10 pM. 
Immobilization: Before immobilization process the chips are 
cleaned with isopropanol and ethanol and dried by nitrogen. 
Afterwards they are reactivated by oxygen plasma 
(Plasmabrush BA-009-01d9-20070703, Rheinhausen Plasma 
GmbH; 4.5 kV, 20 µl/s). The immobilization procedure starts 
with an incubation of the DNA origami working solution (20 
µl) on the reactivated substrate for 120 min. The substrate was 
stored during the incubation time in a closed storage box. 
Afterwards it was flushed in eight cycles with fresh working 
buffer (60 µl each cycle). For better substitution, the solution 
is pushed in the incubation liquid and pulled back for three 
times as one flushing cycle. In the next step the sample was 
washed for six times with the working buffer (20 µl) modified 
with 10 % Tween20. In the sixth cycle the Tween20 working 
solution stayed for 30 min on the sample. The wetting area 
will increase noticeable during that time. In the last step the 
probe is flushed by an imaging buffer (TRIS buffer with 30 
mM MgCl2 (pH 8.9 ± 0.01)) in eight cycles. This buffer is used 
for stronger binding of DNA origami to the surface by higher 
pH[4]. For measuring in air the sample have to by dried by an 
ethanol incubation (25, 50, 70, 80, 90 vol-%) for 10 s in each 
ethanol concentration. The characterization was done by 
atomic force microscopy (Nanosurf FlexFPM and Agilent 
LS5600) at four measurement areas on the chip. In each area, 
at least two 5 x 5-nanostructure arrays were measured.  

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The basic set of immobilization parameters was defined on 
20 s O2 plasma for reactivation of the binding points, a 100 
pM DNA origami concentration and 120 min incubation 
time[4]. The overall occupancy was assessed both qualitatively 
(occupied or not occupied) and quantitatively in the sense of 
an individual occupancy, double / triple assignment as well as 
multiple assignment (four or more DNA origami in one 
binding point). In the course of the process, the parameters 
were adjusted in such a way that a maximum total occupancy 
results with the highest possible single occupancy. After 

validating the reactivation time of 20 s as a necessary step, the 
incubation time was reduced down to 15 min and evaluated in 
such a way that there is a 100% total occupancy regardless of 
the quantitative distribution. The concentration was then 
reduced in order to achieve the maximum possible single 
occupancy with in minimum 50 % occupied binding points. 
The results are described below. 

A. Reactivation

Next to the above-mentioned standard sample a validation
of the dependency of the immobilization on a previous 
reactivation was tested, carried out by an immobilization 
without previous reactivation and with only 10 s plasma 
exposure. The determined total occupancy and the 

Fig. 3: Exemplary AFM topography pictures of the SiO2 / CF polymer 
layer system after immobilization of tablet DNA origami with varied 
reactivation times of: 0 s (top, left), 10 s (top, right) and 20 s (bottom, left). 
Used DNA origami concentration was 100 pM with an incubation time of 
120 min; Scale bar 1 µm. The total occupancy is divided into unoccupied, 
single (green framed), double or triple (light grey framed) and multi-
occupied (red framed), summarized in a diagram (bottom, right).  

Fig. 2: Graphical comparison of determined binding point occupancy for 
the reactivation times of 0 s, 10 s and 20 s by a constant DNA origami 
concentration in working solution of 100 pM and an incubation time of 
120 min. Calculated quantitative distribution is based on total 
occupancy. 
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Fig. 1: REM picture of the nanostructured SiO2 / CF polymer thin-
film system. Scale bar 10 µm; Inlet: detailed picture of the 5 x 5 
nanostructure array, scale bar 2 µm.  
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percentaged quantitative distribution is shown in fig. 2, 
belonged exemplary AFM topography pictures in fig. 3. For a 
reactivation time of 0 s, an average total occupancy of only 
1.6 % was obtained, which only includes individual 
occupancies. It seems that a storage of the samples for longer 

times lead to a passivation of the SiO2 by foreign molecules, 
which cannot be removed by simple flushing with isopropanol 
or ethanol. After 10 s plasma reactivation, with an average of 
13 % total occupancy, no reliable immobilization could be 
achieved, which confirms the results from earlier work[7]. A 
reactivation with atmospheric oxygen plasma is necessary to 
activate the SiO2 again. After plasma activation for 20 s, all 25 
binding points were completely occupied, with ~ 88.7 % 
multiple and 9.3 % double / triple occupancy. Only 2 % single 
occupancy could be achieved. CF polymer layer thickness was 
not affected. In this account, in the followed measurements a 
reactivation time of 20 s was implemented. 

B. Incubation time

To test the mobility time, which is needed by the DNA
origami to fill every binding point the incubation time of 120 
min was reduced to 60 min, 30 min and 15 min. 
 Unfortunately, this was accompanied by a reduction in the 
total occupancy from 100 % to 84.5 % for 60 min and ~ 42 % 
for 30 min and 15 min (see fig. 4 and 5). Between 30 min and 
15 min there was only an insignificant change for total 
occupancy, but after 15 min a slight shift in the quantitative 
distribution was observed towards single occupancy (30 min: 
51.2 %, 15 min: 57.2 %) with a reduction in multiple 
occupancy (30 min: 13 %, 15 min 10 %). The slight change in 
the DNA origami distribution between 30 min and 15 min 
indicates that the secondary DNA origami mobility, which 
leads the DNA origami to the binding points along the sample 
surface after first attachement on bond-resistant layer plays 
only a minor role within this period. The majority of the DNA 
origami remains in the place where it first touches the surface 
and is washed off if the binding is incomplete. A clear 
influence of the mobility time can only be seen at 60 min, 

which leads to a higher total occupancy, but also to a strong 
increase in especially multiple occupancies (48.6 %). 

Due to the high rate of single occupancy but low total 
occupancy for 30 and 15 min incubation time and 100 pM a 
higher concentration of 200 pM was tested, if more binding 
points could be filled. The total occupancy significantly 
increased to 86.7 % for 15 min incubation time. Unfortunately 
the single occupancy dropped to 25.3 %. A similar 
development could be observed for 30 min incubation time 
(total: 90.5 %, single: 25.6 %). Further, some cluster of DNA 
origami attached on the CF polymer surface were be 
determined, especially for 15 min incubation time (not shown 
here). 

On the basis of these results, it was decided to leave the 
incubation time at 120 min and to counteract the multiple 
occupancy by reduction of the concentration.  

C. Concentration

Due to the insufficient total occupancy within the 5 x 5
grid below 120 min, this incubation time was used to adjust 
the DNA origami concentration. Concentrations between 100 
pM and 10 pM were tested (see fig. 5/6). Despite the long 
incubation times, the total occupancy dropped to ~ 79.2 % 
when the concentration was halved to 50 pM, with an increase 
in single occupations from 2 % to 38.4 %. At the lowest tested 
concentration of 10 pM, multiple occupancy could be almost 
ruled out, and the degree of single occupancy increased up to 
70.4 %. However, less than the half of the 25 binding points 
(~45 %) were filled with DNA origami, which was assessed 
as insufficient. At a concentration of 20 pM, the total 
occupancy remained with 64.8 % on about 2/3 of the 25 
measuring points, more than half of which (57.7 %) were 
individually occupied and only 6.6 % were multi- and 35.6 % 
double / triple occupied. This was thus rated as the best 
occupancy achieved within the experiments shown.  

Fig. 5: AFM topography pictures of the SiO2 (blue) / CF polymer (grey) 
layer system after immobilization of tablet DNA origami (yellow) with 
varied incubation times: 15 min (top, left), 30 min (top, right) and 60 min 
(bottom, left), standard 120 min (bottom, right). Used DNA origami 
concentration was 100 pM with an incubation time of 120 min; Scale bar 
1 µm. The total occupancy is divided into unoccupied, single (green 
framed), double / triple (light grey framed) and multi-occupied (red 
framed). 

Fig. 4: Graphical comparison of determined binding point occupancy 
for incubation times of 15 min, 30 min, 60 min as well as 120 min by a 
constant DNA origami concentration in working solution of 100 pM 
and a reactivation time of the binding point of 20 s in a box-plot 
diagram. Calculated quantitative distribution is based on total 
occupancy. 
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An alignment of the tablet within the binding points could 
also be observed to a small extent for tablet DNA origami 
structures in lower concentrations like 20 or 10 pM (not shown 
here).  However, due to the sometimes double the size of the 
binding points compared to the longer side of the tablet, the 
influence of the alignment is negligible. However, this should 
significantly increase by reducing the size of the binding 
points down to 50 nm x 160 nm adjusted to the dimensions of 
the tablet DNA origami. 

IV. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

The nanostructured thin-layer system of SiO2 / 
CF polymer was validated for the selective surface 
immobilization of the rectangular tablet DNA origami by a 
variation of incubation time and DNA origami concentration 
starting with a parameter set of 100 pM DNA origami 
concentration and 120 min incubation time. A reduction of 
incubation time to 60, 30 or 15 min lead to a significant 
decrease in binding point occupancy, however, also to a 
higher rate of single occupancy for 30 min and 15 min. 
Unfortunately, this distribution shifted with higher 
concentrations to ~26 %. A reduction of DNA origami 
concentration in combination with high incubation times (120 
min) lead to the best compatibility of total occupancy 
(~65 %) and single occupancy (~58 %) for 20 pM tablet in 
the working solution. Further, the reactivation of the SiO2 
binding points after sample storage was verified as essential 
step before immobilization and determined at 20 s oxygen 
plasma exposure. A further improvement of the layer system 
will be done by a reduction of the binding point dimensions, 
which also have an impact on the DNA origami alignment 
inside the binding points. The experiments with non-
functionalized DNA origami presented here should also be 
used to investigate the influence of the functionalization of 
the DNA origami on its immobilization properties. The next 
step will therefore be the transfer of these results to 
functionalized DNA-origami hybrids such as the biosensor 
platform mentioned above and also validate the process 
window with the new requirement of the dependency on the 
top and bottom (biosensor on the top). 
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Fig. 7: AFM topography pictures of the SiO2 (blue) / CF polymer (grey) 
layer system after immobilization of tablet DNA origami (yellow) with 
varied DNA origami concentration of 10 pM (top, left), 20 pM (top, 
right), 50 pM (bottom, left) as well as standard 100 pM (bottom, right). 
Samples were reactivated for 20 s and the working solution was 
incubated for 120 min; Scale bar 1 µm. The total occupancy is divided 
into unoccupied, single (green framed), double / triple (light grey framed) 
and multi-occupied (red framed). 

Fig. 6: Graphical comparison of determined binding point occupancy for 
DNA origami concentrations in working solution of 10 pM, 20 pM, 
50 pM and 100 pM by a constant incubation time of 120 min and a 
reactivation time of the binding point before immobilization of 20 s in a 
diagram. Calculated quantitative distribution is based on total occupancy. 
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Abstract—This contribution describes a medical monitoring 

system that enables early intervention in the event that the 

condition of a patient suffering from COVID-19 and other 

diseases suddenly starts to deteriorate. It will be a modular, 

multimodal and mobile system, and will be suitable for use in 

the treatment of COVID-19 patients. By facilitating the required 

intervention at an early stage, the system helps to lessen the 

effects of disease, shorten the duration of therapy and make 

flexible use of intensive care wards.  

Keywords—patient monitoring, vital signs, multimodal, 

modular, breath analysis  

I. INTRODUCTION 

The current SARS-CoV2 virus related pandemic poses a 
challenge for medical diagnostics. Alongside serious cases, 
the virus also causes mild symptoms, but these can very 
quickly worsen. Currently, however, continuous patient 
monitoring is available only on intensive care wards. When 
someone’s health suddenly deteriorates, there is often some 
delay to this being recognized, meaning the patient is taken to 
hospital too late. The system called M³Infekt and described in 
this contribution is one approach to solve this problem and to 
enable an adequate patient treatment within the required time. 
Using various technologies, the mobile system acquires, 
analyzes and fuses relevant bio signals, which enables a valid 
diagnosis to be made of the patient’s condition and the 
progression of the disease.  

The idea is to provide a long-term solution for 
decentralized monitoring of patients on normal wards and in 
non-hospital environments using multimodal parameters of 
the cardiovascular system (including heart rate, ECG, oxygen 
saturation, blood flow) and respiratory parameters (including 
respiratory rate/volume, chemical breath analysis). Machine 
learning methods serve as the basis for evaluating these 
parameters, facilitating diagnosis and enabling integration of 
the system into different deployment and application 
scenarios, regardless of location.  

The system under development has a modular and mobile 
structure with standardized, open interfaces. These enable 
easy integration into other platforms and make the system 
suitable for use with various diseases, including influenza, 
pneumonia and sepsis. It will enable continuous monitoring, 
previously used only for patients in intensive care, to be rolled 
out to non-hospital scenarios, such as short- and long-term 
care, outpatient treatment or home settings. This way, patients 
can remain in a favorable environment and move to a hospital 
only if their condition suddenly deteriorates.  

The M3Infekt consortium comprises ten Fraunhofer 
Institutes and four medical partners. Together, they form an 
interdisciplinary group built on complementary areas of 
expertise. The project lead is Fraunhofer IIS in Erlangen. 

II. GENERAL OVERVIEW OF M³INFEKT

The general architecture of the M³Infekt system is shown 
in Fig. 1. The core of the system are seven different sensor 
modules for real-time acquisition of different vital signs of the 
patient, which are grouped into the three categories Wearable 
Technologies, Contactless Biosignal Acquisition and Breath 
Analysis. 

A. Wearable Technologies

This group of sensor systems includes a textile integrated
ECG system for continuous heart monitoring. The textile 
comprises both electrodes in direct contact with the patient’s 
skin plus electronics for signal (pre-) processing including a 
wireless data interface. This sensor module is result of 
research and development at Fraunhofer IIS. The textile can 
be put on quite easily and adopted to different sizes of the 
patients. The miniaturized electronics does not interfere with 
everyday habits and natural movements. Integrated algorithms 
determine pathologic cases like tachycardia or atrial 
fibrillation. Another wearable sensor is a vest equipped with 
an array of miniaturized microphones that is capable to 
perform sound measurements for a spatial resolved map of the 
ventilation function of the lung. This module is under 
development by Fraunhofer IKTS. By detailed analysis of the 
ventilation of the lung, the doctor can optimize the amount of 
artificial oxygen for the patient. Finally, yet importantly, 
wearable technologies also include a sensor bracelet 
especially for SpO2 measurement, which will be provided by 
Fraunhofer EMFT. The blood oxygen level is one of the most 
important parameters for the decision if a patient has to be 
transferred to intensive care unit. It is important to measure 
this parameter continuously and in such a way that the patient 
remains mobile. Especially for elderly people, a system that 
does not rely on cables connect to a stationary processing unit 
is of special importance in order to guarantee compliance with 
uninterrupted measurements. Therefore, related work carried 
out by Fraunhofer LBF will show how energy harvesting 
technologies based on high performance compound materials 
can contribute to a battery-free operation of the bracelet. 

B. Contactless biosignal acquisition

This category comprises two sensor principles, which are
not targeted to an individual patient but to a group of them that 
occupy that same room for instance. Radar based sensor 
technology provided by Fraunhofer FHR is able to determine 
the respiratory rate of patients by precisely measuring the The work described here is part of the M³Infekt project, which is 

funded by the Fraunhofer Gesellschaft’s internal programs. 
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movements of the chest. The system with integrated control 
and sensing electronics makes use of millimeter wave radar. 
In addition, a hyperspectral image sensor can provide a variety 
of vital parameters like heart rate, heart rate variability, 
respiratory frequency, and skin circulation. Technically, this 
sensor is based on combination of MEMS Fabry Perot 
interferometers for optical filtering by Fraunhofer ENAS with 
a dedicated Vision-SoC by Fraunhofer IIS-EAS.  

C. Breath analysis

Finally, the M³Infekt system examines the exhaled breath
of the patient both physically and chemically. Physical 
monitoring is done by a MEMS-based ultrasonic system of 
Fraunhofer IPMS for tracking the air flow of the patient. A set 
of CMUTs (Capacitive Micromachined Ultrasonic 
Transducers) is placed at the circumference of a plastic tube 
in which the patient exhales. The Doppler effect regarding 
propagation of ultrasound in moving media allows the 
measurement of air flow and velocity. Chemical analysis is 
carried out using a technique called ion mobility spectrometry, 
which will be explained in more detail in the following 
section. The system for chemical breath analysis is developed 
at Fraunhofer MEOS, using a MEMS device designed and 
manufactured at Fraunhofer IPMS. 

D. System integration

All mentioned sensor modules will be pre-clinically tested
by the end of the project. Necessary regulatory aspects and 
documents that are required for such testing are covered and 
can be used as blueprint for further sensor developments in the 
medical field by the partners. Thus, the relevance of the vital 
parameters for early detection of severe COVID-19 cases as 
well as monitoring for other diseases can be evaluated. Of 
course, the combination and analysis of several parameters is 
beneficial and leads to a more profound evaluation of the 
patient’s situation. Given the variety of the parameters and 
their very different nature, methods for data processing based 
an Artificial Intelligence are used to extract major health 
conditions. Fraunhofer IZFP is in charge of development of 
this AI framework. In parallel, a general, open and modular 

concept for hardware integration is determined. Overall, the 
M³Infekt definitely benefits from additional work regarding 
data visualization, aggregation of data by dashboards, or the 
like. However, this is beyond the scope of the current project. 

III. CHEMICAL BREATH ANALYSIS

It’s impossible to feature all sensor modules of M³Infekt 
in this paper in full detail. Therefore, the very specific 
chemical human breath analysis using ion mobility 
spectrometry is picked as one example.  

A. General remarks

In ancient Greece, physicians reported to recognize
diseases by smells in the exhaled breath. These characteristic 
smells arise from specific volatile organic compounds 
(VOCs), which are released as metabolic products in response 
to pathogens and/ or diseases, even before other symptoms 
arise. The use of breath for diagnostic has important benefits 
compared to other specimens like blood samples: 

• providing a breath sample is easy, even for elderly
patients or patients with lung diseases, and is also
possible for ventilated patients.

• non-invasive, low burden for patient

• repeated and periodic measurements are possible

Also in healthy persons, every regular metabolic process 
in the body produces VOCs. As a conclusion, the average 
human breath consists of approximately 200 different VOCs, 
but only 27 VOCs were commonly present in all subjects 
according to a study of Phillips et al. [1]. Due to different 
lifestyles, diets, age, sex, BMI and medical history, the VOCs 
vary between subjects. Altogether, an increasing number of 
several hundred different VOCs has been described in human 
breath up to date [2,3]. The challenge of breath analysis is to 
find specific biomarkers for diseases within this matrix of 
VOCs. The number of such studies increases. Common target 
applications are lung cancer, breast cancer, infections, 
gastrointestinal diseases and neurodegenerative diseases. 

Fig. 1. General overview of M³Infekt system 

◼ Individual sensor components for non-invasive acquisit ion of  bio signals developed and pre-clinically tested

◼ Concept for system integrat ion of  sensory solut ions and AI framew ork
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deteriorat ion in infect ious diseases using Covid-19 as an example
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Breath researchers agree that there is not a specific biomarker 
for one disease, but a pattern of several VOCs in certain 
concentration ranges. However, there is only a small overlap 
between reported biomarkers in clinical studies and 
reproducibility in other clinical settings is low. This is due to 
a lack in standardization of sampling methods, sample pre-
treatment, instrumentation, and data processing. Therefore, 
high efforts of the breath research community started a few 
years ago and resulted in the definition of benchmarks. 
Besides breath, also the headspace of urine, stool, skin and 
sweat is under investigation for VOC biomarkers in clinical 
diagnostics. 

As VOCs are present in very low concentrations in the ppb 
or even ppt range, a sensitive analytical instrumentation is 
demanded. A common laboratory method is the combination 
of gas chromatography and mass spectrometry (GC-MS) 
which can achieve high analytical sensitivities, specificities 
and allows the identification and quantification of substances. 
On the other hand, GC-MS systems are bulky, complex (need 
high vacuum), expensive, and need high expertise in 
operation. Therefore, the use of these instruments outside the 
laboratory e.g. in the doctors surgery or a direct diagnosis in 
the normal living environment of the patients e.g. in elderly 
care homes is not feasible. Instruments that overcome this 
limitation, promise a usage in these scenarios. Compact, 
transportable, cost-effective and user-friendly systems are 
needed. Point-of-use devices, which use ion mobility 
spectrometry (IMS) techniques, promise a good base to 
address these kinds of new applications. 

Several studies have been performed to differentiate 
between healthy and diseased subjects from breath using IMS, 
including sarcoidosis [4], lung cancer [5], airway 
inflammation/ asthma [6], chronic obstructive pulmonary 
disorder COPD [7], Alzheimer and Parkinson’s disease [8]. 
More importantly in the context of M3Infekt, first experiments 
have indicated that it is possible to distinguish between 
COVID-19 and other respiratory diseases use VOC 
measurements in breath. Further work within the project 
including envisioned pre-clinical studies will further elaborate 
on this topic. 

Beyond medical diagnosis, typical applications of ion 
mobility spectrometers are in the field of on-site analysis, in 
which highly sensitive and selectively low-concentration air 
components must be recorded. Compared to highly complex 
laboratory measurements, IMS based analysis devices offer 
enormous time and cost savings and can thus address 
completely new fields of application in the future, which 
include environmental analysis such as monitoring of ambient 
air. Typical substances are for example benzene and acetone 
for which concentrations in the ppm and down to the lower 
ppb range shall be detected. 

B. Ion Mobility Spectrometry (IMS)

IMS devices are commonly used to detect very low
concentrated compounds directly in air due to the relatively 
simple setup and the ability to detect volatile organic 
compounds (VOCs) in the lower ppb or even ppt range. 
Within the IMS, the gaseous VOCs are ionized (usually by 
chemical or UV ionization) and then separated within an 
electrical field at atmospheric pressure according to their 
characteristic ion mobility. Ions with a smaller cross section 
and higher charge have a higher mobility and are registered by 
an ion detector earlier than ions with low mobility. If this one-
dimensional separation is insufficient, IMS can be easily 

combined with mass spectrometers (IM-MS) or gas 
chromatographs (GC-IMS, MCC-MS). 

Besides this widely used time-of-flight IMS approach 
there is also an IMS technology called differential mobility 
spectrometry (DMS) or field asymmetric ion mobility 
spectrometry (FAIMS). FAIMS devices work at much higher 
voltages (above 10 kV/cm, compared to 200 V/cm in IMS), 
alternating between high and low field. Here, the ions are 
separated with respect to the distinct difference in mobility 
between high and low fields. More details are provided in the 
pertinent literature [9,10]. FAIMS devices are highly sensitive 
and allow a continuous measurement. Compared to IMS, 
FAIMS has less ion loss. Moreover, FAIMS can be 
miniaturized and can be produced with microsystem 
technology, which means it can be produced in large numbers 
at low prices. 

C. MEMS based IMS Sensor Module

Ion mobility spectrometers (IMS) use the substance-
specific mobility of ions in electrical fields in order to 
qualitatively and quantitatively detect different ions from an 
ion mixture. At the Fraunhofer IPMS, an ion mobility 
spectrometer that uses a FAIMS based filter approach has 
been designed and transferred into a first demonstrator. The 
aim is to irradiate a gas or air stream with a UV gas discharge 
lamp and to detect and quantify the components ionizable 
under these conditions. The used UV light sources emit at 10.0 
eV and 10.6 eV and are therefore suitable for ionization and 
thus the detection of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in 
air.  

In order to use IMS for applications currently not 
accessible for this technology like medical point-of-care 
diagnosis, hand-held systems are indispensable. Although 
very compact, those systems must provide a selective 
detection of low concentration analytes. In [11], a novel IMS 
filter element that also includes the ion detector has been 
presented that combines all those requirements. The special 
FAIMS approach is especially suited for MEMS 
miniaturization. In order to separate the different ion species 
in the filter from each other, large electric field strengths 
above 20 kV/cm are required according to [12]. Due to the 
electrode spacing in the two-digit µm range, only electrical 
voltages in the range of 100 V to 200 V are required for filter 
operation. With the aid of a superimposed compensation 
voltage, the filter can be adjusted, and the respective ion 
species can be detected. Compared to conventional time-of-
flight ion filters, the FAIMS filter technology allows greater 

Fig. 2. Concept of MEMS IMS filter chip 
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sensitivities due to the continuous measurements and enables 
a high degree of miniaturization. 

The concept and structure of the IMS MEMS component 
is shown in Fig. 2, a chip microphotograph can be seen in Fig. 
3. The main focus of the technological implementation was
the development of the deep etching process for structuring
the individual electrodes and the electrical contacting of the
individual electrodes.

The evidence of functionality of the processed device is 
shown in Fig. 4. Measurements with acetone at different 
concentrations in nitrogen as a carrier gas as depicted in Fig. 
4 show the basic functioning of the converted concept. The 
system is able to detect concentrations down to 130 ppb. 
Those early results now have to adopted to the medical use 
case and to real measurements of VOCs in human exhaled 
breath. 
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Abstract—One of the important measured vital signs in 
neonates is the body temperature. The traditional measurement 
uses adhesive pads, but medical staff are hindered by connectors 
attached to the infant. Remote infrared thermal imaging 
techniques provide a non-intrusive and safe method to measure 
body temperature. By means of the thermography technology, 
it is possible to monitor the variations and trends in the body 
temperature, which is more reliable, faster, less stressful than 
traditional methods. Measuring body temperature of a moving 
neonate remains a challenge. Moreover, factors like humidity, 
thermal lens forming through the incubator portholes, thermal 
noise from inside and outside the incubator, camera position 
and limited Field of View through the incubator portholes, etc. 
could disrupt a reliable measurement.  This study will focus on 
developing a technique that measures neonates’ body 
temperature accurately in an incubator. By eliminating 
unwanted external factors, continual measurement of a Region 
of Interest (ROI) become more feasible from which trends 
become available for the techniques like Artificial Intelligence, 
Machine Learning or Deep Learning. Moreover, this method 
reduces stress and discomfort for the infant. The outcome of this 
study is more accurate and the temperature profile of a 
geometric shapes or ROI over time provides a valuable input to 
the physicians or nurses to provide higher quality care.  

Keywords—Thermography technology, neonates, body 
temperature, infrared thermal imaging, incubator, temperature 
measurement. 

I. INTRODUCTION

Preterm or neonate is a baby born at fewer than 37 weeks 
About 15 million of the neonates (5%~18%) across 184 
countries born in premature condition [2]. These preterm 
babies can be divided into more sub-categories: moderately to 
late preterm (32-37 weeks), very preterm (28-32 weeks), and 
extremely preterm (<28 weeks). Preterm babies are more 
susceptible to diseases because their organs and immune 
system are not fully developed. Therefore, they are usually 
kept in an incubator. The skin regulates body temperature and 
has sensory preceptor and protects the body against UV 
radiation and pathogens. However, these functions are not 
fully developed for neonates. After birth and during the first 
year, the skin is very fragile and needs to develop these 
functions till it reaches maturity. For premature babies, this 
development starts from the 2nd or 3rd week after birth [3]. In 
most hospitals, skin sensors are used, but these may damage 
the fragile and sensitive skin of preterm neonates and increase 
the risk of infection [4, 5]. The removal of skin sensor also 
increases transepidermal water loss (TEWL) at the sensor 
location, which is correlated with damaged skin barrier 
function [6]. Another concern due to the thin corneum stratum 
is that the skin is highly permeable to topically applied agents, 

which if absorbed, can cause toxic systemic effects and lead 
to illness or even death [7]. Similarly, repeatedly applying 
disinfectant such as isopropyl alcohol to neonate skin can 
induce systemic intoxication and can cause severe 
haemorrhagic skin necrosis [8]. 
Body temperature of a neonate provides a much information 
on health of the baby (e.g. adverse condition) [9-11], hence an 
accurate thermal measurement would really benefit the baby. 
Current temperature measurements for the neonate are in 
rectum, axilla, ear, and forehead, with rectal and axillary 
thermal measurement frequently regarded as the golden 
standard [12–14]. However, these measurements are not ideal 
for the baby and could cause distress. Other disadvantages 
such as perforation of the rectum, infection/hygienic concern, 
and irritation also cause some concerns for rectal thermometer 
[15, 16]. For axillary thermometer, babies have to be in a 
certain position or handled in such a way in order to get 
accurate measurement. These measurements are not 
continuous. For continuous temperature measurement, a skin 
temperature a sensor is used, but these have the downside of 
skin damage and increasing infection risk. Our focus in this 
paper is to measure neonate’s body temperature by means of 
an infrared thermal imaging that are kept in an incubator.  

II. INCUBATOR ENVIRONMENT

A. Incubator Environment
Neonates mostly are kept in incubators, since their internal 
body temperature mechanisms are underdeveloped. It is 
crucial that neonates do not lose excessive heat or get too 
warm. In order to guard them against hypothermia or 
hyperthermia, they are often placed in an incubator. Different 
incubators like Giraffe Incubator Carestation, have features 
like air control mode, baby temperature control mode as main 
features, and humidity control, and oxygen level control as 
optional features to create an optimal. The environment is 
generally controlled by fan to circulate the air inside the 
incubator, servocontrol to control the heater, water dispenser 
for humidifying the incubator, and oxygen valve. Heat 
exchange between the environment and the neonate happens 
by convection of the air to the skin of the baby. Air 
temperature colder than the skin of the neonate would result 
in convective heat loss due to the velocity of the air flow. 
Higher velocity would mean higher heat transfer from the skin 
to the environment. However, this low air flow also does 
reduce the ability to warm hypothermic neonates as quickly as 
possible [17]. 
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III. THERMAL IMAGING

 A thermal camera can register the spatial and temporal 
variations in temperature receiving from an object and provide 
thermal information. The infrared spectrum is shown in Fig. 
1. However, thermal imaging technique usually detects long-
infrared radiation with a wavelength range from 9 to 14 μm to
create radiation images.

Human body emits significant radiations of wavelength in 
range 4 to 30 μm, with peak at 9 μm [18], which is suitable for 
the thermal imaging. Depending on the clinical questions a 
thermal camera can be used to measure temperature variations 
or differences for diagnostics purposes. An incubator is a 
controlled environment, and the thermal images of preterm 
infants are being affected by the incubator environment [1]. 
The hood of the incubator is generally made out of polymethyl 
methacrylate (PMMA) (also known as acrylic or plexiglass) 
or polycarbonate. Unfortunately, these materials are very poor 
for infrared wave transmission, so thermal radiation range 
cannot look through these materials [20]. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. Hardware and Software
In this research, a FLIR SC305 infrared camera connected

to a Pine RockPro64 Single Board Computer (SBC) have been 
used, see Fig. 2.  
The SBC specs are: a Rockchip RK3399 hexa-core System on 
Chip (SOC) as well as a quad-core Mali-T860MP4 with 4GB 
of dual-channel LPDDR4 system memory. The measurements 
are done with 9 Hz frame rate and a resolution of 320x240 
pixels. 
The infrared camera is linked with a dedicated software to 
capture thermal images. Through the software, live stream of 
the camera can be seen and analysed in real-time. 
Temperature of each pixel or region can be displayed and 
object parameter settings such as emissivity, distance, and 
more can be modified. Filters can also be applied to the image 
or video through this software 
The radiant energy emitted from object in the form of infrared 
wave is captured and measured by this infrared camera. 
Thereafter, by means of a certain formula(s) defined by the 
manufacturer the temperature of the object is being calculated 
after compensation of environment variables, such as 

atmospheric temperature, distance, humidity, etc. affecting the 
object radiance.  

B. Temperature Measurements Setup
Different temperature measurement setup can be

considered; 1- Placing the camera lens inside a tightly fitting 
gap through one of the port holes of the incubator, 2- Placing 
the camera above the hood at 90˚ angel, 3- Placing the camera 
in front of opening (port hole) of the incubator, 4- Placing the 
camera in the incubator. Each measurement setup has its own 
(dis-)advantages and it is able to avoid, or deal with radiation 
or thermal noise sources. In all possible setup scenario’s, the 
field of view of the infrared camera has to be clear as 
incubator’s Plexiglas hood is completely opaque to IR. In this 
study, measurement setup (3) has been chosen from the 
practical point of view and in consultation of the physicians 
and nurses who provide care to the neonates. Placing the 
Infrared camera in front of opening (port hole) and in some 
distance from of the incubator does not interfere with care 
providers’ daily work, which is of importance in life 
threatening situations.  
Using measurement setup (3); a generalized model of thermal 
measurement of neonate inside an incubator is shown in the 
Fig. 3, ref. [1].  

Fig.3. Thermal measurement of neonate inside incubator with an infrared 
camera [1]. 

The temperature measured by the camera is being influenced 
by 6 sources of radiation, namely: 1- Atmosphere temperature 
outside the incubator, 2- Atmosphere temperature inside the 
incubator, 3- Neonate’s actual body temperature, 4- Infrared 
window (An open port hole), 5- Reflections from ambient 
objects inside the incubator, and 6- Reflections of ambient 
objects outside the incubator.  
In case, the port hole of the incubator is being covered by an 
infrared transparent foil like polyehtylene (PE), the radiation 
sources 4 and 6 can be discarded.  
From the model shown in the Fig. 3, following equation can 
be written [1]: 
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where variables T, ɛ, δ and R are temperature, emissivity, 
transmittance, and reflectance respectively and subscripts as: 
obj = object measured, amb1 and amb2 as ambient object 

Fig. 1. Infrared region within electromagnetic spectrum [19].  

Fig.  2. FLIR SC305 infrared camera & Pine RockPro 64 (SBC). 
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inside and outside the incubator, atm1 and atm2 as atmosphere 
inside and outside incubator, and w as infrared window. 

C. Measurement Error
Different sources of measurement errors can contribute

and distort the actual neonate’s body temperature measured by 
the infrared camera. These errors could be caused by 
measurement setup, calibration error, and electronic path error 
of the device and detector noise of the IR camera. The errors 
from the measurement setup are coming from incorrect 
evaluation of object emissivity, ambient temperature, 
atmospheric temperature, relative atmospheric humidity, 
distance from camera to object, and atmospheric transmission 
and radiance [19].  
Based on the general model from Fig. 3 and experiments the 
total error budget for a thermal imaging measurement on 
neonates inside an incubator is modelled in (2): 
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where Terror is the total temperature error of the measurement, 
Tobj is the actual temperature of the object, ɛ is emissivity of 
the object, Tambient is the temperature of objects around the 
measured object, Tatmosphere is the atmospheric temperature, d 
is distance of object from camera, ω is relative humidity of 
the environment, Tn is thermal noise from the camera, Tl is 
thermal lens forming error at the port holes of the incubator, 
and Tc is the calibration and electronic path error with the 
constants derived from error simulation in Infrared 
Thermography: Errors and Uncertainties [19]. 

D. Contribution of Thermal Lens at the port holes
Due to experimental setup described in Fig. 3, the port

hole of the incubator is open and there is an exchange of hot 
air to cold air from inside of the incubator to the room. This 
flow or turbulence of hot and cold air with difference in 
refractive index did not form an invisible thermal convex of 
concave lens, mirage, or distorted temperature along the path 
of sight at the port hole as such affecting the temperature 
measurement by the infrared camera. This was investigated 
using Pyramidal implementation of the Lucas Kanade feature 
tracker scaling and Gunnar Farneback Optical Flow 
algorithms, [21] and [22], respectively with the following 
parameters; image scale=0.5, number of pyramid layers=10, 
averaging windows size=20, number of iterations for each 
pyramid level=10, size of the pixel neighbourhood used to 
find the polynomial expansion=10, standard deviation=5.0. 
To investigate the existence of the thermal lens forming at the 
port holes, the linear dependency of the angle and direction 
of the optical flow pixels are calculated by Pearson 
correlation coefficient (3). 
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where µA and σA are the mean and standard deviation of 
direction pixel matrix A, respectively, and µB and σB are the 

mean and standard deviation of direction pixel matrix B. The 
result of the function is a correlation coefficient matrix for 
each pairwise combination. 
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Since a variable is always correlated to itself, the diagonal 
entry of the matrix will always be 1.  
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Moreover, the movement of each pixel is shown in an angle 
grouped histogram to show which direction the pixels 
dominantly moving to investigate thermal lens forming,  
Fig. 4.  

Fig.  4. Histogram of optical flow pixel movement grouped by angle. 

The experiments on all port holes resulted in correlation 
coefficient well below 0.2, indicating that there is random or 
little pattern in the pixel movement on the video. The 
movement of the pixels are mostly caused by noise in the 
measurement. Based on the results, it is concluded that there 
is no evidence of air flow or turbulence in the porthole 
affecting the measurement of the infrared camera. The 
snapshot of processed video output in Fig. 5; right, shows 
visualized optical flow containing sequential angle. 
In other words, the angle and the magnitude of the optical 
flow pixels do not show linear dependency as such that 
thermal lens forming can be justified by the exchange of the 
hot air inside the incubator and the cold air from the room. 
From the error budget (2), most contribution of the 5 
environmental variables (e.g., emissivity, ambient, 
atmosphere temperature, distance, and humidity), is coming 
from the emissivity and ambient temperature. However, as 
the emissivity of human body is known, thus emissivity 
setting error is negligible, leaving ambient temperature as the 
major error contributor in (2). 

Fig.5. Left: A snapshot of the incubator port hole, right: random behavior of 
the dense optical flow (with different magnitudes and directions) showing no 

thermal lens forming at the port holes of the incubator. 
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E. Thermal Noise Compensation
In (2), the combination of errors contributing to the total

error budget is discussed; 1- Emissivity error, 2- ambient 
temperature error, 3- atmospheric temperature error, 4- 
distance error, 5- relative humidity error, 6- camera thermal 
noise; e.g. angle error, thermal lens forming error, and 
calibration and electronic path error). As discussed, 
contribution of some errors is much smaller compared to 
other errors, hence they could be neglected. The emissivity 
error has most contribution in total error budget. However, its 
contribution is constant up to 45° from the surface normal 
angle of observed object and it will increase in value when 
the angle is increased [23, 24]. As the diameter of incubator 
portholes varies from 15cm to 20cm, with the infrared camera 
1m to 2m away from the porthole, the viewing angle of the 
camera is below 45°, hence the emissivity setting can be set 
to 0.97-0.98 and the error can be neglected.  
Ambient temperature setting error has the second highest 
contribution in (2). Ambient temperature is used to 
compensate reflections coming from other objects around the 
measured object. In the practice, the reflection may come 
from the incubator walls, or walls and objects outside the 
incubator if the incubator cover is removed. The variability 
of the reflected object temperature is contributing the most to 
the temperature error. The experiments show that the 
difference between incubator wall temperature and room 
temperature may be as high as 10 °C. This amount of 
deviation in the setting will result in temperature error of 
around 0.7 °C.  
Atmospheric temperature error has a small contribution error 
in (2). In the practice, the room temperature where the baby 
and incubator are located, is relatively stable, which results in 
that the incubator air temperature will also be relatively 
stable. A change in the atmosphere temperature of 4 °C would 
only yield temperature error under 0.1 °C. So, the 
atmospheric temperature can be set to room temperature and 
the error can be neglected in the practice. 
The distance between the camera and baby is relatively the 
same (e.g. around 1 metre) for every measurement. The 
distance variation between 1m to 2 meters would yield an 
error below 0.01 °C. Hence, distance error is also considered 
negligible.  
For the relative humidity, nurse and doctors almost never use 
humidifier of the incubator, so the humidity inside the 
incubator will not change as such. This research was limited 
for the humidity up to 80%.  
The experiments showed, camera’s thermal noise causes 
fluctuation in the reading of the temperature along with 
humidity of environment. The total value is measured around 
±0.15 °C for our FLIR camera, which is random in nature. 
Since calibration error and electronic path error of the camera 
are part the hardware, this total error needs to be compensated 
as offset error compensation. This offset value can be 
determined using a Wahl ambient temperature blackbody and 
a pre-calibrated PT100 temperature sensor used inside an 
aluminium block to avoid temperature variations during 
different experiments.  
After elimination of error sources which do not have 
significant contribution in the total to be calculated 
temperature error, (2) can be simplified to (6): 
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Ambient temperature error will be compensated with the 
formula shown. The ambient temperature can be obtained by 
having a temperature sensor placed on the wall of the 
incubator. The compensation value then will be calculated 
with the formula. The camera thermal noise will be accepted 
as minimum noise value and considered in further process. 
The offset error is assumed to be a fix error and will be 
compensated in the pre-processing. 

F. Thermal Noise Compensation and Temperature Value
Calculation
The raw data from the FLIR camera is in 16-bit unsigned

integer format. The raw data value range is 0-65535 and the 
actual temperature range is -20 °C to 120 °C, which results in 
a resolution of 0.00214°C. FLIR SC305 infrared camera 
datasheet shows an accuracy of ±2 °C or 2% of the 
temperature reading of the camera. There are couple steps to 
calculate the temperature value from the raw data as shown in 

the flow chart in Fig. 6 to make the temperature reading more 
accurate.  
1- The formula used by FLIR software to calculate the
temperature data is owned by FLIR and not disclosed to the
public. By reversed engineering formula infrared camera’s
output is being converted to real temperature. However, the
temperature readings using reverse engineered formula has
been slightly different compared to the FLIR ResearchIR
software calculation. 2- By applying linear regression small
difference in reading is being compensated. 3- The offset error
introduced by drift in calibration in the camera is being
compensated by comparing the calculation result with a
measurement using PT100 temperature sensor. 4- By applying
reflection compensation measured by a sensor attached to the
incubator wall the final temperature reading is achieved with
an accuracy of ±0.01 °C.
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Abstract— A monitoring system to early detect adverse plant 

crowing conditions is developed as a first attempt, and 

laboratory samples are available. The hardware part of the 

system consists of a wireless sensor network to gather and 

transfer the data, a data gateway to collect data and bring it to 

the internet and a central server running an expert system. For 

practical use, the sensors are fabricated from materials that are 

biodegradable or inert with a minimum amount of metal and 

ceramic and allow for remaining them on the field when 

harvesting. The sensors detect temperature, soil moisture and, 

in the near future the leaf wetness and nitrate. Single-chip 

controllers which include radio communication interfaces are 

used on printed circuit boards made partly of conventional PCB 

material and of biodegradable substrate printing of the wiring 

and of the communication antennas. A biodegradable zinc-

manganese dioxide battery was applied for powering of the 

sensor nodes. The advance of the new forecast system is that the 

sensors are cheap and degradable which make it possible to 

monitor micro-climate on an even significantly higher dense 

scale at lower effort and low price by the professionals. This 

allows for site-specific treatment, and thus makes it possible to 

lower the plant protection agents application even more within 

the field scale. 

Keywords—smart farming, plant monitoring, biodegradable 

electronics 

I. MOTIVATION

To ensure the food and nutritional security with respect to 
the natural resource will be one of the major challenges of a 
global nature. With the view on the necessary high yield in 
crop, vegetables and fruit production, very effective protection 
measures based on plant protection products need to be 
applied in order to keep the loss by pests and plant diseases 
low enough.  

Smart Farming (or precision agriculture) plays an 
important role in the development by increasing the yield of 
crop production in respect to feeding the world and for 
reducing of the pollution by residuals of pesticides and of 
fertilizers as well as by increasing the attractivity of farm work 
for highly skilled and educated people. The Food and 
Agricultural Organization of the UN (FAO) predicts that the 
global population will reach 8 billion people in 2025 and 9.6 
billion people by 2050. In order to keep pace, food production 
must increase by 70% by 2050. It is one of the most promising 
ways to solve this challenge by combining sensing 
technology, data processing, communication and telematics. 

II. INTRODUCTION

A highly sophisticated real-time system for the detection 
of arising infections and for determining and of the right time 
for treatments, which is based on micro climate data 
measurement in combination with a model based expert 
system is expected to be an optimum control (Fig.1). The 
reported research contributes to increase the effectivity of 
plant protection by close-meshed observation and collection 
of plant disease related data and by enhanced derivation of 
measures for plant protection by model based forecast. 

Micro-climate data combined with disease prediction 
models serve as an indicating technology to identify the 
conditions of high infection risk and serve as an early warning 
system. Since the sensors are configured in a network, local 
micro-climate differences are measurable. Thus, the 
prediction can be more accurate than the currently used 
predictions which are based on weather monitoring and have 
a coarse weather forecast in terms of location. Such kind of 
systems will contribute to a lower amount of plant protection 
agents by using of disease forecast modelling in combination 
with sensors which early detect the infection risk by micro-
climate condition measurements with high local resolution. 
Moreover, it can be used to control the irrigation and the 
fertilization regime. For practical use, the sensors will be 
compostable and allow for remaining them on the field when 
harvesting. One of the important technical features is to 
develop the sensors using biodegradable material with a 
minimum amount of metal and ceramic. 

Following this path, sensor nodes with low fabrication cost 
need to be developed in order to enable this cost-sensitive 
application. Conventional fabrication technologies do not 
allow for it. New materials and new schemes need to be 
applied for the fabrication of the sensor nodes, e.g. roll-to-roll 
based fabrication. A further point comes into view for farming 
applications: Lost sensor nodes shall not pollute the soil as 
electronic waste. The sensor nodes need to consist of 
biodegradable materials as far as it is possible and shall be 
compostable. The application of biodegradable materials as 
carrier of the electronic components, as substrate for the 
antenna, as housing material, and as covering material for the 
battery is recommended.  

III. STATE OF THE ART

Sensors for professional applications in many areas of the 
industry and in the food production are still more costly than 
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the applications would economically allow. The cost of 
currently available sensors e.g. the state of the art pH-sensors 
and sensor systems for irrigation measurement is in the range 
from 300 € till 1500 €. Beside of the direct cost for the sensors, 
the effort required to place the sensors in the field and to 
recover them at harvest is a crucial point for market 
acceptance. The cost of installation, operation and especially 
of de-installation (because state of the art sensors are not 
environmentally friendly degradable) are not accepted in 
numerous use-cases so far, and the market is often too small 
as a consequence. Moreover, the density of the sensors within 
a sensor network at the field need to be sufficiently high for 
monitoring of the plant growing conditions aiming to 
derivation of treatments and of plant protection measures, so 
that a price of more than 15 € per sensor node is hardly 
accepted by the professionals.  

In the agriculture application field, all sensor systems need 
to be collected manually from the field or garden at the end of 
the planting season. As far as the authors know, fully 
compostable and low cost sensors are not available up to now. 
The low technology readiness level of the suitable materials 
and technologies for fabricating compostable sensor 
components like antennas, PCBs, batteries and housing as 
well as assembly technologies to achieve complete sensor 
systems are the reasons. An upcoming and most familiar 
material is paper from plant-derived cellulose. It is the 
cheapest substrate material and enables large-area printing of 
“use-and-throw” devices. First approaches to biodegradable 
sensors have been proposed by different research groups. 
Biodegradable substrate material based on silk fibroine was 
introduced by Irimia-Vladu [1]. A totally degradable 
electronics approach was shown by Ting Lei et al. [2] and by 
Veig et al. [3] recently. A first attempt that is not really 
biodegradable was shown by Vehmas and Smolander [4] 
(VTT, Espoo, Finland) with an “Interactive biodegradable 
flower pot” utilizing biodegradable materials and a variety of 
sensors with roll-to-roll printed electronics. Organic 
conductors and organic FETs have been printed on paper by 

different groups which are published [5, 6]. Wall paper 
substrates have been demonstrated for flexible mass-printed 
organic photovoltaic cells using roll-to-roll printing 
technologies [7]. Beside paper, silk-based films, starch or 
polyactic acid (PLA) can be used. A foil named Ecoflex 
(BASF SE, Ludwigshafen, Germany) produced by potato, 
corn starch and PLA is an example. The foil degrades in 
compost in some months without leaving remarkable residue. 

In the field of biodegradable and printed sensors, a 
growing number of publications were made. A biodegradable 
temperature sensor was presented by a group around G. 
Salvatore from ETH Zurich [8]. For monitoring the water 
quality a group of the university Bath (England) developed a 
biodegradable sensor printed on paper [9].  

For a sufficient energy supply of the sensor systems and to 
ensure the data transmission, degradable and sufficiently 
miniaturized energy sources are necessary. A paper-based but 
not degradable battery was presented by Plan  [10] and by TH 
Nguyen et al. [11]. The group around Yin L reported a 
biodegradable primary battery, which uses biodegradable 
metal foils and polyanhydride packages [12]. A first probably 
commercially available fully degradable primary battery was 
introduced by Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corp. (NTT). 
The prototype achieves a voltage of 1.1V at 1.91mA / cm² 
(Japan Today, March 20th 2018, “Naturally-degradable” dry 
battery does not harm environment). To combine harmless 
degradable battery materials with mass printing technologies 
is the challenge. 

Xu et al. reported a degradable antenna with water-soluble 
conductive films [13]. A printed Zn-based magnetic loop 
antenna for near-field communication was shown by Y.K. Lee 
and its group [14]. Moreover, in most cases only basic 
components were demonstrated. A widely biodegradable 
sensor node which includes all wireless sensor components 
(substrate, µC, sensors, antenna, power supply and housing) 
does not exist at the moment as far as the authors know.  

Fig. 1. Application scenario of a plant monitoring system using wireless sensor nodes. The sensor nodes of the 1st generation are partly made of 

conventional electronics materials. The sensor nodes of the 2nd generation is made of compostable or inert materials. 
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IV. CONFIGURATION OF THE MONITORING SYSTEM AND OF 

THE SENSOR NODES 

The presented monitoring systems (Fig. 1) consist of 
multiple sensor nodes for distribution in the field (2 ... 5 per 
hectare) that measure the crowing conditions at the field with 
a relatively dense local resolution. The temperature and the 
soil moisture (matrix potential) is currently detected. Next 
generation sensor nodes will include the distribution of the soil 
moisture as a profile and the leaf wetness. A sensor for nitrate 
is also under development. The data is transmitted to a data 
gateway in the field that is connected to the internet by GSM 
or to a local data network by LoRa. A direct connection to a 
laptop computer for test purposes is possible as well. 

The sensor nodes (Fig. 2) contain a micro controller with 
radio transmitting module for reading out the sensors and for 
the data transfer to the data gateway.  Two different versions 
with a transmission frequency of 868 MHz (PMA 7110, 
Infineon) and of 2.4 GHz (BlueNRG-2, STMicroelectronics) 
respectively are developed in order to support practical tests 
in the field targeting to evaluate the data transmission 
reliability under real conditions including shooting up plant 
like corn or Miscanthus. It is expected that wet leafs will 
substantially reduce the signal strength at the receiver by 
absorption of the radio waves. 

Single-chip controllers which include radio 
communication interfaces are used on printed circuit boards 
made partly of conventional PCB material and of cellulose 
substrate for the wiring to the battery and to the soil moisture 
sensor. Following components of the sensors nodes are made 
of environmental friendly materials with low or negligible 
negative influence on the soil: 

• primary battery

• antenna and antenna feed line

• electric wiring

• soil moisture sensor

• housing.
The electronics of the sensor nodes are electrically

powered by a printed zinc-manganese dioxide primary battery 
(4.5V, 80 mAh). PET foil is used for substrate currently. The 
substitution of the PET by cellulose based substrates is 
possible in general.  

The antennas are fabricated by ink jet printing on a PET 
substrate (Fig. 3). An asymmetric folded dipole antenna is 
used in case of the 2.4 GHz system (Fig. 3). The feed line and 
matching structure are printed beside the radiating elements. 
Since the antenna printing and the printing of the wiring 
structure are basically roll-to-roll processes, the cost is 
extremely low in comparison to conventional PCB fabrication 
technology.  

V. SOIL MOISTURE SENSOR

Matrix potential sensors are primarily used to determine 
the suction tension in the soil. The suction tension indicates 
how great the holding force of the water in the ground is, and 
it is usually given in millibar or hectopascal. Plants have to 
overcome the holding power of water in order to draw water 
from the soil. Matrix potential sensors are inexpensive and 
sufficiently accurate for control applications in plant irrigation 
and for this target application superior to tensiometers, which 
are more accurate but also much more expensive to purchase. 
The measuring effect is based on the fact that the liquid 
content of a porous medium influences the electrical 
conductivity of this medium if the liquid has a defined specific 
conductivity. A test body made of a porous material (matrix 
material) is used as probe (Fig. 4). The probe has a hydraulic 
connection to the surrounding medium, and an equilibrium of 
the suction tensions is achieved after a time that depends on 
the respective circumstances (contact surface, material for 
separating the test specimen and the soil, suction tension of 
the test specimen and the soil). The liquid in the soil moves 
into the probe as long as the suction tension of the probe is 
greater than that of the soil. In contrast, liquid moves out of 
the probe into the soil as long as the suction tension of the soil 
is greater than that of the probe. The conductivity of the liquid 
in the probe is defined by using calcium sulfate. The 
conductivity of the matrix material changes with increasing 
water content in the matrix material of the probe and thus 
forms a relationship between conductivity and suction tension. 
The electrical conductivity is determined by means of an 
electronic circuit controlled by a microcontroller.  

Fig. 3: Antenna pattern printed on paper based substrate in a roll-to-

roll process 

Fig. 4. Interaction of liquid of the soil to the matrix material of the 
probe 

Fig. 2. Photo image of a sample of the sensor node. The upper part of 

the housing is removed by composite photograph. 
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The measurement is carried out in the matrix material on 
electrodes made of a conductive polymer material using a 
four-wire measurement. An AC voltage signal is applied to 
the control lines of the measuring fields, which consists of 
short pulse groups (e.g. 5 ms, 10 s pause). This minimizes the 
power consumption considerably and allows the use as an 
independent sensor node.  

VI. TEST RESULTS

A test for estimating the battery life time and the maximum 
number of data transfer cycles was conducted with a 
comparably high data transfer cycle rate of 90 s/cycle in order 
to finish such kind test in a acceptably test time. Fig. 5 shows 
a result of discharging of the battery by the transmission 
cycles for the sensor node based on the controller PMA7110. 
One can conclude that at least 15000 data transmission cycles 
are achieved. It corresponds to a life time of 625 days with one 
data transmission per hour from the power consumption view 
point assuming no self-drain of the battery. 

Table 1: Part of a data set from two sensor based on the controller BlueNRG-
2. It reflects the received signal at the data gateway. 

The test of the soil moisture sensor has been carried out in 
a residual soil with a medium humus content with a 
conventional tensiometer (Irrometer-LT, Irrometer Company, 

Inc.) used as reference gauge and different containers with a 
different moisture level.  

From the test values (Fig. 6) one can conclude that the 

sensor is detecting the matrix potential. The time constant is 

approximately two hours due to the limited diffusion of the 

water from the soil into the matrix material. 

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND OPEN QUESTIONS

The reported results show a first attempt to a wireless 
sensor node for application in agriculture that is partly made 
by printing technology and using compostable materials for 
the parts of the electronic component carrier, battery, antenna 
and soil moisture sensor. It is a base line for ongoing research 
in this field towards sensor nodes including further sensors for 
leaf wetness and nitrate. It is expected that such sensors open 
the way for smart agriculture and precision treatment of 
agrarian areas with irrigation, fertilization and plant 
protection. The reliability and durability in wet environment, 
the stability of the printed batteries, the reliability of the data 
transfer and the economic benefit of the practical use of such 
monitoring systems are the most important open questions that 
need to be answered by ongoing projects.    
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Abstract—In this study, a micro electro mechanical system
(MEMS) thermal actuator using an electrochemically deposited
thick Al is reported for the first time. Due to the fine columnar
shape of the grain, the electrical resistivity of the Al film was
as high as 100–150 nΩ/m, which is an order of magnitude
higher than the bulk value. Such a high resistivity benefits to
facilitate the Joule heating during the operation of the thermal
actuator. Meanwhile, the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE)
of the electrochemically deposited Al film was experimentally
evaluated to be 20–27 ppm/K, which is consistent with the
previous reports. With such a large CTE, the material has a
potential to enhance the working displacement and force of a
thermal actuator. The suspended structure was fabricated using a
tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
SiO2 as a sacrificial layer. The tip displacement of the fabricated
v-shape thermal actuator was around 10 µm at 3 V actuation
voltage. The demonstration can open up a new class of MEMS
thermal actuator using electroplated Al films as the structural
material.

Keywords—MEMS, aluminum, electrochemical deposition,
thermal actuator.

I. INTRODUCTION

Micro electro mechanical system (MEMS) devices often
offer superior performance in comparison to the bulk coun-
terparts with lower power consumption, lower cost, smaller
size and compatibility for integration with complimentary
metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) chips. In addition, the
widespread of MEMS is also supported by the continuous
rapid miniaturization in recent decades. Among the important
aspects of MEMS design is the selection of actuation method.
In particular, to pave the way for MEMS actuators to replace
the bulk counterparts, large force and long working displace-
ment are demanded.

Piezoelectric, electromagnetic and thermal actuation mech-
anisms have been extensively studied to achieve such require-
ments for MEMS actuators [1]. The piezoelectric actuators are
able to generate the large force, however, they require a special
material which often possess extra fabrication challenges and
poor stability. Furthermore, some piezoelectric materials such
as lead zirconate titanate (PZT) has an environmental issues.
Meanwhile, the electromagnetic actuators also require special
material to be embedded inside the MEMS structure or huge
external magnets to operate. In contrary, the thermal actuators
hold a promise for an extremely large force generation using
only conventional materials. The actuation mechanism is also
quite simple, only based on the thermal expansion, in which
the structural material is heated up by the Joule heating. The
large actuation force can be converted to the driving amplitude
by applying lever-amplification mechanisms.

The first generation of thermal actuators were fabricated
by the thin film deposition of polycrystalline silicon (polysil-
icon) [2]. The utilization of polysilicon gave a good compat-
ibility for integration with on-chip electronics. However, such
a polysilicon layer is brittle and can only be deposited up to
the thickness of a few µm. Such limitations in turn limited the
work output of the actuator. As an alternative, single-crystalline
Si thermal actuators have been proposed [3].

Another class of thermal actuators have been developed
using metals as their structural materials [4]. Such metallic
thermal actuators usually have a larger coefficient of thermal
expansion (CTE) compared to the Si counterparts, and thus
they can undergo larger deformations for a given temperature
difference. In other words, the metallic thermal actuator can
generate the same amplitude at a lower temperature compared
to those made by the Si. This also results in a lower power
consumption of the system. The utilization of Cu and Ni have
been reported for thermal actuator [4]. Both materials were
deposited by electroplating process to form a relatively thick
layer with molded selective deposition.

Among metallic materials, Al is known to have a superior
CTE. However, the utilization of Al as a structural material
for thermal actuator has been hindered by the challenge to
deposit a relatively thick Al film. To tackle such an issue, a
microstructuring process of relatively thick Al film by molded
electroplating has been investigated [5]. The electroplated Al
has also demonstrated a superior CTE in comparison to many
other materials [6].

In the previous studies, Au seed layer has been used [5],
[6]. However, the combination of Au and Al easily forms
an intermetallic compound which often causes the degra-
dation of mechanical and electrical properties, in particular
at elevated temperatures [7]. To avoid such an issue, Pt is
used instead of Au as the seed layer for Al electroplating
in this study to avoid the unwanted intermetallic formation.
A 2-chloronicotinyl chloride additive has been proposed to
introduce a better surface uniformity [8]. Furthermore, the
influence of the additive to the CTE is also studied. Finally,
a MEMS thermal actuator made of the electroplated Al is
fabricated and evaluated for the first time.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

A. Electrochemical deposition condition

For the evaluation of material properties, the Al film was
electrochemically deposited on a blanket substrate with either
sputtered Au or Pt seed layer on a Si substrate. The electroplat-
ing is performed from a commercially available chloroalumi-
nate ionic liquid AlCl3–1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride
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([EMIm]Cl) electrolyte with 3:2 concentration ratio (EP-0001,
IoLiTec GmbH, Germany). The process was carried out using
a 2-electrodes system with a 99.9% Al plate as the counter
electrode inside a glovebox under a continuous flow of dry
N2. A direct current was applied for 60 min for the electro-
plating process. To evaluate the influence of the additive, the
electroplating of Al with the presence and absence of the 2-
chloronicotinyl chloride additive with a 0.5 g/L concentration
was compared.

B. Evaluation of material properties

The microstructure of the electroplated Al films was ob-
served by the electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD, JSM-
7100F, JEOL Ltd., Japan) spectroscope and the transmission
electron microscope (TEM, JEM-2100F, JEOL Ltd., Japan). In
addition, an electrical resistivity evaluation was also performed
using a 4-point probe system (K-705RS, Kyowa Riken Co.,
Ltd., Japan) to verify the related property.

The CTE of the deposits were evaluated through the change
of the internal stress difference between the deposit and the
substrate due to CTE mismatch at elevated temperatures. The
internal stress was evaluated by measuring the curvature radius
of the Si substrate with deposited Al film on it in accordance
to Stoney’s formula [9]. The film-substrate combination is bent
at a certain magnitude due to the existence of internal residual
stress. The residual stress, σ, of the film is formulated as

σ =
Est

2
s

6(1 − νs)rtf
, (1)

where r, Es, νs and ts are the radius of curvature of the film-
substrate combination, the elastic modulus, the Poisson’s ratio
and the thickness of the Si substrate, respectively. Es and νs of
Si are 168 GPa and 0.34, respectively [10], [11]. The substrate
thickness, ts, was 400 µm.

The curvature radius was characterized by a white light
interferometer (MSA-500, Polytec GmbH, Germany). The
measurement of the deflection profiles of the substrate were
performed at constant temperatures ranging from 20 to 50◦C.
The CTE difference, ∆α corresponds to the internal stress
difference caused by CTE mismatch, ∆σ as

∆α =
∆σ(1 − νf)

Ef∆T
, (2)

where νf , Ef and ∆T are the poisson’s ratio, elastic modulus
of the film and the temperature difference from the reference
state. The poisson’s ratio of the film is assumed to be similar
to the bulk Al, i.e. νf = 0.34 [12].

C. MEMS thermal actuator

The fabrication process flow of the v-shape linear type
MEMS thermal actuator is illustrated in Fig. 1. The design
parameters are listed in Table I. First, a SiO2 sacrificial layer of
1 µm thickness was deposited on a Si substrate by a tetraethyl
orthosilicate (TEOS) chemical vapor deposition (CVD) method
as illustrated in Fig. 1 (a). Then the SiO2 sacrificial layer was
patterned to open some areas for the anchors of the thermal

SiO2

Anchor

Al

a

b

c

d

e

f

Seed layer

Fig. 1. Fabrication process of the v-shape linear thermal actuator. (a)
Sacrificial layer deposition. (b) Anchor opening. (c) Seed layer deposition.
(d) Al thermal actuator electroplating. (e) Seed layer removal. (f) Structure
release by sacrificial layer removal.

TABLE I. DESIGN PARAMETERS OF THE MEMS V-SHAPE LINEAR
THERMAL ACTUATOR.

Parameter Value
Arm length 2300 µm
Arm width 135 µm
Thickness 15 µm
Arm angle 5 deg

actuator as shown in Fig. 1 (b). Next, a layer of Ti/Pt with
the thickness of 20/180 nm was deposited by a magnetron
sputtering on the Si substrate as shown in Fig. 1 (c). The Ti
and Pt layers act as an adhesion promotion layer and a seed
layer for electrochemical deposition, respectively.

The Al electrochemical deposition process was then per-
formed with additive inclusion in a similar manner to the
previous section with around 15 µm thickness on the substrate.
The electrochemically deposited thermal actuator structure
is illustrated in Fig. 1 (d). The Ti/Pt seed layer was then
selectively removed, keeping some areas near the anchors as
wire bonding pads as shown in Fig. 1 (e). Finally, the thermal
actuator structure was released by removing the SiO2 sacrificial
layer using a vapor hydrofluoric acid (VHF) as illustrated in
Fig. 1 (f).

The fabricated structure was observed using a scanning
electron microscope (SU-70, Hitachi Ltd., Japan). The actu-
ation of the fabricated MEMS thermal actuator was evaluated
using an optical microscope (DM4000M, Leica Camera AG,
Germany) and an infrared thermograph (TVS-8500, Nippon
Avionics Co. Ltd., Japan).
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5 μm 1 μm 1 μm

a b c

Fig. 2. (a) EBSD inverse polar figure map of the electrochemically deposited
blanket Al film on Au seed layer without additive inclusion. TEM images of
the electroplated Al films on (b) Au and (c) Pt seed layers with the additive
inclusion.

TABLE II. GRAIN SIZE OF AL FILMS DEPOSITED FROM ELECTROLYTE
WITHOUT AND WITH ADDITIVE INCLUSION ON DIFFERENT SEED LAYERS.

Grain size
Sample Method In-plane Out-of-plane Note
On Au w/o additive EBSD, 1–3 µm 4–7 µm Near surface

TEM 50 nm 2 µm Near substrate
On Au w/ additive TEM 50–80 nm 2–4 µm Uniform
On Pt w/ additive TEM 50–80 nm 2–4 µm Uniform

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Material properties

Fig. 2 shows the microstructural observation results of
the electroplated Al films. The obtained microstructural char-
acteristics of the deposits are summarized in Table II. All
the deposit exhibited a columnar grain structure with the
dimension in the out-of-plane direction significantly larger in
comparison to the in-plane counterpart, which is typical for
electroplated films [6]. The growth of grain size in the out-of-
plane direction was observed in the film deposited without
additive inclusion. A significant grain refinement was also
observed by the inclusion of the 2-chloronicotinyl chloride
additive. However, there was no clear microstructural alteration
by the variation of seed layer.

Fig. 3 shows the electrical resistivity of the deposited films
as well as their comparison with the bulk and sputtered thin
film. In general, the electroplated films have higher resistivity
in comparison to the bulk and sputter-deposited film. Such an
effect can be partially attributed to the inclusion of micro-
voids as typically exist in the electroplated films [6]. In
addition, the films deposited with the additive inclusion showed
a significantly higher magnitude of the electrical resistivity,
irrespective to the seed layer material. The significant increase
can be attributed to the grain boundary electron scattering
which occurs in a higher frequency in structures with finer
grain size [13], which was observed particularly in the in-
plane direction of the deposited films. Such a high electrical
resistivity has a potential to enhance the Joule heating of the
material in the thermal actuator.

The CTE of the deposited films as well as the other con-
ventional materials which are often used for thermal actuator
are summarized in Fig. 4 [14]. These values are consistent with
the measured values of the thermally evaporated Al thin film
which was in the range of 18–30 ppm/K [15]. The CTE of Al
is higher in comparison to the other materials, which marks
its potential as a thermal actuator.
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Fig. 3. Electrical resistivity of the electrochemically deposited Al films in
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B. MEMS thermal actuator

The scanning electron micrograph of the thermal actuator
before the sacrificial layer etching process is shown in Fig. 5.
The MEMS thermal actuator was successfully fabricated using
an electrochemically deposited Al film. The fabricated thermal
actuator was actuated by applying a direct current (DC)
actuation voltage. The power consumption at 1 V actuation
voltage was measured to be 472 mW. The tip displacement
was measured by an optical microscope. Fig. 6 shows the tem-
perature distribution on the actuated structure observed by an
infrared thermograph at 2 V actuation voltage. The maximum
temperature elevation in the device was approximately 40◦C at
2 V actuation voltage, which yielded a 5.6 µm displacement.
Fig. 7 shows the relationship between the driving voltage,
the maximum temperature elevation and the corresponding tip
displacement. The maximum displacement of approximately
10 µm was obtained at 3 V actuation. At such a magnitude
of actuation, the temperature of the structure was over the
measurement limit.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this study, an electrochemically deposited Al thick film
was demonstrated as a structural material for MEMS thermal
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500 μm

Electroplated Al

thermal actuator

Wire bonding

pad
Sacrificial SiO2

Fig. 5. Scanning electron micrograph of the pre-released thermal actuator
structure.

500 μm

16.6°C 62.3°C

Movement

direction

Fig. 6. Thermograph of the thermal actuator with 2 V actuation voltage.

actuator for the first time. The electrochemically deposited
films, particularly those deposited with 2-chloronicotinyl chlo-
ride additive inclusion, exhibited a high electrical resistivity of
around 100–150 nΩ/m. Such a high electrical resistivity can
be partially attributed to the grain size refining and benefits to
facilitate the Joule heating during the operation of the thermal
actuator. In addition, the electroplated Al film has a superior
CTE compared to the other conventional structural materials
for MEMS thermal actuator. The CTEs of the electroplated
Al films were experimentally evaluated to be 20–27 ppm/K.
A v-shape linear MEMS thermal actuator was designed and
a successful fabrication process was demonstrated. A TEOS
CVD SiO2 was used as a sacrificial layer to realize the sus-
pended structure. The displacement of the fabricated thermal
actuator was as high as 10 µm at a 3 V actuation voltage.
The demonstration can open up a new class of MEMS thermal
actuators using electroplated Al films as the structural material.
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Abstract—An important step towards the commercialization 

of quantum technology is the miniaturization of nowadays 

tabletop setups. The Hanbury Brown-Twiss (HBT) 

configuration is an important building block in many quantum 

optics experiments. Within this contribution, we present and 

compare different concepts for realizing a miniaturized, fiber-

coupled HBT configuration, which will be robust and 

adjustment free. The design process is based on ray tracing 

simulations, with the aim of finding the best compromise 

regarding the level of miniaturization and detection efficiency. 

As an application example, the detection of the luminescence of 

two different charge states of nitrogen vacancy (NV) centers in 

diamond is used. For this reason, in contrast to the actual HBT 

experiment, a dichroic beam splitter is used. 

Keywords—Ray tracing, optical simulation, micro-optical 

setup, quantum technology, Hanbury Brown-Twiss (HBT) 

configuration, correlation experiment 

I. INTRODUCTION

The field of quantum technologies is rapidly growing, 
evolving and becoming increasingly application oriented 
[1][2]. Technical solutions based on quantum communication 
or quantum sensing and metrology will reach market maturity 
in the near future. The availability of miniaturized versions of 

nowadays tabletop setups is a crucial step for 
commercializing these technologies. 

An important building block in many quantum optics 
experiments is the Hanbury Brown-Twiss (HBT) 
configuration [3][4], which was originally proposed to 
determine the correlation function of photons of astronomical 
objects, from which in turn their size can be deduced. The 
experimental arrangement usually consists of a beam splitter 
and two highly sensitive photodetectors, for instance 
avalanche photodiodes (APD). Optionally, polarizing beam 
splitters can be utilized in combination with waveplates. 
Typical application examples are the characterization of 
single photon sources [5] or the usage as building block of 
the receiver part in quantum cryptography [6]. By introducing 
a dichroic beamsplitter the HBT configuration can be utilized 
for sensing schemes based on the luminescence ratio of 
different states of a quantum system. One example is the 
electron-induced conversion of negatively charged to neutral 
nitrogen vacancy (NV) centers in diamond, based on which 
the dynamics of these color centers can be studied in more 
depth [7].  Furthermore, the authors of this article emphasize 
that the technique presented therein is in principle also 
applicable to the characterization of other complex solid-state 
emitter systems. 

Fig. 1 Side view of the optical models for the concepts under investigation: (a) 3d-printed housing, (b) TO-socket package and (c) SMD package. The 
beam paths (red dashed arrows) as well as the detectors (red lines) were drawn in to improve understanding. All drawings are rotated so that the fiber 

holder (FH) is at the bottom. From the fiber the beam propagates through a long pass filter (F1), for removing the excitation light, and gets split on a 

dichroic beamsplitter (F2). In case of the SMD package, the beamsplitter layer system is directly coated onto the detectors surface. Subsequently, follow 
additional band pass filters (F3, F4) for suppressing undesired light further before the beam hits the detector (D). These filters are optional in case of the 

TO-socket package and not applicable to the SMD package. In case of the 3d-printed housing lenses (L) are used to focus the light onto the detectors. 

Further on, for this concept a fiber collimator comes into operation in spite of the other two concepts where the fiber is mounted directly onto the optical 

components via a silicon chip. 
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A group of researches has succeeded in developing a fully 
integrated photonic circuit built on a GaAs chip to mimic the 
HBT experiment [8]. This extremely miniaturized 
arrangement represents a useful building block for quantum 
computing based on integrated optical circuits. However, it 
must be operated in a cryostat and can be linked to classical 
optical systems only to a limited extent. Further examples of 
literature on the miniaturization of the HBT configuration are 
not known to the authors. 

Within this contribution, we present three different 
concepts for the realization of a miniaturized, fiber-coupled 
HBT setup, which is robust and adjustment free. As an 
application example, the detection of the luminescence light 
of NV centers in diamond is used here. The designs are results 
of optical simulations, with the aim of finding the best 
compromise between detection efficiency and 
miniaturization level. One of the concepts is based on a 3d-
printed housing while the other two, more compact versions 
can be realized by applying micro-assembly technologies and 
silicon wafer processing techniques (compare Fig. 1). 

II. METHODS AND INVESTIGATED CONCEPTS

For the design process ray tracing simulations have been 
performed, utilizing OpticsStudio 18.4.1 (Zemax, United 
States) in its non-sequential mode. In all simulations 
performed, the settings “Scatter NSC rays”, “Use 
polarization” and “Split NSC rays” were active. Further on, 
the setting “Minimum rel. Ray Intensity”, the termination 
criterion for the tracking of a ray, was set to 1E-4 and “Ignore 
Errors” was switched on. All detectors are set in such a way 
that only rays incident from the front side can be detected to 
avoid physically not meaningful results. The three 
wavelengths 530 nm, 610 nm and 710 nm were used for the 
simulations, whereby 1E5 rays per wavelength have been 
launched. The wavelengths 610 nm and 710 nm represent the 
maxima in the difference emission spectrum of the NV color 
centers in the neutral (NV0) and negatively (NV-) charged 
state, respectively. (compare [7]). In addition, rays at the 
excitation wavelength of 530 nm were used in order to check 
the suppression efficiency of the longpass filter. Since all rays 
of this wavelength have been successfully blocked by this 
filter these results are not presented in detail here. All filters 
used for the simulations are commercially available and data 
provided by the producer (Semrock, United States) were 
implemented into the coating database for modeling their 
angular dependency realistically. For modelling the inside 
walls of the 3d-printed housing a simple Lambertian 
reflectance model was utilized. 

Sketches of the different concepts under investigation are 
presented in Fig. 1. All designs are made to use an optical fiber 
to guide the light to be detected. In case of the 3d-printed 
housing a fiber collimator is intended for coupling the fiber. 
For the more compact designs such components would be too 
bulky. Hence, an in-house developed fiber mounting 
technique, the so-called fiber chip package, is introduced [9]. 
Therefore, a stripped and cleaved fiber is inserted into a silicon 
etching hole and glued therein. The silicon chip can then be 
positioned and fixed directly on the optical components with 
high precision. This technique enables a firm and adjustment 
free connection to the miniaturized setup. In addition, if 
collimation is needed, the fiber can be equipped with micro-
optics. 

The first investigated concept is based on a 3d printed 
housing (Fig. 1a). This offers the freedom of a modular 
assembly by introducing exchangeable mounts for the 
necessary optical components. The filter holder contains, in 
analogy to commercial filter blocks, slots for four different 
filters: input, beamsplitter and output for the two beam paths. 
For removing the excitation light a longpass filter (F1), whose 
edge wavelength is 542 nm, is introduced into the input slot. 
For splitting the light spectrally, a 45 ° dichroic beamsplitter 
(F2), separating at 649 nm comes into operation. Further 
suppression of light at undesired wavelengths in the two beam 
paths is realized by two bandpass filters (F3 and F4) in the 
output slots, whose center wavelengths are 708 nm and 
607 nm, respectively. The spectral widths are 75 nm for F3 and 
70 nm for F4. Besides incorporating the necessary filters, this 

option offers the opportunity of introducing lenses (L) for 
focusing the filtered light onto the detectors (D). The actual 
design with quadratic photodiodes of 3 mm edge length could 
be used also without lenses. But there is still an improvement 
due to the additional focusing and the lenses become crucial 
in case that the photodiode will be replaced by an APD, which 
has usually a much smaller active area. For the simulations 
commercially available plano-convex lenses (Thorlabs, 
United States) with a diameter of 6 mm and a focal length of 
10 mm have been used. Their anti-reflective coating is 
optimized for the respective beam path. In the drawing, the 
lens and filter holders can be recognized due to the white 
outline. 

Fig. 2 Top: Main parts of the 3d-printed housing (outer housing, lens 
holders and filter cube). Bottom: Assembled housing with filter collimator 

and photodiode PCBs. 
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A more compact solution offers the concept for the TO-
socket (Fig. 1b). The core element of this design builds a 
customized dichroic beamsplitter cube (2 mm edge length) 
including the excitation light clean-up filter (F1) and, 
optionally, the two bandpass filters (F3 and F4) in the outside 
faces. By adding a prism reflector (2 mm edge length), a 
beamsplitter with lateral displacement can be realized, which 
allows the attachment of the detectors in plane and makes an 
easy connection to the TO-socket feasible. The hypothenuse 
of the prism is optionally coated by a reflective aluminum 
layer. The detector area for this design is 3.61 mm² each. 

The last concept offers the highest degree of 
miniaturization by integrating the detectors as well as the 
beamsplitter into the tilted sidewalls of a silicon etching cavity 
(Fig. 1c). The resulting SMD-package also enables in 
principle a wafer level fabrication. To insert the excitation 
light clean-up filter (F1) a thin glass substrate is placed in 
between the fiber holder (FH) and the silicon chip with the 
cavity. With about 0.11 mm² is the area of the tilted trapezoid 
detectors the smallest of all designs. In case of the silicon 
<100> plane, the sidewalls of the KOH etch cavities form an
angle of 54.7 ° with the surface.  Despite this fact, the same
dichroic beamsplitter as in all other cases, optimized for an
angle of incidence (AOI) of 45 °, has been used for modeling
the beamsplitter on the cavity sidewalls. The reason for this is
the desired comparability of all three systems. Regardless, the
results should be close to the real world since the angular
dependence of the beamsplitter, based on measured data, has
been implemented.

Of all three concepts, the 3d-printed housing is already 
realized and experimental data are available for comparison 
(Fig. 2). The same parts as described above have been used to 
build the demonstrator. For the measurements pigtailed diode 
lasers from Thorlabs (United States), with the wavelengths 
636 nm (LPM-635-SMA) and 699 nm (LP705-SF15), came 
into operation. The applied detectors are in-house fabricated 

silicon photodiodes with the same dimensions as used in the 
simulation. For data acquisition two current amplifier modules 
of the type DLPCA-200 (Femto Messtechnik, Germany) and 
the voltage input module NI-9251 (National Instruments, 
United States) have been applied together with a PC.  

In case of the TO-socket concept first test units have been 
built with 50:50 beamsplitters in spite of the dichroic ones. For 
fabricating the SMD-package preliminary tests are in 
preparation. An important issue is to achieve homogenous 
doping profiles on tilted surface for the realization of the 
sidewall APDs. In-house photodiodes were already 
successfully integrated into the inside of such cavities [10] but 
the structure of APDs is more complex and their optical 
properties are much more sensitive to concentration variations 
of the dopants. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Fig. 3 the simulated irradiance power maps for the two 
detectors applying the wavelengths 610 nm and 710 nm are 
shown. In addition, the simulated (white) and measured 
(yellow) total power on the detector is given in numbers 
relative to the incident power. Model and experiment show 
acceptable agreement, with the experimentally determined 
light yield at the target wavelength being about 12 % higher 
than in the simulation. Approximately 70 % (measured 80 %) 
of the incident light can be detected in the correct light paths. 
With a relative power of 3.3E-5 in case of the 710 nm beam 
path and 2.3E-6 for the other one, only a small fraction of light 
of undesired wavelengths hits the detectors. While the 
experimental values for the suppression efficiency fit well in 
case of the longwave path, for the shortwave path the 
suppression is by a factor of 45 better than according to the 
simulations. This result indicates that the applied Lambertian 
scattering model seems to be non-optimal for modelling the 
surface of 3d-printed aluminum. Measurement data, which are 
presently not available, could give a better insight here.  

For realizing the TO-socket concept it would be 
advantageous to save additional filters and also the reflective 
layer on the prism. Therefore, the influence of these 
components on the light yield and the suppression efficiency 
has been investigated. An overview of these results is 
presented in Table 1. Without reflective layer and bandpass 
filters, the light yield is about 66 % and 82 % for the 610 nm 

Table 1 Simulated relative powers on the detectors of different versions of 

the TO-package for the two wavelengths of interest. The color coding in 

the last two columns should help to get a faster overview of the results: 
Green stands for the wavelength expected on this detector and red for the 

other wavelength in each case. A relative power of zero means that no ray 

above the defined threshold hit the detector. 

Reflector 
Bandpass 

filters 

Wavelength 

[nm] 

Power on detector 

[relative to initial 

power] 

Detector 

610 nm 

Detector 

710 nm 

No No 
610 0.66 0.012 

710 0.015 0.82 

Yes No 
610 0.71 0.012 

710 0.015 0.82 

No Yes 
610 0.66 1.5E-05 

710 0.0 0.80 

Yes Yes 
610 0.71 1.6E-05 

710 0.0 0.80 

Fig. 3 Simulated beam profiles (irradiance power maps) on the detectors of 

the 3d printed housing (zoomed into the center of the detectors for better 

visibility; the scales on the diagonals are identical for better comparison). 
The results for the two beam paths and the applied wavelengths are shown 

in separate images. In the left and right column, the results of the beam path 

for the shorter (reflected) and longer (transmitted) wavelength light are 
presented, respectively. The lines indicate the two example wavelengths 

representing the light from the NV0 (top line) and NV- (bottom line) 

centers. While the wavelengths for the simulations are written in white, the 
laser lines used experimentally are highlighted in yellow. In addition, the 

simulated (white) and measured (yellow) total power on the detectors is 

given in relative numbers, with respect to the incident power. 
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and 710 nm detectors, respectively. Using the reflective layer, 
the light yield in the short-wavelength light path can be 
increased to 71 %. A clear disadvantage in saving the 
additional bandpass filters is, as expected, the low suppression 
efficiency. The percentage of light of undesired wavelengths 
is roughly 1 %. By introducing the bandpass filters this 
fraction is reduced by at least three orders of magnitude. 

The implementation of additional bandpass filters is not 
feasible in the case of the SMD package for technical reasons. 
Table 2 shows a comparison of the performance of the SMD-
package with the previous results for the two other concepts. 
The light yield of the longwave path of 85 % is between the 
values of the 3d-printed housing and the TO-socket design. In 
contrast, the other path reaches a value of only 52 %. This is 
due to the numerical aperture of the fiber in combination with 
the small size as well as the shape of the detector. In addition, 
there is the tilt of the cavity surfaces, which does not 
correspond to a 45 ° angle. By using an ideally collimated 
beam, this value could be increased to about 61 %. A further 
increase is reachable by using a dichroic beam splitter layer 
optimized for an angle of incidence of 54.7 °. For an 
estimation, the previously used filter without angle 
dependence was applied.  Together with a perfectly collimated 
beam, a light yield of 66 % can be achieved. In addition, the 
high degree of miniaturization achieved with this design leads 
to a low interference suppression level.. Approximately 3 % 
of light of undesired wavelengths is reaching the detectors. 

The TO-socket concept offers with dimensions of roughly 
2 x 2 x 4 mm and the highest light yield in comparison with 
the remaining designs the best compromise between size and 
efficiency. However, series production is limited by the fact 
that individual components have to be arranged and fixed to 
each other three-dimensionally with very high precision. 
Furthermore, a custom-made dichroic beamsplitter cube is 
required, which has different filters on three of the cube’s 
outer surfaces. The production of the 3d-printing concept is 
similarly complex from a technical point of view, but 
commercially available optical components can be used. In 
addition, this concept has a high degree of flexibility due to a 
modular design. Due to the existing lens holders, detectors 
with a very small area, such as APDs, can be used without 

major effort. On the other hand, it is significantly larger and 
the performance is slightly lower. If the highest performance 
is not necessary for the application, especially the suppression 
efficiency, then the SMD-package offers the smallest 
dimensions and the possibility of wafer level processing. The 
two main technological challenges are the preparation of the 
cavity wall photodiodes and the production of high quality 
beamsplitters on tilted surfaces on wafer level.  

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Three different concepts for the realization of a 
miniaturized optical design similar to the HBT configuration 
have been presented and compared regarding their 
performance. While the 3d-printed housing offers the highest 
flexibility and readiness for the usage of APDs the TO-
package shows the best performance and a high level of 
miniaturization. The most compact solution is the SMD-
package. Despite the lower performance, especially in terms 
of suppression efficiency, this concept opens up the possibility 
of series production and thus offers a cost-effective option. 
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Concept 
Wavelength 

[nm] 

Power on detector 

[relative to initial power] 

Detector 610 

nm 

Detector 710 

nm 

3d-printed 

housing 

610 0.71 3.3E-5 

710 2.3E-6 0.69 

TO-socket 
610 0.71 1.6E-05 

710 0.0 0.80 

SMD-package 
610 0.52 2.6E-02 

710 3.0E-02 0.85 
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Abstract— Today’s maintenance and renewal planning in 

transformer stations of energy distribution networks is mainly 

based on expert knowledge, experience gained from historical 

data as well as the knowledge gathered from regular on-site 

inspections. This approach is already reaching its limits due to 

insufficient databases and almost no information about the 

stations' condition being gathered between inspection intervals. 

A condition-based strategy that requires more maintenance for 

equipment with a high probability of failure is needed. Great 

potential is promised by intelligent sensor-based diagnostics, 

where objective comparability can be achieved by condition 

monitoring of the station fleet. Cost-effective micro-electro-

mechanical (MEMS)-bases sensor systems promise to provide a 

suitable solution for network operators and enable a widespread 

use. In our paper, we present a MEMS-based sensor system, that 

can be used to gain information about network transparency, 

station safety as well as maintenance and renewal planning. 

Moreover, we propose an intelligent measurement scheme 

which adaptively selects relevant data and avoids unneeded 

redundancy (Smart Data instead of Big Data). 

Keywords—condition monitoring, distribution network, smart 

data, diagnostic 

I. INTRODUCTION

Transformer substations are key components of the power 
grid. Their maintenance and renewal are essential for 
providing a safe network and ensuring a reliable power supply 
of consumers. This is especially the case since power 
transformers are often in use for decades and are therefore 
inevitably affected by aging and wear effects.  In the high and 
extra-high voltage networks, a large amount of maintenance 
work as well as individual considerations including the use of 
extensive measurement technology, complex monitoring 
systems and diagnostic procedures are justified. The relatively 
small amount of transmission substations has high acquisition 
costs and an outage of one of them has considerable effects on 
the grid including high financial loss of the utility [1]. In 
comparison, transformer stations in the distribution network 
cost only a fraction of the high-power units and the 
consequences of a failure are less far-reaching. From an 
economic point of view, extensive condition assessment with 
cost-intensive monitoring systems such as those used at the 
high-voltage level is not reasonable, since the costs for online 
monitoring equipment are of a similar order of magnitude as 
those of the equipment under investigation [1]. For this reason, 
onsite inspections at regular intervals (every 3-4 years) using 
checklists were established as the standard for evaluating the 
condition of distribution substations. Missing data on the 
station condition between these intervals as well as a lack of 

experience with new equipment types and the impact of 
renewable energy feeds, complicates maintenance and 
renewal planning for the utilities. The devices installed today 
are classically operated at low load, leaving a high residual life 
reserve. Accelerated aging of standard equipment is expected 
from the effects of the reverse load flow direction and the 
resulting additional load caused by more decentralized feed-
in systems in the classic unidirectional network [2]. A 
significant number of the installations already shows an 
increased age and is approaching the end of its calculated 
service life, which is why efficient and targeted maintenance 
is becoming increasingly important [1]. Moreover, there is an 
increasing pressure on utility companies to achieve a higher 
return of investment with lower maintenance budgets and 
expenses in countries with liberalized and deregulated energy 
markets [1]. 

For the evolution of the classical to an intelligent 
distribution grid, a condition-based strategy as well as 
continuous sensor-based monitoring and diagnostics are 
needed.  Cost-effective Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems 
(MEMS)-based sensor systems ensure continuous, online 
condition monitoring and objective comparability of the 
station fleet and thus reduce the subjectivity of checklists [3]. 
In addition to plain measurement technology, intelligent data 
processing as well as a comprehensible representation of the 
station’s condition are required. One of the main challenges 
thereby is the distinction between significant and unnecessary 
data that generate no added value. The transmission of the 
right amount of data (Smart Data instead of Big Data) is 
therefore as important as the right choice of sensors and the 
setup of the measurement system. 

In the first part of this paper, the proposed measurement 
system is introduced. The system requirements and the 
intended application scenarios as well as the selected sensors 
and the measurement setup to address the use cases are 
presented. In the second part, an intelligent measurement 
scheme which adaptively selects relevant data and avoids 
unneeded redundancy is explained. 

II. MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

The aim of the proposed measurement system is to monitor 

the general condition of distribution substations and their 

components online. Several automated online systems for 

high-voltage substations are already available on the market, 

especially for monitoring the key component – the power 

transformer. However, these do not meet all the utilities' 

requirements. 
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A. Station Condition Monitoring Systems

Standard methods of the high-voltage level include oil
ageing investigations, partial discharge detection, bushing, 
load and temperature monitoring  as well as vibration analysis 
[3, 4, 5]. Such systems are only installed in strategically 
important or difficult to access distribution substations and are 
not suitable for a broad application in the distribution network. 
Low-cost systems on the market usually consider only single 
aspects of monitoring, focusing especially on network 
transparency, which covers consideration of the power flow 
and the load of individual components. Only few systems 
consider parameters beyond current and voltage 
measurements. Nelson et al. proposed a remote condition 
monitoring system, which continuously observes transformer 
loading, oil level, transformer temperature and humming 
sound [6]. Due to the invasive installation of temperature and 
oil level sensors in the transformer tank, the system is not 
universally applicable as a retrofit solution. With the 
Netztrafo-Node (NTN), the municipal utilities of Munich 
began to roll out a non-invasive online system in their 
distribution substations. The NTN includes the monitoring of 
load on low voltage side, ambient temperature and door 
surveillance and transmits the data via LoRaWAN to the 
utility [7]. Most of the mentioned systems are mainly used to 
monitor network transparency or do not fulfill all necessary 
requirements in order to achieve the greatest added value for 
utility operators.  

B. Use Cases

In addition to the importance of network transparency and
the associated load detection of the transformer as basic 
information of the operating condition, the guarantee of 
operating safe stations is important. Especially the detection 
of unauthorized intrusion into the stations is needed. In 
addition, the condition and aging of the transformer as well as 
of the switchgear are valuable information for the 
maintenance and renewal planning. Based on the ambient 
environment, the general condition of the station can be 
evaluated. Temperature and humidity values are of special 
interest in order to estimate the tendency to corrosion and 
partial discharge or to indirectly detect leakage. In addition to 
an advantageous selection of use cases, several requirements 
for the monitoring system must be fulfilled for a preferably 
universal implementation.  

C. Requirements

Medium and especially low-voltage networks are
characterized by a large collection of similar components [1]. 
Thereby, the individual distribution stations mainly consist of 
the primary technology (transformer, medium-voltage 
switchgear and low-voltage distribution), the optional 
secondary technology components (including energy meters, 
power system protection, communication, automation and 
control equipment) as well as the necessary infrastructure. 
Although all substations are quite similar in their 
functionality, there is a high diversity in their setups. This 
includes the building type, the different asset configurations 
and operating parameters, various manufacturers as well as a 
heterogeneous age distribution of the units. To cope with these 
variances, a high compatibility of the measurement system as 
well as generalizable data processing models are needed. This 
includes examining possible sensor positions for the most 
universal use. In addition, online capability for continuous 
condition assessment and a non-invasive, simple and fast 
installation of the system are important. For the acceptance on 

field level, the additional effort for the use of the system must 
be as low as possible and an easy handling solution must be 
provided. To get a meaningful picture of their station fleet for 
planning purposes, a retrofit solution is preferable for both 
new stations and especially for existing ones. Furthermore, a 
high availability of the system must be ensured. Shortening of 
intervals between inspections due to measurement systems 
failures must be avoided, especially since the electrical units 
are designed for high reliability and long-time operation. 
Product cycles of electronic components are much shorter 
compared to the typical service lifetime of transformers, 
which lies within a range of 30 years [4]. To overcome this 
obstacle, modular systems concepts are suitable, where 
individual components can be exchanged easily. The use of 
standardized hardware interfaces further provides a high 
degree of flexibility of the system [4]. Since most of the local 
network stations are not yet remotely accessible, an 
appropriate communication technology for a stable data 
transmission must be considered as well. The transmitted data 
must then be processed into a comprehensible visualization of 
the status of the utilities’ transformer fleet including alarms, 
failure events and locations as well as measured values. 

D. Sensor Selection

To cope with the described use cases and requirements, a
monitoring system consisting of modular sensor systems is 
presented. All sensor systems feature integrated A/D 
conversion, amplification and correction factors, thus 
providing processed digital values. The first sensor system is 
a central sensor node for environmental parameter monitoring. 
For the general station status, ambient temperature, pressure 
and humidity measurements are considered. By means of the 
latter, conclusions about the susceptibility to leakages or 
partial discharge (PD) are to be drawn. Furthermore, 
unauthorized intrusion can be detected by UV- or time-of-
flight sensors. Integrated are also a volatile organic compound 
(VOC) sensor with cross-sensitivity to ozone and a MEMS-
based microphone with a frequency range up to 80kHz 
(ultrasound) for general PD detection. The microphone as well 
as an additional accelerometer can also be used for station 
context information. This includes the detection of switchgear 
actuation, vibrations acting on the station (e.g. by heavy 
passing traffic) and the interpretation of background noise. In 
addition to the measured values, a weather database is 
included in order to correctly classify the measured 
environmental parameters.  

The second sensor system consists of two MEMS-based 
vibration sensors; a high-sensitive 3-axis sensor with a 
bandwidth of 3 kHz and a single-axis sensor with a high 
bandwidth of 20 kHz. This sensor system is used for drawing 
conclusions on the transformer load and aging. For the 
transformer aging, the tank temperature (measured by a 
PT100) is also considered. Temperature measurements give 
good information about overloading or local overheating, 
which has a big effect on the transformer life due to the 
thermal aging of the insulation.  

Additionally, a network analyzer on the low voltage side 
is used in the development phase to label the data with load 
values. In further versions, cost-effective current sensors can 
be used as in [7]. The system can be extended with further 
modules such as vibration sensors on the switchgear for 
actuation detection or PD detection modules on bushings. 
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E. System Architecture

The various sensor nodes are connected via Power over
Ethernet (PoE), or via Ethernet in case of the analyser, to a 
gateway, from where measurement data are transmitted via 
LTE to a server and stored in a database (see Fig. 1). The 
gateway itself consists of a housing, which integrates an LTE 
Router, a PoE switch, a power supply unit and an industrial 
embedded controller based on Raspberry Pi modules. The 
controller enables the use of “learning on the edge”, since data 
processing functions such as feature extraction cannot only be 
implemented on sever side, but also on gateway side. Since 
sending unlimited amounts of data is not possible, the data can 
either be sent in fixed intervals or a gateway-side logic must 
be implemented. The data are made available to the operators 
via a dashboard. 

III. DATA EVALUATION

In order to evaluate the monitoring system in relation to 
the desired use cases and especially concerning the trans-
former aging, the data obtained from the field must first be 
examined in more detail. 

A. Measurement Correlations

Fig. 2 shows an example of gathered measurement data at
a transformer in one distribution substation. Since 
temperature, load and the 100 Hz component of transformer 
vibrations are good indicators for transformer failures and 
aging effects [8], the correlation between these values is 
evaluated. The recognition of unambiguous conclusions in 
this case on transformer aging and failures is made more 
difficult by several factors. With a global transformer failure 
rate of 1-2 %, field failures are very rare [3]. It is therefore 
very unlikely that any type of error is detected during an 
evaluation phase, where only a few systems are deployed. 
Great variations of installed assets as well as the lack of labels 
in the field make it even harder to clearly identify correlations 
due to too many influencing factors. This is the reason why 
generalizable models are needed. In order to cope with these 
restrictions, knowledge from the context of the sensors must 
be incorporated (such as the relationship between load, tank 
temperature and vibrations). Instead of learning fingerprints 
of the error cases, a fingerprint of the normal state can be 
learned from correlations in field and laboratory data with the 
help of sensor- and data fusion and from reproduced error 
cases from laboratory experiments. Drift effects of the normal 
state (e.g. slowly increasing vibrations at same temperature 

and load) indicate slow changes such as aging effects, while 
sudden changes or anomalies (e.g. suddenly increasing 
vibration due to loosening of the transformer’s coil windings) 
indicate a fault.  

A major challenge in learning the normal condition of the 
station is the limited data rate. Data cannot be sent 
continuously, and a lot of unprocessed data do not bring any 
added value to the operator. One way to deal with this problem 
is to send data in fixed intervals. The problem here is that if 
the intervals are chosen too short, unnecessarily large amounts 
of data are sent and if the intervals are too large, important 
data points are missed. To avoid this, we propose an intelligent 
measurement scheme, called adaptive triggering, which 
adaptively selects relevant data on the gateway-side and 
avoids unneeded redundancy (Smart Data instead of Big 
Data). 

B. Adaptive Triggering

In case of the transformer, known relationships between
the vibrations and the load exist. The 100 Hz component of 
core vibrations is quadratically dependent on the voltage, 
while the 100 Hz component of the winding vibrations are 
quadratically dependent on the current. To be able to prove 
this relationship for the different stations, a high range of 
different load values is preferable. When transmitting in fixed 
large intervals (e.g. once an hour), the chance of missing 
special load conditions is high (see Fig. 3, load conditions 
above 200 kVA are missed). Short intervals, in contrast, lead 
to a lot of redundant data and very high data rates. The data 
rate is critical, since not only load measurements are of 
interest, but also the corresponding vibration measurements. 
Only measuring the vibration every 10 s for 250 ms leads to 
approximately 345 Mbyte/day/sensor, which are more than 
10 GB/sensor per month and therefore also a cost factor. With 
an algorithm that takes care of an equal distribution of data 
points (measurements of each load condition occur equally 
often), no load states are missed, while at the same time 
unnecessary redundancy is avoided. 

The basis of this algorithm, called adaptive triggering, is 
the histogram representation of a measured variable, which is 
stored as a matrix. In the initial phase, data are recorded in a 
fixed interval and the histogram is initially filled. Based on the 
initial data, the histogram is divided into a fixed number of 
bins of equal width and in each case the bins’ edges as well as 
the bins’ heights are retained in the matrix. The individual 
measured values no longer need to be stored. In the next step, 
the histogram is replenished evenly (equally high bins), with 

Fig. 1   Schematic illustration of the MEMS-based sensor 

system for condition monitoring of distribution substations 

Fig. 2   Timeseries plot depicting the load, tank temperature and vibration 

(100 Hz component) measurements at one transformer over one week. 
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the aim that only unseen or rarely taken data are included in 
the histogram and are also transmitted. Four different cases 
can be distinguished when a new data point arrives (see Fig. 

4): 

• Case 1 – The data point lies in a bin, in which only
few data points are recorded: The data point is
transmitted, and the corresponding bin height of the
histogram is incremented.

• Case 2 – The height of the corresponding bin is
already high (more than the average height): The
data point is redundant and is therefore discarded.

• Case 3 – The data point lies outside the histograms
range (lowest or highest recorded value): The data
point is transmitted, and the histograms’ edges and
bin heights are updated (number of bins is constant).

• Case 4 – The histogram is evenly filled up: A buffer
is added to the average height of the bins so that the
continuous transmitting of data points is guaranteed.

The results of using the adaptive triggering for load 
measurements on a transformer are shown in Fig. 3. With the 
approach, a data reduction of a factor greater than 500 can be 
achieved.  

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a MEMS-based sensor system for 
condition monitoring of substations in the distribution 
network. In contrast to existing low-cost systems, it cannot 
only be used for network transparency on low voltage side, 
but also for evaluating the general condition and safety of the 
station via a central sensor node and to detect load and aging 
effects via temperature and vibration sensors on the 
transformer tank. By monitoring the condition of the station, 
transformer and switchgear, an improved maintenance and 
renewable planning on the utilities’ side is possible. The 
monitoring system is rolled out to the first stations of the 
associated project partners. Open challenges include the 
evaluation of the presented use cases, the associated 
assessment of the individual sensors and the implementation 
of a comprehensive view on the fleet condition. 

Furthermore, an intelligent measurement scheme, called 
adaptive triggering, is introduced, which adaptively selects 

relevant data to be transmitted to the utilities and avoids 
unneeded redundancy. This new approach promises high 
potential also in other applications where the amount of data 
must be reduced significantly. 
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Fig. 3   Comparison of load values measured over one day in intervals of 

10 s (blue) and one hour (red) and with the adaptive triggering (green). 

Fig. 4   Histogram and average count of the load measurements presented 

in Fig. 2. The different cases for a new arriving data point are marked in 
orange. The data points are accepted only in Case 1 and 3 and the 

histogram is adapted correspondingly. 
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I. INTRODUCTION

Today INDUSTRY4.0 looks at Edge Computing [1] as the 

technology able to transform raw data from machineries and 

sensors directly into valuable information made available for 

proximity services in order to actively support machine 

operators and maintenance teams acting in the shopfloor. 

The Edge device requires specific capabilities to perform 

complex operations that reflects into a hardware and software 

product specifically designed to couple with IIoT 

architectures [2][3] where the CLOUD paradigm plays a 

crucial role [4].  

The Edge must provide computational and storage 

capabilities to accomplish contest digital functionalities, 

together with wired and wireless connectivity to intelligently 

link machineries over different industrial protocols or 

through electric clean contacts to the enterprise management 

information systems. 

Solutions based on AI algorithms are today suitable to deliver 

predictive digital services for different purposes in the 

manufacturing industry. 

In order to support real time processes in the shopfloor using 

AI, the Edge limitation in storage and computational power 

must be overcome with the help of the CLOUD where 

knowledge databases [5] and big data can provide each 

demanding EDGE the right information to run effectively 

digital services directly on board. 

Thus, the EDGE design effort goes in the direction of 

distributed and interoperable systems where different AI 

techniques may work together down the whole IIoT to 

provide specific information available at any stack level.  

The EDGE device then becomes a smart object able to 

interact in real time with the shopfloor to provide active guide 

to the operators through valuable digital services [6]. 

The ORCHESTRA SMARTEdge4.0 next generation is 

currently in the testing phase to check performance 

capabilities required to run cooperative AI algorithms with 

the CLOUD IIoT platform. 

Many use cases are foreseen for the manufacturing industry, 

from flexible production systems down to the one-of-a-kind 

production, leveraging different INDUSTRY4.0 enabling 

technologies like AR and COBOT, where the use of an 

EDGE SMART SYSTEM INTEGRATED can make the 

difference. 

II. DEVICE CHARACTERIZATION

The ORCHESTRA SMARTEdge4.0 new generation is an all-

in-one Linux based integrated boards electronic device, 

conceived to be modular, reconfigurable, with natural heat 

dissipation. 

The device has been designed with the major INDUSTRY4.0 

requirements in mind in order to offer new digital services 

and solutions awaited by the smart manufacturing such as: 

- High flexibility and reconfigurability to support

customized products production down to the one-of-

a-kind.

- Parallel field multiprotocol communication with

PLC’s, sensors and operators in the shopfloor to

connect any new and existing production asset.

- OT and ICT systems integration over different wired

and wireless protocols.

- Interconnection capabilities with different public

and private IIoT CLOUD platforms like UMATI,

MINDSPHERE, and many others to offer analytics,

dashboard, data display etc... of what happens in the

shopfloor.

- Multi-layer scalability architecture starting from a

single machine tool up to a production line full

integration.

- Indoor and outdoor usage.

Therefore, the design takes in account a structure modularity 

of the product to gain flexibility, a selection phase for reliable 

electronic active components, a case design which includes a 

specific passive cooling part, able to work even in an extreme 

environment where temperature, humidity, dust and steams 

may cause malfunctions. 

While the previous version of the SMARTEdge4.0 was based 

on NXP M4 chip with RTOS and embedded firmware, the 

SMARTEdge4.0 next generation will take advantage of using 

LINUX as OS to speed up development of new digital 

services shrinking the time to market: while existing libraries 

for driver and communication protocol are available in the 

market special attention must be given to the intrinsic 

cybersecurity of the entire system.  

The right combination of an industrial-grade SOM with a 

Linux-based OS may end up as a best compromise to couple 

with the previous boundary conditions.  
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The whole electronic schema is built on three different and 

independent building blocks: 

- Main Board: it has the core processor of the board

with memories, I/O modules for analog and digital

signals, RS232 and RS485/CANBus interfaces, and

MicroSD slot. The main board has two Ethernet

interfaces and onboard sensors for auto-diagnosis.

- Communication Board: 4G/LTE (next 5G), Wi-Fi,

BLE, GPS and 3X accelerometer modules are

integrated to offer wireless connectivity to the

external systems in case of wired ethernet fault, to

allow local access for proximity services and to

support mobile machinery in outdoor operation.

This building block may become an on-demand Wi-

Fi hotspot for many SMARTEdge4.0 digital services

(see next USE Case paragraph).

- Industrial protocol Board: it has specific modules

for different industrial field protocols like

PROFINET, PROFIBUS. All other digital protocols

like MT-Connect or OPC/UA are natively managed

by our software libraries.

The SMARTEdge4.0 needs a full passive thermal cooling 

design to avoid downtime risks connected to active 

component for forced ventilation. 

The schema below highlights the main characteristics offered 

by the SMARTEdge4.0: 

III. USE CASES

The ORCHESTRA SMARTEdge4.0 next generation is 
designed to support an extensive set of real-time digital 
capabilities close to the operators in the shopfloor by avoiding 
major latency issues which represent today limited effective 
use of CLOUD applications in real production.  
When compared with the previous version, the ORCHESTRA 
SMARTEdge4.0 next generation adds to the basic intelligent 
multi-protocol data collection, data fusion, exogenous alert 
management and wired and wireless data transfer to name a 
few, a new digital infrastructure layer able to host and manage 
more intelligent function and algorithm for real time digital 
services. 
The new AI techniques coupled with the SMALL DATA 
paradigm can be supported directly by SMARTEdge4.0 

cooperating with CLOUD and BIG DATA technics to get 
specific input to help better performing of the local 
processing. 
Thus, we name our IIoT architecture CLOUD DRIVEN 
EDGE COMPUTING. 
Funded R&D projects in the last two years helped us to better 
define requirement of our architecture and to test different 
prototypes in real production. 
A list of some use cases follows below: 

- Augmented reality (AR) digital services to active
support local operators in the shopfloor [7] during
production operation or maintenance services to
prevent downtimes due to unexpected machinery
work conditions.  Operators can interact with the
SMARTEdge4.0 that acts as local hot-spot and cloud-
let for any device Wi-fi connected.

- Maximum latency < 100 ms.
- Real time monitoring and control of production

process shifting can be performed by the operator
during work phases [8]. The traditional closed-loop
control done by the machine PLC are generally
independent from the production conditions and they
are not evident to the operator that should proact to
prevent damages or product quality downgrade.

- Real time machine setting and conditioning triggered
by the operator during production phase preparation:
specific digital services can support the operator in

Fig. 1. SMARTEdge4.0 front side. 

Fig. 2. SMARTEdge4.0 back side. 
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taking the right decision by providing condition-
based algorithms locally improved with the help of 
cloud-based knowledge database systems. These 
offered capabilities may support manufacturers 
toward new flexible production systems paradigms 
suitable for customized production down to one-of-
a-kind. 

- Real time proximity services based on variable
algorithm to notify next operators for prevention of
unpredictable and unforeseen conditions. Local
algorithms may improve their accuracy by
interoperating on demand with specific BIG DATA
cloud services.

- Real time proximity safety control by tracking and
localizing operators and mobile assets within the
shopfloor. Different wearable devices can be
interconnected with the SMARTEdge4.0 over the
most appropriate wireless protocol available.

- Robotics automation for COBOT application may be
supported by leveraging SMARTEdge4.0 as local
orchestrator of collaborative processes among
COBOT and operator. Based on external events the
COBOT can be really time reconfigured to change
the collaboration process.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Different use cases helped us to better define the technical 
requirements for the SMARTEdge4.0: 

- Highly configurable and adaptive system regarding
connectivity, protocol and integration with third
party systems.

- Automatic Dynamic Setup, based on event driven
functionalities.

- Distributed multilevel architecture among edge,
networking nodes and cloud.

- Interoperability between different components
supported by a centralized device management
system.

- Confirmed protocols for bidirectional 
communication.

- Timestamp tracking through the entire IIoT stack for
acquisition, processing and data sharing.
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Abstract— In this paper, we demonstrate a multi-

membranes piezoelectric micromachined ultrasonic 

transducer (pMUT) device devoted to air-borne pulse-echo 

measurement with an angular resolution of 18 degrees. The 

setup includes a one-dimensional pMUT array of 5 bimorph 

AlN-based membranes working at 113.6 kHz for reception 

and a single pMUT membrane for emission. Pulse-echo 

measurement are achieved on an acoustic target located at 

40 cm from the device. A beamforming strategy is 

implemented to achieve spatial filtering of the signal. The 

angle of the acoustic beam is manually defined and clearly 

evidenced by signal processing, confirming experimentally the 

potential of pMUT device for air-borne beamforming-based 

system. 

Keywords— MEMS, pMUT, beamforming 

I. INTRODUCTION

In the last decade, piezoelectric micromachined 
ultrasonic transducers (pMUT) have raised a great interest 
for various applications such as obstacle detection, flow 
measurement or digital pattern recognition [1]–[4]. pMUT 
offer some advantages when compared to conventional bulk 
transducer, such as miniaturization possibility and ease of 
integration with electronics. Yet, pMUT transducers as well 
as bulk PZT transducers suffer from poor directivity control 
that may impede the performance of the device. To reduce 
the beamwidth, one may use a larger transducer or set of 
transducers or increase the frequency, but this does not 
provide advanced information such as the direction of the 
acoustic signal. 

Beamforming is a well-known versatile tool to infer 
spatially-resolved information from acoustic 
measurements[5]. Beamforming is widely used for water-
borne, biomedical applications, using bulk PZT transducers 
or capacitive micromachined ultrasound transducers 
(cMUT) [6, 7]. Low frequency, air-borne pMUT have also 
a high potential for transmit and receive beamforming. Each 
single pMUT membrane is quite small when compared to 
their bulk PZT counterpart and pMUT array are easy to 
implement using standard semiconductor technologies. As 
a result, one may expect that the inherent poor directivity 
control would be overcome by using multi-membranes 
devices combined with beamforming operations. Yet, to 
date, very few works exhibit multi-membranes pMUT and 
beamforming signal processing [8, 9], probably because 
matching the resonant frequency of different membranes is 
challenging [10]. 

In this work, we investigate the performance of an AlN-
based bimorph pMUT array for pulse-echo air-borne 
measurements. For this purpose, a matching of the resonant 
frequency is achieved by DC bias tuning. We apply a 
classical, data-independent beamforming strategy as spatial 
filtering. A matched filter is then used for a better 
identification of distance and angle in a set of experiments 
with various beam angles. The impact of a calibration step 
is evaluated to enhance angular resolution. 

II. EXPERIMENTS

A. Experimental setup

The experiments are based on two pMUT devices,
respectively devoted to emission and reception, located a 
few centimeters apart from each other. The emitter is 
actuated by a 100-cycles electronic burst at a frequency of 
113.6 kHz and an AC bias of 2.8 V. The emitter generates 
an acoustic wave which is reflected on a PVC plate used as 
an acoustic target then measured by the pMUT receiver. The 
localization of the acoustic target is defined through a rotary 
stage at a distance of 40 cm. 

A typical pMUT device is shown in Fig. 1. In this work, 
the pMUT emitter is made of a single membrane and the 
pMUT receiver is a one-dimensional array composed of 
5 equi-spaced membranes with a half-wavelength 1.5 mm 
pitch. Each membrane is a suspended bimorph structure 
made of two 800 nm-thick piezoelectric AlN layers 
sandwiched between three 200 nm-thick Molybdenum (Mo) 
layers, covered by a 200 nm-thick top SiN passivation layer, 
as detailed in [11]. The bottom and the top Mo layers are 
patterned to form inner and outer electrodes, while the 
middle Mo electrode is not patterned and used as an 
electronical ground. The radius of the membrane is 440 µm. 
The resonant frequency of the membranes spreads from 110 
to 117 kHz. The quality factor is around 50.  

Fig. 1. Typical pMUT array. Each membrane exhibit five pads, 

connecting respectively inner top, inner bottom, outer top, outer 

bottom and ground electrodes to a dedicated electronics. 
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As reported in some recent works, the bimorph 
architecture provides good performance both for emission 
and reception[12, 13]. The four pairs of electrodes may be 
combined to differentially drive or sense the membrane 
motion, using respectively top/bottom inner electrodes and 
top/bottom outer electrodes. In reception mode, the pMUT 
also benefit from the good piezoelectric properties of AlN. 
This is achieved at the price of a critical dependence of the 
pMUT characteristics to the stress homogeneity of the AlN 
layers, as reported in [3, 11]. 

For the pMUT used in this work, the membrane-to-
membrane dispersion of the membrane stiffness results in 
an important frequency mismatch between adjacent 
membranes. Since multi-membranes operations require that 
the frequency band of the membranes overlap, a frequency 
tuning of each membrane is implemented to achieve 
frequency matching. We take advantage of the four-
electrodes scheme to apply positive (respectively negative) 
DC bias on the top (respectively bottom) electrodes of each 
membrane, what results in a DC bias sensitivity of typically 
550 Hz/V, i.e. 0.5%/V. 

Each pMUT membrane of the receiver is connected to a 
dedicated electronic card that ensure frequency tuning, 
differential read-out and amplification of the signal. The 
analogic signals are then filtered and digitalized by a 
commercial acquisition setup at a 5 MS/s rate. 

B. Signal processing

The five acoustic channels are employed to form beams.
We apply here a classical, narrowband beamforming 
strategy with a linear phase shift to the equi-spaced 
membranes. The weights of all channels are set to 1. 
Beforehand, a calibration step may be used to balance the 
membrane-to-membrane variation, as explained later in this 
paper. A matched filter is used to determine the time of 
flight of the propagating signal in each direction. The 

reference waveform is calculated using the electronic 
actuation signal filtered two times by the frequency-
dependent response of a typical pMUT exhibiting a resonant 
frequency of 113.6 kHz and a quality factor of 50. 

In this work, we choose to emphasize the possibility of 
the pMUT device using a home-made Python software and 
do not address the practical implementation of 
beamforming. The angular step is set to 1 degree, much 
lower than the system resolution expected around 15°. 

III. RESULTS

A. Pulse-echo measurements

The signal of the 5 channels is plotted in Fig. 2 in the
specific case of an acoustic target located in front of the 
pMUT devices. At short time, one can observe a so-called 
direct signal propagating directly from the emitter towards 
the receiver. At longer time, the pulse-echo measurement of 
interest appears. 

The echo read-out of each membrane can be described 
as a transient regime, a stationary regime and a ring-down 
signal. Such a description is not completely accurate since 
there is no strict boundary from transient to stationary 
regime. Furthermore, it corresponds to the response of a 
pMUT membrane to a long sinusoidal burst, whereas the 
acoustic actuation signal is a more complex signal with its 
own transient, stationary and ring-down parts, in the case of 
a relatively short signal with only 2Q cycles. Yet, we believe 
this is still adequate to stress out the main features of the 
acoustic response of the different membranes. 

The transient regime of a membrane depends on several 
factor such as the damping factor and the natural frequency 
of the membrane. Thus, the dispersion of mechanical 
characteristics remaining after frequency tuning results in 
different transient regimes. The stationary regime of the 
different membranes is a sinusoidal signal at the drive 
frequency of 113.6 kHz. They present different amplitude 
levels that reflect the different sensitivity to the acoustic 
signal, as well as a membrane-dependent phase shift. The 
ring-down signal also presents a membrane-dependent 
behavior. 

For beamforming operations, the part of interest is the 
stationary regime where all membranes vibrate at the same 
frequency. Yet, the phase shifts are likely to degrade the 
beamforming operations. Therefore, we use a calibration 
step that corrects for the amplitude mismatch between the 
membranes and for the intrinsic dephasing related to sensor 
properties. The calibration step also suppresses the small 
offset between the different channels, which is not 
mandatory in this case. The phase correction applied to each 
channel is based on a measurement of phase differences in 
the case of an obstacle localized in front of the devices. 

Two beams corresponding respectively to 0° and 25° 
and the corresponding matched signals are presented in 
Figure 3, in the case of an obstacle located in front of the 
pMUTs. The use of a matched filter reveals clearly the time-
of-flight as a local maximum, if the first part of the signal 
related to the direct signal is ignored. The measured time of 
flight (2.3 ms) is in good agreement with the expectation, 
calculated using ∆𝑇 = 2𝐷 𝑐⁄ , where 𝐷 is the distance to the 
acoustic target (40 cm)  and 𝑐  is the speed of sound 
(343 m/s). 

Fig. 2. Signal of the five channels in the case of an acoustic obstacle 
localized in front of the pMUT devices, before calibration. For better clarity, 

the signal is averaged 100 times. At short times, the signals arise from the 

acoustic wave propagating directly from the emitter towards the receiver. 
At longer times, the signals reveal the pulse-echo measurements of interest. 

The five channels present different responses, reflecting the membrane-to-

membrane variation within the pMUT array that remains after frequency 
tuning. Insert : relative phase shift of the different channels in stationnary 

regime. 
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 Using matched filter enables the accurate measurement 
of the distance with a single pulse-echo measurement 
without any averaging step. The 25° beam presents a 
different shape if calibration is used (Fig. 3(b)), what results 
in a significant decrease of the matched signal amplitude in 
this specific case (Fig. 3(d)).  

The envelope of the matched signal is plotted in Fig. 4 
(a-b) as a function of the angle, with and without calibration 
step. The acoustic target appears with a spot size of 18°, 
calculated as the difference between the -3dB cut-off angles. 
This corresponds to the resolution of the pMUT array, since 
the 12 cm-wide acoustic target localized at 40 cm from the 
pMUT would result in a angular spot of 12°. Besides, 
similar results have been obtained with a smaller target. 

A cross-section of Fig. 4(a-b) at a distance of 40 cm is 
plotted on Fig. 4(c-d) and compared with expectations, i.e. 
the directivity diagram of the pMUT array. The calibration 
step suppresses a small angular offset, reduce the 
beamwidth and better reveal the secondary lobes. It also 
emphasizes the main lobe compared to the secondary lobes. 

Electronic noise appears here as isotropic and contributes to 
the main lobe widening.  

Similar experiments have been reproduced varying the 
angular position of the obstacle, as shown in Fig. 5. The 
signal processing reveal the localization of the obstacle in a 
large angular range from -50° to 50°. The secondary lobes 
appear more clearly at high incident angles but this does not 
prevent the angular localization. For -60° or +60°, the 
secondary lobes and the small signal-to-noise ratio impede 
obstacle localization. 

Fig. 6 show the angular resolution as a function of the 
obstacle  angular position, ranging from 18° to 28° on a -40° 
/ +40° range. The experimental values are slightly above the 
theoretical values, mainly due to electronic noise that 
broaden the main beam.  

IV. DISCUSSION

The angular resolution obtained with the pMUT array 
depends on many factors. Some of them are discussed here. 

First, the angular resolution and the secondary lobes 
may be tuned by advanced beamforming, playing with 
weights of different channels. Secondary lobes may also be 
faded if electronical noise is lowered, for instance by 
improving the experimental setup or using a dedicated 
integrated circuit. 

The results presented here have been obtained thanks to 
the frequency tuning of the membranes. This operation is 
mandatory to balance the frequency mismatch due to 
technological variations. This could be improved by using 
more advanced AlN deposition tools. Yet, we believe that 
such a strategy will remain as a useful way to optimize the 
frequency match and maintain it over a large range of 
working environmental conditions. On the contrary, the 
calibration step may be skipped, according to the operating 
angle and the signal-to-noise ratio that depend on the final 
use of the devices.  

Finally, one important parameter is the length of the 
electronic actuation signal. One may lengthen the signal so 
that the acoustic response is more similar to a stationnary 
regime, what will benefit to the beamforming step but would 
reduce the axial resolution. The minimal distance range 
would also be affected in the case of a direct signal between 
emitter and receiver or if a single device is used for emission 

Fig. 3. Beam (a-b) and corresponding matched signal (c-d) calculated at 

0° (blue) and 25° (orange), with (a - c) and without (b - d) calibration step. 
(a – b) present raw data with no averaging. The matched filter reveals the 

distance of the obstacle throuh the first echo time-of-flight. 
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and reception. This trade-off is particularly relevant in the 
case of a multi-membranes devices since the membrane-
dependent behavior is less pronounced in the stationnary 
regime, even suppressed if calibration is well performed. 
Short signals would only reflect the transient regime that are 
more dependent on membrane characteristics. In this case, 
matched filter should be tuned for each membrane therefore 
each beam, what may be done with more advanced signal 
processing. Moreover, in the case of such a narrowband 
transducer, a very short signal would require high AC bias 
to actuate the membrane properly. The 100-cycles long 
signal used in this work seems to be a good trade-off yet 
there is still some room for improvement. 

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, we show that AlN-based bimorph 
transducer can be employed to build an angular-resolved 
rangefinder using beamforming and matched filter. We 
demonstrate an angular range of -50° / +50° with a one-
dimensional pMUT array composed of 5 membranes. The 
angular resolution is experimentally measured at 18° in the 
front direction. This is enabled by a frequency tuning of 
each membrane that neutralizes the membrane-to-
membrane variation arising from technological variations 
and by a calibration step that ease the signal processing.  
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Abstract— Following the current trends towards Industry 
4.0 and the Internet of Things, flexible electronics and sensors 
are a key enabling technology for the realization of wearables 
and geometry adaptive devices. Within this study, we present a 
new approach for the fabrication of an ultra-thin and highly 
flexible printed circuit board (PCB), featuring multiple 
metallization layers and a thickness of < 20 µm only. Doing so, 
the polymer Parylene served as substrate material, as dielectric 
between the metallization layers as well as for the encapsulation 
and protection. Within this paper, the concept of this new 
approach as well as different options for the fabrication 
technologies and possible applications are presented in detail. 
Finally, the fabricated Parylene based ultra-thin flexible PCB 
was characterized mechanically and electrically.  

Keywords — electronics packaging, flexible electronics, printed 
circuit board, flexible sensors, Parylene 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The current trends towards the Internet of Things, Smart 
Everything and Industry 4.0 are enabled by sensors, which are 
often realized by micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS). 
Sensors realized by modern microtechnologies are addressing 
markets in the consumer, automotive, industrial, medical, 
telecommunication as well as in the defense and aerospace 
sectors and beyond. Considering the growth forecast of the 
global MEMS market from $ 11.5 billion in 2019 to $ 17.7 
billion in 2025, while at the same time the average selling 
price per MEMS is decreasing of down to 15 % per year 
between 2000 and 2025 (partially forecasted), the 
requirements for mass production and mass markets are 
fulfilled [1]. Beside the sensors themselves, also the 
integration and packaging technologies are of high importance 
to enable the targeted mass applications. For instance, in order 
to realize smart and sensory adhesive tapes that can be 
attached to a body or surface of interest for monitoring its 
properties, flexible substrates are beneficial, particularly, if 
they include metallic redistribution layers (RDL) and can act 
as a flexible PCB. The same aspects can be considered for 
embedding sensors in living environments and light weight 
structures: However, for this application, the electronics 

should particularly be of low volume and low weight. With 
respect to personalized medicine and medical wearables that 
can be attached to a patient like an electronic skin measuring 
vital signals, an additional requirement is the biocompatibility 
of the materials used. [2] In the recent years, new concepts for 
the realization of flexible PCBs were developed using 
materials such as polyimide, polyester, polyurethane, 
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) or other silicones and 
addressing flexible antennas, RFID tags or flexible solar cells. 
[3,4] Flexible PCBs available on the market are based on 
polyimide and can contain up to 10 RDLs of copper. However, 
the thickness of a polyimide layer is in the range of 25 - 50 µm 
with an additional copper layer thickness of are 18 – 35 µm, 
respectively [5]. Hence, a flexible PCB with multiple RDLs 
easily cumulates to thicknesses of several hundred µm.  

In this paper, we present an ultra-thin flexible PCB with 
up to three RDLs and a total thickness of less than 20 µm. 
These dimensions enable an optimal integration and 
embedding into light weight structures as well as the use for 
smart adhesive tapes. In order to enable applications in the 
medical field, such as wearables and implants, Parlyene was 
used as material for the substrate, the dielectric layers between 
the RDLs as well as the encapsulation. Parylene (Poly[p-
xylylene]) is a group of thermoplastic polymers, which 
combines excellent properties such as biostability and 
biocompatibility according to ISO 10993, optical 
transparency, low permeability for moisture and gases, a 
comparably high temperature stability, and a low coefficient 
of friction. Particularly, the dielectric properties, the low 
Young’s modulus and the mechanical stability of thin film 
Parylene at thicknesses between 10 - 20 µm enable Parylene 
to be a good choice for the usage as a substrate and dielectric 
for flexible PCBs. Its chemical inertness against all common 
acids, bases and solvents ensures the compatibility of Parylene 
with established microtechnologies. [6,7,8,9] Within this 
study, Parylene C, which features a chlorine substitute for one 
aromatic hydrogen atom, was chosen considering its good 
properties and deposition characteristics. In literature, 
Parylene is used as substrate material for flexible electronics. 
However, the application focuses usually on medical implants 
such as neuronal probes and retina implants. Also, the reported 
setups feature only one RDL. [10,11] Hence, to the best of our 
knowledge, we present the first ultra-thin flexible Parylene 
based PCB with multiple RDLs aiming the realization of a 
new and versatile packaging platform. 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL

For the investigations within this study, ultra-thin flexible 
Parylene PCBs were realized with one, two and three 
metallization layers. The Parylene for each flexible PCB was 
deposited using a Plasma Parylene LC 300 RW from Plasma 
Parylene Systems GmbH (PPS), Germany. Doing so, 
Parylene C was deposited by Chemical Vapor Deposition 
(CVD) according to the so-called Gorham process, which 
consists of the three steps depicted in figure 1. Within the first 
step, the powdery dimer is sublimed at 130 °C. Subsequently, 
the gaseous dimer is thermally cracked into two monomers at 
740 °C within the pyrolysis step. In the last step, the 
monomers react to form linear polymer chains at ambient 
temperatures, which prevents intrinsic stresses in the 
Parylene layers.  

In order to investigate different metallization techniques, 
Parylene was deposited on a 6” silicon wafer coated with a 
water-soluble sacrificial layer. Parylene was metallized by 
Aerosol Jet Printing (AJP) and Screen Printing (SP) as well 
as sputtering. For the AJP, the silver ink SW1020 Ink (Bando 
Chemical Industries Ltd.) was used. For SP, Smart’Ink S-
CS21303 (GenesInk) and AST6000 (SunChemical Ltd.) 
pastes and a screen with openings and pitches of 300 µm each 
were used. For both printing processes, the structures were 
subsequently sintered at 120 °C (AJP) and 60 °C - 200 °C 
(SP), respectively. For sputtering, different metals including 
gold, platinum, copper, aluminum, titanium and chrome were 
tested.  

In order to identify a Parylene thickness, appropriate for 
the usage as a dielectric between two RDLs, Parylene of 
different thicknesses was deposited on a highly doped and, 
hence, conductive wafer substrate. Subsequent to this, the 
break-through voltage was measured by a mercury probe 
station (Solid State Measurements) type 495.  

With respect to applications in the field of medical 
wearables, electrode test designs for flexible Parylene PCBs 
were created, featuring two (figure 2) and three RDLs, 
respectively, and enabling mechanical and electrical testing.  

Fig. 1. Molecular composition at the three steps of the Parylene CVD process 
according to Gorham. [6,7] 

Fig. 2. Design for a flexible Parylene PCB with two RDLs. The electrodes  
A-E were used to investigate the electrical performance.

Fig. 3. Process sequence for the fabrication of a flexible Parylene PCB with 
three RDLs.  

 The process sequence for the fabrication of a flexible 
Parylene PCB with three RDLs is depicted in figure 3. The 
processes were performed on 6” silicon wafers as dummy 
substrates (a). First, a water-soluble sacrificial layer was spin 
coated (b). Subsequently, 8 µm thick Parylene C was coated 
by CVD as a base layer (c). Next, for the first RDL, titanium 
and gold (20 nm / 300 nm) were sputtered and wet chemically 
patterned using a photoresist mask (d). For the dielectric, 
4 – 6 µm Parylene was deposited (e). For a flexible Parylene 
PCB with three RDLs, the steps (d) and (e) were repeated (f, 
g), in case of two RDLs the steps (f) and (g) were skipped. 
Before the deposition of the final RDL, the vias were patterned 
into Parylene using oxygen plasma etching (h) and two 
different photoresist masks for the vias between the upper and 
the lower RDL and the upper and the middle RDL, 
respectively. Finally, repeating step (d), the upper RDL was 
deposited and patterned (i). Doing so, the different RDL got 
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contacted through the vias. The direct filling of the vias was 
tested using electrochemical deposition (ECD) of aluminum. 
Finally, the flexible Parylene PCB was lifted from the silicon 
dummy substrate by dissolving the sacrificial layer in water. 

 With respect to the characterization of the vias and the 
electrical contacts enabled by them, profilometer 
measurements and cross-sectional images were taken. For the 
latter, either a cross-section was polished and investigated by 
a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) or the cross-section 
was realized by a cut with an Auriga (Carl Zeiss Microscopy 
GmbH) Focused Ion Beam (FIB). 

 After fabrication, the flexible Parylene PCBs were 
characterized mechanically by bending them in different 
diameters between 10 cm and 1 cm. For the electrical 
characterization, different measurements between the 
electrodes A … E (figure 2) were performed in order to 
investigate the electrical properties within one RDL (C-D) and 
via both RDLs (A-B), respectively, as well as the electrical 
properties of the intermediate Parylene dielectric (B-E). Doing 
so, the conductivity between the electrodes A-B and C-D was 
confirmed using the LCR meter E4980A (Agilent 
Technologies Inc.). Furthermore, using the same equipment, 
it was confirmed by the measurement of the capacitance 
between the electrodes B-E that the Parylene dielectric is 
functional. Additionally to this, the frequency response of the 
power level between the electrodes A-B and hence, via both 
RDLs, was measured in flat and bent (1 cm bending diameter) 
conditions using a FSL (Spectrum Analyzer GmbH & Co. 
KG). Doing so, the frequency was scanned in the ranges 
between 50 kHz and 1 MHz as well as between 20 MHz and 
100 MHz. 

 Finally, the integration of discrete electrical components 
on the fabricated flexible Parylene PCB was tested. Doing so, 
components such as an integrated circuit (IC), light emitting 
diodes (LED), and passive components (resistors, capacitors, 
etc.) were soldered at 180 °C on the flexible Parylene PCB 
using a low temperature Sn42Bi58 solder.  

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The metallization of Parylene was successfully 
demonstrated using AJP and SP with the different inks and 
pastes, respectively (figure 4 (a) and (b)). The conductive 
paths realized by AJP featured a width of 30 - 200 µm and a 
height of 1 - 2 µm. In contrast to this, the conductive paths 
realized by SP were 200 – 250 µm (paste AST6000) and 
350 - 440 µm in width (paste S-CS21303), respectively, with 
a pitch of 350 - 400 µm (paste AST6000) and 180 - 220 µm 
(S-CS21303) between the electrodes. Smaller electrode 
geometries of down to 10 µm width and 10 µm pitch between 
the electrodes, respectively, as well as heights of 200 nm to 
1 µm were realized by sputtering the metals gold, platinum, 
aluminum, copper, titanium and chrome (figure 4 (c) and (d)) 
and subsequent patterning. Some metals required a special 
surface treatment or adhesion promoting layers. Typical 
thicknesses for the electrodes realized by sputtering are 
200 – 300 nm. During the bending tests of the metallized 
Parylene substrates, the sputtered electrodes showed a better 
performance, whereas the printed electrodes were less 
bendable and cracks haven been observed.  

 With respect to the required Parylene thickness for a 
reliable dielectric between two metal layers / RDLs, 1.5 µm 
thick Parylene showed a break-through at voltages < 1000 V, 

Fig. 4. Silver electrodes realized by AJP (a) and SP (b) as well as sputtered 
and wet chemically etched aluminum (c) and copper (d) electrodes on free-
standing Parylene. 

whereas for 2.2 µm thick layers, the maximum voltage of 
1000 V was reached without breakdown. Since the break-
through characteristics were proven to be dependent on the 
metallization method, thicker Parylene than the 2.2 µm is 
recommended for reliable dielectric properties.  

The realization of ultra-thin flexible Parylene PCBs was 
successfully demonstrated for boards with two (figure 5) and 
three RDLs based on gold. The cross-sectional investigation 
of the vias by FIB / SEM (figure 6) revealed that the sidewall 
has a slope of << 90°. Hence, that contact formation between 
two RDLs is possible by a sputter process, without additional 
optimization of the via etching process. The contact formation 
can combined with sputtering the upper RDL. Furthermore, 
the filling of the via by using electrochemically deposited 
aluminum on a gold seed layer was demonstrated successfully 
(figure 6 (c)). By profilometric investigation of the vias of a 
Parylene PCB with three RDLs (figure 7), the vias between 
the upper and the middle, and the upper and the lower RDL, 
respectively, can clearly be differentiated.  

Fig. 5. Photo (a) and light microscopic image (b) of the fabricated ultra-thin 
flexible Parylene PCB with two RDLs.  

Fig. 6. SEM images of the FIB cut through a metallized Parylene via (a), (b), 
(d), as well as of a cross-section of a Parylene via filled with electrochemically 
deposited aluminum (c). 
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Fig. 7. Results of profilometer measurements for an ultra-thin flexible 
Parylene PCB with three RDLs. 

 The results of the electrical characterization between the 
different electrodes A … E (figure 2) reveal, that between the 
electrodes A-B the electrical resistance is only 3.5 Ω for a 
300 nm thick sputtered gold metallization and without 
additional via filling. Considering, that a measurement 
between A-B refers to both RDLs including two vias, it can be 
concluded, that the conductivity of the conductive paths as 
well as the contacts between the RDLs formed through the 
vias are good. Further research is needed in order to 
investigate if the electrical performance can be increased by 
additional via filling. The electrical resistance between the 
electrodes C-D was even less. The measured resistance 
between the electrodes B-E tended to infinity at direct current 
(DC) and the capacitance was about 90 fF at a voltage of 1 Vpp

and a frequency of 1 MHz. Hence, the Parylene dielectric
between the RDLs meets the requirements. The frequency
responses measured between the electrodes A-B are given in
figure 8 for flat and bent condition. The results prove that there
is no major damping for 50 kHz – 1 MHz and no difference
between flat and bent conditions. The Parylene PCB shows a
resonance frequency at ~63 MHz in both conditions. Indicated
by the additional peaks in the higher frequency range of
20 – 100 MHz, the Parlyene PCB shows are more instable
frequency response in bent conditions, which could be caused
by changed parasitic elements (e. g. capacitances). The -3 dB
cut-off frequency can be determined to 25.5 MHz. Hence, it
can be concluded that the flexible Parylene PCBs have a good
electrical performance and a low damping for frequencies up
to 1 MHz and 25.5 MHz, respectively. Particularly, in the
range between 1 - 20 MHz, the frequency response needs a
more detailed analysis. Finally, some electrical components
were integrated on the Parylene PCBs (see figure 9) with
respect to realize a smart medical patch.

Fig. 8. Frequency response of a Parylene PCB with two RDLs for flat and bent 
(1 cm bending diameter) conditions, measured between 50 kHz – 1 MHz and 
20 MHz – 100 MHz, respectively. 

Fig. 9. Flexible Parylene PCB with soldered components. 

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, the fabrication of an ultra-thin highly flexible 
Parylene PCB with multiple RDLs was successfully 
demonstrated. Doing so, different metallization technologies 
were investigated as well as the properties and contacts 
realized by the vias through the Parylene. By electrical 
measurements, the functionality of the different layers was 
proven. The frequency response revealed good characteristics 
for frequencies up to 1 MHz, in both, flat and bent conditions. 
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Abstract— We present a simple and reliable hybrid 

packaging of rigid electrochemical transducers and flexible 

foil having electrical connections. Among a large number of 

biochemical transducers, we target in this work two types of 

transducers: 3-electrode systems and ion selective field effect 

transistors (ISFET). The hybrid packaging ensures several 

requirements such as: biocompatibility to biological analytes, 

precise tight encapsulation, protection of transducers surface, 

mechanical stability, reliable electrical contact and light 

shielding of sensitive parts. The proposed hybrid packaging of 

biochemical transducers is based on a flip-chip bonding 

process, which necessitates low-cost materials, a reduced 

number of processing steps as well as compatibility to 

common roll-to-roll (R2R) processes. 

Keywords— flexible hybrid packaging, encapsulation, 

chemical sensor 

I. INTRODUCTION

Hybrid packaging has made a full entrance into the 

chemical sensing area to ensure high measurement 

performance by analyzing low to ultralow volumes of 

electrolytes. Since then, the development of simple and 

low cost packaging processes has been a challenging 

drawback force in the industrialization of chemical 

sensors [1]. For example, even an industrial packaging 

technique for ion selective field effect transistors 

(ISFETs) has been established based on wire bonding of 

the devices which requires a high number of complex 

processing steps [2]. There is always a risk of spoiling the 

sensor area during the epoxy dispensing. To come over 

this issue,  MESA ISFET was proposed, which is a device 

with an elevated sensor area, fabricated by etching [3]. 

With the beginning of the development of the ISFET, the 

idea of separating the chemical environment from 

electronic connections with reverse contact devices [4] 

emerged. Simpler approaches without wire connections 

were proposed and demonstrated using flexible printed 

circuit boards (FLEX-PCBs) and flip chip connection 

techniques [5, 6]. However, the need to use epoxy 

materials on sensors remains a disadvantage of existing 

approaches due to non-replicability and low efficiency 

[2]. Here we present a hybrid packaging concept that 

shows a compatibility with roll-to-roll (R2R) technology, 

and does not need neither epoxy dispensing nor wire 

bonding. It was recently demonstrated on pressure sensors 

used for various applications in the field of aerodynamics 

[7]. In this work we demonstrate the compatibility of the 

sensor-on-hole concept for applications in liquids. 

Moreover, the hybrid packaging is now biocompatible to 

biological analytes, permits a tight encapsulation, ensures 

a protection of the transducers surface, mechanical 

stability, reliable electrical contacts and protects sensitive 

parts of the transducer from light. It features a nearly flat 

sensor-analyte interface which permits an ease attachment 

of reaction vessels or microfluidic systems (see figure 6). 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

 (a)    (b)   (c) 

Fig. 1. (a) The sensor chip and the FLEX-PCB, electrical contacts match 
in position. (b) An adhesive film is laminated onto the FLEX-PCB and 

gold stud bumps are placed on the sensor chip. (c) A hole for the sensing 

region is laser-cutted. The sensor is then flip-chip bonded onto the FLEX-

PCB. 

A. Flip-chip bond

The FLEX-PCB used in this work was fabricated in a

common pooling service (Multi Circuit Boards) as two-

layers PCB. The bottom layer contains electrical contacts, 

while the metal on the top layer forms a light shield for 

the light-sensitive parts, which is important especially for 

the FG-ISFET device. The on top cover layer is made of 

polyimide, which is a biocompatible material. The hybrid 

packaging concept was established for two types of 

transducers: a gold based 3-electrode system and a 

floating gate ion sensitive field effect transistor (FG-
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ISFET) fabricated in a CMOS technology. The method 

relies on a flip-chip bonding technique, where the sensor 

is bonded directly to the FLEX-PCB by a thermal 

compression process. An adhesive film is cured during the 

process. Unlikely to wire bond techniques, this method 

requires an exact matching of the geometry and the 

position of the bond pads on the sensor and the FLEX-

PCB, respectively. As shown in figure 1b, pretreatment of 

both components is necessary, before the flip-chip bond 

is performed. The sensor bond pads have to be plated to a 

thickness of at least 20 µm. In this work, the placement of 

gold stud bumps was used, but also coining or plating by 

a galvanic or electrochemical process can be considered 

as another solution. NiPdAu (nickel-palladium-gold) was 

chosen as a surface finishing of the FLEX-PCB 

conductors to enhance the adhesion of the gold stud 

bumps. A 25 µm gold wire was used in a ball-wedge bond 

process. The wedge bond was placed 50 µm in the vicinity 

to the ball. This technique produces a bump with 50 µm 

height and 100 µm width (see figure 2). An adhesive film 

(Hitachi Chemicals AC-246J) was cut to the same 

dimensions as the sensor with an ultra-short pulse laser 

cutter and laminated to the FLEX-PCB with a fine placer 

according to the specifications of the film. 

Fig. 2. SEM picture of a gold stud bump on a sensor bond pad. The bond 
pads where created by a ball-wedge bond process with a 25 µm gold wire. 

The wedge was placed 50 µm next to the center of the ball bond. It results 

in bump with 90 µm width and 50 µm height. 

With the same laser cutter, a hole was cut through the 

FLEX-PCB with the laminated adhesive film to create the 

sensor opening. The flip-chip bond was then processed on 

a Panasonic FCB-1. A more detailed description of the 

method can be found in a previous report [5].  

B. Packaging stackup

The packaging process results in the following stackup

(compare figure 3). From the analyte side, the FLEX-PCB 

now incorporates a hole, which opens the sensing area of 

the sensor. Only the polyimide, the adhesive film and the 

sensor opening are in contact with the liquid analyte. For 

a dip-in application, the backside of the FLEX-PCB with 

the sensor chip can be encapsulated by a protective globe. 

Fig. 3. Schematic structure of the established package. Gold stud bumps 
(orange) enable the electrical contact between the bondpads (red) and the 

copper conductors (brown) of the FLEX-PCB (yellow). The adhesive film 

(blue) encapsulates the contact and ensures fluid tightness of the FLEX-
PCB sensor interface. Silver particles incorporated in the adhesive film 

can ensure the electrical contact additionaly, as is the case in anistropic 

conductive films (ACF). 

Electrical contacts between chip and FLEX-PCB are 

provided by the gold stud bumps. During the thermal 

compressive bond process, both the stud bump and the 

copper conductor on the FLEX-PCB are compressed and 

therefore their heights are reduced. Figure 4 shows a 

photography of the transverse section of the stackup after 

sawing the package in half. The copper conductor, which 

is initially around 42 µm is compressed to 25 µm and the 

gold stud bump is compressed to 20 µm (50 µm initial 

width). The temperature and pressure parameter of the 

flip-chip bond were adjusted to reach this compression in 

order to ensure a hermetic tightness by the adhesive film 

which has a thickness of only 50 µm. Unfortunately, this 

is the thickest film, which was commercially available at 

the time of realizing this task. On the backside of the 

FLEX-PCB, the sensor is glued.  

Fig. 4. The bond area was cut with a wafer saw. Top to bottom: CMOS 

FG-ISFET (silver), stud bump (gold), copper pad with nickel-gold finish 
(red and light grey), polyimide substrate (dark grey), copper layer (red). 

The ACF (dark grey) fills the surrounding 50 µm gap between the foil 

surface and the silicon chip. 

In this work, standard silicon dies with a thickness of 

700 µm were used. Previous work demonstrated, that 

thinned dies can be also packaged with this method [7]. 

Therefore, this packaging method opens the way for the 

incorporation of sensor dies into curved surfaces of e.g. 

smart pills. The FG-ISFET incorporates a MOSFET with 

an extended gate, that is of floating potential [8]. The 

MOSFET itself is placed near to the bondpads. The 

sensor-opening, which is exposed to light, only includes 

the floating gate structures with the pH sensitive coating. 

The package provides a light shielding for all other parts 

of the sensor, including the MOSFET. The copper on the 

top layer was designed solid, so that no light can penetrate 

through the FLEX-PCB. 
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Fig. 5. A FG-ISFET is packaged with the described method. Due to an 
extended gate, the light sensitive MOSFET is placed next to the electrical 

contacts. Both are encapsulated within the foil-ACF-silicon sandwhich. 

Only the sensing area is exposed to the liquid. As shown in the 
photograph, it can be used as a dip-in sensor.  

© Fraunhofer EMFT/Bernd Müller 

The resulting package can be easily used in a dip-in 

experiment (see figure 5). For this purpose, a protective 

globe should be attached on the backside to prevent the 

silicon substrate from acting as an undesired electrode 

during the measurement. In this case, epoxy casting is 

necessary, but compared to a packaging method, where 

wire bonds are protected with an epoxy globe, there is no 

risk of spoiling the sensor opening with epoxy.  

C. Test

The reported hybrid packaging method was applied to

a critical application, where biocompatibility and 

tightness was of major importance. Gold based 3-

electrode systems as well as FG-ISFETs were supposed to 

monitor several biochemical processes in the field of virus 

diagnosis. One application was the monitoring of the pH 

change during RNA loop-mediated isothermal 

amplification (LAMP). In this case, the pH value is a 

measure of the progress of the RNA amplification in the 

same way, as the fluorescence signal is in a qPCR 

amplification [9].  

Fig. 6. Half cutted PCR tubes were glued onto the FLEX-PCB. The 

packaging method provides a almost flat sensor interface. Attaching 

microfluidic channels or reaction vessels requires no further modification. 

Further details about the application will be described 

in more detail in another report. It is worth to underline, 

that two requirements were important for this research. A 

biocompatible environment to ensure proper working 

conditions for the LAMP enzyme and low reaction 

volume due to the high costs of primer material. 

Biocompatibility was ensured by using the reported 

materials. As shown in figure 6, PCR tubes from 

polypropylene were used as reaction vessels. Before 

glueing them onto the FLEX-PCB, the bottom part was 

cut. According to the LAMP reaction conditions (68 °C 

for 45 min), 50 µl of solution was filled into the chambers. 

After the heating time, still 60 % of the solution was 

present inside the vessel. This evaporation is most likely 

caused by insufficient sealing of the caps and the tubes. 

For this research, the reaction mix was filled into the 

attached PCR tubes, the caps were closed and the 

temperature inside the tubes was regulated to 68 °C using 

an aluminum block around the FLEX-PCB. A detailed 

description of the experiment will follow in a separate 

article. The reference voltage, the drain current and the 

drain voltage were kept constant and the voltage of the 

control electrode (back electrode below the floating gate) 

was used as control variable. Figure 7 shows the obtained 

voltage curve of the LAMP experiment. After the first 

conditioning, an exponential change in signal was 

observed (5 – 30 min) until a saturation tableau was 

reached (45 min). The positive voltage change 

corresponds to a negative pH change, which corresponds 

to the generation of H+ ions during every copying step of 

the LAMP amplification. The pH changes during a LAMP 

experiment from pH 8 to pH 6 [10]. For this experiment, 

there is a voltage change of nearly 100 mV/pH which is 

far above the theoretical Nernst limit of 68 mV/pH at 68 

°C. The sandwich structure of liquid, insulator, floating 

gate, insulator and control electrode forms a capacitive 

voltage divider which amplifies the signal to be above the 

theoretical Nernst limit. However, with this setup, it was 

proven, that the package can be used for biochemical 

analysis and diagnosis experiments and exhibit excellent 

tightness properties. 

Fig. 7. The sensor was used to measure the pH change (pH 8 to pH 6) 

during a RNA amplification process (LAMP). The sensitivity is around 

100 mV/pH (capacitive amplification by the extended gate structure). The 
pH change has the same shape as flourescence curves from a qPCR cycler 

[9]. Exponential growth (0-30 min) and saturation phase (30 -45 min) can 

be identified. 

III. DISCUSSION

Adhesive films are available up to a thickness of 50 

µm. The small height of the metallization of the chip and 

the PCB allows the use of such adhesive film for 

encapsulating chemical sensors. This paves the way to a 

roll-to-roll compatible packaging process. The 

reproducibility is enhanced because there is no 

requirement for dispensing an epoxy material. 

Microscope images (figure 4) show, that also non-
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conductive films (NCF) can be used. The proposed hybrid 

packaging concept overcomes the existing limitations of 

monolithic integration and puts aside both the wire 

bonding and the epoxy dispensing technological steps. 

The use of a two-layer FLEX-PCB is another advantage 

because the second metal layer ensures a light shielding. 

additionally, the integration of gold pads next to the 

sensor can be used as quasi-reference electrode for 

general CMOS-based ISFETs.  

IV. OUTLOOK

Nowadays available small size microcontrollers can 

be used to increase miniaturization by the integration of 

the sensor readout to the FLEX-PCB. A recent study uses 

a Texas Instruments MSP430FR2355 to establish a low-

power ISFET readout frontend [11]. By combining the 

FG-ISFET in the FLEX-PCB package together with this 

readout, which can be soldered to the FLEX-PCB, a fully 

integrated digital pH measurement system-on-foil can be 

constructed by only using present assembly technologies 

that are already industry standard. The flexibility of the 

foil allows to develop smart pills and smart patches that 

can be of very small size. Future reports will present the 

application of this idea to a flexible pH probe that might 

be used for medical application. 
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Abstract—This paper presents an overview of challenges in 

system integration for 2.5D/3D assemblies, including co-

packaged optics and electronics, MEMS and microfluidics. It 

addresses the gap between early-stage prototypes and volume 

manufacturing that need true advanced packaging and system 

integration to realize their complex multi-technology devices. 

This is done by means of a virtual demonstrator that include 

both 2.5D/3D assemblies of ASICs and integrated photonic 

devices, as well as MEMS and microfluidics devices. It also 

addresses lowering the cost barrier for users accessing these 

technologies for their products, such that it will enable an 

increased uptake of system integration by the industry at large. 

Keywords—system integration, 2.5/3D integration, photonics 

packaging, MEMS, microfluidics, MPW runs, cost sharing 

I. INTRODUCTION

There is a growing demand for advanced packaging and 
system integration in the semiconductor industry. This trend 
has been fuelled by the need for better integration of more 
functionalities in a system-on-chip (SoC) from a wide range 
of applications, including high-speed datacom, artificial 
intelligence (AI), Internet of Things (IoT) and  bio-medical 
devices. There has been significant research and development 
to address the demand for co-packaged microelectronics and 
optics & photonics, including hybrids such as Micro-
Electrical Mechanical Systems (MEMS) and microfluidics. 
However, such combinations of technologies often requires 
discrete assembly techniques at component level, which 
presents challenges to minimise power consumption, reduce 
footprint, increase data rates, manage thermal and mechanical 
stresses. Furthermore, there is a need for cost effective and 
scalable manufacturing processes. 

This paper will review the world’s first advanced 
packaging and smart system integration virtual demonstrator 
developed in the scope of the NEXTS project.  The NEXTS 
project aims to extend the EUROPRACTICE services towards 
smart system integration [1]. The virtual demonstrator in 
Figure 1 is a combination of multiple smaller virtual 
demonstrators combined in a single illustration that showcases 
key cost cutting building blocks for various technology 
platforms that make system integration possible between 
multiple technologies and guides researchers and developers 
in their process of selecting suitable and industrial available 
building blocks. This covers a range of technologies; 
advanced packaging of ASICs, optics & photonics, MEMS 
and microfluidics, and combinations thereof, which are 

available for users through EUROPRACTICE. These 
combinations are made possible through access to a variety of 
specialised services of key enabling technologies including; 
pick-and-place, flip-chip, Ball Grid Arrays (BGAs), Cu 
pillars, wafer-level fan-outs as well as silicon interposers, 
which facilitate 2.5/3D integration of ASICs and Photonic 
Integrated Circuits (PICs) through die stacking techniques. 
Other technologies made possible include hybrid integration 
of MEMS such as accelerometers and cantilevers, and add-on 
processes for noble metal finishes and microfluidic building 
blocks which are prerequisites for many bio-medical sensor 
devices. Most importantly, all solutions use industry standard 
processes making them scalable to high volume and typically 
also more cost effective. 

Fig. 1. Virtual demonstrator of scalable advanced packaging and system 

integration. 

II. SYSTEM INTEGRATION AND ENABLING PROCESS 

MODULES 

A. 2.5D/3D System Integration

System Integration is defined in this paper as the
methodology used to combine at least two devices stacked and 
interconnected, or packaged side-by-side on a substrate.  

When two or more IC devices are stacked that is called 
3D-IC integration or 3D-IC stacking. Individual devices can 
be the same type such as memories, or can be different devices 
resulting in heterogeneous integration. The main motivation 
of such integration is to exploit the 3rd dimension to decrease 
the footprint of the whole system, and to make tighter 
interconnections between the sub-circuits. As a result, the 
system will see a decrease of interconnection parasitics, 
decreasing the power consumption, while increasing the 
bandwidth and speed [2]. 
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Similar to 3D-IC integration, 2.5D consists of integrating 
two or more devices, however in this case it is side-by-side on 
a substrate such as an interposer, and the interconnections use 
bumps or wire bonding.  

Figure 2 is a virtual illustration of the 2.5D hybrid 
integration. Here, system integration is composed of process 
modules, when combined in a given process flow, allows for 
packaging different circuits together enabling miniaturization. 
Such process modules include wire bonding, flip-chip, Under 
Bump Metallization (UBM), interposers, Through Silicon Via 
(TSV), and Re-Distribution Layer (RDL) to name a few. 

Fig. 2. Schematic of 2.5D hybrid integration 

In order to make 2.5/3D system integration accessible to a 
wide range of users, it is key to drive down the cost of the 
different process modules and packaging techniques, while 
preserving the performance and reliability of the system. 

The sections below zoom in on specific process modules 
and/or packaging techniques are used in 2.5/3D integration, 
namely interposers, bumping, TSVs and Fan-Out Wafer-
Level Packaging (FOWLP). In particular, the focus will be on 
making those technologies more accessible and affordable by 
cost sharing between users, which improves user uptake of 
system integration. 

B. Interposers

An interposer is a substrate to which individual die(s) can
be bonded and connected to each other. As an integration 
handler, interposers have internal pads and metal routing to 
allow for intra-chip connections, and periphery pads for the 
system’s primary I/Os. Typically, interposers can be 
composed of organic, ceramic or silicon material. In the case 
of Silicon Interposers (Si-Interposers) the minimum width and 
pitch of interconnections are in the range of microns or even 
sub-microns, while for organic/ceramic interposers in the 
order of 100 microns feature size. As such, Si-Interposers are 
preferred as they enable tighter connections between the 
separate dies, which in turn, introduces less parasitics, and 
ensures high density of the system.  

Si-Interposers can be passive when a Back-End-of-the-
Line (BEOL) metal stack is used, or active when embedded 
with active devices such as diodes, CMOS, or bipolar devices. 
Their fabrication can be through a dedicated process, in this 
case the BEOL metal stack of any CMOS process is sufficient. 
Figure 3 shows a cross section of Si-Interposer used as an 
enabler in 2.5/3D system integration. 

Fig. 3. Illustration of Si-Interposer as an enabler for 2.5/3D system 

integration 

For prototyping and low volume production, an efficient 
method to reduce the total cost would be to share the mask-set 
of a CMOS Multi-Project Wafer (MPW) run and fabricate the 
Si-Interposer together with the other CMOS chips. An 
alternative method for lowering the fabrication cost for 
prototyping consists of using a Multi-Layer Mask (MLM) 
where the mask cost is drastically reduced. Alternatively, one 
can also think of offering MPW services specifically for Si-
interposers. This requires standardization of both technology 
options and design rules, such that different customer 
requirements can be served on the same Si-interposer MPW 
run. 

C. Circuit Bumping

In order to achieve a flip-chip process connecting circuits
to the interposer, circuits need to have bumps on their pads. 
These bumps could be solder bumps, Cu pillar bumps, or stud 
bumps. Figure 4 are magnifications of the bump technologies. 

     (a)                                  (b)                                            (c) 

Fig. 4. Bumps technologies: (a) Cu pillar, (b) solder bump, (c) stud bump. 

As circuit pads are commonly in Aluminum, they need to 
have an UBM process before adding the bump. Several types 
of UBM materials can be used e.g. Ti/Cu/Ni. This material is 
grown on the Al pad in order to allow the attach of solder 
bumps or copper pillar bumps. Cu pillar and solder bumps (as 
shown in Figure 4a and 4b) are grown at wafer level, using 
lithography masks.  

These bumping techniques can be part of the foundry 
processing, or can be subcontracted to Outsourced 
Semiconductor Assembly and Test (OSAT) companies. These 
processes can also be performed on a MPW run where 
different projects can get the same type of bump. That could 
be a solution to share the bumping pricing between different 
customers for the prototyping phase. 

Stud bumps shown in Figure 4c are gold bumps obtained 
by making a thermo-sonic wire-bond, then cutting the wire 
just after soldering the wire on the circuit’s pads. While this 
process is usually done at chip-level as for wire-bonding, the 
process is mature and low cost, but has as drawback that the 
bumps are made one by one in a sequential process, as 
opposed to the Cu pillar and solder bumps made once in 
parallel at wafer-level [3].  

Stud bumps do not need UBM, the ultrasonic process for 
soldering the bump allows it to be attached efficiently to the 
Aluminum pads of the circuit die. Stud bumps are suitable for 
prototyping or very low volume production as it is affordable 
and can be accessible to any packaging house that has wire 
bonding capabilities. 

D. Through Silicon Via (TSV)

To connect vertically and exploit the 3rd dimension, the use
of TSVs gives the optimal solution interconnections from the 
face of a chip to its back. TSV consists of drilling holes across 
the silicon chip and deposit a dielectric / barrier in the hole. 
This allows for metallization growth in the via. Thus 
connecting the face of the chip to the backside of the chip. The 
drilling is done by etching the silicon, the dielectric and 
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metallization depositions are done using photolithography, all 
at wafer-level [4]. 

Since this process is at wafer-level, it is a good candidate 
for cost sharing using MPW runs. Figure 5 illustrates the TSVs 
in a chip (circuit 2), and the use of a Si-interposer to connect 
the primary I/Os of the system as an array at the backside of 
the interposer. 

Fig. 5. Both back‐to‐face and face‐to‐face assembly on back-bumped 

silicon interposer using TSVs. 

E. Fan-Out Wafer Level Packaging

Wafer level fan-out packaging is a technology where dies
from different sources or different technologies with varying 
thickness and size can be handled and packaged with one 
integration technology. FOWLP offers a special packaging 
solution based on the concept of standard Wafer Level Chip 
Size Packaging (WLCSP) processes. WLCSP processes are a 
good solution for volume production with high frequency 
applications because of small packages sizes with very small 
parasitic effects. The parasitic effects of such a package are 
low thanks to the small size and no use of bond wires. The 
main drawback of WLCSP is that the Non-Recurring 
Engineering (NRE) costs starts at about 50,000 EUR and 
multiple wafers need to be ordered. 

Fraunhofer IZM [5] has been focusing on a solution which 
can drive down the cost for very small volume and prototyping 
using a Multi-Project concept similar to the MPWs of 
semiconductor foundries and offered through 
EUROPRACTICE. Multi-Project Fan-Out Wafer Level 
Packaging users share wafer and processing costs, making it 
more affordable. Figure 6 illustrates the low volume 
prototyping using multi project fan-out wafer level packaging. 

 (a)   (b) 

Fig. 6. Wafer Level Fan-Out: (a) Multi project fan-out wafer and (b) 

FOWLP package (b). 

The die could come from different foundries and 
technologies but should have an edge length of 1.5 to 7 mm 
and die thickness have to be in a range of 200 – 300 µm. The 
FOWLP technology use SnAgCu balls with a ball size of 
300 µm and a pitch of 500 µm. As a standard for these Multi-
Project runs two RDL are fabricated to connect the pad 
openings of the die with the balls of the package. The RDL 
layers are useable in  integrated antennae or inductors. This 
possibility to integrate passive structures can reduce the 

silicon die size and save cost. With the FOWLP technology 
from Fraunhofer IZM all packages have a size of 10 mm by 
10 mm independent on the size of the die. This helps 
maximize the area on the wafer and avoids any loss of ICs by 
sawing out the individual devices.  

Offering Fan-Out Wafer Level Packaging similar to 
standard MPW runs makes it possible to package prototypes, 
reduce the costs per project and include all the positive effects 
of WLCSP.  

III. ADVANCED PHOTONICS PACKAGING

Previously considered specialized functions, PICs and 
optoelectronics have become much more mainstream due to 
the rise of 5G and high speed, high-density Datacom 
transceivers. Typically, photonic packaging and integration 
requires multiple considerations including the optical 
interfaces, electrical connections that can be DC or RF in 
function, thermal management and mechanical housing. 
These subassembly techniques usually involve surface mount 
technology such as flip-chip assembly, where the die is 
mounted on a substrate or an interposer. This technique can be 
manually carried out or automated for volume prototyping, 
with sub-micron alignment accuracy. Subsequently, the 
substrate can be assembled onto a PCB with a pick-and-place 
tool. Before the subassembly is placed into the housing a fibre 
attach is carried out.  

Another PIC integration technology that opens up 

affordable volume prototyping opportunities in new areas is 

the combination of two platforms, low-loss SiN-based 

TriPleX™ waveguide technology and active InP components 

[6]. The InP tunable laser covers the C-band, and the 

TriPleX™ waveguides are designed for single polarization 

(TE) applications at 1550nm. The high contrast waveguide 

allows bend radii of 125 micron, which makes large scale 

integration (VLSI) on chip possible. This VLSI technology 

allows for low cost integration. Figure 7 shows the design 

layout rule for users to access this MPW unique technology 

integration platform with a route to easy assembly and 

packaging. 

Fig. 7. Design rule for MPW layout of C-band InP tunable laser on SiN 

IV. MEMS INTEGRATION

MEMS can be classified either as sensor or an actuator. 
Both categories use ASICs interface with the outside world to 
sense the signal or drive the actuator to perform an action. The 
sensing / actuation mechanism of these devices can be 
capacitive, piezoelectric, piezoresistive, electrostatic to name 
a few. It is essential to integrate a MEMS device with an 
associated peripheral device/circuit to complete a system. 
System integration of MEMS devices can be on a single wafer 
(monolithic integration) [7] using the technology of “MEMS 
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first”, where on a single wafer the MEMS (unreleased 
structure) is fabricated first and then on the same wafer CMOS 
circuit is fabricated or “CMOS first” where first the CMOS 
circuit is fabricated on a wafer and then on the same wafer the 
MEMS device is fabricated. These processes are not cost 
effective and most researchers and industries go for hybrid 
packaging where the MEMS and ASICs are discrete 
components, packaged separately and integrated on a common 
substrate such as an interposer or PCB. The fact that a properly 
integrated system can bring down the power consumption, 
makes it very attractive to industries and researchers to 
explore different options like Micro Transfer Printing (MTP) 
for system integration of MEMS devices that are 
commercially used for system integration of photonic devices. 
Using such technologies, heterogeneous devices can be 
system integrated on a single wafer. 

V. MICROFLUIDICS INTEGRATION

While most commercial Si chip packages envision a 
closed Si surface, this is not the case for many sensors and in 
particular liquid sensing solutions. Apart from the the typical 
need for electrical routing, an additional constraint comes 
from the fluidic access that is needed on top of the Si sensor 
surface. For reasons of corrosion prevention and surface 
functionalization purposes, the typical Cu or Al top 
metallization finishes need a noble metal cover, which is the 
first deviation from standard CMOS offerings [8]. 

 (a)   (b) 

Fig. 8. Demonstrator examples of: (a) die-to-die sensor-cartridge bonding 

and (b) wafer-level Si-to-glass bonding (b). 

Two main integration routes for microfluidic devices can 
be distinguished: wafer level versus die-level. Depending on 
the level of complexity, the type and required dimensions and 
resolution of the microfluidic building blocks but also cost and 
accessibility, one or the other is preferred.   For each of the 
two configurations, an example is shown in Figure 8. Figure 8 
(a) illustrates Chip on board (COB) bonding of a sensor ISFET
chip and a magnetic coil actuator chip which are both
assembled to a plastic (milled) cartridge. A small height
compartment is defined at the backside of the cartridge and
die-to-die (Si-to-cartridge) adhesive bonding is performed by
adhesive dispensing surrounding the compartment walls,
followed by alignment and placement. Figure 8 demonstrates
the formation of microfluidic functionalities (reservoirs and
channels) by wafer-level lithography and glass patterning
which is then wafer-to-wafer bonded to a Si sensor wafer. In
both cases, special “leave-out” zones are foreseen for access
to the wire-bonding pads.

The market uptake of such sensors is strongly dependant 
on their implementation in a global system solution and 
therefore, access to scalable and cost-effective integration 
solutions is of key importance. In terms of product 
manufacturing scaling potential and dimensional resolution 

capabilities, wafer-to-wafer bonding is expected to be most 
promising while die-to-die bonding is advantageous for lower 
volume solutions. In order to lower the cost barrier for these 
advanced wafer-level process solutions, noble metal surface 
finishes can be offered in Multi-Project Wafer (MPW) and 
Multi-Layer Mask (MLM) mode. Glass cap wafer 
manufacturing and wafer-to-wafer bonding to Si sensor 
wafers can be offered through MLM mode. 

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presented the world’s first virtual demonstrator 
for smart system integration. It showcases key cost cutting 
building blocks for various technology platforms that make 
system integration possible between multiple technologies 
and guides researchers and developers in their process of 
selecting suitable and industrial available building blocks.  

A wide range of technologies were presented; 2.5D/3D 
assemblies of ASICs and integrated photonic devices, as well 
as MEMS, microfluidics devices and combinations thereof, 
which are available for users through EUROPRACTICE. This 
allows for early stage prototyping and volume manufacturing. 
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Abstract— The Tactile Internet, which is considered by 

many to be the next generation of Internet of Things (IoT), will 

enable real time Human Computer Interaction (HCI) systems 

capable of delivering tactile experiences remotely from the 

machine to the operator. Tactile Internet application fields 

include the tactile robot teleoperation, which constitutes the next 

generation of collaborative robots, equipped with sensing 

capabilities to process humanlike tactile sensation in Augmented 

/ Virtual Reality (AR/VR) applications, i.e. advanced AR/VR 

training or education environments, Automotive and other 

application domains where Human Machine Interfaces (HMI) 

are required [1]. Tactile Enabled battery powered HCI devices 

must satisfy ultra-low latency haptic media constraints which 

are an order of magnitude more sensitive to delays when 

compared to audio and visual media [2] as well as low power 

consumption constrains required by battery powered portable 

or wearable technology. This paper describes the design 

considerations for power efficient low latency tactile feedback 

technology and the modelling and characterization of the system 

level latency associated with a tactile piezoelectric actuator 

driver. Such a driver architecture is envisaged to be used to 

implement haptic feedback in HMI scenarios, with a focus on 

reducing the latency of, battery powered, piezoelectric based 

tactile enabled HCI devices.  

Keywords— latency, tactile internet, tele robotics, Industry 4.0, 

HMI, HCI 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Mobile Communication technology has experienced 
exponential growth in terms of capacity, speed and accuracy 
in the last few decades which enables them to play a major role 
in the world economy in the areas of education, healthcare and 
other industries. Recent Developments in Mobile 
Communication include the development of the Internet-of-
Things (IoT), first coined by Kevin Ashton from MIT in 1999, 
where billions of devices and machines are connected to each 
other over the internet, sensor data monitored and relevant 
datasets captured for ongoing analytics. In 2020 it was 
estimated that 50 billion IOT devices were connected [3] and 
the numbers are annually increasing at an exponential rate.  

Fig. 1. Revolutionary leap of the Tactile Internet (in compliance with ITU-

T Technology Watch Report) [1][4] 

As shown in Figure 1, the next big leap in this space is 
expected to be the “Tactile Internet”, a term coined by G. P. 
Fettweis in 2014 [4] which will enable remote tactile Human 
Computer Interaction (HCI) or Human Machine Interaction 
(HMI) in real time. According to recent market analysis, the 
Tactile Internet is predicted to have a market value of 20 
trillion USD, which is approximately 20% of the current world 
GDP [5].  

The advancement of 5G technology provides the potential 
for the tactile internet to meet the 1 ms round trip latency goal 
[6], also known as the 1 ms challenge [2] (figure 2). This ultra-
low round trip latency is the top priority in the development of 
time critical applications such as healthcare tele-robotic needle 
insertion [7] or vehicular communication in self driven 
vehicles [8]. An extensive survey carried out by Gupta et al. 
[9] shows that the application field of the Tactile internet
extends to a wide range of application areas including Tele
Robotic operation, Autonomous Vehicles, Smart Education
and Healthcare applications.

Fig. 2. 1 millisecond latency challenge [6] 

Figure 2 represents a typical robot teleoperation system along 

with the 1 ms round trip latency goal where the tactile enabled 

HCI device is a wireless, battery powered, HCI glove [18]. 

Although Liu et al. [10] identifies wireless communications 

as the main contributor to the delays in tele-operation, 5G 

technology addresses the latency of the wireless 

comunication and the focus of the present work is on the 

latency of the tactile feedback enabled HCI technology.  

II. TACTILE FEEDBACK DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

A. Tactile Actuator

For battery powered HCI technology, desirable specifications 

when selecting a tactile actuator include [17]: 

• Ultra-Low latency to meet the requirements for the 1

millisecond challenge

• Low power consumption for battery powered portable or

wearable technology

978-0-7381-4513-6/21/$31.00 ©2021 IEEE
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• High Tactile bandwidth:  To account for the frequency

range of 3-400 Hz within which the skin

mechanoreceptors responsible for the vibrotactile

sensation are most sensitive to vibrations [19]

• Ability to create a wide range of tactile effects varying

amplitude and frequency of the feedback independently

• Small dimensions and weight

Piezoelectric actuators present several advantages when 

compared to the alternative technologies shown in table I: 

• Their latency is the lowest among the different

technologies shown in Table I, with response times in the

order of microseconds [11].

• Power consumption of piezoelectric actuators is

comparable to the alternative vibration based

technologies, ERM (Eccentric Rotating Mass) and LRA

(Linear Rotating Actuator) [17]

• The higher bandwidth of the piezoelectric actuator along

with its ability to vary the amplitude and frequency of the

vibration independently, provides the potential for a

greater variety of tactile effects [17].

• Piezoelectric actuators compare favorably in terms of

size and weight.

Table I shows a comparison of a range of the most common 

haptic feedback technologies.  

TABLE I. COMPARISON BETWEEN HAPTIC FEEDBACK TECHNOLOGIES 

Technology Advantages Disadvantages Type of 
Stimuli 

DC motors, 
Servo motors 

Inexpensive, low 
voltage 

Bulky, high latency Contact, 
pressure, 
curvature, 
vibration, 
friction 

ERM, shaft 
less coins 

Inexpensive, low 
voltage 

Moderate weight, 
high latency 

vibration 

LRA Inexpensive, low 
voltage 

Moderate weight, 
moderate latency 

vibration 

Shape 
memory 
alloys 

low weight Expensive, Very 
high latency, difficult 
to implement 

Friction, 
pressure 

Voice Coil 
motors 

High precision, 
moderate 
expensive, low 
voltage 

Very bulky,  high 
latency 

Contact, 
Pressure, 
softness 

Pneumatic 
actuator 

Moderate/low 
latency, Very 
high precision 

Very Expensive, 
Very bulky, Difficult 
to implement 

Contact, 
pressure, 
curvature, 
softness, 
friction, 
vibration 

Piezo actuator Very light 
weight, very low 
latency, High 
precision, 
Inexpensive 

High voltage, 
Expensive 

vibration 

B. Source of Latency in Piezoelectric actuator based tactile

feedback

Figure 3 shows a block diagram representation for a typical 

Tactile Internet system along with a break down of the 

latencies of the piezoelectric actuator based , tactile enabled 

HCI system building blocks. All the individual blocks have 

delays in the order of a few microseconds with the exception 

of the  piezoelectric actuator driver which, in the specific case 

of the DRV8662 from Texas Instruments [12], is in the order 

of 1.5 ms and it is therefore, the main contributor to tactile 

feedback latency.  

Fig. 3. Latency model for the tactile internet 

C. Piezo Haptic Driver Architechture

In this section, the design considerations for 

piezoelectric haptic driver design are discussed and a 

comparison made between a selection of commercially 

available piezo haptic drivers, their architechture and a 

comparison of their start up timing.  

Piezo haptic actuator drivers are required to drive both high 

and low voltage piezo actuators / capacitive loads at the 

frequency range 3-400 Hz [19] with low start up times for fast 

haptic response and power efficient operation. Table II lists a 

range of commercially available piezo haptic drivers 

solutions, and a comparsion of their start up timing.  

TABLE II. COMPARISON OF PIEZO HAPTIC DRIVERS 

Haptic 
Driver 

DRV266
7 

DRV266
5 

DRV86
62 

Max77
501 

BOS1901 

Mfr. Texas 
Instrume
nts 

Texas 
Instrume
nts 

Texas 
Instrum
ents 

Maxim Boreas 
Technolo
gies 

Max 
Output 
Voltage 

±200 
Vpp 

±200 
Vpp 

±200 
Vpp 

±110 
Vpp 

±190 Vpp 

Dims. 
(mm) 

4 x 4 x 1 4 x 4 x 1 4 x 4 x 
1 

2.45 x 
2.05 

4 x 4 x 1 

Latency/
Start-up 
time 

2 ms 2 ms 1.5 ms 600 µs 300 µs 

A block diagram of the Texas Instruments [12] and Boreas 
Technologies [13] piezo driver architectures is shown in 
Figure 4.  

Fig. 4. Block diagram of the of TI  (left) and BOS1901 (right) driver 
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Both architectures utilise a DC-DC converter to boost the 

input battery voltage and the main difference between them 

is in that the piezo high voltage sinusoidal signal is generated 

by means of a differential amplifier in the case of the the 

Texas Instruments driver and a H- Bridge in the case of the 

Boreas Tehcnologies one. From Table II, it can be seen that 

the Boreas approach compares favourably in terms of latency. 

With the goal of reducing the latency of the piezo haptic 

driver, a novel piezo Haptic driver architecture is proposed, 

shown as a block diagram in Figure 5. 

Fig. 5. Architecture of proposed Piezo Haptic Driver 

It consists of: 

• DC-DC boost converter, to boost the input battery

voltage to the high voltage required by piezo actuators.

• High Voltage Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) wave

generation

• Low Pass Filter to convert the PWM into a high voltage

folded sinusoidal wave

• H-Bridge to unfold the high voltage sine wave

In this architecture, the boost converter is expected to be the 

main contributor to the piezo driver latency. Next section 

describes the criteria followed to select the boost converter.  

D. Boost Converter Selection

 To meet power and latency requirements of piezo 

driver actuators, the selection criteria of the boost converter 

has been mainly focused on a low start up time, voltage input 

range suitable for battery operation and voltage output range 

suitable for piezoelectric actuators.  

Most commercially available boost converters incorporate 
built-in soft start to ensure the stability of the output voltage 
and to restrict the inrush current caused by the transient event 
at the start-up of the converter [14]. This narrows down the 
number of commercially available boost converters suitable 
for piezo haptic drivers because the soft start introduces delays 
in the order of tens of milliseconds [14].  

A number of boost converters that could potentially meet the 
selection criteria have been identified and the measured start-
up time along with the input and output voltage is shown in 
Table III. 

TABLE III. COMPARISON OF BOOST CONVERTERS 

Boost 
Converter 

Average Start-
up time 

Std. 
dev. 

Output 
voltage 

Input 
Voltage 

LM5155 19.84 ms 1.45 ms 24 V 6 V 

MAX668 14.04 ms 0.336 ms 12 V 3.3 V 

DRV8662 170 µs 4 µs 30 V 3.3 V 

III. PIEZO ACTUATOR DRIVER CIRCUIT  SIMULATION

A. High Voltage PWM generation

In this stage, shown in Figure 6, the high voltage DC 

output from the boost converter is used to translate the voltage 

level of a unipolar low voltage input PWM signal. The low 

voltage PWM input signal to the circuit is generated and 

modulated with a sinusoidal signal of the desired frequency 

externally e.g. with a microcontroller.   

Fig. 6. Multisim model for PWM generation phase 

The waveform generated as an output of the PWM circuit is 

shown in Figure 7. 

Fig. 7. Multisim simulation results for the PWM generation phase 

B. RC Low Pass Filter

Fig. 8. Multisim model for the RC low pass filter 

In this stage, shown in Figure 8, a low frequency sine wave is 
demodulated from the high frequency PWM signal by passing 
through a low pass RC network. For simulation purposes, the 
circuit includes a 555 timer and an external sinusoidal 
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modulation signal for PWM generation and modulation. A 2nd 
order RC low pass filter is used to decrease the ripple voltage 
in the waveform. 

The waveform generated as an output of the filter is shown 

in Figure 9. 

Fig. 9. Multisim Simulation results for the RC low pass filter 

C. H-Bridge

The H-Bridge Multisim model shown in figure 10 is used
to unfold the folded sine waveform. The output waveform is 
shown in figure 11. 

Fig. 10. H-Bridge Multisim model  

Fig. 11. H-Bridge Multisim simulation wave form output 

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

The sources of latency in a generic HMI system 
incorporating haptic technology have been described in this 
paper and a variety of haptic feedback technologies are 
compared and the authors have concluded that piezoelectric 
actuators present several advantages when compared to the 
alternative technologies and, in particular, are the most 

suitable vibration based tactile actuator in terms of the latency. 
Piezo haptic driver’s architecture and design considerations 
have been discussed. The relevant piezo driver building blocks 
circuits have been simulated using the circuit simulation 
software, Multisim. Future work will be focused on the design 
implementation, manufacture, test and characterisation of the 
piezo actuator driver with the goal to implement an ultra-low 
latency piezo haptic driver suitable for the application space 
of the Tactile Internet. 
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Abstract— This paper looks at practical examples of how 

electronic components and systems can help achieve climate 

neutrality. After analyzing the main causes of energy 

consumption in power conversion, smart grid and intelligent 

charging station applications, we will discuss how new 

technologies such as wide-bandgap (WBG) materials can be 

used to reduce global warming and improve energy efficiency 

and environmental sustainability. 

Keywords— Power Conversion, Smart Grid, intelligent 

charging station for electric vehicle 

I. INTRODUCTION

To become climate neutral by 2050, the main goal of the 
European Green Deal initiative, Europe needs to step up its 
commitment to reducing global warming and therefore 
reducing the use of fossil fuels. 

ECS (Electronic Component Systems) are already 
contributing by optimizing energy consumption at several 
levels including manufacturing (Industry 4.0), business and 
residential areas (Smart Cities) and homes (Smart Homes). A 
report of the European Commission [1] indicates the increase 
of energy efficiency as the main contributor to clean energy in 
European energy economic sector over the last twenty years, 
as shown in Fig.1. 

However, fossil fuel is still the main source of energy in 
Europe (70.2% in 2018), while the two main sectors where 
non-renewable energy sources are used in Europe are 
electricity generation and transportation (about 70% due to 
road transport), making up almost 50% of the total [2]. With 
the introduction of electrical mobility, the two sectors are 
going to merge, and electrical energy generation is becoming 
the single main source of fossil fuel consumption.  

Solar and wind are the renewable energy sources which 
are promoted by European policies because of their growth 
potential, but they are dependent on natural phenomena, 
therefore not controllable, and not matched to consumption. 
Only an extensive deployment of solutions based on ECS can 
address the numerous challenges associated with the 
management of Renewable Energy Sources (RES), and only 
if linked to the development of more efficient ECS devices 
and sustainable production processes. 

To achieve climate neutrality, a comprehensive ECS 
toolset must be involved for a full system approach, from basic 
components and subsystems to systems and systems of 
systems grouping together multiple independent systems. In 
this case, an increase in the role of software and a 
dematerialization of tools along with an improved 
organizational structure is required. 

As discussed above, one of the main issues with RES is 
their variability and unpredictability. In this paper, we will 
focus on the problems related to solar energy, the fastest-
growing energy source, even if still below the level of wind 
energy. Other RES, such as hydroelectric, geothermal and 
biomass, are much less subject to variability problems.  

Solar power is a special example, because its production 
relies on a large number of small-scale sources, therefore 
variability is enhanced by local conditions, like single clouds 
or shadowing by nearby buildings. An additional issue of solar 
power is that the solar cells output is a DC current, whose 
voltage depends on the panel interconnection strategy. Its 
integration to the actual power grid raises new technical 
problems to ensure grid voltage and frequency stability.  

II. SMART GRIDS AND ENERGY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM AND 

STORAGE 

The simplest solution to the variability problem is to use 
the size of the grid to compensate for small-scale power 
oscillations. A large grid can smooth out variability problems 
related to production and consumption, but it needs real-time 
control of energy and communication flows (Fig. 2). One 
solution is to split large grids into smaller cells (nanogrids) 
that, in principle, should operate in islanding conditions, 
including both generators and loads. Nanogrids could be at the 
level of single houses, buildings or small towns, and can be 
connected into larger local grids. In this case, the power 

Figure 1: energy efficiency contribution to clean energy in 

Europe [1] 
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balance can be ensured locally, and the control load on the 
larger smart grid made easier.  

Even at local level, compensation between production and 
load is not simple, and can achieved only through the adoption 
of local storage elements. Several alternative technologies for 
energy storage have been developed, and in general are 
suitable for different situations. The most suitable and 
affordable one for nanogrids is still an energy storage system 
based on batteries [2]. 

In this paper, we will focus on the use of new electronic 
technologies in two critical elements of RES use for the Smart 
Grid, namely power conversion at the source and energy 
storage, mainly through intelligent charging stations for 
electric vehicles. 

III. POWER CONVERSION AT THE SOURCE

Strong public incentives for installing photovoltaic panels 

have recently increased the presence of small domestic 

installations. However, no single user can hope to compensate 

for the variability of electrical production and consumption 

with domestic storage. The solution has been to connect 

domestic plants to the grid, exchanging the peak of home 

production for an energy supply in times of need, giving rise 

to the figure of the ‘prosumer’, producing and consuming their 

own electricity. Top efficiency reached in the laboratory by a 

Perovskite–Silicon Tandem Solar Cell is 26.7%. Large scale 

production values are lower but promising. Therefore, at about 

0.2€/watt, a building can host a photovoltaic system to move 

forward towards climate neutrality. 

Photovoltaic (PV) panels are configured to generate a DC 

current at 12 or 24V, therefore a dedicated electronic 

component is required to interface the PV panels to the grid: 

the power inverter. The power inverter is in itself a quite 

complex ECS performing several functions:  

• it optimizes the output of the PV panels, by adjusting the
output load to match the changes in environmental
conditions,

• it converts the low-voltage DC current of the PV panels to
the 220V AC current of the grid,

• it allows bilateral energy flow to and from the grid,

• it monitors the condition of the PV source and of the grid,
to avoid dangerous situations,

• in most advanced versions, it can also handle local energy
storage and communicate with the grid.

An inverter consists of four different parts: the power

electronics drive board, the power module, the capacitor and 

the cooling system (Fig.3). 

Solar inverters can handle from a few kilowatts of 

domestic power to several hundred kilowatts or more in solar 

farms. 

IV. BEHIND THE METER ENERGY STORAGE

All grid management systems require the availability of 

storage media. An extensive analysis of different storage 

solutions is given in a report by the European Commission [4]. 

While pumped-storage hydropower (PSH) reservoirs are the 

main technology used today and while the production of 

hydrogen via electrolysis is getting increased attention, both 

are suitable only for large-scale grids. 

An interesting alternative for nanogrids is Behind-The-

Meter (BTM) storage, a local storage strategy using batteries 

at the small-medium production sources. This solution can 

also simplify the balancing of nanogrids, bringing it down to 

the single production node. In this way, domestic PV plant 

owners would become prosumers also for energy storage. One 

obstacle to this is remains the high cost of Lithium ion (Li-

ion) batteries [3]. 

The fast pace of car electrification is offering an interesting 

alternative. Lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries have benefited from 

major investments in technology and manufacturing capacity 

expansions to meet the forecasted demand from the growing 

electric vehicle sector and prices are expected to fall.  

Moreover, connecting vehicles to the house grid would 

save or reduce the need for additional storage batteries. 

Therefore, a typical nanogrid structure could include a 

photovoltaic generator, a battery charging system and an 

electric vehicle. Moreover, a battery equipment required for a 

modern EV is about 60 to 100 kWh, which could cover the 

estimated consumption of a household for a few days. 

Figure 2: Interaction of actors in different Smart Grid Domains 

through secure communication 

Figure 3: Inverter a key ECS component 
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Just in Italy alone with a car park of more than 30 million 

vehicles, a battery capacity up to 1.5 TWh would be available, 

assuming just a 50% conversion to EVs, while IRENA 

(International REnewable Energy Agency) forecasts an 

installed capacity of 90 TWh by 2050. Charging stations can 

be also active nodes of the Smart Grid allowing energy 

exchange and balancing by implementing bidirectional energy 

capability and fast communication with the grid manager in a 

V2G (Vehicle-to-Grid) scenario [5]). 

V. WBG SEMICONDUCTORS AS KEY ENABLERS

ECS development is critical for the implementation of this 

scenario. Solar inverters for PV sources and battery charging 

stations are key elements for the implementation of smart 

grids, and they incorporate all the functionalities of an ECS 

system, from the basic power components to the different 

software layers required for its operation. 

Table 1: MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF SI AND SIC 

Emerging wide-bandgap semiconductors, like SiC 

(Silicon Carbide) and integration technologies are key 

enabling factors for these new electrical architectures [6] and 

are essential for manufacturing power switching elements 

with high efficiency and at costs compatible with a domestic 

implementation. 

SiC allows power devices to go beyond the physical limits 
of silicon, thanks to the high value of bandgap, the critical 
electric field, and its thermal conductivity [7]. As shown in 
Table 1, whatever the crystal structure (3C, 4H, or 6H), the 
differences with the silicon of the fundamental physical 
quantities are considerable, with impressive consequences on 
the electrical characteristics of the devices and on the 
susceptibility to material processing issues. Of course, the 
comparison refers to the physical properties of pure materials; 
in practice, devices may suffer from limitations due to the 
quality of the material and the gate oxide interface.  

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Achieving neutrality by 2050 offers great opportunities to 
create innovation by developing digital technologies and 
deploying ECS-based solutions for reducing the global energy 
footprint at all levels. In addition to minimizing the 
environmental impact, it will offer a strong competitive 
advantage to European industry. 

By optimizing our energy consumption, improving 
renewable energy sources and developing technologies 
around wide-bandgap (WBG) materials, we are on our way to 
a more sustainable environment and economy, in Europe and 
all over the globe. 
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no. 7, pp. 3019-3027, Sept. 2014. 
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Electrical and Electronic Technologies for Automotive.

[7] A. Salemi, “Silicon Carbide Technology for High- and Ultra-High-
Voltage Bipolar Junction Transistors and PiN Diodes”, Thesis work,
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Property 
Material 

Si 3C-SiC 6H-SiC 4H-SiC 

Bandgap (eV) l.l2 2.36 3.02 3.26 

Electron 

saturation 

speed (cm/s)
l xl07 2.5xl07 2xl07 2.2x107 

Electron 

mobility 
(cm2/V sec) 

1350 1000 450 1020 

Dielectric 

constant 1l.9 9.7 10 10 

Critical 

electrical field 

(MV/cm) 
0.25 2 2.5 2.2 

Thermal 

conductivity 

(W/cm K) 
l.5 5 5 5 
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Abstract — Degrading cable connections are a major 
problem in the medium-voltage grid. Early failure detection is 
therefore very important. In this paper, a flexible, small-sized, 
self-sufficient wireless monitoring system for medium voltage 
cable joints is presented. The system can be fitted easily around 
all common power cables with shielding and cable joints. Even 
the current induction energy harvester has a flexible design. 
From a current flow of around 15 amperes, the radio electronics 
and sensor technology are supplied with sufficient energy. With 
the help of the integrated sensors, partial discharge (PD), fault 
current, over-temperature and external impacts like vibrations 
or shocks can be measured. The whole sensor node including 
radio, sensors and energy harvester is designed for and 
practically tested in a wide operating temperature range from 
- 40 °C to + 110 °C. The system is currently undergoing
extensive field tests.

Keywords— medium voltage cable joint monitoring, flexible 
multi sensor system, self-sufficient wireless sensors, partial 
discharge, over-temperature, current induction energy 
harvester 

I. INTRODUCTION 

One of the most error-prone parts of a cable based power 
grid are the cable joints and connectors. Degradation of the 
cable connection occurs as a gradual process. Initial defects in 
the material or gradually penetrating moisture, together with 
the strong electric field in the cable, causes tiny partial 
discharges inside the cable insulation [1],[2]. Over time, more 
and more defects develop and small conductive channels build 
up [3]. This gradually reduces the insulation thickness. As a 
result, the partial discharges continue to increase until there is 
finally a high current path between the conductor and the 
shielding. A ground fault occurs. It causes a massive 
temperature increase in a relatively short time and ultimately 
results in the mechanical destruction of the cable joint or 
connector. With a thermal imaging camera, the joints can be 
checked very reliably. However, this is very time consuming, 
expensive and partly the time to react is very small. With the 
help of a real-time monitoring system that measures not only 
the temperature but also the slowly building partial discharge, 
faults in the cable connections can be detected at an early 
stage, appropriate maintenance work ca be planned and 
blackouts are avoided. 

There are numerous publications as well as products on the 
market that deal with the online monitoring of cable 
connections by measuring partial discharge [4]-[8] or 
temperature [9]-[12]. These are usually larger and expensive 

978-0-7381-4513-6/21/$31.00 ©2021 IEEE

setups or measuring devices that require complex installation 
(like extra wall boxes, necessary power supply and high 
cabling effort). 

In this paper, a flexible, easily mountable, small-sized, 
self-sufficient multi sensor wireless monitoring system for 
medium voltage cable joints is presented. First results of the 
ongoing field test will be reported. 

II. FLEXIBLE MULTI SENSOR MONITORING SYSTEM

A. Overview
The sensor system should be self-sufficient, easy to install, 

usable for all possible underground cable diameters, function 
at high temperatures (up to 110°C) and, of course, measure as 
many relevant parameters as possible. To realize this, a 
modular approach was chosen in which several small rigid 
modules are connected to each other via a flex board. Together 
with a flexible metal band for power generation and a robust 
flexible silicone housing, a flexible sensor patch that adapts to 
the cable diameter is realized (see Fig. 1). 

Fig. 1: Sensor mounted at cable joint with metal band 

The individual modules of the wireless sensor consists of 
temperature-stable plastic carrier components, a wireless 
communication module, a power conversion module, a 
harvester coil module and various small sensor modules that 
measure partial discharges, vibrations/shocks, current flow, 
cable tilt and cable temperature. Fig. 2 shows the detailed 
structure of the system.   
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Fig. 2: Internal structure of the overall sensor without silicone potting 

B. Wireless communication module
The wireless communication module is the core of the

system. It consists of a combined low power microcontroller 
with Bluetooth transceiver, periphery elements (like 
capacitors, resistors, 32.768 kHz and 32 MHz quartz crystal) 
and a chip antenna with matching network. The various 
sensors are connected to the system via digital and/or analog 
interfaces. Every 5 seconds, the raw data of the different 
sensors is read out, a sensor signal conditioning (data 
correction, data preprocessing) is performed, threshold values 
and deviations are compared, possible alarm situations are 
identified, a data connection to the gateway is established and 
finally the data transmission is realized. 

C. Power conversion module
The sensor is powered by an inductive harvester. Due to

the required flexibility, two rigid magnetic half-shells with 
copper winding cannot be used as usually. Instead, thin 
flexible magnetic plates are used. Compared to the rigid 
magnetic cores, the metal plate laminations have a lower 
magnetic coupling and thus a lower induction voltage. An 
efficient perfect matched harvester electronic was developed. 
The circuit consists of several functional units: protection 
circuit, low drop rectifier, voltage stabilization/buffering, 
voltage divider for voltage monitoring as well as a low-
dropout regulator for applying the supply voltage. The 
components have been selected to ensure proper function over 
the temperature range of -40 °C to 110 °C. The output power 
is approx. 2 mW over the temperature range with a primary 
current of approx. 15 A. The continuous current load capacity 
is proven up to approx. 500 A alternating current. 

D. Sensors
 Partial discharge (PD) sensor

The PD sensor consists of a coil and a low-power circuit.
A separate ground connection is fed through the coil. The fault 
currents caused by PD flow through them, generate an 
equivalent voltage signal, which is amplified and integrated 
(Fig. 3). This read-out voltage corresponds to the amount of 
charge of the PDs in a defined time interval. The circuit is also 
equipped with a high-pass filter to suppress the influence of 
the 50/60Hz currents. 

Fig. 3: Block diagram of the PD electronics 

 AC current sensor

For the measurement of the AC current a simple digital
magnetometer IC is used. Depending on the distance between 
sensor and conductor, alternating currents up to 500 A can be 
measured. Due to the low sample rate of the IC, the 
measurement was realized by undersampling (< 50/60 Hz) 
over a longer period of time (Fig. 4). 

Fig. 4: Measuring principle of current sensor 

 Vibration / inclination sensor

A MEMS based integrated acceleration sensor with a
digital interface is used to measure the change in position of 
the cable joint. The measured static acceleration is finally 
converted into an inclination angle. 

A one-axis broadband vibration sensor developed at 
Fraunhofer ENAS based on the capacitive working principle 
is used to determine the vibrations of the cable joint. The 
developed vibration sensor combines a MEMS with an 
operation range from 1 Hz up to 6500 Hz (-3 dB cut-off 
frequency) with the capacitance-to-digital converter ASIC. 
The objective of this vibration sensor was to achieve a wide 
frequency and acceleration range with low power 
consumption as well as wide temperature range of -40 °C up 
to 125 °C. The final vibration sensor, consisting of MEMS and 
ASIC was realized on a PCB (Fig. 5) to enable the mounting 
on the final sensor board. 

Fig. 5: Vibration sensor (MEMS and ASIC mounted on a PCB) 
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 Temperature sensor

A small digital temperature IC with a resolution of approx.
0.01 K, specified over a temperature range of -40 °C to 
+125 °C, is used to measure the temperature. For accurate and
fast measurement of the temperature, it is located directly on
the bottom of the bracket (harvester body) with direct contact
to the cable joint (see Fig. 6).

Fig. 6: Temperature sensor with direct contact to cable joint  

E. Communication to IoT infrastructure
The developed sensor system is integrated into the higher-

level IoT structure of the grid operator. Fig. 7 gives a general 
overview of the IoT structure. The self-sufficient wireless 
sensors can be mounted at various critical locations such as 
cable joints in manholes (position D), elbow connectors, 
switch boxes (position B) or transformer boxes (position A) or 
also at cable exits of overhead power lines (position C). To 
reduce the amount of data due to the large number of internal 
sensors, pre-processing and error evaluation is performed 
directly in the sensor nodes. Finally, the reduced data is 
transmitted every few seconds to the gateway and from there 
via LoRa and LAN directly to the network operator. 

Fig. 7: Overall system setup and data flow of the IoT system of grid operator 

III. CHARACTERIZATION

The developed sensor system was first extensively tested 
in the laboratory. Referenced measurements were done using 
a high-current generator, a PD calibrator, a shaker system and 
a combined test in the climate chamber. Fig. 8 shows the test 
setup in the climate chamber, where the PD sensor and the 
energy harvester were characterized over the temperature 
range from -40 °C to 110 °C. 

Fig. 8: Setup for test of temperature behavior 

Since 13.01.2021, an extensive field test has been running 
at the grid operator KEPCO in South Korea, in the city of 
Daejoen. Several sensors were attached to different elbow 
connectors in a ground switchgear (Fig. 9) with 22.9 kV 
voltage level. The data is sent via LoRa directly to the network 
operator and can be visualized by a data platform (Fig. 10). 

Fig. 9: Installation of sensors at elbow connectors in ground switchgear 
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IV. SUMMARY

In this work, a flexible, easily mountable, small-sized, 
self-sufficient multi sensor wireless monitoring system for 
medium voltage cable joints was developed. The sensor nodes 
themselves consists of a wireless communication module, a 
power conversion module, and various sensors for detecting 
e.g. PD (Partial discharge), fault current, over-temperature and 
external impacts like vibrations or shocks. Our system is
featured by an impressive flexibility, small size and small
weight. It can be fitted easily around all common power cables 
with shielding and cable joints. Even the current induction
energy harvester has a flexible design. From a current flow of
around 15  amperes, the radio electronics and sensor
technology is supplied with sufficient energy. The whole
sensor node including radio, sensors and energy harvester is
designed for and practically tested in a wide operating
temperature range from -40 °C to +110 °C. The system is
currently undergoing extensive field testing in a switchgear in
the 22.9 kV distribution grid. First measurements of the
ongoing field test were reported.
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Abstract— A variable signal generation and data readout board 

for miniaturized biochemical and chemical sensors for application 

in environmental monitoring, agri-food or biomedical applications 

is presented. The PSoC 5LP-based board is able to deliver DC as 

well as AC voltage or current of up to 62.5 kHz to a maximum of 8 

different sensing fields as well as read back the resulting data and 

processing it on-board. A sensible use therefore is Electrical 

Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS). The data received from EIS carries 

a lot more information about the sensor surface or interaction with 

the surroundings compared to DC resistance measurements found 

in literature. Through the frequency-dependent response of the 

system one receives a much more detailed description of the sensor-

analyte-interaction. This enables the use of more complex biological 

or chemical sensors as well as mixed sensors arrays. The system is 

evaluated using a gas sensor featuring an array of 8 sensor fields 

with different μ-dispensed functionalities and following algorithm-

assisted data evaluation which can later be integrated on chip level. 

Keywords— (Programmable System on Chip, Electrical 

Impedance Spectroscopy, Environmental Sensing, Enabling 

technology) 

I. INTRODUCTION 

With increasing pollution of surrounding in air, water and 
soil the need for environmental sensing is growing. Fine 
particles as well as harmful chemicals polluting air, water and 
soil. Extending on that, people’s awareness for their 
surroundings, food and sustainability is growing as strong as 

never before in history. With ecological products more and 
more prominent in everyday life and the will towards a healthy 
life the need for environmental sensing is ever growing. In 
order to fulfill this need many different approaches are 
available. From devices to control air quality coupled with air 
purifiers and smart HVAC systems to the supervision of meat 
quality in super markets and testing the water quality in 
homes. Our motivation is to ensure the need for further testing 
devices can be met by using our newly designed, miniaturized 
board targeted towards use in predevelopment by enabling on-
site testing through its small footprint and integrated data 
acquisition possibilities. 

While many applications in e.g. gas sensing rely on 
resistance change for target analyte detection other uses like 
histamine sensing [1] require more complex methods as 
electrical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) for their detection. In 
order to increase sensor sensitivity many sensors are targeted 
to specific analytes and are therefore covered in analyte-
specific functionalizations [2], [3]. With as many possibilities 
for sensor sensitivity increase there are also ways to increase 
the sensors unspecific sensitivity or selectivity. The selectivity 
of the sensor is of utmost importance to make sure the right 
harmful analyte is detected without sounding a false alarm. 
One way to achieve that is use different functionalizations 
combined in to an array on a single sensor device. This leads 
to fingerprint-like responses for each analyte if the surface 
modifications show different behavior towards the analytes if 

Figure 1: Schematic of board setup. Low-pass filter with fc = 200 kHz (left, blue); 8 connections for Devices under test (DUT) with equivalent test 

circuit of a sensor in inset a) + additional reference resistor R 3 for debugging (middle; green), 3 high precision reference resistors (red, middle), 

Programmable Gain Amplifier (PGA) for signal amplification (orange, right). 
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an array of different materials is used for the sensing device 
[4]. On top of that, the sensor response as well as the validity 
of data can be enhanced by post processing of the data. 
Another approach to enhance the sensor selectivity is to use 
EIS to simultaneously detect analytes as well as interfering 
environmental factors as humidity [5]. While the sensitivity 
depends mostly on the specific material and the preparation 
parameters, the selectivity can be increased by a number of 
ways like EIS and sensor arrays. 

However, a combined approach is not shown yet. In this 
paper we target this issue with our newly developed 
miniaturized data acquisition board based on PSoC 
component. Through the combination of EIS and multivariate 
data analysis we ensure the sensor selectivity. The board is 
validated on a gas sensor equivalent array but can also be 
transferred to applications in liquid sensing or other 
biomonitoring applications that require EIS on multiple sensor 
fields to enhance their use. 

II. BOARD DESIGN

A. Hardware

In order to make EIS possible we used the PsoC 5 LP from
Cypress as the processing unit as its many integrated 
components allow for quick changes without the need for 
redesign. The setup is designed for galvanostatic EIS and 
positive attenuation as well as offset voltages between 0-1 V. 
First, a sine wave is generated by the 8-bit WaveDAC 
component on board the PSoC 5 LP device. For DC-resistance 
measurement Vattenuation remains 0 V and only Voffset is applied. 
That sine wave is then filtered with a two stage Low-Pass-
filter (blue in Figure 1) with fc = 200 kHz to reduce aliasing at 
the ADC avoid current ripples affecting the EIS. (R1 = R2 = 
5.1 kΩ; C1 = C2 = 150 pF) After filtering the current is 
generated by an operation amplifier (Opamp) in a voltage to 
current setup. The sensing current can be changed by 
switching either one of the three high precision (∓ 0.1%) 
reference resistors (Rref1 = 2 kΩ, Rref2 = 20 kΩ; Rref3 = 200 kΩ; 
red in Figure 1) to ground via connection to a pin in open 
drain, drives low configuration and leaving the other two 
floating. Therefore, a wide range of possible sensor 
resistances Rsense can be accurately measured. The voltage 
over Rsense (8 fields, green in Figure 1) can, if necessary, be 
amplified by a programmable gain amplifier (PGA, orange in 
Figure 1) and is fed into a 12bit ADC for detection. Figure 1 
shows the signal path from generation to detection. The ADC 
is synced to the waveform output and is oversampling the sine 
wave 16 times to ensure accurate sampling following 
Shannon-Nyquist theorem. For reference purposes we applied 
a nine-channel Multiplexer (MUX) for eight sensor signals as 
well as one additional reference resistor R3 to determine phase 
delay offset in the system. Each sensor field is exposed to a 
continuously increasing frequency range. Most of the 
components, except the filter and reference resistor could be 
integrated onboard the PSoC 5LP device without the need for 
additional external setup. The integration of these onboard 
components allows for a small footprint of the sensor board. 
Each sensor field is exposed to a rising frequency range until 
the set number of frequencies (100 Hz – 62.5 kHz) have 
occurred and were detected at the ADC. Afterwards the active 
sensor is switched to the next channel in the MUX. This 
relatively high frequency range (>100 Hz) was chosen in 
order to be able to detect changes in the sensor system with 

Figure 3: High level flow chart of a frequency sweep including data output on a single sensor field 

Figure 2: Physical version of the measurement board on the bottom 

including a 50 pin adapter for possible sensor devices on top 
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high temporal resolution. For the detection of other processes 
e.g. food sampling the frequency range can be extended to
lower ranges to accommodate for slower processes. This
frequency spectrum is applied and the response detected for
each sensor element on the board in series. The board offers a
50 pin 2 slot board to board connector to easily add
interchangeable sensor boards to it. Data acquisition and
power is delivered via USB connection on board. Data is
transmitted using USB UART and multivariate data analysis
is done off-board. This step can later be integrated on-board
as well. Additionally an SHTC3 sensor was added on board to
measure humidity and temperature during the EIS
measurement and allow for correction. The board is shown in
Figure 2.

B. Firmware

In order to get the Impedance spectra at reasonable speed and 
low computing power we employed a simplified Discrete 
Fourier Transformation (DFT) targeted to each individual 
frequency, the Goertzel algorithm. This algorithm is 
commonly used in touch tone detection (DTMF) but can also 
be applied with little tweaking to work for EIS. The method 
uses less processing power than a Fast Fourier Transform 
(FFT) while still delivering the desired outcome. With little 
precomputing the required constants can be calculated once at 
the start of the program and do not have to be changed 
afterwards [6]. These constants are shown in the following 
equations (1) through (3): 

k = 0.5 + (N*ftarget)/fsample 

N)*k 

sine = sin(); cosine = cos(); coeff = 2*cos() 

Here, N is the number of samples taken into calculation and 
the ratio of fsample : ftarget is a constant factor of 16:1, thereby 
ensuring an oversampling of 16x. As the target frequency ftarget 
as well as the sampling frequency fsample are the same ratio for 
each step and sample number N (=800) not changing, the 
Goertzel algorithm is perfectly suited for this application. 
Following the previous calculations each sample is then 
processed individually and at the end the final results are 
calculated. In practice this means that after 52 periods of sine 
generation with 16 samples per sine wave 832 samples arrive 
at the ADC. To ensure reliability the first 18 samples and last 
14 samples of each sine wave are discarded and 800 samples 
are used to calculate the real (Z’) and imaginary part (Z’’) of 
each frequency response as well as magnitude (|Z|) and phase 
angle (φ). Three operation modes were integrated. Single 
acquisition of one sensor field (see Figure 3), single 
acquisition of each sensor field as well as continuous 
acquisition of each sensor field. The last one is the preferred 
method to ensure the highest temporal resolution of acquired 
data in a sensing system. The board communicates with the 
master device (PC) and opens a virtual COM-Port and waits 
for user input in an endless loop. The communication with the 
board is implemented via terminal program HTerm. Single 
char commands (1; 8 and c respectively) can be sent to the 
board and the board responds with the corresponding spectra 
of the active sensor field. After receiving a command, the 
board starts an EIS measurement and returns the values to the 
PC. 

III. TESTING AND CAPABILITIES

In order to test the functionality of the developed board we 
examined the phase response of a common equivalent circuit 
diagram used in electrochemistry, the Randles circuit seen in 
Figure 1, inset a). Where R1 = 560 (±1%) Ω; R2 = 10 (±1%) 
kΩ and C1 = 33 (±5%) nF. As well as being a common circuit 
in electrochemical systems this circuit also exhibits a phase 
shift of about 56° in the delimited frequency range, making it 
perfect for testing purposes. First, the system was simulated in 
LTSpice XVII and afterwards the developed PSoC-board was 
tested and the results were compared to gain insight on the 
performance. In Figure 4 the results of the benchmark are 
shown. The board results pose the mean of 8 sensor fields 
tested. Firstly, there is no noticeable deviation between sensor 
fields, resulting in a low standard deviation. The median 
deviation for the magnitude |Z| with the board compared to the 
simulation results is -6.39%, whereas for the phase φ the value 
is -5.55E-1%. The most deviation for the phase occurs at 
higher frequencies, while the most deviation in magnitude 
occurs at lower frequencies. Table 1 shows a summary of the 
deviation from simulation results.  

TABLE 1: Median deviation of Magnitude |Z| and Phase φ of measured 

values compared to simulation. 

Developed Board 

Median Δ |Z| (%) -6.39 

Mean Δ phase φ (%) -5.55E-1 

IV. DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK

We developed and tested a novel readout board that can 
perform Electrical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) on up to 8 
sensor fields that can be interchangeably connected to the 
board via board connector. These results show that the board 
can be used for EIS in the given frequency range with a 
median deviation of -6.39% for impedance as well as -5.55E-
1% median deviation for the phase angle φ. The findings 
indicate a usefulness for application of the developed board in 
a multitude of areas where EIS ma by relevant as e.g. 
environmental monitoring, agricultural or food testing or 
biomedical applications as well as water contamination 
testing. Furthermore the board is suitable for applications that This work has been carried out within the scope of the project 

‘ESAIRQ – Environmental Sensors for Air Quality’ under the PENTA 

(16113) label endorsed by EUREKA. The German part of the project is 
funded by the Federal Ministry of Education and Research of Germany 

(BMBF) https://www.bmbf.de/. 

Figure 4: Frequency dependent phase behavior of test circuit. Simulated 

values (stars), and measured results (squares) for magnitude |Z| (black) and 

phase φ (red). 
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benefit from an array of sensors to increase their analytic 
performance. While technically the lower limit for target 
frequencies is 2.61E-4 Hz with the current configuration, there 
is no practical use due to time critical processes on the sensor 
surface. The range at higher frequencies is capped at 62.5 kHz 
due to the maximum sampling speed of the onboard ADC of 
the PSoC device of 1 MHz In terms of precision, an 
improvement can be made in future iterations by sampling 
multiple time and applying a digital filter afterwards to 
improve the data. All in all this system offers a low-cost and 
miniaturized testing system for EIS in many different areas. 
The future potential of a combining the aforementioned array 
of functionalized material as well as an EIS based readout 
should be targeted next. 
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Abstract— Interest in tactile sensing technologies is 
advancing due to the growing adoption of robots in daily life 
activities. Human-machine interaction has thus to be safe, and 
collaborative robotics is becoming increasingly important. The 
present work features the design, development and preliminary 
validation of a soft large area sensor for tactile and 
proprioceptive sensing in a collaborative robotic manipulator. 
Such a manipulator is shaped to resemble the human hand and 
within this paper we focused on the index finger. The finger 
architecture has a design which allows setting up a structured 
3D model, with flexible parametrization and fast prototyping. 
An optical fiber embedding 12 Fiber Bragg Gratings (FBGs) has 
been integrated in a soft polymeric matrix to mimic human 
sense of touch abilities of a whole finger. In order to assess the 
sensorized robotic manipulator, a mechatronic validation 
platform has been developed and employed. Preliminary results 
show a mechanical decoupling between exteroceptive and 
proprioceptive functions, and among the spatially distributed 
outputs of the sensor array. These results demonstrate the 
potential of the proposed approach towards achieving dexterous 
and fine capabilities in the manipulation of objects. 

Keywords—Fiber Bragg Gratings, collaborative robots, large 
area tactile sensors, dexterous manipulation 

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years tactile sensing technologies are 
continuously progressing, paving the way for smart robotic 
systems able to interact with the environment [1], [2]. A major 
requirement is thus to ensure a safe interaction with both 

humans and objects. To this aim, the integration of tactile 
sensing capabilities, inspired to those of humans, into robotic 
systems is pivotal.  

A targeted objective of tactile sensing technologies is the 
development of large-area artificial skins, able to mimic 
human sense of touch, enabling awareness of the external 
environment. Current literature studies provide evidences of 
several artificial skins based on different technological 
approaches [3]–[5]. Within this work, we present a sensitive 
skin based on optical sensors embedded into a polymeric 
layer. The soft skin could allow robots to retrieve tactile 
information, such as the localization and the magnitude of a 
contact force [6]. Moreover, when integrated onto an end-
effector (e.g. robotic hand, gripper) it could enable recognition 
of mechanical properties of grasped objects, like stiffness, 
geometry and textural features [6]–[9]. Not limited to this, a 
sensorized artificial skin allows the robotic hand to achieve 
dexterous manipulation without dropping the objects and to 
provide proprioceptive feedback about the position of the 
fingers. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A robotic manipulator with a bioinspired architecture of the 
hand has been designed in order to equip it with a sensing 
skin enabling the human sense of touch in its fundamental 
performance and features, as shown in Figure 1A. The robotic 
hand consists of a sensitive soft skin covering the end-
effector rigid skeleton (Figure 1B). To investigate the 
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feasibility of this approach, we developed and validated a 
sensorized finger (i.e. index finger). 

A. Sensitive robotic finger and fabrication process
For sensing, 12 Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) transducers,

housed into an optical fiber (DTG, FBGS, Belgium), were 
encapsulated into a soft polymer matrix (Dragon skin 10, 
Smooth On, USA) to cover the robotic finger (Figure 1B). 
Within this work, FBGs are used as strain sensors to measure 
the deformation due to external contacts or hand movements. 
Each FBG reflects a particular wavelength, called Bragg 
wavelength. When there is a strain suffered by the optical 
fiber, the grating exhibits a shift of the reflected wavelength 
proportional to the deformation. This technical choice relies 
on the advantages offered by FBGs [6], [10], [11], such as 
flexibility, ease of integration and, particularly, multiplexing 
capabilities. A fundamental choice was the design of the 
optical fiber path, aiming at making sensitive both the palmar 
side of the finger, for contact management (exteroception), 
and the dorsal one, for posture monitoring purposes 
(proprioception). On the palmar side of the finger, there was 
no intersection of the fiber close to the FBG sensors, to prevent 
a mechanical coupling of the fiber itself. Such gratings were 
used to retrieve contact information between objects and the 
finger. On the dorsal side, a scissor path with a central 
intersection at each joint was chosen. The placement of these 

sensors on the back was implemented to allow deriving the 
angular positions of the joints. Fused Deposition Modelling 
(FDM) technology was used for prototyping the rigid 
elements of the finger, fabricated through 3D printing 
technique (3D Ultimaker S5, Geldermalsen, Netherlands). 

B. Experimental Setup and Protocol
To evaluate the mechanical performance of the actuation

mechanism of the proposed robotic finger, relying on an 
artificial tendon transmission, a mechatronic validation 
platform was developed and employed for driving the finger. 
The finger flexion was provided through a pulley, the finger 
extension through a spring. The validation of this actuation 
system was performed under spring preload, which 
contributed to stabilize the entire system. A motor (Dynamixel 
XM540-W270-R) was selected to test the system. In addition, 
a characterization of the tactile array was performed to analyze 
sensor performance under different experimental conditions. 
The platform allowed to simultaneously assess both the 
mechanical behavior of the designed prototype and the 
behavior of FBGs, and thus how mechatronic design affected 
the metrological characteristics of the artificial skin. The 

Figure 3: Overview of the integrated finger. On the right render of 
the finger highlighting the position of the FBGs. 

Figure 1: A) Sensorized robotic manipulator. B) Robotic hand and inset of the optical fiber path along the finger, highlighting the position 
of the FBGs (in red). 

Figure 2: Experimental setup for actuating the sensorized finger. 
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experimental setup consisted of the developed mechatronic 
platform, a Power Supply (Tenma 72-8335), a U2D2 
Dynamixel-USB Interface to control the motor with the PC, a 
U2D2 Power Hub Board (Robotis), an Interrogator FBG-Scan 
904 (FBGS, Belgium) and a PC (Figure 2).  

In this test to investigate the feasibility of the developed 
prototype, attention was focused on the fingertip of the robotic 
finger. The experimental protocol consisted of two different 
phases. In the first phase, three pulp pinches were performed 
on both distal phalanx, directly stimulating FBG8, FBG9 and 
FBG10, and on the middle one, directly stimulating FBG6 and 
FBG11 as visible in Figure 3. In the second phase, the finger 
was actuated through the servomotor, keeping the proximal 
phalanx constrained. The actuator closed the finger, bringing 
motion sensors on the dorsal side in tension and evaluating 
finger position between the distal and the middle phalanges. 
To analyze the flexion of the finger and the trend of FBG7, 
which was positioned on the back of the finger, the finger was 
restored to its original postural configuration. 

III. PRELIMINARY RESULTS

The experimental protocol enabled the observation of the 
FBG sensor responses to pinch tasks performed on distal and 
middle phalanges, thus allowing the qualitative evaluation of 
the sensorized artificial skin. The wavelength variation in the 
first phase of the experimental protocol of FBG8, FBG9 and 
FBG10 is shown in Figure 4A and of FBG6, FBG11 in Figure 
4B. Then, the wavelength variation of FBG7 during the 
flexion and extension of the finger is shown in Figure 5A. This 
shift was qualitatively compared with the servomotor position 
shown in Figure 5B, occurred in the same time interval. 

IV. CONCLUSION

An innovative design and development of an under-
actuated sensorized robotic manipulator was presented. The 
artificial skin integrating FBG transducers qualitatively 
demonstrated the capability to both manage contact and 
encode the posture of the finger. As shown in Figure 4, the 
highest sensors response came from those that were directly 
stimulated. Specifically, the signals corresponding to a direct 

Figure 5: A) Wavelength variation function of time during a flexion of the finger; B) Extension of the finger; C) Flexion of the finger. 

Figure 4: FBGs wavelength variation function of time. A) when touching the upper part of the finger; B) when touching the middle part of 
the finger. 
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stimulus were an order of magnitude larger than those sensors 
when they were not directly stimulated. This result showed a 
decoupling between exteroceptive tactile sensors, which were 
on the palmar side, and proprioceptive motion sensors, which 
were on the dorsal side. In addition, Figure 5 showed and 
apparent correlation between FBG7 and the finger position 
actuated via the servomotor: a rotation of the finger caused a 
shift of the interested FBG wavelength. Future studies will 
focus on the implementation of a neural network to recognize 
the mechanical properties of the objects and enable hand 
manipulation tasks. 
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Abstract—The development of a compact, battery-powered
sensor platform intended for underwater applications and using
hydroacoustic communication is reported. The design and manu-
facturing of the device is described with emphasis on the method
used to monitor and reduce the current consumption. The devices
have been encapsulated in epoxy and evaluated under field
conditions, which showed that the system is usable in its current
form. In addition to hardware improvements, e.g., in order to
increase battery lifetime, the next generation of the system will
implement forward error correction and improved receiver signal
processing to reduce the impact of signal reflections.

Index Terms—Sensor systems, underwater communication,
acoustic devices, underwater acoustics

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor networks continue to spread into new
applications and miniaturized battery-powered sensor systems
are appearing also in the underwater environment. Example
applications include monitoring of water quality in aqua-
culture [1] and the recovery of lost fishing gear [2]. The
increasing use of underwater drones also leads to the need
for location and monitoring in many applications. This cre-
ates a need for power-efficient wireless communication, but
traditional radio-based methods are difficult to use due to the
electromagnetic properties of water. Instead, the underwater
environment provides excellent acoustic properties, making
hydroacoustic communication a suitable solution [3]. The
ultrasonic piezoelectric transducers this is based on are both
affordable and readily available, and also compatible in size
and power requirements with miniaturized sensor systems [4].

This paper describes the development of an underwater
wireless sensor system (UWSS), which will act as a sensor
platform by using sensors according to the application. In
addition to ID marking and temperature measurements, atti-
tude measurement is straightforward to perform using an incli-
nometer and magnetometer, but there are many other possibil-
ities. Examples include measurement of pressure, conductivity
(salinity), and various chemical properties [1]. The emphasis
during development has been on compact size and low current
consumption as there are strict space and energy constraints
in many applications. In the following the UWSS design and
the hydroacoustic communication will be described together
with an overview of the system evaluation and example results
from the field tests.

II. UWSS DESIGN

In order to obtain a compact design and to form the large
surface necessary for emitting acoustic energy efficiently, the
piezoelectric cylinder was mounted around the pin battery.
Together with the printed circuit board (PCB) holding the
sensors, the microcontroller unit (MCU), the real-time clock
(RTC), and the power amplifier (PA), the resulting encapsu-
lated UWSS was a 40 mm long, 5 mm diameter cylinder.
A photo is seen in Fig. 1, where most of the UWSS parts
can be seen through the epoxy. The UWSS can take hourly
measurements for several months and transmit digital data
within a 50 m range using about 500 nJ/bit, without exceeding
3 mA peak current at 3.3 V.

A. UWSS Subsystem Overview

The UWSS battery is small, pin-shaped, and non-
rechargeable with a capacity of 5 mAh at 3.3 V and an internal
resistance of a couple of hundred ohms. The high internal
resistance can cause critical drop in the output voltage if the
current exceeds a few milliamperes and it had to be carefully
limited to this level. As the hydroacoustic communication
was developed within the same project, the piezo could be
chosen freely and a custom-made PZT tube with a mechanical
resonance frequency of 327 kHz was used. It is connected to an
inductor and a digitally controlled transistor, which together
with the piezo capacitance form a Class-E PA tuned to the
mechanical resonance frequency [5]. The MCU has buffered
digital interfaces, a 14-bit ADC module, and 1 MB flash
memory, which makes it possible to handle many sensor types.
It also has significant computational power, small size, and
low current consumption, but in order to further reduce the
current consumption to about 10 nA the RTC can shut down
the system on demand by controlling a MOSFET transistor.
While the system is sleeping, the RTC measures time with its
RC oscillator. The system is woken up at a set time and the
RTC then provides timestamps for the sensor samples.

When the RTC connects the system power, system control
is passed to a state machine implemented in the UWSS
firmware. Apart from handling the sensor data, the main task
of the state machine is to keep the peak current limited
by separating different current-consuming activities in time,
which allows a distribution of battery capacity between them.
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Fig. 1. The final UWSS encapsulated in epoxy. The tip of the pin battery is
seen to the left of the dark band, which is a spacer that centers the UWSS
during epoxy encapsulation. To the right of this is the piezo and the PCB.
The four wires provide external power for increased shelf life and serial
communication to provide system monitoring capabilities.

The four states of each UWSS session, i.e., period between
the power connection and disconnection by the RTC, are the
initialization, measurement, communication, and shutdown.
The firmware binary is less than 20 kB leaving a large
fraction of the 1 MB flash memory for system and sensor
data, which can be extracted when the UWSS is recovered. In
the initialization state, the system is checked for errors such
as a brownout notification or a watchdog timer expiration,
the battery voltage is measured for logging purposes, and the
sensors are configured. It is also ensured that the inrush current
settles before any measurement is started. In the measurement
state, the sensor signals are sampled in a semi-simultaneous
way to limit the peak current while ensuring minimal time
offset. The data is compiled into a predefined packet structure,
and while this structure and the number of samples in it is
fixed, the number of times the measurement state is run in a
session is easily configured. In the following communication
state, each packet is transmitted by generating the modulated
carrier wave on a GPIO output connected to the piezo via the
PA. The final state is the shutdown, where the MCU instructs
the RTC to disconnect the battery.

B. Production and Encapsulation

Each manufactured panel contains 20 UWSS units with
surface mounted components. As a first step, the UWSSs
are connected to a host system, which allows programming,
calibration, testing, and monitoring, and also provides power
to the UWSSs during assembly and transportation. During the
assembly, the piezo tube and a 3D-printed spacer are mounted
on the battery using flexible mechanical connections. Electrical
and mechanical connections between the battery, the piezo,
and the board are provided by custom-made micro-connectors.

In order to make the system waterproof, a method for
epoxy encapsulation has been developed. The UWSSs are
suspended in a custom-made mold pre-filled with epoxy, while
the proper alignment is ensured by the substrate bridge and a
spacer. At deployment time, if the host system indicates correct
UWSS operation, the cable is cut and covered by a small
amount of epoxy. Once the external power is disconnected,
the system automatically switches to battery operation and
initiates its pre-programmed measurement schedule, which
will run unsupervised until the end of the battery lifetime.

While this design makes the deployment more complicated,
it maximizes the shelf life, the operational lifetime, and the
quality of the deployed units. An alternative to this would be a
method that allows delayed start of the system, e.g., by using
the RTC, a magnetic switch, or the piezo tube as a voltage
generator. A three-months-long sea trial showed that the epoxy
suffered no significant damage from the environment and no
hardware failures occurred due to encapsulation failure.

III. HYDROACOUSTIC COMMUNICATION

To reduce the implementation complexity, on-off keying
(OOK) and phase-shift keying (PSK) have been implemented
as modulation formats in the UWSS. For the field tests OOK
at 10 kbit/s using a carrier at 327 kHz is used, which makes
it easy to monitor the signal in the analog domain. In other
applications, more advanced modulation, such as orthogonal
frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM), could be used. Data
is transmitted in the form of custom-designed packets, contain-
ing a header and payload sensor data. Currently, the packet
also contains a pseudorandom binary sequence (PRBS) in
order to be able to estimate the transmission quality. Forward
error correction (FEC) is currently not implemented but, e.g.,
a Reed-Solomon code is straightforward to implement and
would improve the reliability in the field significantly. More
advanced FEC, on the other hand, may not be as effective as
in other applications due to the small packet size.

The receiver front end consists of broadband omnidirec-
tional hydrophones that collect acoustic signals from the water.
The signals are amplified and filtered at the hydrophone head
and then fed through long cables to bandpass amplifiers, and
then to a processing platform consisting of ADCs and digital
processing. The hydrophone signals through the long cables
are differential to avoid influence from common mode noise.

The processing platform is based on a single-board com-
puter (SBC) with fast 14-bit analog inputs providing software-
defined radio (SDR) functionality [6]. The digital signal pro-
cessing (DSP) first performs mixing to complex baseband and
down-sampling using FPGA-based SDR. The resulting signal
is buffered in memory and processed in real-time to perform
the necessary DSP including filtering, time synchronization,
clock recovery, and decoding. The DSP runs continuously and
reports the results from the packet decoding. The logged data
includes, e.g., the time stamp, the received power level, the
number of bit errors (BEs) in the PRBS, and the payload data.
The resulting data is available in real-time over the network,
typically using mobile connectivity for the SBC.

The data is downloaded from the SBC over the network
and stored in an archive, from which the data is processed in
multiple stages. First the received transmissions are scanned
for valid packets, after which the sensor and system data are
extracted into separate databases, which then get joined with
the meta-data stored about the UWSSs. The databases are
analyzed and visualized hourly and results are published via
a web interface enabling real-time status monitoring.
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Fig. 2. The UWSS current consumption during one UWSS session. The
power is connected by the RTC at t = 0.4 s, followed by the inrush current
peak, a short MCU boot current draw, and an inrush current settling period
for about 1.5 s. At t = 2.0 s the sensors get initialized and sampled 13 times,
and the current peaks here are due to the sensors. At t = 3.3 s the data
packet is transmitted via the PA and the current fluctuations are due to OOK
modulation. At t = 3.6 s the system is shut down (marked SD) by the RTC.

IV. UWSS TESTING AND EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In the following, UWSS laboratory testing and field test
evaluation is described.

A. Analog Domain Testing and Monitoring

The system was tested extensively while monitoring the
current consumption and using serial communication to su-
pervise the digital operation. This allowed determining the
peak current and total power consumed by each operation and
the identification of overlapping, unexpected, and avoidable
current draws. Together with the internal resistance measure-
ment of each battery via a switched load resistor, which used
less than 0.02 % of its capacity, it was possible to estimate
the lifetime of the units by sufficient accuracy. A typical
measurement result of the current is seen in Fig. 2, where
the different parts of the curve correspond to the progression
through the state machine described in Section II-A. This
measurement allowed each major current-consuming event to
be identified and the total charge consumption of each state
could be calculated.

The hydroacoustic transmitter was tested using a laser
Doppler vibrometer to measure the piezo mechanical response
to selected input voltage signals, which was either generated
by a signal generator, an adjustable PA equivalent circuit, or
by the UWSS PA. The optimized hydroacoustic transmitter
was tested using a broadband hydrophone connected to a
spectrum analyzer. Since the large water volume needed for
signal propagation was not available, the hydrophone tip was
either touching the piezo or suspended with a very small air
gap. A small water tank lined with foam rubber was also used
for testing and this material was found to be a sufficiently
good acoustical absorber to remove reflections, although it is
not possible to simulate field conditions in this way.

The hydroacoustic receiver was tested using the SBC out-
puts either looped back directly to the SBC input or connected
to an epoxy-encapsulated piezo that was placed in the water
tank together with a hydrophone.

B. Field Tests

It is challenging to test the UWSS under laboratory con-
ditions due to the need for a large water volume and this

Fig. 3. The test site at Kristineberg, showing three groups of four UWSSs
(orange) and two hydrophones (green and red) suspended from a bridge at
5 m distance and depth intervals.

typically means that the tests must occur outdoors, which
in turn calls for weatherproofing of all equipment. The first
field test was performed close to the Kristineberg center.
Hydrophones and UWSSs were suspended from a bridge as
seen in Fig. 3, allowing the communication to be tested over
sufficient distance for a long time. The UWSSs had to be
tethered during this test since they were using external power.
The UWSSs were transmitting fixed PRBS data packets once
every minute in a time-slotted manner switching between
three predefined amplitude levels. This confirmed the UWSS
operation and communication under field conditions but the
fraction of successful transmissions between different UWSS–
hydrophone pairs varied from 100 % down to a few percent.
This was most likely due to the UWSS directional character-
istics and signal reflections from the surface and nearby cliffs,
which is further discussed below.

A second field test with freely navigating UWSSs was
performed at sea with the UWSSs moving in an approximately
cylindrically shaped water volume of 30 m diameter, from the
surface down to 10 m depth. Three receivers were placed at
the periphery of the cylinder. Example visualization of com-
munication results can be seen in Fig. 4, which was designed
to provide an intuitive overview of the status and history of all
93 UWSSs deployed in the field test. The plot makes it easy
to identify events such as end of UWSS life, receiver system
outages, and changes in channel characteristics.

In the performed field experiment only approximately 2 %
of the transmitted packets were received with a correct check-
sum, but as FEC was not implemented this occurs already at a
bit error probability (BEP) of approximately 2×10−3. This is
a BEP level that can be corrected to negligible values using a
low-overhead FEC. However, as the received power in many
cases is high enough to correspond to a significant signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR), there is reason to assume that errors are
caused by (i) packet collisions and (ii) channel effects. The
first cause is difficult to eliminate since the carrier frequency
is common for all UWSSs and it is not easy to perform precise
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Fig. 4. The UWSS communication performance was visualized as in this plot, which shows communication figures-of-merit for all deployed systems as a
function of time. Each row of the grid belongs to a single device and each column represents one day. The grid cells contain 12 square markers, each indicating
the transmission result for the 15 packets sent in a burst session every second hour. The bottom part of the inset shows a more detailed representation of the
15×12 packets sent every 24 hours, where the colors of the markers are set according to the number of BEs in the PRBS-7 sequence of the packet. A missing
marker indicates an incorrect packet and a dark blue marker shows that the packet arrived without errors. When a packet is received by multiple receivers,
the one with the lowest number of BEs is plotted. The top part of the inset shows a zoom in the figure, where the colors have been obtained by overlaying
the 15 semi-transparent markers in each column.

time synchronization between the UWSSs due to the limited
accuracy of the RTC. Instead, this is mitigated by limiting the
number of UWSSs and minimizing the transmission time for
each UWSS. In the current case, however, the fraction of the
errors that are due to packet collisions should be small, and the
most important effect is likely echoes, i.e., signal reflections.

The impact of echoes can be mitigated in several ways. In
some applications, all reflecting surfaces will be sufficiently
far away, but in the field test, the proximity of the water
surface is most likely the reason why reflections often are
strong. In other applications, it may be possible to place the
UWSSs in such a way as to transmit very little acoustic power
in the direction of any surfaces, thereby reducing reflections.
Furthermore, it is also possible to mitigate reflections in
DSP as echo cancellation is a well-established method that
should work well in this application. However, traditional
channel acquisition is not possible as the channel changes even
between two packet transmissions from the same UWSS in the
typical low-traffic applications. FEC and echo cancellation is
planned to be implemented in the next development phase.

V. CONCLUSION

The development of a compact, battery-powered sensor plat-
form that can be equipped with various sensors for underwater
use has been reported. Both the electronics and the firmware
had to be carefully designed to limit the maximum current and
optimize the battery lifetime. Hydroacoustic communication

has been implemented to allow wireless connectivity and the
design, manufacturing, and testing of the device has been
described. Field tests have shown that the devices operate
reliably under non-laboratory conditions and are usable in their
current form. Future development includes further improve-
ments of the battery life, implementation of an error-correcting
code, and the addition of receiver-side processing to mitigate
channel-induced packet errors due to reflections.
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Abstract—In this publication, further elements of the newly
developed inductive localization in the near field are presented.
The advantage of inductive localization is the usage of the
magnetic fields, which have a very low influence of non-metallic
materials in the environment and thus follows good applications
in the area of medicine and biochemistry. This allows a precise
localization of sensor platforms in inhomogeneous mixtures of
materials, where classical methods have major problems with
inhomogeneous dielectric conductivity or density. The calculation
of the localization of the searched object differs from other
methods such as ultrasound or electromagnetic waves due to
the source-free propagation of the magnetic field. Therefore, new
mathematical evaluation methods and systematic adaptations are
necessary, which are presented in this paper in circuit analysis.
For this purpose, the exact circuit influences of one coil and the
influence of another coil are investigated and which resonance
circuit should be selected for both coils for a inductive localization
with optimized signal strength.

Index Terms—Electrotechnical Characteristics of Real Coils,
Inductive Localization, Resonant Circuit, Mutual Inductance,
Near-Field

I. INTRODUCTION

Inductive localization is based on the induction of an
alternating voltage from a transmitting coil to a receiving
coil and extends the application of inductive wireless en-
ergy transmission in the near field. The amplitude of the
induced voltage depends on the operating frequency w, the
current of the transmitting coil i1 and the mutual inductance
M12(uind,12 = jωM12i1). The mutual inductance describes
the coupling between two coils and is dependent on the
distance, orientation and permeability, which in a metal-free
environment is µr ≈ 1. [1] So the mutual inductance indirectly
obtains information about the locating reference of the other
coil. For a normal 3D localization at least six locating coils
are necessary, which determine the mutual inductance of the
coil by induced voltages. It should be noted that all coils
influence each other, which also leads to unwanted mutual
inductances/induced voltages at each coil. [2] To locate differ-
ent coils at the same time, a backscatter method can be used
where each coil has its own backscatter frequency. Depending
on the efficiency, this method causes a reduction in signal

strength. In this work, the influence of coils is investigated
for the optimization of signal strengths. Since only a signal
strength-based solution is useful for inductive tracking due
to its application in the near field, high signal strengths are
preferred for high ranges and good accuracies. The reason
for the desired high signal strength is the characteristic of
the near field, where the amplitude of a magnetic antenna
decreases with r−3 [2], while for EM waves it has an damping
of only r−1. [3] Because the strength of the magnetic field
or the current that generates the magnetic field is limited
by circuit requirements or costs, thermal issues and EMC
restrictions, the locating coils and the respective transmitting
and receiving circuits must be optimized to achieve high
receiving power. In addition, environmental factors affecting
the behavior of the locating coils, such as resonance shift
or frequency dependence, must be considered in the locating
calculation, which may be caused by the influence of the other
coils.

II. ELECTROTECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
LOCATING COILS

Since a localization of the sphere is to be realized by
magnetic fields, the use of a coil is necessary, in which the
magnetic field component dominates over the electric field
component. For this purpose, an electrical equivalent circuit
is used for the coil. This use is fulfilled by application within
the near field and the coil as an antenna. [4]
In practice a coil does not behave like a pure inductance.
Figure 1 shows the respective equivalent circuit of a coil
for magnetoquasistatic (MQS) and quasistatic (QS) without
magnetization losses. Here LS is the inductive component
and RS is the resistive component of the coil, which is caused
by resistive losses of the wire. The parallel capacitance CP

can be explained by the electrical energy between the wires,
where the parallel ohmic resistance RP forms the dielectric
losses. [4]
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Fig. 1: Different representation of the macroscopic electrical equivalent circuit
of a coil without re-magnetization losses

This results in the following equation for the complex
impedance of a real coil:

ZL = (RS + jωLS)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ZL′

‖ RP ‖
1

jωCP

= K
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S +R2
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))
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ω2L2
S+R2

S
+ 1
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)2 + (ωCP − ωLS

ω2L2
S+R2

S
)2

. (1)

The dielectric losses depend on the geometry and the type
of materials, although for the planar coils used these are in
very high Megaohm range (MΩ), the assumption 1

RP
≈ 0 is

made. [4] This allows the component parameters of the real
coil (considering the resonant frequency of the circuit fres) to
be determined as follows:

ZL =

RS + jωLS, if f � fres
1

jωCP
, if f � fres

. (2)

By changing the operating frequencies, the inductive or capaci-
tive part in the parallel circuit can be brought into a dominance
by making the respective other part neglectable by a very
high impedance. Thus, the respective quantities can be made
measurable, whereby the ohmic resistance is determined by
forming the real part of the impedance.

III. INFLUENCE OF OTHER COILS ON THE OPERATING
BEHAVIOR

The coupling between two coils is shown as an electrical
equivalent circuit in figure 2. In reality, there are also coupling
capacitances between coils which enable electrical coupling
by displacement currents. This also allows capacitive energy
transfer or localization. But due the coil geometry the coupling
capacitance C21 is very low and current wireless capacitive
energy transfer methods with an appropriate matching net-
work, working frequency and special geometry have only a
range of up to 1 cm with an efficiency of 80% [5]. Inductive
localization is expected to reach far beyond this range, making
the coupling capacitances negligible, but must be considered
for coils which have a very close contact.

i1 R1

L1

uind 21

C1

uind 12

C2

R2 i2

L2

Z load

C21

M12

Fig. 2: Electrical equivalent circuit of the influence between two coils

The coupling of coils is described by the mutual induc-
tance M12 or the qualitative coupling factor k12 = M12√

L1L2

(k ∈ [−1, 1]). This coupling generates a so-called transformed
impedance ZT, which has a great influence on the circuit
performance depending on the coupling. As a result, two
coupled coils from figure 2 with a load resistor Z load are
defined as:

Z11 = (R1 + jωL1 +
ω2M2

12

ZT

) ‖ 1

jωC1

with ZT = R2 + jωL2 +

(
1

jωC2
‖ Z load

)
. (3)

Equation 3 also shows that the smaller the coupling M12 gets,
the smaller the influence on the overall circuit becomes. When
the transformed impedance ZT is large, the overall influence
on the coil becomes small.
The resonant frequency as a parallel resonant circuit without
influence of another coil is:

fres 1(M12 = 0 H) =
1

2π

√
1

L1C1
− R2

1

L2
1

. (4)

For the induced voltage uind 12 a series resonant circuit with
the following resonant frequency is valid:

fres 2 =
1

2π

√
1

L1C1
− 1

R2
loadC

2
1

for Rload = Z load ∈ R .

(5)

Figure 3 shows the influence of self-resonances depending
on the distance of different coils, which are shown in table
I. In this figure the closer the coils are to each other, or
the larger consequently the mutual inductance is, the greater
the influence on the other coil is. Here a second resonance
frequency is formed, which has a larger shift depending on
the other inductance. So near the large coil (3) a resonant
frequency near the natural resonance of the large coil (3)
is formed, but this becomes irrelevantly small from about
90 mm and then becomes negligible. The figure 3 also shows,
as a comparison, the technical range of the wireless energy
transmission technology Qi, which has a range of about 4 cm
[6]. In the range for Qi, the influence is even the greatest.
But the inductive localization is to be implemented in several
meter distances depending on the operating frequency, so
these extreme influences can be treated as special conditions,
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because a localization with some millimeters in front of the
localization coils is irrelevant for the application and can be
implemented as a special function.
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Fig. 3: Influence of resonance frequencies by other coils at different distances

Coil small (1) normal (2) large (3)
RS 129 mΩ 1.35 Ω 6.209 Ω
LS 0.36 µH 4 µH 9.25 µH
CP 3.12 pF 7.66 pF 8.02 pF
fres 150.2 MHz 28.76 MHz 18.48 MHz
Width/Height 50 mm 125 mm 175 mm
Turns 3 5 5

Table I: Parameters of the used coils

Figure 4(a) shows the relative shift of the resonance fre-
quency for the same coil pairs. Here it can be seen that
the larger the coil area or coupling of the inductances, the
larger the frequency shift of the resonance (even with the
same coils) will be. The reason is shown in equation 3. The
mutual inductance M or the coupling k is higher due to the
larger area, which makes the influence due to the transformed
impedance ZT stronger. Figure 4(b) shows the frequency
characteristic of the input impedance Z11 for the normal coil
(2) for different distances. There it becomes clear again that
the higher the distance or the lower the coupling or mutual
inductance becomes, the smaller the influence will be.
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Fig. 4: Influence of relative resonance frequencies by identical coils as a
function of distance (right: influence of the frequency response of the input
impedance Z11 of the normal coils (2))

IV. OPTIMIZED RESONANT CIRCUIT FOR INDUCTIVE
LOCATING

Now different combinations of resonance modes are inves-
tigated. The selection is between series resonance where the
resonance impedance Zres becomes minimized and parallel
resonance where Zres becomes maximized. A coil without
influence (see figure 1) has a parallel resonance, where the
current becomes minimal for a voltage source. Figure 5 shows
the different combinations of resonance circuits, which are
investigated. Since the signal strength has to be increased,
the transmission admittance Y 21 is chosen as an optimizable
parameter:

i2 = Y 21u1 + Y 22u2︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0

. (6)

In equation 6 no voltage source but only the load impedance
Z load was chosen at the receiver coil (figure 5 right side), so
u2 = 0. It follows from equation 3 and 6:

Y 21 =
i2
u1

=
jωM12

ZT

i1L
u1

. (7)

Here the transformed impedance ZT represents the respective
total impedance of the receiver coil with series or parallel
resonance from figure 5 and i1L represents the current through
the coil L1.
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Fig. 5: Different possibilities for resonance circuits

Figure 6 shows the different transmission admittances in
the four circuit combinations with different load impedances.
The coupling factor was chosen as the parameter here, since it
combines more parameters (e.g. alignment, material, geometry
of the coils), and this makes the statements more general.
The normal coil (2) was chosen as the coil and the resonant
frequency was reduced to 5 MHz by additional capacitances
to highlight the effect of the new resonant frequency. In the
figure 6 it becomes directly clear that the correct choice of the
resonance circuit has a high influence on the received signal
strength. For example, in figure 6(b) a difference of up to
110 dB is possible. But no general statements can be made
about the ideal circuit. Depending on the load resistance Z load,
either the series-series (SS) circuit (low load resistance) or
series-parallel (SP) circuit is preferable. It is also interesting
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to note that for large couplings (k > 10−1), low admittance
generally results and the maximum admittance occurs only at a
lower coupling. This can be explained by the shift in resonance
frequencies from figure 3. The larger the distance between
the coils or the smaller the coupling and thus the resonance
frequency shift becomes, the more the pair of coils acts in
resonance.This also gives an interesting effect in the PP circuit
(6(a) and 6(c)), making it work best at very short distances or
very high couplings and small load impedances. But these
effects are not of primary interest for inductive localization,
since higher distances are useful for this localization, but they
could be important for wireless power transmission.
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Fig. 6: Transmission admittances Y21 as a function of the coupling factor
k for different load impedances Zload and resonance modes between two
normal (2) coils at f = 5 MHz

The figures 7 show the influence of the admittance in depen-
dence of the load resistances Z load. The transition from SS-
circuit to SP-circuit depends on the coupling of the coils and
that the admittance is lower around this transition. Therefore,
it should be tried to adjust the load resistance in such a way
that it is clearly outside the transition from SS-circuit to SP-
circuit.

V. CONCLUSION

In this publication, the electrotechnical characteristics of
coils for inductive locating were investigated. So, the influence
of parasitic parameters in dependence of the frequency range
was examined, in order to determine thereby also these param-
eters. In the immediate presence of a coil, the self-resonance
and the complete qualitative operating behavior of the coil
is influenced. This influence result in a creation of a further
resonance frequency and resonance shifts, which is dependent
on the respective geometries of the coils and their coupling.
This effect decreases from a certain distance or a low coupling
factor, which must be considered in inductive locating. Since
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Fig. 7: Transmission admittances Y21 as a function of the load impedances
Zload for different coupling factor k and resonance modes between two
normal (2) coils at f = 5 MHz

coils naturally form parallel resonances and these have low
signal strength behavior in transmission for longer distances,
the coils in this work were checked in various combination by
using suitable resonant circuits. The result is that a series-
series (SS) is suitable for low load resistance and series-
parallel (SP) for high load resistance for inductive locating.
The transmission admittance was chosen as a qualitative value,
which does not have its maximum in the immediate distance
but reaches it only from a corresponding coupling factor
due the mentioned resonance frequency shifts. An operation
around the critical load resistance, which decides between the
SS or SP circuit, should also be avoided, since the admittance
also decreases there. With the results of this work, the signal
strength at the received coil can be increased, allowing higher
ranges and higher accuracies in localization. As an outlook,
these results must now be implemented in the entire inductive
localization platform.
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Abstract— Smart agriculture represents one of the greatest 

potential scenarios in the field of the Internet of Things (IoT). 

Sensory and connectivity technologies together with big data 

analysis make the farming more accurate and controlled, 

overcoming the current model of intensive production. It allows 

farmers to accurately assess the amounts of water, fertilizers, 

and pesticides needed. Consequently, it guarantees better and 

healthier crops as well as costs reduction. The adoption of low 

cost and low power smart air probes based on gas, humidity, 

pressure and temperature sensors for monitoring air quality 

and environment conditions and crop emissions, is arising to 

become a fundamental instrument to be used to provide decision 

support to the farmers. Moreover, to embed edge computing in 

the probe for pre-process measurements enhance the 

potentiality of sensors increasing efficiency and reducing the 

amount of information traveling in the cloud. By focusing on the 

sensory features of the platform, the paper aims to exploit the 

developing a gas recognition algorithm which embeds a neural 

network and that is able to recognize different types of gas such 

as NH3, CH4, N20 on the basis of data coming from a gas sensor. 

Metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOX) gas sensors are generally 

low-cost sensors made of a single sensing material and are not 

characterized by an excellent selectivity with respect to different 

gases; for this reason, an embedded algorithm able to identify 

the gas type is the key feature to enable the adoption of the MOX 

technology in smart agriculture applications. This paper 

presents an AI method to enhance the selectivity feature of a 

MOX gas sensor. An artificial neural network (ANN) has been 

implemented and trained in Python environment, using 

different machine learning tools, such as Keras and scikit-learn. 

The trained ANN was able to recognize four types of gas 

detected by the embedded MOX gas sensor in lab conditions. By 

using X-CUBE-AI tool, the C-model implementation of the pre-

trained ANN was generated and embedded in a low power 

STM32 microcontroller used in the smart air probe. 

Keywords—smart farm, smart agriculture, gas sensor, MOX, 

Internet of Things (IoT), artificial intelligence (AI), artificial 

neural network (ANN), STM32, X-CUBE-AI 

I. INTRODUCTION

The increasing demand for food, both in terms of quantity 
and quality, has led the need for intensification and 
industrialization of the agricultural sector, often combined 
with the extensive use of chemical fertilizers and pesticides 
which degrade the soil from physical, chemical, and biological 
point-of-views. Monitoring soil nutrients can help to adapt the 
soil fertilization procedure to the real plant demand, in real 
time, reducing water, nutrient losses and gaseous emissions 
that have greenhouse gas effects. The growing adoption of 
Internet of Things (IoT), sensory and connectivity 
technologies in agriculture field makes the farming more 
accurate and controlled, modifying the current intensive 
production model and guaranteeing better and healthier crops 
as well as costs reduction. In order to accelerate the world-
wide adoption of IoT technologies in agricultural field, low 
cost and low power sensors are often used. 

In this context, the European Project SARMENTI is 
employed in the development of a multi-sensor, low power 
IoT secure node to provide decision support to farmers using 
measurement of local environmental conditions, especially 
the environment harmful gas production just above the 
ground. 

In this project an air probe embeds different sensors: 
temperature & humidity sensors, a pressure sensor, an UV 
sensor, some motion sensors and a Metal Oxide 
Semiconductor (MOX) gas sensor based on MEMS 
technology, used to collect information regarding 
environmental conditions just above the soil. 
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A MOX gas sensor is cheaper and more accurate but it has 
a very low selectivity with respect to different gases. 
Electrochemical sensors (e.g., Alphasense sensors) offer a 
high degree of selectivity towards specific gasses such as 
Carbon monoxide, Nitrogen dioxide, Ozone, Oxygen but are 
more expensive. Moreover, MOX gas sensors suffers 
additional problems like long term stability and interference 
from the environment. To overcome the selectivity limitation, 
an artificial intelligence method to enhance the selectivity 
feature is presented. 

A C-model implementation of a pre-trained ANN was 
generated and embedded in a low power STM32 
microcontroller. This allows creating sensory nodes with 
distributed intelligence as the air probe is. 

II. THE GAS SENSOR DATA

A. Gas sensor

The MOX gas sensor is a combo device that includes
temperature and humidity measurements for compensating 
MOX sensitivity changes. Moreover, it embeds a Micro Hot 
Plate (MHP) continuously heated up to 450 °C which allows 
the gas sensitive metal oxide (MOX) layer/s to be reactive in 
presence of Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC).  

When the metal oxide is heated, free electrons flow inside 
the MOX sensing material. In clean air, oxygen is adsorbed on 
the surface of the MOX sensing material and attracts free 
electrons, producing an increasing of the potential barrier that 
tends to obstruct the flow of electrons. This results in a high 
sensor resistance in clean air. If the MOX sensor is exposed to 
a reducing gas, an oxidation reaction between the gas and the 
adsorbed oxygen occurs. Thus, the density of adsorbed 
oxygen on the metal oxide surface decreases, and the potential 
barrier is reduced. Electrons are released into the sensing 
material resulting in a lowering of the sensor resistance. As 
the concentration of reducing gas increases, more electrons are 
released thus the sensor resistance decreases further. In a 
similar way, if the MOX sensor is exposed to an oxidizing, the 
barrier is increased and consequently the sensor resistance. 

Fig. 1 MOX working principle: a) Gas sensor structure; b) MOX 

sensing material heated; c) Clean air case; d) Reducing gas case. 

Therefore, each gas generates a change in sensor 
resistance which depends on the heater temperature. Both the 
parameters can be combined into a plot which is the gas sensor 
resistance as function of the sinusoidal current applied to the 
heater. Each VOC produces its representative curve, that is 
considered as its fingerprint. 

B. Sensor characterization and fingerprints

Characterization of a sensor is a three-step process:

- high-accuracy continuous mode (DC); it means a
constant current is applied to the heater to heat up the device 
until the thermal operating point is reached. 

- lower accuracy pulsed mode (PM); it means a PWM
current is applied to the heater meanwhile the gas sensor 
resistance is measured to identify the gas concentration.  

- gas sensor is driven by applying a sinusoidal current to
the heater. Therefore, fifty gas sensor resistance samples are 
carried out and used to create the gas fingerprint. This last step 
is repeated n times (n is set by the user) before completing one 
acquisition cycle.  

Among all the gases, emissions related to intensive 
farming activities, (Ammonia (NH3), Nitrous Oxide (N2O) 
and Methane (CH4)) were used as input for the MOX sensor 
characterization. 

To generate the training dataset, each gas has been 
measured in six different concentrations (including the 0-ppm 
considered as air class); for each concentration, two 
measurement cycles were performed; during each of them, 
three sampling cycles of the gas sensor resistance were 
performed. In this way each concentration is represented by 6 
patterns, and consequently, each class by 36 patterns. The total 
number of acquisitions in the training subset is 108. The 
details of the training dataset are showed in the table I. 

TABLE I. TRAINIG DATASET 

Target gas Concentration (ppm) 
Number of patterns 

in training dataset 

Ammonia (NH3) 

0; 0,025; 0,06; 0,12; 

0,96; 2 
36 

Methane (CH4) 0; 4; 10; 20; 200; 400 36 

Nitrous Oxide (N2O) 0; 0,8; 2; 4; 40; 80 36 

The first acquisition of each measurement cycle is omitted 
because it is affected by the transition from pulsed operating 
mode to sinusoidal current modulation. Then the 0-ppm 
measurements, coming from the gaseous classes, are 
considered belonging from the clean air class and grouped 
together. At the end, the total amount of available data is 72. 

To highlight the fingerprint of each class a pre-processing step 
must be applied to raw data. It consists in the subtraction of 
the related air pattern from each raw data. Thus, the air 
fingerprint will be flat around the zero, while the other classes 
should be different one from each other.  

Plots of the processed data make Fig. 2. They show the 
fingerprint of each gas class, obtained by plotting the gas 
sensor raw data as function of the sinusoidal current applied 
to the heater.  Raw data are represented by the voltage that 
could be converted in resistance values applying the 
respective conversion formula. 
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Fig. 2 Gas fingerprints: a) Air; b) Methane; c) Ammonia; d) Nitrous 

oxide 

III. NEURAL NETWORK ARCHITECTURE AND K-CROSS-

VALIDATION METHOD 

The neural network architecture must recognize the four 
gas classes (Air, NH3, CH4, N2O), receiving as inputs 51 
resistance values coming from the MOX gas sensor. 
According to the target gases, the problem was approached as 
a Multi-class classification and solved with the 
implementation of a Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) 
architecture characterized by 51 input neurons, since each gas 
fingerprint is constituted by 51 points, 4 output neurons (equal 
to number of target gasses to be identified) and two hidden 
layers, of 25 and 20 neurons. The number of hidden layers and 
the number of hidden neurons has been determined by 
iterations with the aim to minimize the classification error. 

The classic approach which requires the splitting of the 
available dataset into three sets (training set, the validation 
dataset and test dataset) cannot be used, since the available 
training dataset is not very high (72 patterns). Instead, the k-
cross-validation method is most suitable to obtain better 
results when a small dataset is available. It ensures a good 
generalization, avoiding over-fitting problems. The training 
set is split into k smaller sets and the neural network is trained 
using k-1 folds and validated by the k fold. The evaluation 
score (often it is the accuracy) of each iteration is stored and 
the final performance measure is evaluated as the average of 
the k evaluation scores.  

A. Neural Network Implementation by Python environment

The training process has been implemented in Python
language. The configuration of the development environment 
consists of multiple packages and libraries: Keras runs on top 
of the machine learning platform TensorFlow. Additionally, 
other Python packages and libraries have been used, such us: 
NumPy, Scipy, Matplotlib, Pandas and Scikit Learn. Python 
code has been developed on Jupyter Notebooks, an interactive 
computational environment for developing Python based Data 
Science applications. 

The learning process can be summarized as follow: 

- To prepare data; the pre-processed training dataset
made by 72 different patterns, each of them
constituted by 51 MOX resistance values, are split in
k (7 for this application) folds to implement a k-fold
cross validation. Outputs are identified as
classification classes (Class 1 = Air, Class 2 = NH3,
Class 3 = CH4, Class 4 = N2O).

- To define Keras model and related options: input and
output neurons number, hidden layers number,
activation functions, number of epochs and so on.

- To evaluate the training dataset by using a k-fold
cross-validation method plus the Model Checkpoint
method to save the best model discovered during the
training.

- To evaluate Saved Model and Make Predictions; the
performance of the final MLP model has been
evaluated.

Fig. 3 Cross-validation dataset 

B. C-model implementation of the pre-trained Neural

Network by using X-CUBE-AI

The MLP model has been converted in an optimized code
to be run on ST microcontroller and tested in field, using new 
data set and unknown to the neural network. 

ST provides an STM32CubeMX expansion package for 
Artificial Intelligence, (X-CUBE-AI) that converts a pre-
trained Neural Networks from most used deep learning 
frameworks (such as Keras, TensorFlow™ Lite, ONNX, 
Caffe, ConvNetJs, and Lasagne) into a neural network library 
considered as a “black box”. Only the specialized files, based 
on a common network run-time library 
(NetworkName_runtime.a), are provided as source files, 
whose name files are prefixed with the network name 
provided by the user: 

- NetworkName_data.c and NetworkName_data.h
files for the network weights/bias.

- NetworkName.c and NetworkName.h files contain
all the definitions related to the network topology as
well as functions that must be used to develop an AI
application and other functions to retrieve
information and errors.

The neural network library generated by X-CUBE-AI can 
be integrated in a STM32 microcontroller. For the purposes of 
this study, the generated neural network was integrated in an 
application firmware running the hardware system described 
in the picture below. 
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Fig. 4 Hardware system consisting of a NUCLEO-L476RG board 

expanded with an X-NUCLEO-IKS01A2 sensor board and a DIL24 

socket used to plug in the gas sensor on top of it. 

The application firmware provides a command line 
interface which allows selecting four operating modes and to 
show and export data log coming from MOX gas sensor: 

• Start Continuous mode: to warm up the MOX gas
sensor until its operating point is reached. 

• Air reference pattern acquisition: to acquire 51
resistance values in clean air and save them in the 
microcontroller flash memory as the air reference pattern to 
be used in the pre-processing phase.  

• Training mode: to drive the MOX gas sensor and to
acquire the 51 resistance values to be used in neural network 
training.  

• Testing mode: to test the integrated neural network.

IV. TESTS

Some validation tests of the pre-trained neural network 
integrated as part of the application firmware, developed for 
hardware system in figure 4, were carried out at ENEA labs 
by using the target gases: Air, Ammonia, Methane and Nitrous 
Oxide measured at different concentration. 

The neural network has been tested on 18 acquisitions; 
whose results are showed in the figure below. The testing 
accuracy was 72 % (5 errors occurred).  

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented a method to enhance the selective 
feature of a MOX gas sensor which can be used in smart 
agriculture field to monitor greenhouse gaseous emission 
coming from the soil. It was described how a neural network 
can be used to identify the type of VOC emission, receiving 
as inputs from a MOX gas sensor. 

The neural network has been implemented and trained in 
Python environment, using different machine learning tools. 
The trained model has been integrated in a STM32 
microcontroller by using X-CUBE-AI. The neural network 
model has been integrated in a more complex firmware, 
developed to be used for validation tests at the ENEA 
laboratory. The experimental results showed a test accuracy of 
about 70%: better results can be achieved by improving the 
pre-processing techniques as well as the measurements setup. 

ST's new set of AI solutions used for the purposes of this 
study can simplify the mapping and execution of pre-trained 
artificial neural networks on the broad STM32 
microcontrollers portfolio and based on the required features 
and computation level. 

Fig. 5 Validation results: Air (class 1), Ammonia (class 2), Methane 

(class 3) and Nitrous Oxide (class 4) 
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Abstract—Flexible electronics requires the integration of thin-
film transistors (TFTs) at much lower temperatures than tra-
ditional Si technology. Here we present an integration routine
for complementary inverter structures on a flexible polyethylene
terephthalate (PET) substrate, which provides a high degree of
freedom in the choice of the individual contact metals for the p-
and n-type TFTs. It is therefore suitable for organic, inorganic or
hybrid semiconductor systems. The developed integration process
enables two different metallization layers to be structured into
contact electrodes (drain and source) for thin film transistors
on a common flexible substrate. This enables the adaptation of
the work function of metals and semiconductors, and thus the
performance of the individual TFTs can be optimized. The TFTs
are integrated in bottom-gate bottom-contact setup.

Index Terms—flexible electronics, thin-film transistors, com-
plementary inverter

I. INTRODUCTION

Flexible electronics are becoming increasingly important as
part of the digitalization of our daily lives. In addition to radio
frequency identification (RFID) tags [1] and flexible displays,
applications in the healthcare sector are also increasingly
getting into focus, such as sensors integrated into clothing and
implantable diagnostic electronics [2]. Thin-film transistors
(TFTs), as key elements of electronics fabricated on bendable
substrates, have been intensively studied with both organic and
inorganic semiconductors. Based on this, their application in
logic devices has been analyzed in many studies. The inverter
as a basic element for digital circuits was integrated as unipolar
component [3], [4] as well as complementary TFT inverter
[5]– [7]. In contrast to unipolar devices, complementary de-
vices have the advantage of a lower power consumption, a high
noise margin, a high logic swing of the output signal and an in-
creased integration density [8], [9]. The performance of a TFT

The authors would like to thank the DFG (Deutsche Forschungsgemein-
schaft) (HI 551/36-1), the BMBF (Bundesministerium für Bildung und
Forschung) and the NRF (National Research Foundation) South Africa
(KoSeWaqua, 01DG17025) for the financial support.

and thus of the inverter depends, among other things, on the
properties of the metal-semiconductor contact. Therefore, the
work function of the drain/source electrodes must be adapted
to the electron affinity of the semiconductor material to obtain
ohmic contact properties [10]. Consequently, a complementary
inverter may require separate contact metallization for each of
the n-type and p-type materials.

In this work, we present an integration routine that al-
lows the integration of two different materials for the drain
and source contacts, as well as obtaining patterning of the
semiconducting materials. This enables the fabrication of
complementary inverter structures on a common substrate. The
flexibility in the selection of contact materials offers a high
degree of freedom in the choice of semiconductor materials.
Since the maximum process temperature is only 115°C, a
direct transfer of the developed fabrication process to flexible
carrier substrates was carried out.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

A. Template integration

The TFTs are integrated in a bottom-gate bottom-contact
setup. A cleaned 125 µm thick polyethylene terephthalate
(PET) film (Hostaphan® GN 125, provided by Mitsubishi
Polyester Film GmbH) served as the carrier substrate,
limiting the maximum temperature to 115°C during the
entire integration process. First, the metallization for the
common gate electrode (50 nm aluminum) is applied to the
substrate by e-beam evaporation. The patterning is done
by photolithography process followed by wet chemical
etching. A high-k nanocomposite (inoflexT3, k = 8 [11]) is
used as gate dielectric. After its deposition by spin-coating,
the solvent is removed at 115°C. Since this polymer is
not resistant to the alkaline developer solution (NaOH) for
the photoresist, which is needed to structure the contact
electrodes on top of the insulating film, a protective layer
is required. For this purpose a 25 nm thick aluminum layer
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Fig. 1. Integration process of complementary inverter structures based on bottom gate, bottom contact TFTs with two different contact and semiconductor
materials.

is evaporated. Aluminum was chosen because it can be
selectively removed. The photoresist used for the following
photolithography processes is an image reversal resist
(AZ®5214 E purchased from MicroChemicals) that can be
used as positive and negative resist according to its processing.

First contact metallization: For the subsequent integration
of the drain/source electrodes, two possible techniques were
considered. On the one hand, the structuring can be done by
etching and on the other hand by lift-off process. However, an
etching process requires sufficient selectivity of the etching
solution towards the gate dielectric material. In both cases,
two photolithography processes are required, the first to cover
the area where the second metal is to be deposited and the
second to pattern the electrodes. The first metal layer shall
be structured by lift-off process. Therefore, the area for the
electrodes consisting of metal 2 is covered by photoresist
using its negative properties. A second resist film (processed
as positive resist) is deposited and exposed through a mask
to form the drain/source electrodes (see Fig.1(a)). After
removing the protective layer in the exposed areas, metal 1
can be applied (see Fig.1(b)). E-beam evaporation is a suitable
method due to its low conformity, enabling a lift-off process.
After stripping the two resist layers in a lift-off process, the
Al film in the respective area must be removed. This is done
by applying a resist mask, which again covers the so far
untreated areas, before the aluminum can be removed by wet
chemical etching (see Fig.1(c)). Afterwards, the resist layer
can be removed.

Second contact metallization: For creating the contacts
made of metal 2, the negative of the first mask in Fig.1(a)
is needed to protect the already integrated electrodes. This

inverted resist mask is achieved by using the same mask but
the positive characteristics of the photoresist. The structuring
of the second metal by another lift-off process is prevented
by the available mask set. The resist mask for protecting the
already integrated electrodes uses the positive character of
the photoresist. If a second resist film would be applied on
top of this mask and processed in such a way that a lift-
off becomes possible (positive properties of the resist), an
unwanted exposure of the first resist mask, which was applied
to protect the previously manufactured contacts, would occur.
A hardbake (T> 140°C [12]) of the already developed first
resist structures for chemical stabilization against the alkaline
developer could prevent the removal of the unintentionally
exposed resist areas during the developement process of the
second resist mask. However, this is prevented by the allowed
maximum temperature for the polymeric gate dielectric of
115°C. Such undesirable exposure can be achieved either by
depositing another Al protective layer over the entire surface,
which would allow further electrode patterning by a lift-off
process, or by direct deposition of the contact metal, which
can subsequently be patterned by an etching process. The latter
will be carried out in this work.

For this reason, metal 2 is applied onto the first
already patterned resist layer before the negative of the
photolithography mask for the drain/source electrodes is
deposited to pattern the contacts (see Fig.1(d)). Subsequently,
the resist mask is transferred to the metal by wet chemical
etching (see Fig.1(e)).

Patterning of the semiconductor layers: The stack of the
electrode material and photoresist (height≈ 1.7 µm) prevents
the channel region from being sufficiently well coated with
the semiconductor, especially when solvent-based deposition
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Fig. 2. (a)Transfer characteristics if the single TFTs, top: p-type DNTT TFT bottom: n-type ZnO TFT; (b) Voltage transfer characteristics of a complementary
inverter circuit. The graph below shows the gain as a function of the input voltage. (c) Image of a confocal laser scanning microscope of an inverter structure.

methods are used. Therefore, the resist mask for patterning the
second metal cannot serve for patterning the semiconductor
at the same time. Consequently, the resist layers must be
removed. Thus, before the semiconductor is deposited, another
resist mask must be applied, which in turn covers the area
of the metal 1 electrodes. The semiconductor can then be
applied over the entire surface. With the subsequent removal
of the resist layer, the semiconductor is patterned. On the one
hand, the second semiconductor can be applied unstructured
if there is no resistance to the solvents used when removing
the resist mask (see Fig.1(f)). On the other hand, it can again
be patterned with the aid of a photoresist layer.

B. Used materials
p-type Semiconductor: For the p-type TFTs the organic

semiconductor dinaphtho[2,3-b:2’,3’-f]thieno[3,2-b]thiophene
(DNTT) is used, which is thermally evaporated under high-
vacuum conditions.

Contact metal: The contact metal is selected with respect
to its work function, which must match the electron affinity
of the semiconductor. This allows the desired ohmic contact
to form, which means that ideally there is no energy barrier
for charge carriers between metal and semiconductor. Gold
(Au) electrodes are suitable as contacts for this material [13],
[14]. The layer thickness is 30 nm.

n-type Semiconductor: A thin film of ZnO nanoparticles
is deposited as n-type semiconductor. The nanoparticles are
in a water-based dispersion (10 wt%) and have an average
diameter of 70 nm. The deposition is carried out under ambient
conditions by spray coating technique or doctor blade process.

Subsequently, the solvents are evaporated in a convection oven
for 1 hour at 115°C. The TFT performance is improved and
stabilized over time by a combination of UV irradiation of the
ZnO layer followed by storage in a high-humidity environment
[15].

Contact metals: Aluminum has proven to be appropriate for
contacting ZnO TFTs. A layer thickness of 150 nm achieves
sufficient contact with the spherical particles [16].

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2(a) depicts the transfer characteristics of the indi-
vidual TFTs. It can be seen that the p-type DNTT transistor
achieves a higher on current (ION = 1·10-5 A) than the n-type
ZnO-TFT (ION = 3·10-7 A). The reason for the reduced perfor-
mance of the ZnO transistor might be that the development of
the resist mask to pattern the ZnO film is performed without
a protective layer on both the gate dielectric and Al elec-
trodes. As a result, the polymer as well as the electrodes are
chemically attacked by the NaOH solution, creating additional
trap states at the semiconductor-dielectric interface [13] and
the metal-semiconductor contact, which negatively affect the
current flow. The organic semiconductor was not patterned, so
the dielectric is not chemically stressed in the p-type areas.

Figure 2(b) shows the static voltage transfer characteristic
(VTC) VOUT = f(VIN) at a supply voltage of VDD = 10 V and
the corresponding inverter gain (dVOUT / dVIN) in forward and
backward measuring direction. The DNTT TFT represents the
pull-up transistor, the ZnO device is the pull-down TFT. The
high level can be determined to 9.9 V and the low level to
0.5 V, which results in a maximum output swing of 94%. In
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forward direction the inverter reaches a gain of 30 V/V, in
backward direction the gain is reduced to 7 V/V.

The noise margin is an indicator of how robust the func-
tion of the inverter is to a noise signal, and it is ideally
half the operating voltage. In this case, the noise margin
High (NMH = VOH – VIH) is 1 V and the noise margin Low
(NML = VIL – VOL) is 6.3 V. The values for VIH and VIL can be
determined from the VTC (dVOUT / dVIN = –1). VOL and VOH

correspond to the values of the output voltage at VIH and VIL

[17], [18]. The unbalanced noise margin may be due to the
rightward shift of the curve caused by the imbalance of the
on-currents between the n- and p-type TFTs. To compensate
for this, the geometric aspect ratio N could be adjusted, which
is determined by the quotient of the channel width-to-length
ratios (W / L)p and (W / L)n [17].

Another factor influencing the shift of the VTC is the
difference between the threshold voltages of the individual
transistors (here: VTH,n = 2.1 V, VTH,p = –1.6 V), which should
ideally be symmetrical with respect to VG [19]. The shift is
also shown by the switching point which should be at VDD/2
[20]. However, here it is at VIN = VOUT = 7.1 V in forward and
at 5.8 V in backward direction. In addition, the hysteresis
of the individual transistors and the associated shift of the
threshold voltages in backward measuring direction (VTH,n = –
0.1 V, VTH,p = –1.4 V) is reflected in the hysteresis of the
inverter characteristics.

The integration of another sacrificial layer to protect the n-
channel TFTs during the development process could improve
the performance of the ZnO TFTs and thus also that of the
inverters. However, this further increases the already complex
process effort.

The image of a confocal laser scanning microscope in
Figure 2(c) shows an inverter structure integrated according to
the routine described above consisting of a p-type TFT with
Au electrodes and an n-type TFT with Al electrodes with a
ZnO nanoparticle layer on top.

To simplify the integration process, one option would be to
replace the dielectric with a material that is not attacked by the
developer solution, eliminating the need for one photolithogra-
phy process. On the other hand, a common contact metal could
be chosen for semiconductors with approximately the same
work function, which would eliminate three photolithography
steps. However, a trade-off has to be made between integration
complexity and device performance.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, we present an integration routine that en-
ables the fabrication of two different metallizations for the
drain/source electrodes for TFTs on a common substrate. This
allows a high degree of freedom in the choice of semiconduc-
tor materials when integrating complementary circuits. Since
the maximum temperature during the entire fabrication process
does not exceed 115°C, the process was applied to flexible
substrates. A 125 µm thick PET foil served as carrier for the
inverters presented in this work, consisting of n-type ZnO

TFTs with aluminum electrodes and p-type DNTT TFTs with
gold contacts.
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Abstract — In Industry 4.0 ambience and product 

surveillance requests a flexible embedded solution with modular 

microcontroller firmware for use in a mobile sensor system. The 

approach of modular firmware design, presented here addresses 

energy consumption reduction, flexibility for use in different 

kind of scenarios, optimized interaction with Radio Frequency 

Identification (RFID) and Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) radio 

hardware as well as in-system evaluation of measurement data. 
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Sensor System 

I. INTRODUCTION

The DiSSproSiP (Wireless intelligent Sensors Systems for 
Product based Control of industrial Production Lines) 
research project granted by the BMBF1 includes the 
development of sensor systems, which move across the 
industrial production line alongside with the product to 
measure and store process parameters directly on or near the 
product during individual processing steps. The project 
includes the construction of demonstrators in three different 
test scenarios [1]. 

Because of the placement close to or inside the production 
line the sensor system needs a housing which withstands 
physical impacts like dust, humidity and radiation during the 
manufacturing process. Therefore, to improve the 
encapsulation of the sensor system, power transfer, system 
management and data transfer is realized using wireless 
technologies only [2]. Commands and data are exchanged 
using RFID and BLE, whereas energy is transmitted 
inductively. BLE radio is used for over-the-air (OTA) 
firmware updates, RFID radio transmits control commands 

and measurement data [3]. The printed circuit board (PCB) of 
the developed sensor system is shown in Figure 1. Its size is 
120x80 mm2, the size of packaged sensor system (sensor PCB 
with Li-Po battery and the receiver coil for wireless power 
supply) is 200x90x40 mm3. 

Energy efficiency is an important topic, because the sensor 
system is battery powered during the data acquisition time. 
The firmware of the sensor system’s microcontroller manages 
the system power state to reduce the energy consumption 
while still being responsive to BLE and RFID communication 
to perform measurements. 

Furthermore, there is a separate firmware for each 
measurement scenario, because different process parameters 
need to be measured, and different data structures are used for 
data communication. At the same time, a high degree of code 
reuse between the firmware versions has been achieved. For 
example, the RFID communication part, the OTA firmware 
upgrade part, the power state management and the task 
manager modules are the same for all implemented 
measurement scenarios. 

II. FIRMWARE STRUCTURE: MANAGED STATE MACHINES

The firmware of the MCU is divided in multiple state
machines by a state machine manager. One state machine 
handles the RFID communication and command execution, 
another state machine performs the process parameter 
measurements and the evaluation of the captured sensor data. 

The state machine manager distributes central process unit 
(CPU) time to the state machine in a round robin order and 
provides an application programming interface (API) for 
accessing hardware resources. These resources are shared 
between the state machines consisting of the hardware timer, 

1BMBF FKZ: 16ES0453, DiSSproSiP  

Fig. 1: The printed circuit board of the sensor system [6] Fig. 2: Round robin state machine execution 
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the sleep mode control and the external interrupt configuration 
(Figure 2). 

The state machine manager provides multiple software 
timers, which allow time management functionality for user 
tasks. The number of software timers is unlimited, unlike the 
hardware timers, and constrained only by the amount of free 
random-access memory (RAM). 

The firmware topology is easily extendible by adding 
more C translation units containing further state machines. 
This way the firmware functionality can be extended and 
serviced with minimal effort. A real time operation system 
(RTOS) would be another possible solution to manage 
multiple tasks, but it requires separate memory sections for 
each task. The additional libraries needed would increase the 
overall firmware size. 

III. ENERGY MANAGEMENT: COORDINATED SLEEP MODE

The sleep mode of the MCU can only be entered, if all state
machines have no pending tasks. Each state machine has a 
control structure in which a sleep ready flag can be set. Using 
this flag, a state machine can signal the state machine 
manager, that it is idle and the sleep mode can be entered, this 
process is shown in Figure 3. 

Only if all state machines have set the sleep ready flag, the 
state machine manager instructs the MCU to enter the sleep 
mode. The MCU is configured to wake up on an external 
interrupt originating from the RFID or the BLE module. These 
modules send interrupt signals, if the communication with the 
main MCU is needed. The RFID wake up signal is activated 
remotely by an external RFID reader.  

Because high speed clocks are disabled during the MCU 
sleep mode, the state machine manager must reconfigure the 
external interrupt to voltage level detection mode (works 
without system clock) before entering the sleep mode. During 
wake up the external interrupt detection is changed to voltage 
edge detection, otherwise the MCU will lock up in an infinite 
interrupt service routine (ISR) execution loop. 

IV. RFID COMMUNICATION: MCU INDEPENDENT DATA 

TRANSFER 

The sensor system’s RFID module possess the serial data 
interface, connected to the main MCU and can operate and 
communicate with an external RFID reader (a part of the 
production line) without waking up the main MCU [4]. This 
may be useful in situations where only some data on the RFID 
module need to be changed (process parameters or some 
configuration data), but no measurement by the MCU is 
required. To wake up the main MCU the RFID reader sends a 
special command to the RFID module, which toggles a 
specific output line of the RFID module, connected to the 
external interrupt input of the main MCU. The wake-up 
latency of the MCU is in the microsecond range [7] and thus 

negligible compared to the latency introduced by the RFID 
communication, which can take up to hundred milliseconds, 
depending on RFID communication.  

The RFID module holds an electrically erasable 
programmable read-only memory (EEPROM) and a first in 
first out (FIFO) memory. Since the EEPROM memory write 
access requires 7.2ms per written memory page and the 
memory cells have a limited number of write cycles [4], the 

EEPROM memory is primarily suitable as a storage for data 
that does not need to be changed frequently. 

The EEPROM memory is used to store measurement 
parameters and results as well as sensor system identification 
data (Figure 4). It can be accessed asynchronous by the RFID 
reader while the main MCU is in sleep mode. One benefit of 
the EEPROM memory is that it is non-volatile contrary to the 
FIFO memory. An anti-wear out and verification routine in 
the MCU firmware ensures that only necessary writes to the 
EEPROM memory are performed and the written data 
integrity is guaranteed [3]. 

On the other hand, the FIFO memory can be written 
without delay, and it is therefore used for frequently changing 
data, such as commands and command responses between 
RFID reader and main MCU. In this synchronous 
communication the main MCU is not in sleep mode and 
communicates to the RFID reader directly. 

V. TEST SCENARIOS

The developed sensor system is used in three different 
measurement scenarios implemented by three different 
industry companies. All these implemented solutions use the 
same printed circuit board (with different combination of 
equipped sensors) and adapted firmware. The changes in the 
firmware were based on the differences in the measurement 
process and measured parameters, which are controlled by 
RFID commands. 

At first the measurement parameters will be transmitted 
from the RFID reader to the sensor. This is the initialization 
step in which allowed ranges for the sensor values will be read 
from the RFID EEPROM memory by the MCU. Thereafter 
the MCU switches again to sleep mode. 

Fig. 4: MCU switches to sleep mode if all state machines are in idle states 

State Machine 1:
Ready to sleep

State Machine 2:
Ready to sleep

All state
machines

ready to sleep?

Go into
sleep mode Fig. 3: Data stored on the RFID EEPROM can be divided into three 

groups 
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After that step the measurement process can be started by 
the second command from the RFID reader. The MCU 
captures the sensor data in one-shot or by a continuous 
measurement. During the continuous measurement the MCU 
does not switch to sleep mode. In the one-shot measurement 

the sensors will be sampled once and the result is directly 
written back to the RFID EEPROM followed by entering the 
MCU sleep mode. This sequence is shown in Figure 5. 

The continuous measurement process will be stopped by a 
third command. The measured data will be analyzed by MCU 
and the result is written back to RFID EEPROM memory. 
After that the MCU switches again to sleep mode. 

The firmware differs in the task in which the sensor data 
are read and analyzed, the EEPROM access routine, because 
the EEPROM content differs from scenario to scenario, and 
the RFID access code, because of different FIFO command 
structures. 

In the first implemented scenario the vital condition of 
plants in a greenhouse is measured (measurement of humidity, 
light intensity and temperature) [1]. In the second scenario a 
continuous measurement of the intensity of UV radiation on 
specified wavelengths in a machine for drying varnish is 
performed [5].  

The third scenario performs the vibration measurement of 
rotating parts of a washing machine during a functionality test 
at the end of the production cycle. The sensor system in this 
scenario should be embedded in the base plate, which is used 
for the transport of the assembled machines through the 
production line [1]. The implemented vibration sensor 
(MEMS accelerometer) allows the recognition of possible 
defects during the assembling process like a missing or wrong 
installed part of the assembled machine. The measured 
vibration spectrum is analysed in the frequency domain, to 
determine the specific error pattern corresponding to the 

typical mechanical defects. Figure 6 shows the typical appli-
cation of the vibration measurement in the production line, 
figure 7 depicts the example of visualized measured data as 
maximal acceleration for different frequencies over the time. 

VI. WIRELESS FIRMWARE UPDATE

The microcontroller as part of the sensor system runs with 
a programmed firmware. This firmware manages all the 
performed tasks, the communication with the RFID module, 
reads and processes the input data from the sensors and has to 
maintain a low power state if no measurement is active. 

Receiving measurement parameters from the RFID 
module the microcontroller can change the way how sensor 
data are processed during the measurement. As a single set of 
measurement parameters do not cover all use cases, the 
firmware may need to be changed for different reasons. 
Furthermore, the software complexity demands a possibility 
for subsequent firmware changes to fix bugs, add new 
functionalities and adapt the existing functionality to other 
measurement scenarios. 

For wireless transmission of the firmware data the BLE 
technology is chosen. This radio technology offers a good 
compromise between energy demand and data throughput. 
The BLE module shows a low current consumption of 3 mA 
during active data transmission and 9 µA in standby mode (at 
a supply voltage of 3.3 V) while offering a moderate data 
throughput of 40 kbit/s. It allows to update the 256kB flash 
memory of the MCU in less than two minutes. Uploading the 
same amount of data using RFID interface would take more 
than one hour. 

The OTA firmware update process is encrypted and 
controlled by a developed graphical user interface program on 
a desktop computer using a special BLE dongle (BLED112). 
To start the update process, the BLE dongle must first be 
coupled with the BLE module. This requires the input of a 
password from which a 128bit BLE OOB encryption key is 
generated to secure the connection.  

Fig. 5: Firmware internal sequence of the UV irradiation measurement 

Fig. 6: The measurement setup for vibration measurement (the sensor 

module can be seen on the back-right corner) 

Fig. 7: The example of the measurement data for vibration measurement 
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Afterwards a bootloader program is started on the main 
MCU, which receives the new firmware binary file and sends 
it back for verification. If sent and received firmware match, 
the PC software reports a successful update process, as it is 
shown in Figure 8. After reset the main MCU it can start 
working with the new firmware. 

VII. CONCLUSION

A modular sensor firmware design for Industry 4.0 
applications has been implemented. The developed firmware 
was successfully adapted to three different measurement 
scenarios by three different industry companies. The firmware 
has only been adapted in specific parts, like performing the 
measurement and analyzing the measured data and data 
communication. 

During the wireless firmware update process the 256 kB 
flash memory of the MCU can be written and verified in less 
than two minutes. The outdoor range of the BLE 
communication is stable at up to 26 m distance between PC 
and sensor board [6]. The current consumption of the whole 

sensor board is 50 - 100 µA in standby mode (depending on 
the implemented sensors) and 100 to 200 mA in active mode, 
depending on the measurement scenario.  

The developed sensor modules do not need any wire 
connection and communicate with other parts of the 
measurement system only via wireless interfaces. Also, for 
providing the power supply and charging the battery the 
wireless charging technique was used. This all enables the use 
of the developed sensor system in harsh environments as it is 
common in Industry 4.0 applications. 
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Abstract— According to the UNESCO World Water 

Development Report 2019 [1], one half of all people with 

insufficient access to drinking water are located in African 

states. In the sub-Saharan region the percentage of those with 

access to clean drinking water is at 24% only. The exploitation 

of new water sources by means of laboratory water quality 

analysis may lead to costs of about 30$ each [2]. In view of the 

above, a low-cost sensor system has been developed that intends 

to provide a feedback on the general quality of a water probe 

and gives a statement on the possibility of dissolved chemicals in 

the probe.  

Keywords— water quality; low-cost sensor system 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The major annual water demand in Africa is due to the 
primary sector. In the region around South Africa, as can be 
seen in Figure 1, two thirds of the demand on drinking water 
are caused by agricultural usage, whereas in Germany the 
percentage does not reach 1% [3].  

According to a study conducted by The Aquaya Institute, 
Kenia, and the UNICEF data division, the price of a microbial 
drinking water analysis varies from 10 to 30 USD. The annual 
costs for a country depend on the part of the population who 
are provided with water, as well as on the type of water 
infrastructure. While estimations assume costs of about 8 
thousand USD in Equatorial Guinea, the annual price in 
Ethiopia account for 1.9 million USD. Around the Sub-
Saharan region, total costs are estimated at 16 million USD a 
year. Suppliers for water analysis are predominantly located 
in larger cities like Pretoria [2]. Due to these reasons, there is 
a strong request for cheap water quality test systems. 

This paper describes a sensor system for water analysis 
using a set of five sensors to rate the total condition and 

special chemical ingredients. It detects the pH-value, the 
oxidation/reduction potential (ORP), the specific electrical 
conductivity (EC), the dissolved oxygen (DO) and the 
turbidity and uses a developed analysis algorithm.  

The pH sensor (from Gravity, price: 50€) [4] measures the 
amount and activity of hydronium ions in a solution and 
serves as an indicator of how acid (pH < 7), neutral (pH = 7) 
or alkaline (7 < pH) a solution is. According to the WHO, 
drinking water should be in a range between 6.5 and 9.5 [1]. 
Various chemical groups like nitrates and sulphates used in 
the agricultural industry tend to affect the pH value if solved 
in an aqueous solution. The sensor is designed for a 
temperature range from 0 to 60°C and requests an operating 
voltage of 5V. The accuracy is at pH = 0,02. 

The ORP sensor (Gravity, price: 80€) [5] measures the 
oxidation/reduction potential of a solution as most chemicals 
solved in water behave either oxidising or reducing. The 
sensor is supplied with 5 V and can detect a potential range 
from -2000 mV to 2000 mV.

The EC sensor (Gravity, price: 60€) [6] measures the 
specific electrical conductivity which is an indicator of the 
concentration of ions and their mobility. The detectable 
conductivity ranges from 0 to 20 mS/cm, the supply voltage 
can be chosen between 3 to 5 V. Due to its high temperature 
dependency, an additional temperature sensor is deployed in 
order to compensate its influence on the EC sensor.  

The DO sensor (also: DOS; Gravity, price: 150€) [7] 
measures the concentration of oxygen that is dissolved in the 

Fig. 1: Water usage in the region Sub-Saharan - South Africa 

Fig. 2: pH sensor (left) and ORP sensor (right) 

Fig. 3: ORP sensor (left) and DO sensor (right) 
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probe. It can detect a range from 0 to 20 mg/l. The amount of 
dissolved oxygen is a crucial value regarding the growth of 
algae and the lives of beings like fish. The DOS is the only 
one-way sensor in the set which implies that its output value 
sinks over a longer time if no countermeasures are taken. 

The optical turbidity sensor (Gravity, price: 8€) [8] 

measures the number of particles in a water probe. The unit 

is NTU (Nephelometric Turbidity Unit). The sensor and is 

supplied by 5 V and it can detect a range from 0 to 3000 NTU. 

II. DESIGN OF A SENSOR MOUNT

To handle a set of six sensors simultaneously, the 
development of a special mount was targeted so that 
switching between sensors might be done via software 
instead of holding every sensor into the probe one by one. For 
construction of an aperture for the optical turbidity sensor the 
following CAD low-cost design was 3-D printed (Figure 4).  

III. SETUP OF THE EVALUATION CIRCUIT

Each individual sensor demands its own amplifying 
circuit. In order to keep the system handy, all electronics 
inclusive the amplifying circuits are being integrated into one 
circuit board. The ATMEGA328 microcontroller by 
Microchip Technology Inc. is added to handle the 
measurement protocol and communication. 

Figure 5 shows the circuit board and casing for the 
electronics. The aforementioned sensors are connected via 
BNC connector or – in the case of the thermometer and 
turbidity sensor – via 3 pin headers. The measuring principle 
of certain sensors demands that there are no further electrical 
devices supplied during a measurement. For this reason, the 
controller board was designed so that all sensors may be held 
into the probe simultaneously but only one sensor will be 
supplied at a time.  

IV. DEVELOPMENT OF THE ANALYSIS TOOL

The given system is supposed to measure and display the 

data based on the aforementioned sensors and to run an 

analysis to calculate and estimate the concentration of 

chemicals that are possibly dissolved in the water probe.  

To reduce mutual effects which chemicals may show, the 

following premises shown in Figure 7 are considered. First, 

it is assumed that only one compound occurs in a practically 

relevant/health-endangering concentration, so that 

cchem,1 >> cchem,n , n > 1 () 

Although the occurrence of several dangerous ingredients 
is conceivable, water sources that are considered for drinking 
are (unlike industrial wastewater) meant to contain only few 
unusual compounds. A basic dissolution of minerals and 
other naturally occurring elements is taken for granted. 
Moreover, a perfect tool would be able to calculate the 
concentration of each chemical ingredient with a high 
reliability. However, since, for instance, chemicals may show 
impacts on each other, such as acids and alkaline solutions, a 
purely quantitative allocation would not reach far enough. 
Dedicated to the fact that a set of maximum five sensors (plus 
a temperature sensor) are not enough to run a fully 
quantitative analysis, the developed algorithm based on a 
comparison of the standard deviation for each chemical, 
meaning the likelihood that an ingredient is dissolved at a 
particular concentration.  

The block diagram in Figure 6 describes the sequence of 
the analysis. The mount containing the given set of sensors is 
hold into a water probe whose ingredients are generally 
unknown. After a complete measurement, the sensor data are 
sent to the computer via USB, where the actual analysis is 
initiated. The result is displayed as a list, containing the 
possible concentration of each chemical, followed by its 
probability to be dissolved at that particular concentration. 

To look for a chemical compound in a water probe, its 
sensor values are compared with a known reference so that 
the deviation can be calculated, hence a database of probable 
compounds needs to be built up to serve for the range of 
detectable chemicals. One basic requirement that must be met 
is an at least moderate solvability in water as non-solvable 
particles tend to accumulate according to their density. This 
makes it impossible to detect them beside the particles change 
the turbidity. For this reason, salts are favoured in the given 
tests. Biological hazards, such as bacteria, are not considered 
in this context since their detection requires, in general, a 
broader analysis by means of relatively expensive laboratory 
equipment. The election of relevant chemicals builds up on 
previous research about common ingredients of drinking 
water. One major aspect is the agricultural use of water for 
irrigation, watering of animals and similar purposes. 
Considerable chemical groups might be compounds of 

Fig. 4: 2-D schematic (left) and external view on the sensor mount (right) 

Fig. 5: Exterior view on the tool (left), controller PCB and casing (right) 

Fig. 6: Block diagram of the analysis scheme 
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nitrates, like zinc nitrate, which emerge from manure and are 
frequently used as fertilizer. Potassium compounds such as 
potassium chloride are likewise commonly used for plant 
fertilization. A variety of compounds, especially sulphates, 
nitrates and potassium compounds have been tested by 
individually solving them in different concentrations, 
followed by a measurement with all five sensors. For the 
given database, a range from 0.5 g/l to 10 g/l was covered by 
five measurements. Table I shows an extract from the list of 
chemicals that have been undertaken a first test procedure for 
the database. 

TABLE I.  LIST OF CHEMICALS FOR THE SENSOR TEST PROCEDURE 

Group of chemicals Compounds used for the test 

procedure 

Acetates Lead (II) acetate, copper (II) 
acetate, zinc acetate 

Aluminium Aluminium sulphate, aluminium 

chloride hydroxide  

Lead Lead (II) acetate, lead (II) bromide 

Potassium Potassium hydroxide, potassium 

chloride 

Copper Copper (II) acetate, copper (II) 

sulphate pentahydrate 

Sulphates 

Ammonium cerium (IV) sulphate, 

Aluminium sulphate, copper (II) 

sulphate pentahydrate 

Nitrates Iron (III) nitrate, zinc nitrate 

The procedure is based on an internal database in which 
any chemical is represented by its characteristic sensor 
curves. In the database, a chemical is represented by its name, 
e.g. “potassium chloride”. One step below in the data
hierarchy, it is split up into its (currently five) characteristic
sensor functions. These are callable by a sensor value and
deliver a theoretical concentration as an answer. To model a
function, the measurement series is inter- and extrapolated by
software. The language which is used in this context is
Python, which provides various libraries for the required
operations, like mathematical operations, graphical plots and
user interfaces.

The core of the analysis software is an algorithm which 
computes the probability of every chemical compound by 
interpreting the sensor values. The algorithm is illustrated via 
block diagram as can be seen in Figure 7. After a sensor value 
is assigned to a corresponding concentration, the mean value 
of all five “theoretical” concentrations is calculated. It 
represents the probable chemical concentration of that 
particular ingredient in the water probe. Afterwards, the 
standard deviation is calculated by which the results are 
sorted. The first hit with the minimum concentration is equal 
to the most probable chemical. Thus, various dangerous 
compounds may be detected or excluded. Matches are listed 
by their standard deviation which indicates the probability of 
the calculated concentration. 

To simplify the user interface, the system can be 
controlled in two ways via the two buttons on the control 
board and via a developed graphical user interface (GUI) on 
a computer. Button-aided operation pursues a simple 
measurement procedure. The first button serves as a switch 
for all attached sensors so that the user may choose which 
sensor shall be supplied with power. The corresponding LED 
indicates the currently powered sensor. The second button 
will initiate a measurement. A second LED returns a blinking 
pattern while the measurement is in progress. A screenshot of 

the GUI can be seen in Figure 8. Therein, buttons for the 
measurement initialization are located on the left side, listed 
according to the type of sensor. The status of a measurement 
and corresponding results are displayed in a text field nearby. 
After an entire measurement is done, results of the analysis 
will be listed in a text field below. 

As a support for the user who may not be familiar with 
the functionality of the sensor board, a help dialog has been 
added. It explains functionality of any sensors and their 
recommended way of usage. An extract containing general 
information and further guidance on the pH sensor usage is 
shown in Figure 8.  

The exemplary measurement setup is depicted in Figure 
9, consisting of a water probe, the controller board, attached 
sensor(s), and a computer with a required software.  

Fig. 7: Block diagram of the analysis algorithm 

Fig. 8: Graphical user interface: Main screen (left) and help dialog (right) 

Fig. 9: Measurement setup: controller board connected to the PC 
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It needs to be considered that, in case of unknown or 
hardly detectable chemicals, an entirely quantitative analysis 
could reach its limits. A countermeasure has been realized 
with an additional dialog. Therein, the normal range of 
drinking water is illustrated for any sensor and compared to 
the actual measurement value. Based on the deviation, the 
software provides a feedback whether the probe is suitable 
for drinking or not. Furthermore, possible chemical groups 
are listed which tend to show the same properties. 
Consequently, the user can be warned about ingredients even 
if they are not yet represented in the database. The 
summarized workflow can be seen in Figure 10.  

First, a connection between the controller board and the 
computer is established via USB interface. After initialization 
of the main program the GUI is built up, and the tool waits 
for the user to enter a command by pressing the corres-
ponding button. When a measurement is started, the computer 
transmits a command to the controller board, which will 
subsequently perform the desired measurement. After 
processing the sensor output, a string containing the 
measurement result is sent back to the computer. The 
algorithm reads the string and investigates its content 
regarding possible issues. After the reading has been done 
successfully, the sensor value is displayed. If all sensor 
signals have been requested, the process returns to the actual 
analysis program which will, in turn, display its result as well. 

V. SELECTED RESULTS

Practical tests have proven both strengths and potential 

for improvement of the sensor set. An exemplary 

measurement with a 1,5 g/l Cerium (IV) Ammonium 

Sulphate Dihydrate yielded following sensor output: 

pH 3,06 

ORP 486,47 mV 

EC 1929,57 µS/cm 

Dissolved Oxygen 14,63 mg/l 

Turbidity 1013,08 NTU 

Presence of the given compound was detected with an 

estimated concentration of 0,67 g/l and a standard deviation 

of 1,5 g/l. pH and EC value turned out practicable as they tend 

to be sensitive to many groups of compounds, whereas the 

ORP and DO sensors hardly show a dependence on increase 

of the compound’s chemical concentration. The turbidity 

sensor shows high dependence on increasing concentration 

(in case of visibly dissolving samples) but also on transient 

effects like particle movement in turbid water.   

VI. CONCLUSION

In this project, a low-cost sensor system for water quality 

analysis was designed and tested. The system enables a 

support for the exploitation of potential drinking water 

sources in developing countries. First, an overview on the 

general conditions regarding water supply in South Africa 

was obtained. To gather information on the quality of water 

probes, a set of various sensors has been chosen. A controller 

board was developed which serves as an interface between 

sensors and computer as well as a remote tool to start a 

measurement. Building on the knowledge about water usage 

in states like South Africa, a list of common chemicals was 

compiled which were undertaken a sensor test procedure 

afterwards. To simplify the usage of the tool and to support 

the user with further advice on the sensory, a graphical user 

interface was implemented and tested with various 

chemicals. The overall costs of the tool are at approximately 

350€, which will be below total costs for a standard microbial 

analysis (chapter I) after about twelve procedures. 

So far, the tool is not able to guarantee drinkability of a 

probe, since the set of sensors does not cover and detect all 

kinds of contamination. However, it may already investigate 

important quality parameters and, thus, serve as a 

complementary instrument in the water analysis. 

Ongoing research deals with the optimization of the 

analysis algorithm and the extension of the database. The set 

of sensors may also be extended, and current sensors may be 

replaced or optimized. Especially a planar construction could 

simplify the handling of the tool even further. 
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Abstract— A determination of the Anand viscoplastic model 

parameters for 88Au12Ge solder alloy is presented in this work. 

Using experimental data from temperature and rate dependent 

shear stress tests, the nine characteristic parameters for the 

aforementioned model were obtained through non-linear fitting 

using a Least Squared Residual approach. The calculated 

estimated parameters were used to replicate the conditions of 

the experimental shear test using Finite Element Simulations in 

order to validate the final model obtained. Results show a fitting 

temperature dependency with understress at lower 

temperatures and a tendency to overstress at higher 

temperatures. The obtained model response shows no rate 

dependent behaviour (probably as a result of the small dataset 

used) and the non-ideal Anand distribution of saturation 

stresses of the experimental data. Nervetheless, the proposed 

approach provides a parameter dataset useful for FEA thermos-

mechanical simulation of die-attach layers in power modules. 

Keywords—viscoplasticity, constitutive model, AuGe, FEA, 

FEM, simulation, Anand, die-attach, power systems integration, 

parameter estimation 

I. INTRODUCTION 

FEA procedures have become in the last decade one of the 
most used and reliable methods of simulating and predicting 
the thermal, mechanical and electrical response and behaviour 
of microsystems. Simulations are especially useful in the 
design phase where the heterogeneity of the properties of the 
different components provides, sometimes, unintuitive and 
hardly predictable results using analytic methods. In those 
cases, simulations provide a base prediction to be used as a 
first approximation [1]. FEA methods, however, require 
several material-based models that accurately represent their 
behaviour for different physics in order for them to be useful. 
Such models can usually become intricate and highly non-
lineal, specially mechanical constitutive equations. Moreover, 
such complex and material-specific models are usually not 
evaluated nor provided by the materials suppliers, or become 
unknown if the material is processed. This fact has motivated 
the description of experimental general models based on 
analytical lattice and dislocation behaviour that, although 
being applicable to groups of materials and presenting a good 
approximation, are usually numerically impractical due to 
their high non-linearity and the complex integration schemes 

that are used i non-stationary complex simulations. 
Furthermore, and aside of the time integration scheme, most 
of these models also depend on internal iterative optimisation 
or root-finding algorithms (such as Newton-Raphson or 
Interior Point methods) in order to calculate the update of the 
internal variables. The inclusion of extra numerical 
calculations increases the risk of non-convergence, especially 
for finite deformation or complex geometry modelling [2].  

Interface union material joints (IUMs) have been 
identified as one of the most critical parts and one of the main 
failure points of integrated power systems. When considering 
for example the standard stacked layered approach used by 
most manufacturers and shown in Fig. 1, IUMs act as an 
accommodation layer between the properties of the united 
materials and usually accumulate stresses due to the mismatch 
in their values. This fact is more relevant in high temperature 
applications due to the difference in coefficient of thermal 
expansion (CTE) between materials, which creates high 
mechanical constrains and stresses. IUMs mechanical 
response to thermal stress usually combines elasto-plastic 
temperature dependent behaviour with temperature and strain 
rate dependent creep flow, especially for the case of metallic 
solder alloys IUMs [3]. Multiple material models for metals 
have been presented in literature, ranging from complex 
unified models (e.g. Bodner-Partom) [4] to simple uncoupled 
plastic-creep models like the Garofalo model [5]. However, 
the unified Anand viscoplastic model has been one of the most 
widely used models, especially in high temperature 
applications, due to its ability to predict complex stress-strain 
relations with temperature and deformation rate dependence 
combined with a simple implementation in FEM software [6]. 

In this paper the 88Au12Ge solder alloy has been 
identified as a potential high temperature IMU due to its high 
melting point (356 º𝐶) and thermal conductivity 
(44 Wm−1K−1). In particular, 88Au12Ge has been reported

This work was partly funded by the Spanish Ministry of Science and 

Innovation / FEDER (Project HIPERCELLS no. RTI2018-098392-B-I00), 

the EC project GREEN- DIAMOND (H2020-LCE-2014-3 GA no. 640947), 
the Generalitat de Catalunya (AGAUR Contract no. 2017-SGR-1384) and 

Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas (Project POWERPACK 

no.202050E037). 

Fig. 1: Example of a stacked layer SOT-227 power module showing its 

different components. Source: Addapted from [19] 
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as a suitable die-attach joining layer in typical packages and 
power module structures for harsh environment applications 
[7], and its mechanical behaviour was previously described 
using a complex unified model (McDowell’s model). 
McDowell’s model [8], however, is highly non-linear and 
features a high number of parameters and internal variables 
that must be calculated. This, aside from the aforementioned 
numerical integration problems, creates an increment of 
internal degrees of freedom (DOF) which increases the 
computational time and resources needed.  

In order to overcome McDowell’s model numerical issues, 
this work presents a methodology to identify the parameters 
for the unified reduced internal DOF Anand viscoplastic 
model from experimental stress-strain curves obtained from 
shear test structures. 

II. SOLDER JOINT PROPERTIES AND EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Lead-free gold-based alloys exhibits mechanical and
thermal properties that makes them especially useful in high 
temperature applications. In this work, the gold-germanium 
eutectic soldering alloy (88Au12Ge) is considered as UIM 
die-attach material for developing integrated power systems. 

A. 88Au12Ge alloy properties

The basic mechanical and thermal properties of a
commercial 88Au12Ge soldering alloy such as Young 
modulus, Poisson ratio, CTE and thermal conductivity are 
usually provided by material suppliers or found in literature 
sources. In this particular work the properties of the 
88Au12Ge solder provided by Ametek [9] have been used and 
complemented by experimental work in the literature [10]. 
These properties are shown in Table 1. 

B. Experimental mechanical response

The temperature and rate-dependent mechanical
properties and behaviour of the 88Au12Ge have been studied 
and analysed in the work of Msolli et al. [11] where 
experimental force-displacement curves were obtained from 
constant displacement mechanical shear tests using test 
specimen at different temperatures and different displacement 
rates. This experimental data was used to fit the McDowell’s 
viscoplastic constitutive model parameters using a Least 
Square Error minimisation method.  

 The specimen used in Msolli’s work consisted in a 3 x 2 
x 0.2 𝑚𝑚 hexahedral 88Au12Ge alloy preform soldered via 
reflow process to a pair of OFHC copper supports mounted 
inside a temperature-controlled chamber on a shear testing 
machine. A representation of the specimen-support mounting 
and dimensions is shown in Fig. 2.  

The force profile corresponding to displacement rates of 
10−4 𝑚𝑚/𝑠, 10−3 𝑚𝑚/𝑠 and 10−2 𝑚𝑚/𝑠 was obtained for
the set of temperatures of 25 º𝐶, 200 º𝐶 and 300 º𝐶. Given 
the unavailability of this data in digital format, the 
aforementioned information was extracted from the figures in 
Msolli’s work using the on-line software WebPlotDigitizer 
[12], and the point-per-point data was digitalised into CSV 
format.  

A conversion from displacement to shear strain can be 
performed using the following transformation. 

𝛾𝑋𝑌 = tan−1(𝑥/ℎ) (1) 

where 𝛾𝑋𝑌  represents the shear strain and 𝑥  and ℎ
represents the displacement and the specimen thickness 
respectively.  Likewise, the experimental force can be 
converted to shear stress using the following relations. 

𝜏𝑋𝑌 =
𝐹

𝐴
(2) 

where 𝐹  corresponds to the force applied and 𝐴  to the 
soldered face area of the preform. Both shear quantities can be 
then transformed into equivalent stress and strain using the 
relations extracted from Meyers [13] 

𝜎𝑒𝑞 = 𝜏𝑋𝑌√3 (3) 

𝜀𝑒𝑞 = 𝛾𝑋𝑌
1

√3
(4) 

The resulting stress-strain curve dataset is shown in Fig. 3 
using x markers, and will be used in this work to find the 
parameters of the Au88Ge12 Anand model. 

III. ANAND MODEL DEFINITION

Temperature and rate-dependent constitutive equations are 
usually formulated as a general flow rule which expresses the 
plastic strain rate as a scalar quantity as a function of 
temperature, stress, and a variable number of internal state 
variables.  

A. Anand model

The Anand model was proposed in 1985 by L. Anand [14]
as an improvement over the Garofalo law (hyperbolic sine) in 
order to account for steady state creep flow. The Anand model 
is a unified plasticity-creep constitutive model valid for large 
isotropic viscoplastic deformations and small elastic 
deformations, and accounts for the temperature sensitivity, 
strain rate sensitivity, strain hardening and dynamic recovery 
[15]. The flow rule for this model is expressed in the equation 
below. 

𝜀�̇� = 𝐴 exp (−
𝑄

𝑅𝑇
) [sinh (𝜉

�̅�

𝑠
)]

1/𝑚

(5) 

where A corresponds to the pre-exponential factor, Q 
corresponds to the activation energy,  R the ideal gas constant, 
T the absolute temperature, 𝜉  the stress multiplier, 𝜎  the 
equivalent stress and m the strain rate sensitivity The evolution 
of the state variable s is defined as follows. 

TABLE 1 MATERIAL PROPERTIES FOR 88AU12GE SOLDER ALLOY (25 º𝐶) 

Material Parameters 

Young 

Modulus 

(𝑮𝑷𝒂) 

Poisson 

Ratio 

CTE 

(𝒑𝒑𝒎/º𝑪) 

Thermal 

Conductivity 

(𝑾 𝒎−𝟏 𝑲−𝟏) 

Melting 

Temperature 

(º𝑪) 

68 0.32 13.4 44.4 361 

Fig. 2 CAD model representation of the mounting support set-up used in the 

shear test in Msolli’s work 
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�̇� = {ℎ0 |1 −
𝑠

𝑠∗|
𝑎

sign (1 −
𝑠

𝑠∗) } 𝜀�̇� − �̇�(𝑠, 𝑇) (6) 

where ℎ0 corresponds to the hardening constant and a the
strain hardening coefficient. The term �̇�(𝑠, 𝑇) describes the 
effects of the static recovery over the evolution of the state 
variable 𝑠. Finally, the term 𝑠∗ represents a saturation value
for the isotropic deformation resistance and its value is driven 
by the following equation. 

𝑠∗ = �̂� [
�̇�𝑝

𝐴
exp (

𝑄

𝑅𝑇
)]

𝑛

(7) 

where �̂�  is a saturation coefficient and n the saturation 
strain rate sensitivity. The Anand model is therefore defined 
by the eight parameters 𝐴, 𝑄, 𝑚, 𝑛, 𝜉, �̂�, 𝑎 and ℎ0 plus the extra
parameter 𝑠0 that corresponds to the initial state of the state
variable 𝑠 and is needed to solve the initial value problem, 
making a total of nine parameters to be identified. The 
mathematics-oriented software Octave [16] was used for this 
purpose.  

IV. ANAND PARAMETERS EXTRACTION METHOD

A method used to extract the Anand parameters from 
experimental data was developed in the work of Wang et al. 
[17] and has been proved and used in other works for different
solder alloys [18]. This method can be organised in four steps:

1. Determination of the saturation stress σ∗

corresponding to the fully developed plastic flow. 
2. Non-linear fit of the flow rule parameters 𝑄, 𝐴, �̂�/𝜉, 𝑚

and 𝑛.
3. Separation of the composed parameter �̂�/𝜉
4. Non-linear fit of the state variable parameters 𝑎, h0

and s0.

A. Determination of the saturation stress 𝜎∗

The saturation stress 𝜎∗  corresponding to each
temperature and strain rate is obtained from the experimental 
data presented. However, the small sample of points provided 
does not allow for a precise determination of the saturation 
stress using graphical methods. Each of the curves have then 
been mathematically approximated using the increasing form 
of an exponential decay function  

𝐹(𝑥) = 𝐶(1 − 𝑃𝑒−𝜆𝑥) (8) 

Being 𝐶  the saturation parameter, 𝑃  the proportional 
parameter and 𝜆 ≥ 0 the time constant. 

The parameters 𝐶, 𝑃  and 𝜆  are fitted to the different 
experimental curves using 𝜀 as the independent variable and 
using an interior-point numerical optimisation procedure with 
a  Least Squared Residuals (LSR) objective function of the 
form 

𝑆 = ∑ (𝑦𝑖 − 𝐹𝑖)
2𝑛

𝑖=1 (9) 

Where 𝑦𝑖  equals to each experimental stress and 𝐹𝑖 to the
corresponding stress calculated from (8) using the estimated 
parameters. The saturation stress 𝜎∗ for each temperature and
stress will then directly correspond to the parameter 𝐶 given 

that lim
𝑥→∞

𝐹(𝑥) = 𝐶. The parameter results of the optimisation 

are shown in Table 2, and a graphical fit of the functions is 
also shown in Fig. 3.  

B. Non-linear fit of 𝑄, 𝐴, �̂�/𝜉, 𝑚, 𝑛

In the Anand model the set of 𝜎∗obtained are unique for
each combination of temperature and strain rate. Manipulating 
(5) the following expression can be deduced

𝜎∗ =
�̂�

𝜉
(

�̇�𝑝

𝐴
𝑒

𝑄

𝑅𝑇)
𝑛

sinh−1 [(
�̇�𝑝

𝐴
𝑒

𝑄

𝑅𝑇)
𝑚

] (10) 

where 𝜎∗ is expressed as a function of the plastic strain
rate 𝜀�̇�  and temperature 𝑇 . This expression can be used to 

perform a non-linear fit of the experimental curves and 
estimate the parameters 𝑄, 𝐴, �̂�/𝜉, 𝑚 and 𝑛.  

Equation (10) presents a significant degree of non-
linearity due to the existence of an exponential term inside an 
inverse trigonometric function. The previously used interior-
point algorithm has been combined with a Generalised Pattern 
Search (GPS) algorithm in order to apply a global optimisation 
approach. 

The resulting objective function to minimise becomes then 

𝐹(𝑇, 𝜀�̇�) =
�̂�

𝜉
(

�̇�𝑝

𝐴
𝑒

𝑄

𝑅𝑇)
𝑛

sinh−1 [(
�̇�𝑝

𝐴
𝑒

𝑄

𝑅𝑇)
𝑚

] − 𝜎∗ (11)

In order to favour convergence in the algorithm the 
objective function has been changed and a Root Mean 
Squared Deviation (RMSD) optimisation has been taken. 

𝑆 = √
∑ (𝑦𝑖−𝐹𝑖)2𝑛

𝑖=1

𝑛
(12) 

The estimated parameters 𝑄, 𝐴, �̂�/𝜉, 𝑚 and 𝑛 are shown in 
Table 4, and using them to calculate (10) again results in the 
representation of the estimated values of 𝜎∗ shown in Fig. 4

Fig. 3 Exponential curve fit of the experimental data. “x” markers represent 

the experimental dataset, while the dashed line represents the exponential 

approximmated function using the parameters presented in Table 2 

TABLE 2 ESTIMATED PARAMETERS OF THE EXPONENTIAL FUNCTION FOR 

THE EXPERIMENTAL CURVES OF 88AU12GE 

x rate 

(𝒎𝒎/𝒔) 

T 

(º𝑪) 

𝑭(𝒙) estimated parameters 

𝑪 (𝑴𝑷𝒂) 𝑷 𝝀 𝑹𝑺𝑺(𝑴𝑷𝒂𝟐) 

�̇� = 10−2 
300 44.367 0.9163 93.7088 2.1414 

200 56.615 1.0110 68.5785 3.3022 

�̇� = 10−3 
200 54.145 0.9698 83.8186 4.6147 

25 65.623 0.9975 105.1156 6.9956 

�̇� = 10−4 200 58.533 0.9639 44.3968 5.4010 
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C. Separation of �̂� and 𝜉

In order to separate the combined parameter �̂�/𝜉  some
assumptions have to be made. State variable 𝑠 represents the 
evolving isotropic deformation resistance, and the condition 
that the ratio 𝜎/𝑠 should not be higher than the unity has been 
imposed. 

The maximum experimental saturation stress 𝜎∗ has been
used, as it represents the higher stress reported in the 
experimental tests. The value of 𝜎∗ = 65.623 𝑀𝑃𝑎  can be
directly assigned to �̂� to achieve 𝜎/𝑠, and the parameter 𝜉 can 
be calculated using the estimated ratio �̂�/𝜉, giving a value of 
𝜉 = 1.6159. 

D. Non-linear fit of 𝑎, ℎ0 and 𝑠0

Further manipulation of the Anand equations and using the
ones accounting for the saturation stress leads to the following 
expression. 

𝜎 = 𝜎∗ − [(𝜎∗ − 𝑐𝑠0)(1−𝑎)

+(𝑎 − 1){(𝑐ℎ0)(𝜎∗)−𝑎}𝜀𝑝]
1/(1−𝑎)

(13) 

With 

𝑐 =
1

𝜉
sinh−1 [(

�̇�𝑝

𝐴
𝑒

𝑄

𝑅𝑇)
𝑚

] (14) 

A non-linear fit of the parameters 𝑎, ℎ0 and 𝑠0 using the
initial stress-strain experimental data can be performed 
accounting only for the plastic strain. 

𝜀𝑝 = 𝜀𝑒𝑥𝑝 −
𝜎𝑒𝑥𝑝

𝐸
(15) 

Where 𝜀𝑝  corresponds to the resulting plastic strain, 𝐸
corresponds to the Young modulus and 𝜎𝑒𝑥𝑝  and 𝜀𝑒𝑥𝑝

correspond to the experimental stress and strain respectively.  

The results of the non-linear optimisation problem are 
shown in Table 3. 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The resulting estimated parameters for the Anand model 
have been used in the FEM software COMSOL in order to 
recreate the experimental mechanical response from Msolli’s 
work using the newly fitted model. The shear test structure 
represented in Fig. 2 was used to simulate the solder behaviour 
under the range of temperatures and strain rates from the 

experimental data. Fig. 5 shows the comparison between the 
experimental and simulated data.  

The simulated response shows generally a good fit to the 
experimental data especially when predicting the temperature 
dependency, although the predicted stress is underestimated 
for low temperatures ( 25º𝐶 ) and tends to become an 
overestimation in higher temperatures ( 300º𝐶 ). It can be 
observed, however, that almost no rate-dependency exists for 
the predicted Anand model, while the experimental data 
clearly shows otherwise. This behaviour can be tracked down 
to the non-linear fitting of the flow rule parameters 
(𝑄, 𝐴, �̂�/𝜉, 𝑚 and 𝑛), where the saturation stresses calculated 
using Anand and the estimated parameters do not seem to have 
a significant dependency on the strain rate neither. This 
behaviour is ruled by the estimated parameter 𝐴, which has 
such a high value that when applied to (10) quasi nullifies the 
effect of the strain rate over the calculation of 𝜎∗.

The explanation for this behaviour has two origins. First, 
the estimation of five different parameters using a reduced set 
of experimental values creates a lot of uncertainty and the true 
behaviour of the material could not be completely represented. 
And second, the distribution of the existing experimental 𝜎∗

differs from the distribution obtained from a perfectly 
represented Anand behaviour.  

These two considerations imply that, although the data 
suggest that 88Au12Ge does not seem to completely behave 
following the Anand model, an extended data set is definitely 
needed in order to obtain a proper determination of the strain 
rate dependency. 

TABLE 3 ESTIMATED PARAMETERS �̂�, 𝜉, 𝑎, ℎ0 AND 𝑠0 FOR THE 88AU12GE 

ANAND MODEL 

88Au12Ge Anand estimated parameters 

�̂� 

(𝑴𝑷𝒂) 
𝝃 𝒂 

𝒉𝟎

(𝑴𝑷𝒂) 

𝒔𝟎

(𝑴𝑷𝒂) 

65.623 1.6159 1.1133 6146.5 1.9599 

TABLE 4 ESTIMATED PARAMETERS 𝑄, 𝐴, �̂�/𝜉, 𝑚 AND 𝑛 FOR THE 88AU12GE 

ANAND MODEL 

88Au12Ge Anand estimated parameters 

Q 

(𝑱/𝒎𝒐𝒍) 

A 

(𝟏/𝒔) 

�̂�/𝝃 

(𝑴𝑷𝒂) 
m n 

1.7595 · 106 1.1033 · 1025 40.6120 0.0011 10−4

Fig. 4: Comparison of the values of 𝜎∗ extracted from the experimental 

curves vs values of 𝜎∗calculated using the estimated Anand parameters 

Fig. 5: Anand response using the estimated parameters compared to the 

experimental dataset used 
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Abstract—Colloidal quantum dots (QDs) have attracted
significant interest because of their unique properties, such as
high quantum efficiency, size-dependent emission wavelength,
high color purity and low-cost solution processability. These
properties make them one of the most promising emission
materials for thin film light emitting diodes (LEDs) of the
future. Although QD-LEDs have been in the focus of science
for quite some time, many topics are still neglected, such as the
dynamics, which expresses the switching speed for these LEDs.
However, this knowledge could be crucial for the application of
such LEDs in communication or sensor technology. This work
will give an overview of the influence of the size of the QDs
used and the associated emission wavelength. The particles used
have cores of cadmium selenide (CdSe) of different sizes and
are covered by shells of zinc sulfide (ZnS). The examined LEDs
are constructed in the same way and differ only in the QDs
used as emission layer. The dynamics of these samples were
investigated by electro-optical measurements like Modulated
Electroluminescence Spectroscopy (MELS) and Transient
Electroluminescence Measurements (TEL). This work will show
that the dynamics of LEDs increase with the core size of the
QDs used. We assume that these results will mark the progress
in the development and realization of faster QD LEDs.

Index Terms—Quantum Dots, QD-LEDs, fast switching

I. INTRODUCTION

Semiconducting colloidal quantum dots (QDs) show very

special opto-electronic properties such as high quantum yield

(QY), solution processability and narrow and finely tunable

emission spectra from ultraviolet (UV) to infrared (IR) which

makes them promising candidates for future thin-film solar

cells, photodetectors light-emitting diodes or lasers [1], [2]. A

This work was supported by the Bundesministerium für Bildung und
Forschung within the Project MoNaUhr

great interest was especialy generated by the electrically driven

quantum dot light emitting diodes (QD-LEDs), as they are one

of the most promising candidates for next-generation displays.

Due to that fact, a major progress was made in the efficiency of

these LEDs, where the best efficiencies were found in hybrid

layer stacks (containing an organic hole transport layer and an

inorganic electron transport layer), that made them competitive

to their all-organic counterparts [3], [4].

Besides the steps towards display commercialization, the tun-

able emission wavelength and the small full width at half

maximum (FWHM) of their spectra makes these types of

LEDs very interesting for sensor applications like spectrometic

sensors. One important property for these kind of sensoric, the

dynamic of these LEDs, is until now almost neglected. This

work will show a new approach towards understanding the

mechanisms of fast switching QD-LEDs.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

In Fig. 1 a schematic structure of the QD-LEDs that were

produced in this work is shown. These samples were processed

on structured and cleaned indium tin oxide (ITO) substrates.

The zinc oxide-nanoparticles (ZnO-NP), which were synthe-

sized as described in [4], and the red or green emitting

CdSe/ZnS QDs (purchased from Suzhou Xingshuo Nanotech

Co., Ltd.) were deposited via spin coating technique, while

the N,N,N,N-Tetrakis(3-methylphenyl)-3,3-dimethylbenzidine

(HMTPD), the molybdenum trioxide (MoO3) and the alu-

minum anode were deposited by thermal evaporation. The

LEDs were produced under nitrogen Atmosphere and differ

only in the size of the used QDs.

The characteristic spectrum of the emitted light from the

QD-LEDs can be seen in Fig.2. The green QDs have a peak

978-0-7381-4513-6/21/$31.00 ©2021 IEEE
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Fig. 1. schematic structure of a QD-LED
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Fig. 2. Spectrum of the Electroluminescence from the QD-LEDs

emission of 525 nm while the red QDs have one of 624 nm.

Both samples have a very narrow FWHM of about 30 nm,

which corresponds to the characteristic light of QDs.

The spectra were recorded with the spectrometer Andor

Shamrock SR-303i-A, the current-voltage-characteristics were

measured with a Keithley 2636b and the luminascence were

detected with an integrating sphere from Gigahertz. The MELS

and TEL Measurements were taken with the PAIOS from

Fluxim AG.

III. RESULTS

The prepared QD-LEDs showed the electrical and optical

characteristics that are shown in Fig.3 and Fig.4 respectively.

It was stopped after a voltage of 7 V to prevent damage on

the samples. In comparison the red QD-LED shows a higher

current densitiy and luminous flux as well. Because of the

similar structure of the samples this indicates, that the injection

of the Charge Carriers is easier for the red QDs because of

the smaller bandgap, which leads to a higher recombination

rate of excitons within the QDs and thus to more photons that

are emitted.

For the Modulated Electroluminescence Spectroscopy a

sinusoidal voltage with an amplitude of 1 V and a offset of

5 V was applied to the QD-LEDs with frequencies up to 10

MHz. In Fig.5 the phase shift between the sinusoidal voltage

and the emitted signal of the QD-LEDs can be seen. Up to

10 kHz the samples are capable of switching as fast as the
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Fig. 3. Current Density vs. Voltage of the produced QD-LEDs
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Fig. 4. Luminous Flux vs. Voltage of the produced QD-LEDs

incoming signal predetermines. Going to higher frequencies

leads to an increase of the phase shift, meaning the charge

carriers in the QD-LEDs cannot move fast enough to follow

the changing voltage. This is true for both samples, although

the QD LED with the green-emitting QDs has a higher phase

shift in comparison, which means that the red LED can follow

faster.

This can also be seen in Fig.6 which shows the transient

electroluminscent measurement for a rectangular voltage pulse

of 5 V. Here also the red emitting QD-LED is faster as the

green emitting. The sample with the red emitting QDs show

a turn-on delay of 0.57 µs and the sample with the green

emitting QDs show a turn-on delay of 1.14 µs which means

the time until the first charge carriers can recombine within

the QDs is higher for the green QD-LED. Also the rise time of

the luminance is higher for the green LED than for the red one
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Fig. 5. Phase shift vs. Frequency of the modulated QD-LEDs

(2.54µs and 2.02µs respectively). That indicates that the higher

injection barrier for the charge carriers in the green QDs, as

mentioned before, is not just a static but also a dynamic issue.

In Fig.7 the decay of the Electrluminscence is shown. It can

be seen that both samples have no measureable turn-off delay.

That different behavior to the rising electroluminscence shows

that the limitng factor of the speed of the QD-LEDs is the

injection of one type of charge carrier (holes or electrons)

only, as it needs both types for the recombination and the

emission of photons, but the abscence of at least one is enough

to impede the ongoing emission. This type of charge carrier is

expected to be the holes, because they are transported by the

organic semiconductor within the QD-LEDs which show very

poor charge carrier mobility [5]. The fall time is also very low

for both samples (0.1µs for the red QD-LED and 0.32µs for

the green one), while the green LED is slightly slower. That is

because the higher potential barriers to the surrounding layers

confine the charge carriers stronger within the QDs.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this work the influence of the used size of QDs within

QD-LEDs was investigated. This was done by producing QD-

LEDs equally and let them only differ in the used QDs as

luminophor. It could be shown, that the sample using the red

emitting QDs is capable of higher speeds, both in sinusoidal

excitation as well in terms of switching on the sample, in

comparison with the green emitting QD-LED. It is important

to further investigate this topic to fully understand the role of

fast injecting charge carriers into different sized QDs.
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Abstract— High-level models serve their purpose for a time- 
and memory-efficient abstraction of the implementation and 
functionality of integrated circuits, but often experience high 
distinction between the transistor-level simulation and 
measurements. A 12-bit SAR ADC is designed as a high-level 
model as well as a transistor-level implementation in a 0.18 µm 
technology for smart sensor system applications. An accurate 
high-level model is developed and compared to actual transistor-
level simulations as well as measurement results of the 
manufactured chip. Crucial design steps are shown to accurately 
design the high-level model and achieve a model that closely 
follows the behavior of the manufactured circuit, which can be 
used to highly accelerate the design process of smart sensor 
systems 

Keywords— SAR, ADC, 0.18 µm, high level model, capacitor 
array, smart sensor systems 

I. INTRODUCTION

In smart sensor systems, ADCs (analog-to-digital converters) 
need to provide the necessary performance for the following 
digital circuitry. Sensor applications that include state-of-the-
art technologies like Artificial Intelligence (AI), 5G and 
Internet of Things (IoT) are solely possible if the analog sensor 
frontend as well as the ADC serves the requirements necessary 
to implement high-level complexity. In order to meet these 
specifications a 12-bit SAR ADC is designed that is capable of 
operating in real-time applications, due to its zero-cycle 
latency. The design process follows the Top-Down approach, 
where a MATLAB/Simulink model serves as an overall system 
level design for the ADC to set and evaluate parameters like 
ENOB, SNR, INL, DNL early in the design process. This model 
evaluates effects like comparator offset, parasitic substrate 
capacitances and input capacitances to develop requirements 
for the design of the overall sensor system as well as for the 
design of the ADC on circuit level. The simulation of these 
effects on circuit level is time- and memory-consuming [1]. 
This paper shows the importance of high-level ADC modeling 
with respect to the overall performance of the SAR ADC in 
comparison with circuit simulations and measurements and 
emphasizes the usage of high-level circuit abstractions for 

system designers. It is also suitable to serve as provider of key 
element simulations on different abstraction levels in the 
design. 

II. SAR ADC ARCHITECTURE

The designed 12-bit SAR ADC consists of three essential 
functional blocks: The capacitor array (S&H, DAC), the 
comparator and the SAR logic as seen in Fig.  1.  

Fig.  1. Layout of SAR ADC 

The required chip area in the 0.18 µm technology is 0.482 mm², 
wherein most of the area is consumed by capacitor array 
(orange squares in the purple box) and its switches. Close 
attention lies on the capacitor array which exhibits several non-
ideal effects that degrade the accuracy of the ADC. The 
bottleneck of the design process focuses on the right 
dimensioning of the capacitor array which is mainly responsible 
for accuracy and speed specifications. Thus the following 
considerations are primarily focused on the capacitor array. The 
array can be configured in different types of sub-arrays, which 
differentiate in the amount of input capacitances and split 
capacitances. The structure of the array is similar to the 
proposed structure in [1]. It consists of two split-capacitors that 
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connect three sub-arrays with four binary-weighted capacitors. 
The input of the ADC allows fully-differential rail-to-rail input 
signals that get sampled with 1.1 MSPS. Additionally input 
voltage recovery is implemented that is highly efficient in 
multiplexed domains, where data from several sensors is 
processed in time-critical environments.  

III. HIGH-LEVEL ANALYSIS

In order to investigate the performance of the ADC a high-
level model is generated in MATLAB/Simulink. This model 
evaluates the overall functionality of the ADC as well as non-
ideal effects that lead to accuracy degradation. The 
understanding of these non-ideal effects is crucial for further 
design on circuit level. The main factors that limit the DAC 
(capacitor array) are: 

 Unit capacitance (𝐶 )
 Parasitic capacitances (𝐶 )
 Comparator offset (𝑉 ).

Due to wiring at the high impedance node in the array, parasitic 
capacitances (𝐶 ) are most impactful on the accuracy 
degradation of the ADC. As seen in Fig.  2 the parasitic 
capacitance 𝐶  not only contributes from wiring but also from 
the input capacitance of the comparator.  

Fig.  2. Capacitor array – comparator connection 

The input offset voltage of the comparator forms a trade-off: the 
offset voltage decreases with larger input transistors while the 
input capacitance rises with larger input transistors. The effect 
of these parasitic capacitances as well as the comparator offset 
can be reduced by increasing the unit capacitance (𝐶 ). Fig.  3 
identifies several combinations of  𝐶  and 𝐶 , where 𝐶 =
𝐶 = 𝐶 . The offset voltage 𝑉  is held constant, due to offset 
compensation in the comparator which reduces the offset 
significantly. 

TABLE I. STATIC PARAMETERS 

𝑪𝒖 𝑪𝒑 𝑰𝑵𝑳𝒎𝒊𝒏 𝑰𝑵𝑳𝒎𝒂𝒙  𝑫𝑵𝑳𝒎𝒊𝒏 𝑫𝑵𝑳𝒎𝒂𝒙 

500 𝑓𝐹 25 𝑓𝐹 −0.84𝐿𝑆𝐵 0.84𝐿𝑆𝐵 −0.2𝐿𝑆𝐵 1 𝐿𝑆𝐵
500 𝑓𝐹 50 𝑓𝐹 −1.7𝐿𝑆𝐵 1.7𝐿𝑆𝐵 −0.2𝐿𝑆𝐵 2 𝐿𝑆𝐵
500 𝑓𝐹 250 𝑓𝐹 −7𝐿𝑆𝐵 7.2𝐿𝑆𝐵 −0.2𝐿𝑆𝐵 7.8 𝐿𝑆𝐵 
750 𝑓𝐹 7.5 𝑓𝐹 −0.24𝐿𝑆𝐵 0.24𝐿𝑆𝐵 −0.2𝐿𝑆𝐵 0.4 𝐿𝑆𝐵
750 𝑓𝐹 33 𝑓𝐹 −0.84𝐿𝑆𝐵 0.67𝐿𝑆𝐵 −0. 𝐿𝑆𝐵 1 𝐿𝑆𝐵
750 𝑓𝐹 188 𝑓𝐹 −3.6𝐿𝑆𝐵 3.6𝐿𝑆𝐵 −0.2𝐿𝑆𝐵 4 𝐿𝑆𝐵 

Fig.  3: static parameters of high-level simulation 

The static parameters (Fig.  3) are used for estimation of the 
acceptable parasitic capacitance that should be considered as 
maximum for a specific INL/DNL. Due to an extensive input 
capacitance (𝐶 = 36 𝑝𝐹) that would slow down the sampling 
phase of the ADC, when using 𝐶 = 750 𝑓𝐹. Therefore a unit 

capacitance of 𝐶 = 500 𝑓𝐹 is used, which increases the 
requirements in layout to achieve |𝐼𝑁𝐿| < 1 𝐿𝑆𝐵. For proper 
selection of 𝐶  a more solidified approach is added in the design 
process. By using the statistical model of the unit capacitance to 

simulate the capacitor mismatch 𝜎   the width 𝑊 and length 

𝐿 is combined with the Pelgrom-coefficient AC and can be 
calculated by: 

𝜎
Δ𝐶

𝐶
 =

𝐴𝐶

√𝑊𝐿

(1) 

Eq. 1 identifies the capacitance mismatch due to statistical 
variations during the manufacturing processes. The statistical 
accuracy of the capacitor array, which depends on the unit 
capacitor size, can be modeled and is demonstrated in Fig.  4. 
The mid-voltage at the capacitor array, which is the input voltage 
of the comparator is modeled over 10  Monte-Carlo iterations. 
This voltage follows a normal distribution and the standard 
deviation 𝜎 can be used to indicate the deviation from the ideal 
voltage level of 1.65 V during the MSB decision. During the 
MSB-decision the maximum relative error occurs in the array 
[3][4]. Fig.  5 shows the difference in accuracy (expressed in 𝜎) 
for 𝐶 = 500 𝑓𝐹 and 𝐶 = 750 𝑓𝐹. A confidential interval of 
3𝜎 (= 99.7 % yield) (𝐿𝑆𝐵 = 402.8 µ𝑉) is chosen.  

Fig.  4. Voltage deviation at MSB decision 

Fig.  5 shows that an increase in unit capacitance by 50 %, 
decreases the accuracy by only 15 %. On the other hand, the 
input capacitance will be increased by 50 % as well. In that case 
𝐶 = 500 𝑓𝐹 is an overall better choice.  

TABLE II. CONFIDENCE INTERVAL  

 𝑪𝒖 = 𝟓𝟎𝟎 𝒇𝑭 𝑪𝒖 = 𝟕𝟓𝟎 𝒇𝑭 

𝟑𝝈 215.6 µ𝑉 181.6 µ𝑉 

𝟑𝝈

𝑳𝑺𝑩

0.535 0.45 

Fig.  5. Confidence interval of voltage deviation at MSB decision 
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IV. CIRCUIT SIMULATION AND MEASUREMENT

To verify the high-level model a comparison to the simulation 
on circuit level is done. Design, simulation, layout and parasitic 
extraction (PEX) is conducted, which leads to the calculation of 
static and dynamic parameters. To evaluate the high-level model 
a comparison of different results in different design steps are 
shown. The following INL/DNL plot in Fig.  6 is the result after 
PEX, which includes all simulated parasitics that were also 
modeled in the high-level model (as 𝐶 ).  

Fig.  6. INL and DNL after PEX 

The simulated INL and DNL show the necessity of the high-
level simulation, which correlates to a parasitic capacitance of 
𝐶 ≈ 55 𝑓𝐹. After manufacturing the ADC undergoes a static 
test by applying a ramp at the input. The accuracy of the static 
test (i.e. INL/DNL) is highly depended on the measurement 
setup e.g. the alias filter, the accuracy of the ramp. Fig.  7 shows 
the measurement results. Additional noise measurements 
indicate that the input alias filter generates an unexpected noise 
signal that infiltrates the ADC input, which leads to unexpected 
high INL and DNL.  

Fig.  7. INL and DNL measurement 

By applying a test signal of 2550 Hz to the input and sampling 
at the maximum rate of 1.1 MS leads to the dynamic parameters 
shown in Fig.  8. Fig.  9 compares the most significant accuracy 
parameters of the simulations and measurements. The 
comparison of all parameters show that the high level model 
precisely follows the simulation results of the circuit simulation. 
The measurement results display a decrease in performance after 
the manufacturing process. The INL increases especially for the 
minimal 𝐼𝑁𝐿 .   

Fig.  8. FFT plot of simulation (PEX/Noise) and measurement 

TABLE III. SUMMARY OF PARAMETERS 

High-level Sim 
(𝑪𝒑 = 𝟓𝟎𝒇𝑭) 

Circuit 
Sim after 
PEX 

Measurement 

INLmin 

INLmax 

-1.7 LSB

+1.7 LSB

-1.8 LSB

+1.8 LSB

-4.6 LSB

+2.1 LSB

DNLmin 

DNLmax 

-0.2 LSB

+2 LSB

-0.4 LSB

+2.4 LSB

-1 LSB

+2.4 LSB

ENOB 11.1 Bit 11 Bit 10.2 Bit 

SNR 68.8 dB 67.8 dB 63.4 dB 

Fig.  9. collection of data from high-level/simulation/measurement 

V. CONCLUSION

This paper shows the effectiveness of high-level models that 
speed up the overall smart sensor design process significantly. 
Considering a usual design process of an application-specific 
ADC, it takes several months until the final chip is tested. The 
verification and usage of high-level models which require less 
design time increases the interdisciplinary transparency 
between different engineers in smart sensor systems.   
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